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FUNERALS AND BURIALS: PROTECTING
CONSUMERS FROM BAD PRACTICES

MONDAY, APRIL 10, 2000

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMIrrEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice,* at 1:05 p.m., in room

SD-106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles E. Grassley
(Chairman of the Committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Grassley, Breaux, and Bryan.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY,
CHAIRMAN

The CHAMMAN. I thank everybody for their attendance at this
hearing, and appreciate the fact that a lot of people in preparation
for this hearing beyond those of us that are employed by the people
of the United States have gone to a lot of work to be prepared for
it, and particularly for our witnesses we thank you for doing that.
But those of you who are just here because of your interest in it,
we thank you, too, for taking time out of your busy schedules.

I want to make it very clear up front that I do not consider this
set of hearings that involve the funeral home industry as "gotcha"
type hearings. We have had the cooperation of the industry very
much in working toward these hearings.

Remember, as far as these hearings are concerned, they started
out with a proposition put forth by the General Accounting Office
that the Federal Trade Commission was not adequately enforcing
the Funeral Rule. So this is a hearing not only about a segment
of our economy, but it is also about our constitutional oversight of
the laws being faithfully executed to make sure that the regulatory
agencies are doing their job as well.

So I want to thank Senator Breaux for being here and other
members who hopefully will be able to come and attend part of our
hearing. I hope that by the end, my committee and the public will
agree that it was important for the Committee on Aging to examine
the funeral-related industries. In addition, I want to thank the wit-
nesses for being here today. Your testimony will assist the commit-
tee greatly in determining how best to address the problems that
you raise.

This hearing focuses on a multi-billion-dollar industry that pro-
vides funeral goods and services to Americans. Like any industry,
it has its decent and caring providers, and like any industry it also
has those who are not so caring. The Committee on Aging em-



barked on this investigation on behalf of all those citizens who
have had bad experiences with the providers who are not so caring.

Some consumers have been cheated outright, others have simply
paid too much money for a funeral or a burial. Why is that? Fu-
neral goods and services are unique from most other consumer
goods and services. Consumers rarely shop around and compare
prices. They are grieving at that particular time. They are very
emotional. They put their trust in the funeral industry. Therefore,
it is important that consumers are able to ensure themselves that
this industry is worthy of their trust.

I am particularly concerned that older Americans may be vulner-
able. They are often targets of opportunists, but they are the least
able to recover financially if they are cheated. They may lack re-
sources such as money and good health to fight back if they are
misled. So it is with these thoughts in mind that the committee
convenes these hearingA.

These hearings will be constructive. We will hear some very sad
and shocking stories today, but surely these stories will help us
identify consumer problems that we want to solve. One important
consumer issue is the expense of a funeral and burial. Many ask
why are funerals and burials so expensive. Maybe funeral homes
and cemeteries just charge what the market will bear.

Each year, approximately 2 million people die in the United
States. Slightly fewer than 2 million funerals are arranged each
year by 22,000 funeral homes, and that is according to this chart
over here. As the chart shows, this is an average of 1.6 funerals
per week for each of the funeral homes. Of course, and obviously,
some funerals homes conduct more funerals weekly and others may
conduct a lot fewer. Nevertheless, these figures set the stage for
understanding the prices charged by the industry.

The U.S. Geological Survey is in the process of determining for
the first time the number of cemeteries in the United States, and
as our next chart shows, the number of cemeteries is staggering.
The survey estimates that there will be more than 200,000 ceme-
teries identified when this project of the U.S. Geological Survey is
complete.

Currently, there are 115,291 cemeteries identified. There are var-
ious kinds of cemeteries: for-profit, which means publicly traded;
non-profit; religious; private and family run; and national ceme-
teries for veterans. However, only a small portion of the cemeteries
across the country are regulated. Funerals and cemeteries are a
$12 billion-a-year industry. This figure does not even include cas-
ket manufacturing and pre-paid funeral arrangements. Altogether,
this would top $18 billion or more, so we are talking about a very,
very big business.

The national average cost for a funeral, burial, and monument is
$7,520. Here again we have a chart with national averages. Cer-
tainly, these costs can be much lower, as is the case with any aver-
age. But they can be much higher, as we will hear from several
witnesses today. In addition, funeral and burial expenses have ex-
ceeded the rate of inflation every year since at least 1990, and have
exceeded the Consumer Price Index as compared with all other con-
sumer items, as this chart just placed before you will show.



Another issue facing consumers is the cost of caskets, one of the
most expensive purchases for the funeral. The average mark-up on
caskets is 500 percent. Some are marked up as high as 2,000 per-
cent, and for cost comparison purposes, this Chart E will explain
each of those mark-ups.

Another consumer issue is sealed caskets, which the industry
sells as a specialty item. One of our witnesses will tell us about the
sales pitch for sealed caskets. The pitch involves telling consumers
that their loved ones are protected or that their remains are pre-
served or that the sealed casket is resistant to the elements. Our
witness will tell you that none of that is true.

Another important consumer issue is high-pressure sales tactics.
Pre-need funeral salespeople can put on a hard sell. We will hear
about an extreme case from one of our witnesses. Older Americans
are often the target of high-pressure tactics. Pre-need sales, for in-
stance, are targeted at seniors, since 70 percent of the deaths that
occur are of persons 65 or older. Pre-need agreements are among
the least regulated products of the funeral industry. To the extent
that pre-need trusts are regulated, more than one State office may
regulate these instruments, and that leads to confusion and com-
plexity for consumers and regulators.

This committee's interest in protecting seniors from these sorts
of high-pressure tactics does not apply just to the pre-need sales in-
dustry. It also applies to the finance companies of America as when
we had hearings on such pressure on people to take loans out re-
sulting after in loss of their homes.

People might wonder what consumer complaints are about and
where you go to complain about these problems. I asked the Gen-
eral Accounting Office to study that issue, among the others that
it studied, and the General Accounting Office concluded that there
were fewer consumer complaints because, among other reasons,
there was no central place for complaints.

So we now have a chart that illustrates the confusion consumers
face when they have a funeral or a burial complaint. As you can
see, if the consumer can even figure out where to complain, it is
not clear what, if any, remedy the consumer will have short of a
lawsuit in court. The General Accounting Office did not consider
lawsuits as an indicator of the number of complaints that exist
throughout the industry.

However, this committee analyzed suits filed against certain
large chains and found that there were a significant number of
suits. Moreover, the committee found that many were settled, and
many included confidentiality provisions. This means that consum-
ers remain in the dark once again on what those problems were
that were finally settled by the lawsuit and how they were settled.

Tomorrow, we will hear from a panel of Government and indus-
try representatives. They will discuss the extent of regulations and
how consumers are protected. The committee hopes to explore what
Government can do better to protect consumers.

Just before I turn to Senator Breaux, just one concluding com-
ment for my opening, and that is since our news conference when
we released the General Accounting Office report, I have on a regu-
lar basis had dialog and coo eration with the trade associations.
Particularly, I have tried to keep in touch with the Iowa Funeral



Directors Association. I even had hearings in my State of Iowa. We
have tried to be very transparent with everybody in the industry
as we approach this hearing because I know, too, that the leaders
of the industry want to make sure that everybody in that industry
is ethical.

Senator Breaux.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN BREAUX
Senator BREAUx. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for your

cooperation and also for having yet what is another timely hearing
by the Senate Committee on Aging. When most members are not
even back from the weekend yet, you have already set out a very
ambitious schedule this afternoon of hearing from, I think, a panel
that will provide real solid and good information on the issue of the
funeral home industry in the United States.

It really, I would say for the benefit of all of our guests, is a con-
tinuation of what this committee has been able to do in looking at
industries and businesses that affect senior citizens in this country.
We have had hearings on Medicare fraud, we have had hearings
looking at the nursing home industry, we have had hearings that
have investigated telemarketing fraud aimed at seniors, we have
had hearings looking at the quality of assisted living facilities in
this country.

And this is yet a continuation of this committee's effort to try
and look at those parts of our society that have a direct impact on
seniors, in particular, and their families. So this is a continuation
of that effort, and hopefully other Members of Congress will benefit
from the findings that are made here today.

Obviously, you have outlined some of the things that we are
going to be looking at, and I do not want to pre-judge what the wit-
nesses will be telling us about their experiences with this industry.
You have pointed out that when we have looked at consumer fraud
in other areas that obviously it is something that needs to be cor-
rected. And this industry is not unlike any other industry; there
will be bad apples as well as good performers.

Our goal is to make sure that we as a Government and a society
are doing everything we can to see to it that the bad actors are re-
moved from the business. Certainly, if you are dealing with con-
sumer fraud, this area is equally, if not more important than any
other area because you are dealing with people at a very vulner-
able time in their lives when they have to deal with the loss of a
loved one. To have a bad apple, if you would, perpetrate consumer
fraud on a family at that time in their life is very unfortunate, it
is unforgivable, and it has to be stopped.

I would point out that I am interested in looking at a number
of the areas which you outlined, particularly the question of self-
policing of this industry by the funeral boards. It is very difficult
for any industry to be policed if they are doing the policing them-
selves. It naturally brings up concerns if, in fact, the decisions
about the industry's compliance will be made only by the industry
itself. That naturally, I think, raises potential for abuse, and I look
forward to hearing about that.

The other question is the burial policies, which I guess have been
more prominent perhaps in the South. I know we have had these



types of policies throughout my State of Louisiana for even longer
than I can remember. And it seems that these policies which are
sold very inexpensively in the beginning, many times consumers
find that they are practically worthless when it comes to actually
needing to utilize some of those policies.

So these are some of the things that we are going to be looking
at. I am going to have to slip away for a short meeting with the
Democratic Leader, but I will return and look forward to today's
hearings, as well as the hearings tomorrow. I know that they have
generated a great deal of interest. I know the Times Picayune in
Louisiana has run a whole series of articles by Bill Walsh dealing
with this issue which I find to be very interesting and well thought
out. So there is a great deal of interest in this subject, and I think
people want us to make sure that they are being treated fairly.
Hopefully, this hearing will help do that.

Thank you.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.
Now, Senator Bryan.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR RICHARD BRYAN

Senator BRYAN. Mr. Chairman, let me join with the ranking
member in congratulating you for not only what you have done in
the past in terms of convening a series of very timely meetings on
issues that affect the Nation's elderly, but the timeliness in conven-
ing our hearing today.

It has been nearly four decades since the seminar work by Jes-
sica Medford, The American Way of Death, broke forth upon the
public scene and exposed to the industry a number of abusive prac-
tices that took place. Federal legislation followed, and I think it is
appropriate at this juncture for us to review the adequacy of that
legislation and to examine what, if anything, needs to be done by
way of a follow-on.

As you and Senator Breaux have pointed out, there are a couple
of areas that I think bear scrutiny, and one is the adequacy of con-
sumer protection at the State level. It is true, as you observed, Mr.
Chairman, that indeed in many States the responsibility for the fu-
neral home industry is widely dispersed among a number of dif-'
ferent agencies, which makes it very difficult for the consumer to
know who do I go to to get the kind or relief that I may be entitled
to.

Second, there is the aspect of pre-need, which is a very large part
of this industry, and the protections that are available to the pub-
lic, too, in terms of the pre-need aspect of this industry. The protec-
tions vary widely from State to State, and I think we appropriately
ought to take a look at this.

And then finally, Mr. Chairman, as our colleague Senator Breaux
pointed out, by and large all of us have certain faculties or in-
stincts to make inherently sound judgments when it comes to mak-
ing purchases in our lives. But at a time that one is selecting these
particular services, it is very emotional. It is a very difficult time,
and families are very vulnerable. Decisions made in that kind of
environment, it seems to me, suggest that a special measure of pro-
tection ought to be made available to make sure that the individ-



uals who are grieving because of the loss of a loved one are not ex-
posed to practices which victimize them and their families.

Again, I thank you, and I look forward to hearing these wit-
nesses.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Well, I thank Senator Breaux and
Senator Bryan. I usually take note, and I neglected to this time,
of the great deal of cooperation I have from the ranking Democrat
on this committee. In cooperation, we have generally done every-
thing on this committee in a bipartisan, cooperative way, and I
really appreciate that. And I forgot to mention that, so I mention
that now.

Our witnesses today will be divided into two panels. On the first
panel we will hear from convicted pre-need sales executive Irwin
Karp. Mr. Karp served as vice president of pre-need sales with a
cremation company. He left that company and established his own
company. He was convicted in 1999 of 13 counts of grand theft of
pre-need funds and is currently serving up to 6 years of incarcer-
ation in California.

Obviously, there is great difficulty in transporting Mr. Karp to
be with us in person today, so the committee has arranged to have
Mr. Karp testify via video teleconferencing. This will afford mem-
bers the opportunity to question Mr. Karp in person, and I will
allow questioning of Mr. Karp before I announce the second panel.

Mr. Karp, we are ready to receive your testimony.
STATEMENT OF IRWIN KARP, CONVICTED FELON,

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, TEHACHAPI, CA
Mr. KARP. OK, thank you. To give a little background of myself,when I was 20 years old I took a job as a salesman in a Wall Street

over-the-counter firm. Because of my performance, I was made a
partner and eventually I became the owner of the firm, buying out
my partners.

Ever since then, for most of my adult life, I have been in sales
management in one form or another, sometimes being the sales
manager for specific firms, sometimes being hired as an independ-
ent contractor to lecture and/or train sales managers for larger cor-
porations. I also started a water purification sales company in Dal-
las, TX, in 1978 which eventually went public in 1984.

In 1989, I became the sales manager for the Neptune Society, in
Burbank, CA. My job was to hire and train sales personnel for pur-
poses of setting up and developing a pre-need division for this 17-
year-old firm. Within 2 years, monthly sales had reached an
annualized rate of $5 million per year. By the time I left Neptune,
the trust fund had grown to $12 million from a rather modest be-
ginning.

It is important to understand that 60 percent of this trust fund
eventually drops to the bottom line as profit, as the cost at that
time was $200 and $500 was being put in the trust fund. We were
also allowed to invest that trust fund and the income belonged to
us when the individual died, even though they paid taxes on the
income all along the line.

I left Neptune to form my own company because the owner of
Neptune reneged on his promise to give me equity in the company
when I achieved certain goals, which I surpassed. To elaborate fur-



ther on my background and how I reached my present cir-
cumstances, please refer to the enclosed letter on my behalf to the
Superior Court of California on January 19, 2000, along with its
enclosure, part of a letter written to Deputy Attorney General
David Taglienti on September 15, 1992.

I would also like to have you understand that I took, or bor-
rowed, in my mind, this money from the trust fund because my
partners were supposed to invest on a regular basis. And because
of the length of time it took me to get my license, which normally
is a 30- to 45-day period, but because of some other people's private
agenda I was refused a license and took 9 months to get one, they
could not keep their commitments to the investors. So I was hurt-
ing for money and I used the trust fund and borrowed, as a lot of
funeral directors do, in the hopes of putting it back because I was
talking to investors constantly and had the optimistic hope that
when the new investors came in, I would obviously replace this
money.

After giving careful consideration to your investigation of abuses
in the cremation industry and possible solutions, I am dividing it
into four categories. No. 1 is licensing, No. 2 is "whose ashes," No.
3 is trust fund protection, and No. 4 is elimination of fraudulent
sales practices.

As far as licensing, the president or manager of day-to-day oper-
ations should definitely be a licensed funeral director. The Neptune
Society, in Burbank, has been operating for 25 years without the
owner holding a license or ever having even taken a required test.
He does, however, run the day-to-day operation, sign all checks,
and control completely the trust fund. The licensee is a man who
never set foot in the office in the 3 years of my employment, nor
did I ever speak to him. This may have changed since I left the
company in December 1991, and the company has received much
negative publicity since then.

No. 2, whose ashes? When a person purchases a pre-need crema-
tion plan, he knows that he will not be there to see it is properly
carried out. One of the things he most desires to know is that when
his body is reduced to ashes, it will be his ashes that will be scat-
tered as he designates, at sea or the finish line at a race track, or
placed in an urn to be kept by his family. What he does not want
is for somebody else's ashes in part or in whole to be so scattered
or placed in the urn, which has happened often.

I suggest possible precautions as follows: No. 1, a fireproof identi-
fication bracelet be included with each policy and kept with the
customer's paperwork required for cremation. When the customer
dies, a family member or designee-for example, a hospital or nurs-
ing home-would place this bracelet on the customer's wrist before
having the body removed to the crematorium or holding facility.
Perhaps there could be laws mandating that the cremation pick-up
service must acknowledge receipt of bodies with such bracelets, and
when necessary such institutions as police morgues or hospital
morgues would not release such bodies to be transported to the
holding facilities until such bracelets are in place.

The reason for this being important is usually most companies
like Neptune simply brokered out these services. They hired a pick-
up service, they hired a crematory. They were basically just a sales



organization. Ultimately, each of these bracelets could be attached
to the urn they are giving to the family with the ashes.

B: After the body is transported to the holding facility, the trans-port company would certify that it has arrived with the bracelet.
C: There should be an independent observer present at all crema-

tions to verify that the ashes correspond to the identification brace-
let, and that one body's ashes have been completely retrieved andbeen unadulterated by any commingling. The observer can either
be a family member or State official attached to crematories-as anexample, crematory A on Monday and Thursday or crematory B onTuesday and Friday-or officials arranged by the pre-need com-pany, such as members of the clergy, to go to whatever cremation
is handling their case. Perhaps a tax incentive to the pre-need com-pany might be offered, such as an additional charitable deduction
for retaimng members of the clergy.

Since 80 percent of the people choose scattering at sea, a member
of the clergy should definitely be present on the boat as a witness
to ensure all that should be scattered are scattered. This does nothappen at present. In Neptune's case, the witnesses are the captain
of the boat and his wife. Both are employed by Neptune, so they
may not always have the deceased's best interests at heart. Indeed,
one of the major abuses in the industry is the sale of body parts.
This is rather gruesome, but this happens. Such an observer couldverify that the complete body is being cremated.

No. 3: trust fund protection. This is where most of the abuses
take effect. The problem is ensuring that the pre-need company
puts the required money into a trust fund in a timely manner and
removes only when and for the purpose required by law. I do not
believe this can be ensured if the cremation company itself is incontrol of the trust moneys, which is normal.

I suggest that, No. 1, an independent firm be retained to do the
following: verify on a quarterly basis that properly allocated trust
funds have been deposited on the appropriate dates, within 30 days
of death. Present law requires an annual trust fund statement.
This should be submitted by an independent firm or bank or custo-
dian, but not by the funeral director because, as is presently the
case, he could put down whatever figures he wishes and they are
not responsible to anyone to answer for this. They are supposed to
be audited annually, but this very rarely happens. In all fairness
to our State here, they claim that they don't have enough funds to
justify supervision. Also, notification of such deposits should go to
the customers to give them peace of mind.

B: Direct deposit of properly allocated dividends and interest to
be made by the bank or investment fund or brokerage house to the
custodian of the trust fund.

C: Annual form 1099s should be sent to each subscriber reflect-
ing the above, the interest or dividends earned as previously stated
by the IRS. This is also not being done.

D: Upon the customer's death, have the trust custodian release
the applicable funds to the pre-need company only after receiving
a copy of the death certificate and an affidavit of cremation. The
custodian should not be the owner, officer, or director of the funeral
home or pre-need sales company.



E: A statement of deposits and withdrawals should be sent to the
State monthly, and these should all be subject to spot-checking.

Four: Elimination of fraudulent sales practices. I have two sug-
gestions for dealing with this. No. 1, a random compliance call by
a company compliance officer. I suggest each new salesman should
maybe have as many as 7 of his first 21 sales followed up to ascer-
tain what he said and what representations are made. After the
first 21 sales, it could be spotted at 1 out of 10 or whatever is com-
fortable.

B: Enact laws making it legal for a prospective customer receiv-
ing a sales pitch by telephone or in person to tape such pitch with-
out informing the salesman. We are fast approaching a time when
micro recorders will be commonly available, and the fear of such
being used will cause reluctance on the part of the sales company
and salesmen to resort to chicanery in order to make a sale, which
certainly does happen now.

C: Consider licensing all salespeople. At present, in our State
they do not have to be licensed.

D: Customers should receive a statement, including 1099s, annu-
ally and possibly other factors. At present, what happens is the cre-
mation policy has a set figure to it and they will never have to pay
any additional money, no matter when their death occurs. This is
not accurate. They do have to pay interest all along the line for the
interest that was earned. They have to pay taxes on that. Also, if
they do not die in their present neighborhood or in close proximity,
they are charged extra for dying out of the area. This could be as
much as $500 to $2,000 in addition, and this is very, very rarely
mentioned during the sales presentation.

The above appears to me to be the major concerns of the busi-
ness. I would like to suggest, however, that 100 percent of the mon-
eys received should not be placed in trust funds. To do so of neces-
sity forces the company to pay rent, advertising, printing, mailing,
commissions, salaries, et cetera, out of capital, and will limit those
who can go into this business to large, well-established funeral
companies who have no desire to offer an inexpensive alternative,
cremation, to their extraordinarily profitable business.

[The prepared statement of Irwin Karp follows:]
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When I was 20 years old I took ajob as a salesman in a Wall Street over-the-counter firm.

Because of my performance, I was made partner and eventually I became the owner of the firm.

Ever since then, for most of my adult life, I have been in sales management in one form or

another, sometimes being the sales manager for specific firms, and sometimes being hired as an

independent contractor to lecture and/or train sales managers for larger corporations. I also

started a water purification company in Dallas, Texas in 1978 which eventually went public in

1984.

In 1989, 1 became the sales manager for the Neptune Society in Burbank, California. My job
was to hire and train sales personnel for purposes of setting up and developing a pre-need

division for this 17-year old firm. Within two years, monthly sales had reached an annualized

rate of $5 million per year, and by the time I left Neptune, the trust fund had grown to $12

million from a rather modest beginning.

I left Neptune to form my own company because Manny Weintraub, the owner of Neptune,

reneged o his promise to give me equity in the company when I achieved certain goals.

To elaborate further on my background and how I reached my present circumstances, please refer

to the enclosed letter written on my behalf to the Superior Court of California on January 19,

2000, along with its enclosure (part of a letter written to the Deputy Attorney General, David F.

Taglienti, Esq., on September 15, 1992). It is important, I believe, to state the trust monies were

used to pay company obligations and not for personal gain. I also voluntarily handed in my

license when I realized I could no longer operate. I arranged to have one and then a second

company handle my customers and sent letters to all customers. The state confirmed this as I

actually personally paid for eight cremations well after going out of business. So obviously there

never was any intent to defraud anyone.

I have given careful consideration to your investigation of abuses in the cremation industry and

possible solutions, therefore, I am dividing them into four categories:

I. Licensing
II. Whose Ashes?
m. Trust Fund Protection
IV. Elimination of Fraudulent Sales Pitches

I. Licensing

The president or manager of day to day operations should be a licensed funeral director. The

Neptune Society in Burbank, California has been operating 25 years without the owner holding a

license or ever having taken one required test. He does, however, run the day to day operation,
sign all checks, and control the trust fund. The licensee is a man who never set foot in the office

in the 3 years of my employment nor did I ever speak to him. This may have changed since I left

the company in December 1991, and the company received much negative publicity.
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II Whose Ashes

When a person purchases a pre-need cremation plan, he knows that he will not be there to see
that it is properly carried out. One of the things he most desires to know is that when his body is
reduced to ashes, it will be his ashes that are either scattered where he designates (at sea; the
finish line at a racetrack) or placed in an urn to be kept by his family. What he does not want is
for somebody else's ashes, in part or in whole, to be so scattered or placed in the urn. I suggest
possible precautions as follows:

A. Fire proof identification bracelets be included with each policy and kept with the
customer's paperwork required for cremation. When the customer dies, a family
member or designee, for example, hospital or nursing home, would place the
bracelet on the customer's wrist before having the body removed to the cremation.
Perhaps there could be laws mandating the cremation pickup service must
acknowledge receipt of bodies with such bracelets and when necessary such
institutions as police morgues, hospital morgues, etc., would not release such
bodies to be transported to the holding facilities until such bracelets are in place.
Ultimately each of those bracelets would be attached to the urn or given to the
family with the ashes.

B. After the body is transported to the holding facility, the transport company would
certify that it has arrived with the bracelet.

C. There should be an independent observer present at all cremations to verify that
the ashes correspond to the identification bracelet and that one body's ashes have
been completely retrieved and been unadulterated by any co-mingling. The
observer can either be a state official attached to crematoriums (e.g. to
Crematorium A on Monday and Thursday, to Crematorium B on Tuesday and
Friday), or officials arranged for by the pre-need company, such as members of
the clergy, to go to whatever crematorium is handling their case. A tax incentive
to the pre-need company might be offered, such as an additional charitable
deduction for retaining members of the clergy. Since 80% of the people choose
scattering at sea, a member of clergy should be present on one boat as the witness
or ensure all that should be scattered is scattered. At present, in Neptune's case,
the witnesses are the captain and his wife. They are also employed by Neptune.

D. One of the abuses in the industry is the sale of body parts. Such an observer could
verify that the complete body is being cremated.

III Trust Fund Protection,

The problem is ensuring that the pre-need company puts the required money into a trust fund in a
timely manner and removes it only when and for the purposes required by law. I do not believe



that this can be ensured if the cremation company itself is in control of the trust monies. I
suggest that:

A. An independent firm be retained to do the following:

(1) Categorize the income as trust money and non-trust money.

(2) Verify on a quarterly basis that properly allocated trust monies have been
deposited on the appropriate dates. Present law requires an annual trust
fund statement. This should be submitted by an independent firm, or
bank, or custodian, but not by the funeral director.

(3) Send notification of such deposits to the customers.

B. Direct deposits of properly allocated dividends and interest be made by the bank,
or investment fund, or brokerage house to the custodian of the trust fund, who
shall reinvest or distribute same as indicated.

C. Annual form 1099's be sent to each subscriber reflecting the above.

D. Upon the customer's death, have the trust custodian release te applicable funds to
the pre-need company only after receiving a copy of the death certificate and an
affidavit of cremation. Custodian should not be owner, officer or director of the
funeral home or pre-need company.

E. Statement of deposits and withdrawals should be sent to the state monthly.

IV Elimination of Fraudulent Sales Pitches

I have two suggestions for dealing with possible fraudulent sales pitches:

A. Random compliance calls by a company compliance officer. I suggest each new
salesman should have seven of his 21 sales followed up to ascertain what he said
and what representations he made. After the first 21 sales, compliance would
continue at a 10% rate.

B. Enact laws making it legal for prospective customer receiving a sales pitch by
telephone or in person to tape such pitch without informing the salesman. We are
fast approaching the time when micro recorders will be commonly available, and
the fear of such being used will cause reluctance on the part of the sales company
and/or salesman to resort to chicanery in order to make a sale.

C. Consider licensing all sales people.



The above appears to me the major concerns of this business. I would like to add, however, the
suggestion that 100% of the monies received should not be placed in trust. To do so, of necessity
forces the company to pay rent, advertising, printing, mailing, commissions, salaries, etc., out of
capital, and will limit those who can go into this business to large, well established funeral
companies will have no desire to offer an inexpensive alternative (cremation) to their
extraordinarily profitable business.



JU.IAN R. WEINBERG .
234 South El Molino Avenue
Pasadena, California 91101

(626) 792-0575

January 19,2000

Superior Court of Cailiforia
County of Ventura
800 South Victoria Avenue
Ventura, CA 93009

Attn: Hon. Arturo E. Gutierrez

Dear Judge Gutlerrti:

My purpose in addressing the Court is to disclose information of which I have first-hand
knowledge, that, wl ile not pertinent to Mr. Karp's guilt or innocence of the charges against him. is
pertinent to a just resolution of the matter. The prosecution has indicated a belief that Mr. Karp
originated a sca with the intent of defrauding a large number of citizens in Ventura County. I canstate categorically tat this is not the case.

I first met Mr. Karp in the middle of 1991 and in conversation he discovered that I hadpracticed law in New York prior to cmting to California, specializing in commercial law. He thenrecounted the following to me: A year and a half or so prior to our conversation, he had met withMr. Manny Weinirsaub, the President of the Neptune Society, a major national cremationmembership societ,'. to discuss introducing a new product to the corporation. That product was thesale of pre-need contracts. Up until then, Neptune had sold a membership for a nominal sum ofmoney which, upon the death of the member, would permit his heirs to contac Neptune and carryout the wishes of the then deceased. with the family paying whatever the going rate was at the timeof death. It was Mv'r. Karp's opinion that there was a market for people who did not want to be aburden on their families and who wanted to arrange their own cremation in advance, leaving theirheirs without financialresponsibility. With this ideain mind, Mr.Karp was hired by Mr. Weintraubas Vice President in charge of this pre-need division. His remuneration was to be a draw againstcommission plus ov errides. Upon reaching certain goals, as outlined by Mr Weintraub, he was. inaddition, to receive equity in the pre-need division of Neptune.

Having exceeded those goals, Mr. Karp inquired of Mi. Weintraub about his stock, end wastold basically that Mr. Weintraub did not intend to honor his commitment. What could he (Karp!do. he asked me? I told him that if he had nothing in writing, he could not do anything. A[ whichpoint he produced a hand-written scrawl signed by himself and Mr. Weintraub, generally outlining
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the agreement It was my opinion that this would result in a difficult case. If he could prove that
the promise of equit:r was consideration and not gratuitous, he might prevail, but it would rake
considerable time and money, with uncertain damages.

Mr. Karp mate it clear to me that he did not trust Mr. Weintraub's ethics or honesty and
would just as soon lcave and start his own company, but be did not have the money. After
discussing the businiss of pre-need cremation, both as to what he had accomplished in a year and
a half atthe Neptune Society and the ways in which he felthe could improve on that result based on
his current experience. I took It upon myself to search for investors for him. After thorough
investigation (even s ) far as visiting Neptune and watching Mr. Kasp conduct asales meeting), aMr.
James Egide agreed io supply $350,000 in cash and services in return for 50% of the company to be
formed. Mr. Karp, who had reached an income position which if annualized would have amounted
to 5150.000 a year, would take no salary, but a draw against commissions amounting to less than
two-thirds of his then current income.

In Decembeir of 1991, using the capital contribution of James Egide, Mr. Karp rented and
fumished an office, vented a refrigerated storage facility, and created all the paperworknecessary to
getting a funeral directors license. for which ha applied. He then recruited an4 trained twenty top-
noTch sales people. Advertisements were put in the newspaper and a 100,000 pice mailing was aet
To go the day after the Funeral Board would meet to issue the license. Since the only matters that
needed to be accomplished to get approval for the license were (a) the approval by a Funeral Board
investigator of the offices, contracts, brochures, mailings, etc.. (b) verification that Mr. Karp had
passed his test for he license; and (c) verification that neither he nor Mr. Egide had a criminal
record; and since Mr. Karp knew that the offices and all the paperwork met the Funeral Board
requirements, that lie (Karp) had passed his test fbra license, and that neither henor Mr. Egide had
a criminal record, be assumed that approval of his license would be a formality.

The day belore the Funeral Board was scheduled to meet, Mr. Karp received a letter from
the Board stating that because of State budgetary cuts, the meetings of the Board would take place
every 90 days instand of every 30 days. This meant that it would be another 60 days before he could
receive a license.

A great deal of money had already been spent on paperwork, on recruiting, on rent, on staff,
on advertising. If Karp closed up shop now, he would lose all 20 of his salas people and the
continuity of advertising, while continuing to incur the cost of reat, utilities and salaries. Believing
this was merely a tnchnicality, resulting as he had been told from a budget crunch, he proceeded on
schedule to sell pre-need contracts. He kept 100% ofthe payments he had received from customers
in an escrow account, while paying all of the operating expenses, including commissions, out of
capital. When finally there was a meeting ofthe Funeral Board, they refused to issue Karp a license
because he had "b-een selling without a license."
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At first, we assumed that this was bad luck, and Egide and Karp asked me to discuss the
decision with the Sta4 Attorney General's office an behalf of the company. Ts Deputy Attorney
General and 1, over a teriod of mnths, debased the issue. During this time Mr. Karp, Mr. Egide and
I came to realize that there was a high probability that luck had played no part in the scenario. We
came to belie that tasre had been a conspiracy between Manty Weintraub ofNeptune Society and
Mr. Allen, the head of the Funeral Board. I voiced my suspicions to the Deputy Attorney General
(David F. Taglienti, Esq.) and I was sufficiently persuasive so that he agreed to "look into it" (see
pp. 3.6 ofletter ofSeptember 15, 1992 attached). Subsequently he informed me that Mr. Allen was
resigning; that we wez uld have our license suspended for nine months retroactive to the date of denial
(90 days after our agreene), and we would pay legal fees. When I objected, he pointed out that
although we might well win on appeal, said appeal would take six months. This way, the
corporation would be in business in three months. Furthermore, we were never billed for legal fees.
which I construe as an unofficial admission of Mr. Karp's victimization.

By this time:%r. Egide had become involved in other enterprises and was unwilling to invest
a new $350,000. A new company was formed in which Mr. Egide did invest $10.000-$15.000;
someone else invested S65,000; and a third party invested $85,000. The problem was that some of
this was cash and some of it was supposed to be able to be drawn down by the new company as
needed. This was Mr. Karp's second big mistake. By his own reckoning, it would take S300,000
before the company was in the black. In this case, he had about $165,000 and some of it was not
available when prorised. Desperately trying to keep the business going until new investors could
be found, he began delaying the trust deposits. California law allowed 30 days from the time that
payment was received from a customer to the time the amount reserved for the Trust must be
deposited. He begaa delaying such deposits and one thing led to another. Believing that only if he
had a going business would he atract new investors, he did his very best to keep the office open as
long as possible. When he finally had no choice, he closed the office and arranged to have those
people with contracts serviced by another cremation company. He paid for the cremation ofthe first
six to eight deceased. He finally reached a point where he simply could not meet his commitments
and he gave up.

Atno time was his behaviarpart of aplanto defraud. Victims lost $550 each. Investors lost
hundreds of thousads. Karp lost his dream of a successful business, his reputation, and an income
that had reached Si 50,000 per year and was rising.

Mr. Karp his by dint of great effort and embarrassment to himself and his family borrowed
$20,000 on condifon that he remains in a position to repay it. This will allow each of the
complaining wltne;ses to be cremated upon their death by a solid, long-standing cremation company.
In addition, Karp iwill pay $1,000.00 every month to take care of whatever other claims may still
exist.
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To this end. $acure Crematorium, Inc., a crematadon company in existence since 1992, doing
over 200 cremations per year. has agreed to handle the cremation for each of the complainants for
their wholesale price (the amount it charges funeral directors). At this timethat amount is $150.00.
In addition, a fee (currently $40 to S130 depending on location) would be charged for pick up and
transportation of the body. To cover this cost, currently about S280.00, Mr. Iarp will deposit
5500.00 per claim wth the Court. which will pay the requisite amonm to Secure Crematorium, Inc.,
leaving the surplus t3 be remitted by *he Court to the claimant's heir or designee.

Putting Mr. Karp. a 63 year old man with no criminal record, in jail will mean(a) the victims
get nothing since he can't work and carn money to repay them; (b) the County will be no safer; and
(c) the County will undertake the cost of incarceration.

Giving Mr. ICarp probation results in (a) the vicrims geting what they contracted far; (b) the
State having one mere taxpayer, thereby receiving from rather than paying for Mr. Karp, (c) there
will be no increase in danger to the Stee, and (d) Mr. Karp will have the opportunity to make
restitution.

This sems I me to be a punishment that fits the crime.

Respectfully submitted,

Julian R. Weinberg
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understood that no Contract existed before Karp accepted the
application. To the best of Respondent's knowledge, only one
customer complained upon learning Atlantis was not licensed.
She complained to the sales person, who notified Karp. Karp
then called hJr, apologized, and returned her check unasjhad,if any other complaints were made to the Soard, they were not
forwarded to Respondent.

EUua d, while I am not privy to the test of the
February 21, 1992 presentation. it it was taped by a Kenneth
Brown, it is Respondent's belief that he is connected, in a
serious manner with Neptune Society, Karp's previous employer,
and the prime competitor of Atlantis. The President of Neptunehas spoken pAblicly against Karp, warning a.potential associateagainst doing business with Rarp and telling a group of
employees that he will see to it that Karp doesn't get a license.

Brown clearly attempted to get the Funeral Board todeny Karp a license. He solicited from Atlantis a presentation
he didn't need; he taped it; and, as enclosed copies of letters
indicate, he attempted to persuade Karp to convert the
application to a contract.

RaEagEARb2 - Deny in full. Respondent Contracted withRA=a Reaspondent accepted aolications for pre need
agreements, did not execute same, and held the checks withoutcashing theml until advisors recommended depositing them into anescrow account.

Respondent's Behavior

1. Nitigating Factors:

Tho Atlantis Society has been accused ofmisrepresen'ation in its application for a license. It is clearfrom the na:ure of the offenses that they were unintentional andof little significance. No attempt was made to distort
gualifications or to hide facts that might disqualifyRespondent. Given Respondent's budget, it is difficult to seehow any unbiased person could impute intent, on Respondent'spart, in the commission of illegal acts to save a hundreddollars in license fees or the cost of leasing a holdingfacility.

The only written misstatement of which Respondent isaware was the use of the word licensed in the first mailing.This was written when Respondent believed it, would be licensedhaor the mailing and was not excised by oversight. It wasremoved frcm all subsequent mailings, even though no complaintsby customers or the Board were received.
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As for soliciting applications, I believe it should be
viewed in context.

The Funeral Board insists that haler applying for a
license the spplicant have an office, telephones, a holding
facility, and printed matter. Karp, as a licensed manager, knew
he was qualified. Karp and James Egide (3gide), the other major
stockbolder, knew that they had no criminal record.

At the time that arp applied, the Board met every
thirty days. It was reasonable for Karp to assume he would be
licensed within thirty days. Having already spent considerable
sums of money in mandated preparations, he decided to spend
much, much rore to be ready to sell as soon as the license
arrived. This proved to be a mistake.

After receiving permission from the Funeral Board,
Respondent interviewed a large number of applicants and hired
more than twenty sales people. Re paid to have all required
brochures, mailings, other forms and literature designed and
printed, in sufficient number to support the sales force. He
was then informed that. due to circumstances beyond anyone's
control, the Board weuld now meet quarterly. rather than
monthly. Nobody asked Respondent it the ax post facto change in
the rules would cause Respondent any financial difficulty.

Kep had two choices. He could fire his sales staff,
he could fire his office staff, he could fire his manager (all
of which ha-s now been done); or he could go forward in a manner
that might *e frowned on officially, but couldn't be objected to
in the real world. He cancelled the plans for media
advertising. He emphasized to sales people the fact that no
application was a contract until signed. He kept all deposits
in original check form, until deposited into an escrow account.
He paid all employees out of Respondent's own funds, including
sales commissions.

Clearly, all Respondent did for the people of
California was good. At a time when businesses were fleeing the
state, it started a new business capitalized at $350,000
minimum. At a time when unemployment was increasing, it hired
20-30 new people, and hoped to get the number up to 100 people
within'a year. At a time when people's disposable income is
getting lower and lower, it offered the citizens of California a
modern, clean, inexpensive and thoroughly professional
alternative to the high cost of traditional funerals and burials.

1:;, in spite of the above, the Funeral Board felt the
need to tae cognizance of technical violations of the rules,
there were avenues other than silence followed by denial of a
license. '.ad Karp been called and told he needed a second
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application for a license for the San Francisco office, the
application would have been in the mail the next day. Had the
inspector informed Karp that using someone else's holding
facility was not acceptable, and why, the situation could have
easily been corrected. Instead, the inspector signed off on it
and now misatates the facts. If Kr. Allen had called Karp and
told him that he can't solicit until he receives his license,
Karp would have pointed out that no contracts were being
signed. If Mr. Allen was fair, he would have looked at the
situation a:sd said nothing, allowing it to go on without
official sa:ction. If he really wanted the place shut down and
everyone fired, he would have told Karp, end that is what would
have happened.- In retrospect, I guess that's what he would have
done.

In any case, neither Karp nor Egide have any history of
wrongdoing. They profited not at all from any rules
violations. The worst one can say is that after being
victimized by circumstances, they behaved foolishly in an effort
to avoid suffering excessively from the budget crunch of the,
State of California. Surely denial of license is for too severe
a disciplinary action. A slap on the wrist or brief probation
seem more appropriate.

Rahabilitain

Rehabi3itation has been complete. While the office still
exists and while discussions have taken place with licensed
parties to use the facilities, including one party that was
issued a license with the name Atlantis, Respondent is and has
been completely out of business. All maneys were returned to
applicants. No effort was made to recapture commissions.
Atlantis' telephone numbers have been cancelled. go office
staff ezists.

N.B. It iu interesting that even though Respondent owns the
corporate iame Atlantis and applied for a license in that name,
another pai:ty that applied after Respondent was granted a
license in that name, even though the Funeral Board, until that
point, had never even informed Respondent of charges, never mind
discussed the truth or context of said charges with Respondent.

I believe that Atlantis and Karp have been treated very
poorly. Thie purpose of regulatory agencies such as the Funeral
Board is t, protect the public against scoundrels, not to
protect ezLsting members of the club against newcomers. Neither
Karp nor E;ide are roques and the public was clearly not harmed,
not would it have been had the license' been issued.
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Since I :an't turn the clock back and a civil action would
take more time than Respondent wishes to devote to it, may I
suggest the following settlement. Siz months probation,
retroactive to the day the license was denied. A letter from
the board, Cfficially stating that the denial of a license was
null and avoid, with respect to Eqide and Karp. Permission to
take the license in a nominal name, and change it to a permanent
name within 30 days, by simply notifying the Board of same.

I hope that the above fulfills the criteria that you
suggested. Should you wish further information, please call me
at (818) 792-0575.

Sincerely,

JOhian R. Weinberg

JRW/bh
enclosures

TOTL P.13



The CHARMAN. Thank you, Mr. Karp.
We will take 5-minute turns at questioning. I will start. By the

way, we don't have the light here, so will the staff keep track of
the time for me and notify me and Senator Bryan and other mem-
bers who come when our time is up?

Mr. Karp, how long is your sentence? Did the judge order restitu-
tion to the victims, and how much is the restitution that you owe,
if the judge ordered restitution?

Mr. KARP. Before I was sentenced, we had a restitution hearing
set up, as I agreed to pay restitution to all of the people who filed
for me. The judge agreed to a restitution hearing, but at that hear-
ing he said he could no longer honor the restitution and that we
would have a sentencing hearing. As of now, I do not know how
much restitution is being paid. I was sentenced to 2 years in jail,although there was an additional six 8-month enhancements,
which means a total of 6 years.

The CHAnMAN. What cremation companies did you work with
during your career, and under what circumstances did you leave
each company?

Mr. KARP. I only worked with the Neptune Society as a vice
president of the Neptune Society from February 1989 until Decem-
ber 1991. I then formed my own company in 1992. After going out
of business because of lack of capital, I worked with the Omega So-
ciety for a period of about 4 months.

Part of my conditions of employment were that they would take
care of the existing clients I had at the other business, and we ac-
tually did cremate about three or four more people while I was at
Omega which I paid for personally. I could no longer work for
Omega because we had a conflict, a personality clash, let's say, and
I went to another company called Secure Cremations, which does
cremations for most of the funeral industry that didn't have their
own crematory in southern California. They had agreed to cover all
of my clients as well, and again we handled another three or four
clients and then I could no longer financially pay for them myself.
So they stopped doing it, so the people were left without a service.

The CHAutMAN. Mr. Karp, you stated that you worked for the
Neptune Society of Los Angeles. Is Neptune a nationwide oper-
ation? Is it in any way connected with the Neptune Society of San
Francisco or Las Vegas, owned and operated by Stewart Enter-
prises? My understanding is that it is not connected with Stewart
Enterprises.

Mr. KARP. That is correct, it is not connected. They are separate,
but they are not a national company. In fact, that was one of our
hopes in our business plan that we would form a national company.
There is no one at present doing this on a national basis, and each
State has their own regulations, which makes it cumbersome. In
some States, as in California, we come under consumer affairs. In
other States, we come under the banking commission; in other
States, the insurance commission. There is no standard.

The CHARMAN. For how long did you sell cremation policies?
How much was placed in trust and how much was kept for admin-
istrative costs?



Mr. KARP. At the Neptune Society, the cremation plan was
$1,049, of which $525 went into the trust fund and $524 was al-
lowed to be used for overhead.

The CHAIRMAN. How were pre-need contracts marketed, and was
it by telephone, mail, or some other means?

Mr. KARP. They were marketed on a direct sale basis. In other
words, what we did at Neptune was send out 100,000 pieces of mail
a month. We usually got about a 1-percent return, which gave us
1,000 people to go after. These people were inquiring basically for
information. They did not realize that a salesman would be calling
on them.

The CHAnMAN. What is the educational level of the typical pre-
need salesperson, and what kind of training is provided?

Mr. KARP. As far as education, there is no criteria. We had peo-
ple that hadn't graduated high school. Basically, they were direct
salespeople from other industries. They could have sold home im-
provements or vacuums, et cetera. As far as the training, it could
be as minimal as some companies trained for 1 day. I trained for
5 days, and that was probably longer than most. Most of the train-
ing involved sales tactics as opposed to knowledge of the industry.

The CHAmMAN. What are the sales techniques that you have ob-
served in the industry, and what are some of the ways that people
are pressured to buy pre-need contracts?

Mr. KARP. Well, they are pressured on the basis of guilt. Do you
want to leave this burden to your children to take care of when you
are gone? Do you know how much it will cost when you are gone?
In other words, you are 55 years old, Mr. Jones. You will probably
live for another 25 years. Do you have any idea what that cost will
be, and is this a burden you really want to put on your kids or your
relatives or things of that nature?

Where the abuses come into effect is there is a difference be-
tween pre-need and at-need. Pre-need is where they are planning
for the future. They are setting up and paying $1,000 in the hopes
that they will never pay any more money even if they die 20 years
from now, and that is not the case. They always do pay a little bit
more.

But at-need is cheaper than pre-need because you don't have to
set up a trust fund, you don't have to administer a trust fund, you
don't have to pay commissions. It is usually a case where someone
just died and they call you and they want you to handle the crema-
tion for them. Unfortunately, when the salesperson comes into the
home, in some cases they deal with people that are 90 years old
and are ill with cancer or whatever, with the knowledge that they
know they are going to die in 5 or 6 months. And instead of telling
the people, well, don't pay pre-need, you can do it at-need when the
time comes and it will be cheaper for you, the salesman obviously
sells a pre-need contract.

The CHAmMAN. I now turn to Senator Bryan.
Senator BRYAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Karp, was Neptune, your employer, involved in providing at-

need in addition to the pre-need burial contracts?
Mr. KARP. Yes, they were.



Senator BRYAN. Can you tell us in terms of a profit center, did
the funeral company make most of its money on the pre-need con-
tracts or is most of the money made by the at-need burials?

Mr. KARP. On the at-need, they made an immediate profit be-
cause the people had just died and in order to do the cremation-
there is no such thing as receivables in our business. When the
people die, they get an immediate profit. But in the pre-need, the
main profit comes from the interest that you are going to earn or
the income you are going to earn on the trust fund.

Senator BRYAN. Right, I understand that. What I was trying to
ascertain is what is the more profitable part of the business. I real-
ize that the at-need-you get the full amount of the funeral imme-
diately. But is the pre-need or the at-need the most profitable part
of the business over the long term?

Mr. KARP. The pre-need, for sure.
Senator BRYAN. The pre-need. And under California law, the in-

terest accrues to the company, not the individual who has pur-
chased the policy, is that right?

Mr. KARP. That is correct. The way it works is the trust fund is
in the individual's name until they die. Then it accrues to the com-
pany. So the customer receives a 1099 each year and actually has
to pay tax. So when the profit comes down-and, again, it is rough-
ly 60 percent of whatever the trust fund is-it comes down tax-free.

Senator BRYAN. And the pre-need proceeds can be invested, as I
understand it, Mr. Karp, is that right?

Mr. KARP. That is correct. Basically, what it is is out here in
California they have a term which is "prudent investment." Now,
that is subject to someone's interpretation. There are no true guide-
lines as to where the money has to be invested.

Senator BRYAN. You anticipated my question. The individuals
who are doing that investment pursuant to this "prudent invest-
ment" standard-what kind of licensing requirements, if any, are
they required to meet?

Mr. KARP. None whatsoever. In fact, as I stated before, the presi-
dent and owner of the Neptune Society never took a license test at
all and he controls the entire trust fund.

Senator BRYAN. So you are telling us that the individuals who
are responsible for investing these funds, other than the "prudent
man" requirement, have no background in investments and are not
themselves required to be licensed. Am I correct, sir?

Mr. KARP. That is correct.
Senator BRYAN. Now, you pointed out that indeed the owner was

not licensed, but that there was someone who had a license that
ostensibly was the individual that was supervising things, but you
didn't see him in 3 years. Was that the thrust of your testimony?

Mr. KARP. Yes. He was not supervising the business.
Senator BRYAN. But under California law, is the licensee sup-

posed to be onsite? Is he supposed to be there everyday?
Mr. KARP. Absolutely.
Senator BRYAN. But was not, so that is a matter of supervision

or failure, I guess, on the State regulatory agency, whoever that is?
Mr. KARP. That is correct.



Senator BRYAN. Are the salespeople themselves, the people that
are going out and selling these pre-need plans--are they hcensed
in any way?

Mr. KARP. Not in any way whatsoever.
Senator BRYAN. So you are saying that the only license required

is that one license that an individual is supposed to have to con-
duct the operation, and in your particular instance this person was
not around in the 3 years that you worked in the company?

Mr. KARP. That is correct. When I went into business for myself,
I passed the funeral director's test which everyone is supposed to
take. Other than that, none of my employees, including the sales-
people, would have to be licensed.

Senator BRYAN. And may I take it that those are State require-
ments, sir? These are not Federal requirements. These are State
requirements that we are discussing?

Mr. KARP. That is correct.
Senator BRYAN. Now, with respect to the problems that you

pointed out with respect to body parts and the crematoria, is the
situation that you described where these ashes may be commingled
or not segregated-is that a widespread practice, do you believe?

Mr. KARP. Yes, it is. I had to go to someone's house and inform
the woman one time through the Neptune Society that the ashes
sitting on her mantelpiece were not her husband's.

Senator BRYAN. Are there State requirements in California as to
how these ashes are to be handled?

Mr. KARP. Yes, but there is no accountability or direct super-
vision.

Senator BRYAN. No accountability.
Mr. KARP. In California, they are supposed to do an annual audit

of the trust fund and the practices in that office annually. In the
3-plus years that I was at Neptune, they were there once.

Senator BRYAN. Tell us a little bit about this unsavory practice
of selling body parts.

Mr. KARP. I don't know how widespread it is. I know it goes on.
I know I was offered--even though I didn't have a crematory, I was
offered to do something like that. I know they caught one major fu-
neral home in Pasadena, CA, a few year ago, and there was a
major trial here and I believe the people were punished appro-
priately. I don't know, but it does go on because of the demand and
there is a lot of money involved.

Senator BRYAN. In your particular situation, the circumstances
that ultimately resulted in your conviction and your incarceration,
did that come about as a result of some investigation done by a
State regulatory board or was it a law enforcement agency that ul-
timately discovered the situation that you have described?

Mr. KARP. No. What happened in my case was an individual who
could not-

The CHAIMAN. We will take a temporary recess to see if this is
the end of the questioning of this witness or if we can-

Senator BRYAN. He is about ready to use his own pre-need plan,
I think, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIMAN. Senator Bryan, would you ask your question
again?

Senator BRYAN. Yes.
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Mr. Karp, can you hear me all right, sir? We are not hearing you
just yet. I think we are going to get an audio pickup here.

Mr. Karp, can you hear me, sir? We are having a little difficulty
in the transmission. You are coming across-

Mr. KARP. I can hear you fine now. Can you hear me?
Senator BRYAN. I can indeed, I can indeed.
Mr. Karp, the question that I had-and I will just have one

other, Mr. Chairman, and then I will yield my time back-was. in
terms of how your own situation came to light, and you were about
to tell us how that occurred. The preface to my question was that
a State regulatory board, the State funeral directors board or what-
ever it is called in California, are they the ones that discovered the
circumstances leading to your conviction, or how was that done?

Mr. KARP. No. When I realized I could no longer continue in
business, I voluntarily handed in my license and I told the funeral
board that I would try and make arrangements to take care of my
customers. That is when I went to work for the Omega Society, and
we actually handled three or four cases which I took care of person-
ally. Then when we could no longer do that, I went to another com-
pany called Secure Cremation and they handled three or four cases
for me. And I paid for that personally until I could no longer doit financially because I had lost most of my money and most of my
capital in the business that I was in.

The way that they caught up with me and with the borrowing
of the trust fund is that a customer family could no longer serv-
ice-when a person died, they couldn't get service. They called
Omega, because they were notified to do that by me, and Omega
said they won't handle it. They called Secure, which again was no-
tified by me in a letter. They said they couldn't handle it, so they
had nowhere to go and they called the police. The police called me.
The Ventura pohce detective called me. I came in voluntarily to
talk and they arrested me.

Senator BRYAN. I thank you, and a last question to make sure
that I have got this. Mr. Karp, you are telling us that when you
worked for Neptune that the owner was not licensed, the sales rep-
resentatives were not licensed, the individuals who were investing
the money for the pre-need trust funds were not licensed. Am I cor-
rect, sir?

Mr. KARP. That is correct.
Senator BRYAN. And the only one that was licensed was this ab-

sentee figure that you never saw during the course of the 3 years
that you worked there?

Mr. KARP. That is correct, sir.
Senator BRYAN. I thank you very much, Mr. Karp, and I thank

you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Karp, this is Senator Grassley again. In your

testimony, you placed great emphasis upon protecting trust funds.
Is this because there is such a great potential for abuse, and if so,
what are some of the worst abuses of trust funds that you have ob-
served?

Mr. KARP. Well, I know that people borrow from the trust funds
on a regular basis for their own personal use. Sometimes, they can
put it back, hopefully, and sometimes I am sure it doesn't get back
the way it is supposed to. I know of one case where they bought
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a pleasure boat out of the trust fund moneys, saying that they
would use that boat to scatter the ashes, although that isn't what
happened.

The CHAIMAN. From your testimony, it is clear that you believe
that there is a serious danger that cremated remains can get mixed
up. Can you provide some examples from your experience?

Mr. KARP. Well, as I stated before, I know one case that I par-
ticularly had to go take care of which ended up in a lawsuit which
was settled out of court. I had to go to the woman's home after we
found the right body was still in the holding facility. I went to her
home and told her that the ashes on her mantel were not her hus-
band's. The woman collapsed in front of me and it was a very, very
difficult situation. This is not that unusual because there is a tre-
mendous amount of sloppiness between the cremation pick-up serv-
ice, the holding facility, and the crematory where the body ends up.

The CHARMAN. My next question dealt with, I think, some of the
things you just mentioned, but if there is any further thing you
could tell us because from an earlier interview you said that many
cremation company problems occur at the holding facilities. Could
you explain what you mean by that and basically how it happens?

Mr. KARP. Well, there was one case recently, again, from a com-
p any that had been in business for over 20 years where the State
became aware of the holding facility being in shambles. The refrig-
erated holding facility holds six to eight bodies. There were at least
20 bodies in this holding facility, with bodily fluids all over the
floor, people lying on the floor in sheets, et cetera. It was totally
gruesome, and the State became aware of this and I know it was
blown up in the newspapers out here. I don't know the end result
of that, although I do know that the individual is still licensed and
is still doing business.

The CHAMMAN. In your experience, did the Government visit
holding facilities regularly? I guess you have described the worst
abuses at holding facilities, but obviously the Government missed
these and has not inspired any sort of good business practices,
right? Did Government visit holding facilities regularly?

Mr. KARP. No. In the 3 years I was at Neptune, they never vis-
ited the holding facility, and in the 2 years I had my own company
they never visited my holding facility.

The CHAMMAN. You mentioned in an earlier interview that you
were able to get around the cooling-off period for voiding contracts
by selling memberships in the society. Could you explain how this
worked in more detail?

Mr. KARP. Sure. There is a Federal law, I believe, that gives you
a 3-day cooling-off period, which basically that the customer has 3
days in which to change their mind on anything sold in the home.
All of the cremation plans basically were sold in the home. The way
to get around that, or the way that we got around that was that
the contract was not actually a contract, but simply an application
to join the society. And the application was consummated in the of-
fice after the salesman left the home, so there was no 3-day cool-
ing-off period.

The people, if they canceled the next day, were only entitled in
writing in the application to receive only the trust money portion
and not the other portion of the contract. And, in fact, the trust



moneys were funded last. The first moneys that came in would go
to overhead and then the trust fund would be funded, because
some people did not pay it all in full, but paid off over a period of
time.

The first moneys that came in were able to be used for overhead
and then when a certain amount was reached, then the trust fund
would be funded. If they canceled, they were only to receive the
trust fund moneys, plus the interest.

The CHAIRMAN. Are cremation pre-need agreements portable,
and what happens then if a family member would move away or
dies without telling other family members about the plan?

Mr. KARP. In practice, what happened with that, and that hap-
pened often where people were not informed, it simply became the
profit of the funeral director. In some cases where they were in-
formed-let's say they were visiting someone in Ohio and they died
there. There would be an exorbitant amount of money charged on
top of the original contract which stated that they would never
have to pay any more.

The CHAwMAN. What other suggestions do you have for Federal
and State Governments with regard to how they can better protect
consumers and regulate the industry? That is my last question.

Mr. KARP. Well, I believe the contract should state that they
should not have to pay any more in any event. And I believe you
can easily set up these days an 800 number 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week, and if someone died in Columbus, OH, I am sure. I could
call someone in that area to handle the departed in a very normal
way. And they would be glad to do it because it would be a cus-
tomer they didn't have before. I think a national company could be
set up very easily, and that was one of my goals, but it didn't hap-
pen, obviously.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bryan.
Senator BRYAN. That is a good question to end on, Mr. Chair-

man. I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Before we separate Mr. Karp, let me consult Sen-

ator Breaux' staff.
Mr. Karp, Senator Breaux had to go to visit with another Sen-

ator and is coming back later on this meeting, but it is not nec-
essary for us to hold you by video conferencing for further ques-
tions. But Senator Breaux may submit some questions to you for
answer in writing. We would appreciate it if you would respond ac-
cordingly.

Mr. KARP. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Karp, and thank you for your co-

operation with our committee staff as well, and thank you for what
you have given us from your practice in the industry so that we
are aware of some of the worst abuses that go on.

I now call our second panel, which will be a really large panel.
We are going to hear from everybody on the panel before we go to
questioning. I am going to start with Ms. Danell Pepson, of Lees-
burg, VA; Ms. Toni Moore, President of Paradise Memorial Park
Cemetery Memorial Fund, of Santa Fe Springs, CA.

Would you please all come, even though I haven't mentioned
your name yet, and sit before your name plate, please?

65-219 00-2



Then we have Ms. Sheryl Lankford, a funeral director from
DeLand, FL; Mr. Daryl J. Roberts, a former cemetery owner and
funeral director, as well as author of a book called Profits of Death,
and he is from Scottsdale, AZ; Father Henry Wasielewski, who
runs the Interfaith Funeral Information Committee; Dr. Robert
Shreve, a representative of AARP, a consumer advocacy organiza-
tion for senior citizens; and Mr. Lamar Hankins, President of
FAMSA-Funeral Consumer Alliance, of San Marcos, TX.

I think in the order that you are sitting is where we would like
to have you testify, so we start out with Ms. Pepson and go across
here and end with Dr. Robert Shreve. Originally, I said we didn't
have these lights to go by. The yellow will come on after 4 minutes
and the red after 5 minutes. Now, I don't expect you to stop in the
middle of a sentence after the 5 minutes are up, but would you
please finish a thought at that point or do some sort of summariz-
ing at that point?

Thank you very much, and you are going to have to have the
microphone almost right in front of your mouth as you are speak-
ing out because it doesn't carry very well otherwise.

STATEMENT OF DANELL D. PEPSON, LEESBURG, VA
Ms. PEPSON. My name is Danell Doreen Pepson. I am 38 years

old and I live in Loudon County, VA. I am a victim of what, in my
opinion, is the unscrupulous and reprehensible practices of the fu-
neral industry.

First, let me preface my remarks by stating that what I am
about to detail is very distasteful. However, it is of such great im-
portance that I ask you for your deliberate examination of the facts
of my case.

On April 1, 1983, I purchased a solid copper casket for the above-
ground burial of my grandmother, Bertha Ann Pepson. In the early
part of 1990, my grandmother's body had decayed and her body/em-
balming fluids had begun to run out of her casket and sealed mau-
soleum in Oak Lawn Cemetery, in Uniontown, Fayette County, PA.

It was not until November of that same year that I learned of
this problem. During the interim 9 months while this fluid contin-
ued to leak out of the casket and mausoleum and into the vegeta-
tion and soil around the burial site, I continued to visit there and
tend to the flowers that I had planted yearly in front of the mau-
soleum. It should be noted, that I recently learned that Oak Lawn
Cemetery is no longer owned by the same person(s) who were par-
ties to my law suit. In my opinion, the current owners of Oak Lawn
Cemetery in Uniontown, Fayette County, PA operate in a profes-
sional manner and I have no complaint regarding their practices
and procedures. I was never told of the problem by the undertaker
nor the cemetery personnel, both of whom had been aware of the
problem in April 1990.

I was never warned to stay away. In fact, I continued to visit
there and scrape the thickened fluid from the mausoleum ledge
with my hand spade. I erroneously thought that the substance was
grass clippings that had lain on the mausoleum and rotted in the
summer heat.

In the fall of 1990, I eventually got my grandmother's rotted re-
mains on my hands and clothes. At this point---excuse me.



The CHARMAN. Take your time.
Ms. PEPSON. At this point, her remains had leaked down over the

mausoleum ledge and into the mums which I had planted there.
The air around the mausoleum was malodorous.

After this experience, I contacted the undertaker who had buried
my grandmother and subsequently learned that my grandmother
had been in an obvious state of decay for the greater part of the
year and had indeed been running out of her casket all of those
long months.

In April 1990, the undertaker disinterred my grandmother and
placed an absorption powder in the interior of her casket and in-
side the front of the mausoleum door in an attempt to stem the
flow of her decaying remains. In my opinion, this initial
disinterrment was improper and was a feeble attempt to cover up
a serious breakdown of the body, casket, and mausoleum.

It should be noted that in order to get my own grandparents le-
gally disinterred, I, as the executor of my grandmother's estate,
personally had to appear before the Fayette County Court of Com-
mon Pleas and offer testimony in order to obtain court permission
and a proper disinterrment permit. I am outraged at the under-
taker's conduct and that of the cemetery management. It is unac-
ceptable and unconscionable.

Not only did I visit Oak Lawn Cemetery, but many other people
visited the cemetery. I had personally had friends visit there with
me as I tended to the graves of my loved ones. I can think of noth-
ing more filthy, unsanitary, and distressing than the fact that de-
caying corpses interred in above-ground mausoleums are permitted
to rot and leak out into the open spaces and air in this very public
place.

Clearly, this violates not only public health codes, but also a
moral code. When did we as a society place such disregard and lack
of dignity with regard to our dead? My grandparents have been vio-
lated in their death. They no longer rest in peace in their family
plot alongside their only child, my father, Wendell John Pepson.

I had to have my grandparents cremated and place their ashes
elsewhere. The leakage of my grandmother's remains was per-
mitted to continue for so long that her remains had leaked into the
adjoining vault and under the steel casket of my grandfather. The
resulting rust compromised the integrity of his casket and burial,
and I could not fathom the thought of having to go through this
nightmare yet again.

I have also been violated. What torment knowing that you have
had the rotting remains of your loved ones on your hands and
clothes. I do not forget what it looks and smells like when you rot
in your grave. I have no peaceful place to visit and memorialize my
loved ones any longer. I will never forget nor reason away this
atrocity. How many more of the living must live this unending
nightmare?

You have the power to ensure that these after-death goods are
suitable for above-ground burial, that stringent regulations are put
into place to protect both the users of these products and the con-
sumers who unwittingly purchase these products and place their
complete faith and trust in the hands of the undertaker and the
manufacturers of these products.



I have learned many things about this industry. I now know
what happened to my grandmother's remains is not an isolated in-
cident. There appears to be serious problems with above-ground
burials and protective sealer caskets. Experts within the field have
told me that the problem with above-ground burial is "just begin-
ning to rear its ugly head," "that above-ground burial, a recent
trend, has caused all kinds of trouble all over the country, both
here and in Canada."

"With above-ground burial, the atmosphere changes. You have
outside temperatures constantly changing from zero degrees to 100
degrees during a year. With a sealer casket, the human remains
being 90 percent liquid in life has little change after death. With
the liquid confined in a sealed environment and a constant change
of temperature on the outside of the casket, the body will gas off
moisture and chemicals that were used to prepare the body, and
these liquids will collect on the bottom of the casket and, being
acid, will corrode or rust the bottom out of the casket."

I have also learned through an environmental health specialists
with the Pennsylvania Department of Health that a local cemetery
removed both a corpse and a leaking casket from a mausoleum
without court or family permission. They then locked the corpse
and casket, the casket lid propped open to air-dry the casket out,
in a garage overnight. The cemetery worker that told both the envi-
ronmental health specialists and myself about the incident said
that it was a "fly feast" in the garage the next morning.

The cemetery employees placed the leaking casket and corpse in
a disaster pack, a huge plastic bag with an absorption pad in the
bottom, and reinterred the body without proper permits or author-
ization. It should be noted that this corpse had been interred for
a period of 2 years before this problem surfaced.

I have volumes of information relating to problems with above-
ground burial. In my opinion, the funeral industry is aware of
these problems and they are keeping this information from con-
sumers. It is also my opinion that the funeral industry as it exists
today is perpetuating the biggest fraud upon the American con-
sumer in the past and current century. Isn't it time we take a good,
hard look at this industry? One day, we will either all purchase
these goods and services or have them purchased for us. Surely,
this is of great public interest and good.

I ask you-no, I beg you to hear my words and to feel my pain.
You have the power to stop this abuse. Please do not let me live
the rest of my life with the knowledge that all of this suffering has
been for mere suffering's sake. I fought so hard and for so long that
in the end the legal system overwhelmed me and I could not con-
tinue to fight. I had many legal hurdles placed before me during
those 7 years of litigation. Still, I thought that the truth would pre-
vail and that one so aggrieved would find some sense of justice and
closure.

To that end, I have been sorely disappointed. In my opinion, the
legal system failed to protect me and my right to a jury verdict. My
experience with this case and with this subject matter has changed
my life fundamentally and forever. During my research of the sub-
ject, I found a very profound passage within a legal publication. In
that case the court stated:
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So long as humanity shall live in the domain of the spirit as well
as of the flesh and endow mortal remains with the reverence ap-
proaching sanctity, it must follow that the law will come to the aid
of him who has suffered mental anguish by the carelessness and
wantonness of another.

I ask for this and I thank you.
The CHAHMAN. We thank you for your testimony. We also apolo-

gize for the situation as it affected you and for your going through
the agony another time telling the Nation about it. We thank you
for doing that.

Ms. PEPSON. I appreciate the opportunity to be here.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Pepson follows:]



Statement of Danell D. Pepson

My name is Danell D. Pepson. I am thirty-seven years old and I live in Loudoun County, Virginia.
I am a victim of what, in my opinion, is the unscrupulous and reprehensible practices of the
funeral industry.

First let me preface my remarks by stating that what I am about to detail is very distasteful,
however, it is of such great importance that I ask for your deliberate examination of the facts of
my case.

On April 1, 1983, I purchased a solid copper casket for the above-ground burial of my
grandmother Bertha A. Pepson. In the early part of 1990, my grandmother's body had decayed
and her body/embalming fluids had begun to run out of her casket and sealed mausoleum in Oak
Lawn Cemetery in Uniontown, Fayette County, Pennsylvania. It was not until November of that
same year, that I learned ofthis problem! During the interim nine months, while this "fluid"
continued to leak out of the casket and mausoleum and into the vegetation and soil around the
burial site; I continued to visit there and tend to the flowers that I had planted yearly in front of
the mausoleum.

It should be noted, that I recently learned that Oak Lawn Cemetery is no longer owned by the
same person(s) who were parties to my law suit. In my opinion, the current owners of Oak Lawn
Cemetery in Uniontown, Fayette County, Pennsylvania operate their cemetery in a professional
manner and I have no complaint regarding their practices and procedures.

I was never told of the problem by the undertaker, nor the cemetery personnel, both of whom had
been aware of the problem in April 1990. I was never warned to stay away and in fact I continued
to visit there and scrape te thickened "fluid" from the mausoleum ledge wit my hand spade. I
erroneously thought that the substance was grass clippings, that had lain on the mausoleum and
rotted in the summer heat.

In the fall of 1990 1 eventually got my grandmothers' rotting remains on my hands and clothes. At
the point, her remains had leaked down over the mausoleum ledge and into the mums which I had
planted there. In the course of removing the finished flowers, I carried them against my person to
a garbage receptacle in the cemetery. The air around the mausoleum was malodorous. After this
experience, I contacted the undertaker, Robert Oats, and subsequently learned that my
grandmother had been in an obvious state of decay fro the greater part of the year, and had indeed
been running out of her casket all those long months!

In April 1990 the undertaker disinterred my grandmother and placed an absorption powder in the
interior of the casket and inside the front of the mausoleum door, in an attempt to stem the flow
of her decaying remains. In my opinion, this initial disinterment was improper and was a feeble
attempt to "cover up" a serious breakdown of the body, casket and mausoleum.

It should be noted, that in order to get my own grandparents legally disinterred, I, as the executor
of my grandmother's estate, personally had to appear before the Fayette County Court of



Common Pleas and offer testimony to obtain court permission and a proper disinterment permit.

I am outraged at the undertakers' conduct and that of the cemetery management! It is

unacceptable! Not only did I visit Oak Law Cemetery, but many other people visited this

cemetery. I, personally, had friends visit there with me as I tended to the graves of my loved ones.

I can think of nothing more filthy, unsanitary and distressing, than the fact that decaying corpses

interred in above-ground mausoleums, are permitted to rot and leak out into the open spaces and

air in this very ublic place.

Clearly, this violates not only public health codes but also a moral code. When did we as a society

place such disregard and lack of dignity with regard to our dead? My grandparents have been

violated in their death. They no longer rest in peace, in their family plot along side their only child,

my father, Wendell J. Pepson. I had to have my grandparents cremated and place their ashes

elsewhere. The leakage of my grandmothers's remains was permitted to continue for so long, that

her remains had leaked into the adjoining vault and under the steel casket of my grandfather. The

resulting rust compromised the integrity of his casket and burial and I could not fathom the

thought of having to go through this nightmare yet again.

I have also been violated. What torment knowing that you have had the rotting remains of your

loved ones on your hands and clothes. I cannot forget what it looks and smells like when you rot

in your grave. I have no peaceful place to visit and memorialize y loved ones any longer.

I will never forget nor reason away this atrocity. How many more of the living must live this

unending nightmare? You have te power to ensure that these after-death goods are suitable for

above-ground burial. That stringent regulations are put into place to protect both the "users" of

these products, and the consumers who unwittingly purchase these products and place their

complete faith and trust, in the hands of the undertaker and the manufacturers of these products.

I have learned many things about this industry. I now know that what happened to my

grandmother's remains is not an isolated incident. There appear to be serious problems with

above-ground burials and protective sealer caskets. Experts within the field have told me that the

problem with above-ground burial is "just beginning to rear it's ugly head." That "above-ground

burial, a recent trend, has caused all kinds of trouble all over the country, both here and in

Canada. With above-ground burial, the atmosphere changes. You have outside temperatures

constantly changing from 0 degrees to 100 degrees during a year. With a sealer casket, the human

remains being 90% liquid in life, has little change after death. With a liquid confined in a sealed

environment, and constant change of temperature on the outside of the casket, the body will gas

off moisture and chemicals that were used to prepare the body and these liquids will collect on the

bottom of the casket and will, being acid, corrode or rust the bottom out of the casket."

I have also learned through an environmental health specialist with the Pennsylvania Department

of Health, that a local cemetery removed both a corpse and a leaking casket from a mausoleum

without court or family permission. They then locked te corpse and casket (the casket lid propped

open to air dry the casket out) in a garage overnight. The cemetery worker that told both the

environmental health specialist and myself about the incident, said that it was a "fly feast" in the



garage the next morning. The cemetery employees, placed the leaking casket and corpse in a
disaster pack (a huge plastic bag with an absorption pad in the bottom) and re-interred the body
without proper permits or authorization. It should be noted that the corpse had only been interred
for a period of two years before this problem surfaced.

I have volumes of information relating to problems with above-ground burial. In my opinion, the
funeral industry is aware of these problems and is keeping this information from the consumers. It
is also my opinion, that the funeral industry, as it exist today, is perpetuating the biggest fraud
upon the American consumer in the past and current century.

Isn't it time we take a good hard look at this industry! One day, we will all either purchase these
goods and services or have them purchased for us. Surely, this is of great public interest and
good!

I ask you, no I beg you to hear my words and feel my pain. You have the power to stop this
abuse, please do not let me live the rest of my life, with the knowledge that all of this suffering
has been mere sufferings' sake....

I fought so hard and for so long, that in the end, the legal system overwhelmed me and I could not
continue to fight. I had many legal hurdles placed before me during those seven years of litigation.
Still I thought that the truth would prevail and that one, so aggrieved, would feel some sense of
justice and closure. To that end, I have been solely disappointed. In my opinion, the legal system
failed to protect me and my right to a jury verdict. My experience with this case, and with this
subject matter has changed my life fundamentally and forever...

During my research of this subject, I found a very profound passage within a legal publication. In
that case the court stated, "So long as humanity shall live in the domain of the spirit as well as of
the flesh and endow mortal remains with the reverence approaching sanctity, it must follow that
the law will come to the aid of him who has suffered mental anguish by the carelessness and
wantonness of another.



The CHARMAN. We will now go to Ms. Moore.

STATEMENT OF TONI MOORE, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECU-
TIVE OFFICER, PARADISE MEMORIAL PARK CEMETERY ME-
MORIAL FUND, SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA

Ms. MOORE. Thank you, Senator Grassley, for inviting me and
for hearing my story. My name is Toni Moore and I am now Presi-
dent and CEO of Paradise Memorial Cemetery Memorial Fund.

Just to give a little background of how I got to this point, ap-
proximately 5 years ago, in June 1995, I was watching the evening
news and saw the cemetery where the majority of my family, the
Stewart family, was buried. The story was horrifying. It began with
a brief statement, something to the effect, "cemetery shut down by
the State Cemetery Board." Oh, yes, I forgot to say this is the State
of California, where Mr. Karp has so eloquently shared his story.

The cemetery was closed, as I said, by the State Cemetery Board.
There was a posted sign saying that the cemetery was closed, with
a number to call. I tried to call this number on several occasions
over a couple of days with no success. Finally, I called at that time
Governor Wilson of the State of California's office, his local office
in Los Angeles. The spokesperson advised me that I should call the
local representative, Grace Napolitano. The cemetery was in her
district.

I called her office. I was told to call my representative's office,
who at that time was Phil Hawkins. Instead of calling his office,
I got in my car and went to his office. At this point, I wasn't taking
anything sitting down because I needed to know about my family.
When I went to his office, he wasn't there. I saw one of the rep-
resentatives who told me, you know, there wasn't much he could
do. It wasn't in his district, but they would see if there was some-
thing that they could do on my behalf.

I went back a second day to the cemetery. I put in calls again
to the cemetery number that was posted. About this time, they had
some informational meetings that were held at the high school in
Santa Fe Springs, close to where the cemetery was. The meetings
were hosted by the State Cemetery Board, at that time the chief
executive officer, was Ray Guinta. Ray Guinta, in my opinion, was
a good man who unfortunately exposed a great tragedy for the
State of California, and his life was made miserable along with
ours.

He tried to make assurances to family members that they would
find out what was going on. Still, we were being plagued by the
headlines in the papers and the news short blips of digging up of
graves, reselling of graves, bone fragments being found on the
grounds, mass burials of bone fragments by, of all people, the State
Cemetery Board. We weren't even given an opportunity to find out
if it was one of our loved ones. We were locked out. They went in,
closed the cemetery, and did a mass burial.

At this point, I got my family involved. We have a very large
family with southern roots. We made a family list of members that
were buried at Paradise and it came to over 30 members. This may
still not be all; we are still remembering other close family mem-
bers and in-laws. It took hours to do this, but the horror continued
as we went through and made this list.



We made our police reports that we turned over to the Norwalk
Sheriff's Department. We made our complaints for the Department
of Consumer Affairs. We started to write to people. We wrote the
district attorney of the County of Los Angeles. We wrote our rep-
resentatives where our family members lived. We wrote Phil Haw-
kins, Grace Napolitano, Willard Murray, Juanita McDonald,
Dianne Feinstein, Theresa Hughes, the State Department of Con-
sumer Affairs, and a host of others. Anybody that I could find in
the phone book that I thought might represent me in some kind of
way in the State of California, I wrote them a letter.

Meanwhile, we got very little help. I testified before different
committees in the State of California Legislature, but like I said,
we got little help. Finally, the culprits, the owners of the cemetery
who had sold and resold and dug up many of my family members'
graves that were desecrated-my baby brother was buried in 1994.
He was a big man and we bought a 3X grave which should accom-
modate a 3X casket. However, we learned that where he was put
was a normal grave and he was interred in a grave that belonged
to someone in 1940. To this day, we don't know the owner of the
grave, and unfortunately we probably will never know.

Litigation ensued. The owners were arrested, and that is how I
became President of Paradise Memorial Park Cemetery in Santa
Fe Springs. From the litigation, we obtained $2.1 million to put in
trust to keep the cemetery open. It is unfortunate for many of my
family members because they never want to go back to the ceme-
tery because they don't know where their loved ones are buried.

I have an aunt that has a double plot and it was found out to
be a recycled plot; it belonged to someone in the 1940's. She can't
use it. I have several aunts that have children, sisters, brothers,
husbands buried at that cemetery. My mother's mother is buried
there. I have two brothers buried there. It just goes on and on and
there is no ending.

Just 2 weeks ago in the State of California, another cemetery
that should have been investigated at the same time as Paradise,
because I understand it was on a list of problem cemeteries, they
found some of the same practices and they had to close the ceme-
tery just 2 weeks ago. Paradise happened 5 years ago.

What I would recommend to every consumer is, consumer, please
beware. Don't trust when it comes to dollars and cents. Read, read,
read. I don't really recommend pre-need. We have already heard
why we shouldn't buy pre-need. Have a person other than a family
member as your advocate, get a second opinion, shop around. If you
are not able to have someone shop for you, please, please, please
just don't trust. Take that moment even though you are grieving.
Just always, always ask questions. Encourage the mortuary rep-
resentative to come to your home with the contract before you
make any arrangements to go to the mortuary. Discuss it with your
family. Don't make these decisions that are so costly, that are life-
changing.

I am a cemeterian now and I don't have a clue, but I am doing
the best that I can from day to day, and it is not easy. They would
have closed our cemetery because there was no money, but we
fought. We didn't get the settlement I think we should have gotten,
but I needed the cemetery because my baby brother is there, my
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second brother is there, my grandmother is there, my great grand-
mother is there, and I needed to be able to go back.

There are many, many victims in California of Paradise Memo-
rial Park. They don't feel that way. They did not opt to have the
cemetery remain open, but I personally kept that cemetery open
until the litigation was finalized and I don't mean to see it closed.
I beg of you, please give us some Federal legislation because these
things are happening everywhere.

The CHAnMAN. Thank you, Ms. Moore.
Ms. MooRE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Moore follows:]
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Statement of Toni Moore

Events of my involvement in the form of PARADISE MEMORIAL PARK CEMETERY
MEMORIAL FUND, a non profit organization created to keep Paradise Cemetery open.

Approximately five years ago, June 1995, I was watching the evening news and saw the cemetery
where the majority ofmy family (the Stewart family) was buried. The story was horrifying. It
began with a brief statement something to the effect "Cemetery shut down by the State Cemetery
Board" - details to follow. This was the evening news so no real details were available. I remember
this being mid-week following Fathers' Day. I immediately got into my car and drove to the
cemetery which is approximately 9 miles from my home. When I got to the cemetery news media
were all around and the gates to the cemetery were locked. No one had any answers. There was a
big sign posted at the top of gates to the cemetery which read "Closed" and a phone number listed
to call for information.

I called this number almost nonstop all night with no answer, not even an answering machine. The
next morning I went back to the cemetery to find the gates locked again. I went back to my home
and started calling the number again and again with no response. This continued most of the day.
Finally on the mid-day news there was a bulletin that there would be a community informational
meeting at te High School in Santa Fe Springs where the State Cemetery Board would give us some
information regarding the closure and status of the cemetery. That evening I went to the meeting
that was held in the gym of the high school along with hundreds of other angry and perplexed
families and friends of loved ones buried in Paradise. The horror was unbelievable. We were told
that a mound of dirt in the rear of the cemetery was full of casket fragments and some remains from
what appeared to be older burials at the cemetery. No one knew whose graves were disturbed and
at this point no one was talking much to help people find out. The meeting turned into a very angry
group of people demanding answers. The meeting was ended with many unanswered questions and
broken promises from the State Cemetery Board ChiefExecutive Officer, Ray Guinta. We were told
to go home and watch the news for developments. Since I have/had over 30 relatives buried at this
cemetery that was not good enough for me. I continued trying to reach the posted number for the
third day with no success. At this point I became enraged. I looked up the governor's number for
Los Angeles and called the listed number and asked to speak to then Governor Wilson. A
spokesperson asked me what it was regarding. I explained that I had been calling a number listed
for the State Cemetery Board of this particular cemetery for the past three days with no answer.
Since this was a government office I felt there should at least be an answering machine. I was told
by the Governor's office to call the office ofAssemblyperson Grace Napolitano office whose district
the cemetery was located in. When I called her office I was told to call my representative who was
Phil Hawkins. I called Phil Hawkins' office and was told to call Ms. Napolitano's office since the
cemetery was in her district. Instead of taking this advice I got into my car and went to Mr.
Hawkins office since he was my representative. I demanded to speak to him regarding the run
around ofthe governmental agencies and demanded that he intercede on my behalfletting him know
I was a registered voter and a taxpayer. His response to me was "well since the cemetery was not
in his district he would see what if anything he could do on my behalf'. He did write a letter to Mr.
Guinta, the CEO of the Board asking him to assist me, although I did not find this out until several
days later. I remained horrified. How could this be happening to my family? I just kept asking



myself what was going on. It all seemed like a bad dream and I couldn't wake up. It was going on
to the fourth day with no real information. I continued to go to the cemetery and got no answers.
The lines at the cemetery were long with people seeking information pertaining to their family
decedents. I made out complaints and questionnaires requested by the State Cemetery Board. I
demanded to speak to the head ofthe cemetery board whom I was told was at the cemetery. I waited
all day to speak with him. I checked my home telephone for messages hourly with no results, no one
had called. Everyday there was stories in the paper with more horrors. DIGGING UP OF
GRAVES; RESELLING OF GRAVES; BONE FRAGMENTS BEING FOUND ON THE
GROUNDS. MASS BURIAL OF BONE FRAGMENTS BY BOARD and on and on. Then the final
straw for me - CLOSURE OF THE CEMETERY! I started calling my family. I arranged a family
meeting. We met on the first Saturday following the breaking news.

Now the family was involved and we organized. We made a list of family members that were buried
in Paradise. We listed burial dates to the best of our knowledge. We divided the list into groups
with family representatives responsible to get the burial data rom the cemetery in order to file police
reports. We went to the cemetery to get the records. It took hours. The horror continued. We found
different information than what we had. We made out Police reports and filed them with the
Norwalk SheriffDepartment. We started writing our representatives. We wrote the district attorney.
We began calling our representatives and senate representatives both local and federal (PHIL
HAWKINS, GRACE NAPOLITANO, WILLARD MURRAY, JUANITA MCDONALD, DIANE
FEINSTEIN, THERESA HUGHES, THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS).
We got responses from all with no answers or assistance. Then I got a call back. It was a
representative from Grace Napolitano's office. I spoke with Danny and he wanted to know if I
wanted to be on an advisory committee dealing with the situation at the cemetery. I declined since
I had medical problems and let them know that my cousin Linda George whose father was buried
at Paradise had agreed to be the family representative. I felt we were on the right track now and we
would get some answers. That was not the case.

The cemetery board could not keep the cemetery open due to lack of funding and the board itself was
without funding. The CEO of the cemetery board had asked Governor Wilson for emergency
funding but it was denied. Until this point we (my family) had no idea a special entity called the
State Cemetery Board and the State Board of Funeral Directors and Embalmers existed. We were
shocked to find out that there were governmental agencies that were in place to regulate cemeteries
and funeral homes or that we could register complaints with them. We found out that the complaints
we registered with the Cemetery Board regarding the cemetery were never even looked at. (No
funding we were told)

There was another community information meeting at the Sheriffs facility. Again nothing was
resolved and more promises for answers and assistance from the State were made and unfulfilled.
A couple of days later the sheriff's department was removing the records from the premises. Again
I asked myself, What is going on? We demanded a meeting with the State Cemetery Board or the
CEO. We heard nothing. We called the press and met with a reporter from the Long Beach Press
Telegram who had done an article on another cemetery with problems in Long Beach. We told him
we were afraid they (the state) would just close the cemetery and that would be that. He told us
"that can't happen" those were his words, the state could not just close the cemetery. I received a



call from the reporter we had spoken with urging me to get to the cemetery. He informed me they
were closing the cemetery. On one Wednesday night in mid-July the state cemetery board met at
the Cemetery to close it. I rushed to the cemetery. The police were securing the property. I
demanded entry into the grounds. I was told only the advisory committee was allowed in. I
threatened to run my car through the gates so I was allowed entry. To my surprise the Cemetery
Board was there, yes at the cemetery. I burst into the cemetery office and got on the phone to start
calling my relatives. Thank God it was Wednesday night so many of them were at Mid-week Bible
Study at church. I told them to get to the cemetery immediately because it was being closed. We
knew once they closed the grounds it would probably never open again. That night the Stewart
family decided to do whatever it took to keep the cemetery open. Lawyers were hired and the
cemetery board had to be sued to keep the gates open. Because of the litigation the grounds
remained open with funding from the ongoing litigation.

I followed the litigation. I went to all of the status conferences. I argued with the attorneys in the
case. I approached the Judge. My family and I made several trips to Sacramento where I testified
before whatever committee I could. My family personally kept the cemetery open from mid-August
until November 2, 1995 at which point a court receiver was appointed.

Mor bad news for my family. There was another death in the family. The family had to decide on
another cemetery. After over 40 almost 50 years of Paradise being the family cemetery we had to
look for another cemetery. We knew from our investigative measures that many of our family
graves had been disturbed, we had purchased recycled graves and some family members were not
in the location we had thought they should be (were left). I have several aging aunts that remain
devastated over this. Grave space purchased and unavailable for use.

Because of the litigation we will be able to keep the grounds open. A non-profit was formed to
manage and care for the embellishment of the cemetery in February 1999. The non-profit took over
the management of the cemetery in April of 1999. I was the Incorporator and President/CEO. Most
ofmy family has since decided they do not wish to visit the cemetery in the future. My oldest Aunt,
Lillie Jones really grieves because this is where her mother, two children four sisters, two brothers,
a brother-in-law, four grandchildren and many nieces and nephews totaling over 30 (all taken
through the gates of Paradise). She has decided never to visit the grounds again. This is the biggest
tragedy ever. Our elderly are being victimized daily by the death care industry. Since this tragedy
was disclosed and litigation began I have had a sister die, an Aunt and an Uncle. In all cases we had
to call the mortuary on the carpet.

What I would recommend to every consumer: CONSUMER BEWARE!!!!

Don't trust when it comes to dollars and cents, READ, READ, READ. I don't really recommend
pre-need. Have a person other than family as an advocate. Get a second opinion. Shop around. If
you're not able have someone shop on your behalf. If you're not able at the time, have someone
available to ask questions for you. Encourage the Mortuary representative to come to your home
with the contracts before going to make the arrangements at the Mortuary.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my story.



The CHAHMAN. Before we hear from Ms. Lankford, we are going
to preface her statement with a video news clip from WFTV, Or-
lando, that discusses the Carriere pre-need sales case in Florida.
We will go to that video at this point.

[Videotape shown.]
The CHAHUMAN. Now, we go to Ms. Lankford.

STATEMENT OF CHERYL L. LANKFORD, LANKFORD FUNERAL
HOME, DELAND, FL

Ms. LANKFORD. Good afternoon, Senator. I thank you all very
much for the opportunity to share Ms. Lyndall Carriere's case in
front of you today, as it was heard in Lakeland, FL. May I first say
Ms. Lyndall Carriere is still alive. She is incapacitated and is in
the care of her niece as we speak.

My name is Cheryl Lankford. I am a licensed funeral director
and embalmer for over 18 years in the State of Florida, living in
DeLand. In 1998, I attended a funeral directors convention in Or-
lando, FL, where I was introduced to a gentleman by the name of
Mr. Scott Langston, who is an attorney in Lakeland, FL. Mr.
Langston asked if I would review some contracts that involved the
sale of funeral services and merchandise that belonged to a client
that he was assisting.

I noticed they were contracts written by a firm by the name of
SCI, which stands for Service Corporation International, based in
Houston, TX. This is the company that buys funeral homes and
cemetery property throughout the United States and some overseas
locations. It is my understanding that Mr. Langston was in the
process of estate planning for Ms. Lyndall Carriere when someone
from her bank called to alert him that large amounts of checks
were being written out of Ms. Carriere's account to the Glen Abbey
Memorial Gardens and Funeral Home.

Ms. Carriere's husband died in January 1995. Mr. Langston has
shared with me the fact that Ms. Carriere suffered a stroke in 1992
and that her niece came down to assist her in arrangements for her
husband, as she did not feel comfortable with handling monetary
transactions of this nature. She and her niece met with the funeral
director and a gentleman by the name of Mr. Alex McGee, who was
a funeral counselor at the funeral home.

Mr. McGee was to meet with Ms. Carriere within the next few
weeks to deliver papers. It is the practice at this point of the visit
also to try and get the family to pre-pay their funeral expenses,
and this was the job that Mr. Alex McGee would take part in. The
first contracts that were written at the time of the agreement were
for Mr. Carriere's cremation, cemetery property, and what they call
a niche bench. The niche bench is to be placed at the gravesite so
anyone visiting can have a place to rest and is a common purchase
by a family member.

On this contract, I noticed it was not completed in the proper
manner, as prices were marked through and incomplete informa-
tion was on top. There are specific requirements in the State of
Florida when writing a pre-need trust agreement and one of them
is that no blank spaces be left, no mark-through of prices be made,
and if so, the trust is to either be initialed by the purchaser or a



new trust would be written in front of that person. This was not
done even on Mr. Carriere's agreement.

On February 15, 1995, the first contract was written with regard
to the services and merchandise for Ms. Carriere by Mr. McGee.
Mr. McGee is a commissioned sales counselor, and the more he
writes monetarily, the more he stands to make. This contract was
for the casket made of solid copper, a vault to place the casket into
the ground, as this is a State requirement, and what I believe was
the purchase of cemetery property for herself at this time.

It is not uncommon for one spouse to be cremated and the other
buried. That is a choice. I was also told that Ms. Carriere's niece
was not present at the time of this purchase. This contract was for
$15,331.35, which is a large sum for a family member to buy, given
her state of mind and the loss of her husband. Mistakes were made
all over this contract. No initials appeared by Ms. Carriere, and the
information was again incomplete by the standards of filling out a
trust document.

A trust is written on sometimes triple or 4-page self-copying
paper, so the family would have a copy, the funeral home a copy,
and the trust department gets a copy. I noticed that on the top
copy all of the marks that were made were crossed through, but on
the bottom two or three copies there were no marks at all.

On the same day, a second trust was written for the trust this
time of the funeral services themselves for Ms. Carriere. If a firm
owns both a funeral home and cemetery property in the State of
Florida, they are permitted to write two different types of trusts,
one for the funeral home and one for the cemetery. The reason is
that the State allows the company to receive 30 percent of the cost
of the contract up front to pay the counselor salaries and to use as
operating expenses for the firm. The remaining 70 percent must be
trusted.

The total of the contract services at this time were $3,655, and
again in my practice they were not filled out properly. But, in my
opinion, Ms. Carriere would have everything necessary for her fu-
ture needs, regardless of the cost, which I still feel was expensive.

On February 24, Mr. McGee visited Ms. Carriere and wrote a
third contract, which this time was for what I felt unnecessary
merchandise at the cemetery. She was sold a family estate site
with one bench, three statues, three decals, it looked like on the
contract. If I were to have to fulfill this contract at the time of her
death as the funeral home, I would not understand what this was
all about. The cost of this contract was $45,300, and it was difficult
to read.

On March 22, Mr. McGee came back out and rewrote, I believe,
the previous contract due to some mistakes that they had caught
at this time and must have credited back the moneys. This contract
was for $39,785.50. Now, at this point, mind you, Ms. Carriere had
already purchased some sort of space for her burial, as I mentioned
before, and all the necessary merchandise that she had needed.

On March 24, Mr. McGee again visited Ms. Carriere and sold her
this time on a contract a mausoleum and a bronze marker, all to
the tune of $52,738.42, keeping in mind, please, that a mausoleum
is for the purpose of above-ground burial and she had already se-
lected ground space on a previous contract, with a vault, and this



is where the bronze marker was to be used, which was the conflict-
ing interest.

If you ask me was this woman taken advantage of, my answer
would be absolutely. In all my years, I have never seen a family
make such different selections, much less understand this type of
selection. And this happens on a frequent basis in the area by SCI-
owned firms that I have witnessed. It just is not done on the mag-
nitude of this case.

It is my understanding in the beginning that SCI wanted to re-
turn all of the money to Ms. Carriere, but her attorney had insisted
that they try and go to trial with this. It is also my understanding
that this was settled out of court. The words "isolated incident"
seem to be new verbiage that has come into our industry from the
corporations. Isolated, this is not.

The practices of Mr. Alex McGee also led to the fact that he and
his wife and family befriended Ms. Carriere, as she was alone after
her niece went back, and took her to Cypress Gardens for a day.
After the contracts were signed, Ms. Carriere no longer saw Mr.
Alex McGee. It saddens me to think that our aging family members
fall into such practices by under-educated salespeople all over the
country.

Thank you for your time.
The CHARMAN. Before Mr. Roberts speaks, maybe an unrelated

question, but how did the salesman know of the means of this fam-
ily to afford the sorts of contracts he sold them?

Ms. LANKFORD. I don't know. That was never divulged to me.
Whenever they went out and started writing, evidently she must
have made some type of comment. That never came up as far as
my instructions. Ms. Fuller does have a copy of the contracts. She
also has a copy of my deposition affidavit of the case.

The CHAntMAN. Thank you, Ms. Lankford.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Lankford follows:]
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Good Morning:

My name is Cheryl L. Lankford of DeLand, FL. I have been a licensed funeral director and embalmer for
the past 19 years and I work in our family owned and operated firm, Lankford Funeral Home.

In June of 1997, 1 attended an Independent Funeral Directors convention and was introduced to Mr.
Scott Langston. He asked if I would be willing to view several documents regarding the Lyndall Carriere
case and he then explained the basis of the case to me. In reviewing the documents I found several
mistakes in the format of how the sales person wrote the pre-need contract for Mrs. Carriere. Each state
lines out the regulations that would pertain to how to write a pre-need contract and what can and can't be
excepted on the said contract. This serves as protection for the purchaser as well as for the protection and
instructions for the funeral home when the purchaser dies.

Mr. Langston reveiled to me that the said counselor met with Mrs. Carriere approximately five times to
secure the pre-need sale and each time a new contract was written, more merchandise was added and in
my opinion was not the standard practice of a consumer to purchase. She and her niece had first
contacted the cemetery to begin setting up for the arrangements of her husband by selecting the burial
site for the cremated remains. This is by no means a lavish purchase for most consumers especially in the
age group of Mrs. Carriere. What I mean by this is with her state of mind and not being educated she
entrusted herself to be instructed by this salesman to see that her needs were met for the said burial. I
later learned that the salesman befriended her and he and his family took her to Busch Gardens for the
day and after the last ofthe contracts were written his visits ceased.

This is not unusual practice for the sales force of S. C. 1. as they are taught to not leave the home of the
consumer without a check and if the contract is not right it can be " fixed" later at the office. In speaking
with Mr. Langston I told of similar stories from my area as we have three S. C. 1. firms and two of their
cemeteries in our 7 mile radius. I received a call on one lady that she reported the salesman came over,
hung pictures, and did her laundry only to leave without a contract this time. This is just one of many
stories. I am enclosing a video of some of the other practices that they continue to do today even with all
that has occurred to them. The sales person gets paid on a commission basis based on the amount of the
contract, thus the need to "bump up" the sale of merchandise.

Mrs. Carriere was taken advantage of in this case with regards to her state of mind and unfortunately
enough to say through her loneliness which we see more and more with the elderly who have no family
members around to protect them.

I belong to a group funeral directors that own and operated their firms which today is becoming more
and more unheard of As funeral directors grow older their family members are either not interested or
they have no one to pass the business on to, thus the sale to a corporation that promises much but
delivers little.

I believe as my father did, that families and their needs come first, customer service, and consumer
awareness are last but both are a necessary and vital part if our business is to flourish.

Being independent allows me to set the standards in which the treatment of our families will be given as
well as the cost of services. Independent owners do not have to answer to stock holders they answer to
the community, their dollars go to the area and not to a corporate headquarters to pay executive salaries.



There is little pressure with the staff in meeting the needs and the selection of merchandise to the
consumer. Ours is one of family serving family where they are not a number but a name.

I was contacted a few years ago by the Federal Trade Commission as S.C.I. was in the process of
purchasing two cemeteries in our area., one of which they were to later place a funeral home on. I don't
know if this was disclosed to the Commission at the time of the interview with respect of them placing
new funeral home on the property or not. But I explained to the Commission that they were wasting my
time and theirs with this interview as the minds were already made up and the sale would go through.
The Commission was trying to establish if harm would come to the local family owned firms by this sale
and my answer was absolutely! for ever answer I had the Commission had a better one and a better
reason through their questioning. Such as "if the coporates did purchase this would you be able to
compete cost wise?" My answer was no. In my experience, the corporate firms come into a region, lower
their costs to secure the business, while letting the revenues of their high dollar firms in other areas
compensate and try to run the Independent firms out through this method. I am one of the fortunate ones
as I worked for S.C.I. and knew of this practice as well as having worked for the Loewen group for 6
years. I was asked if I felt this would be a monopoly in our area with the ownership and my answer was
yes! The come back was at the time was they only owned two firms and two cemetries and how can this
become a monopoly? But if you look at each region as a whole instead of the entire industry throughout
the United States which is where they based their figures then the picture changes.

We as Independents face many obstacles when competing against a corporately owned firm. The main
one being the amount of dollars we have available to spend for advertising, sales forces, and boiler
rooms that soliciate the consumer. We as Independents operate by a code of ethics and not solely on the
dollar. Corporates have the ability to come in and blanket the community thus attempting to distroy the
reputation of area firms. Corporate firms operate under the code of ethics known to them as deception to
the consumer They use teaser ads where cost is concerned to lure the consumer into their firms only to
find that the consumer becomes the victim as the cost advertised changes once the consumer enters.

To the corporates, the "uneducated consumer" is the best consumer. Thus the unfair treatment of our
elderly who think they are helping their loved ones out by securing the costs of their final services in
advance.

To improve consumer awareness where they are protected when purchasing pre-need is quite an
"undertaking," no pun intended! In order to do this it will need to start on not only a state by state level
but by possibly setting up a Special Committee to study and implement the improvements where needed.
It is so easy to become a counselor to sell pre-need in the state of Florida that this is the scary part. If you
give me your name, address, phone, social security number, date of birth and a check for $150.00, I can
overnight it to Tallahassee, Florida and the next day you can begin writing pre-need. I remember the day
when only a licensed funeral director could sign a pre-need contract. This I believe is where it all
changes and got so out of hand. Training in this industry is a must and as you can see by the above
mention on licensure it doesn't take a rocket scientist to write pre-need.

S. C. I. has stated that they do train their pre-need sales persons but from first hand knowledge this is not
the case. Very little training is involved for something that I feel is such an important decision to make
by the consumer.



The CHAMMAN. Now, Mr. Roberts.

STATEMENT OF DARYL J. ROBERTS, SCOTTSDALE, AZ
Mr. ROBERTS. Thank you, Senator Grassley, Senator Breaux.

Thank you for the opportunity to address your committee. I have
been involved with the death care industry for the majority of my
life and take a great deal of interest in the current hearings and
other events which impact seniors and other consumers of death
care goods and services. I

Unfortunately, members of the industry have seen fit to mis-
inform almost everyone about the facts, choosing instead a path of
deception to maximize their profitability at the expense of consum-
ers. I was in the death care industry my whole life, until 1994, and
once I got out I wrote a book entitled Profits of Death, which won
the 1997 National Association of Independent Publishers award for
best content. Since that time, I have been involved with several un-
dercover studies like the one we just saw. I have also been on "60
Minutes" and participated in over 200 radio programs.

For the most part, death care providers do not directly lie to con-
sumers. Instead, they excel in the art of deception and misinforma-
tion. The majority of these deceptions center around not disclosing
pertinent facts to consumers that might have a direct impact on
the dollar amount of the sale. They play on the consumers' emo-
tions of guilt, fear, and love to maximize the dollar amount of sale.

They are able to accomplish this because the death care purchase
is one made on the most emotional day of a person's life, and they
can count on the person having little or no knowledge about the
products and services they are buying. Emotion and lack of knowl-
edge are the reasons that the industry is able to fool the public,
while at the same time being held in high esteem by the very same
public they are deceiving. There are few complaints about the in-
dustry because consumers are either not aware they have been de-
ceived or are too embarrassed after the fact to complain.

I am going to quickly review some of the problems that I see with
the industry.

Embalming. The benefit of embalming is frequently misrepre-
sented. The industry leaves the impression with the consumer that
embalming has some sort of long-term preservative effect on the re-
mains.

Sealer caskets. Consumers are frequently led to believe that there
are special preservative benefits to purchasing a casket with a seal.
Using words like "protecting" and "memorializing," they leave the
buyers feeling guilty if they are not willing to protect their loved
one.

Sealed vaults. Similarly, the public is led to believe that the pur-
chase of a sealed vault will in some manner preserve the casket
and remains of the deceased.

Legal requirements. Death care providers also tend to leave the
impression that there are certain legal requirements that must be
met. For instance, it is common to lead the consumer to believe
that bodies must be embalmed before cremation.

Cremation. Cremation is a threat to the income stream of most
funeral facilities. The industry is attempting to maximize their
sales by again using guilt and fear to lead consumers down the



most expensive path possible. They will attempt to get the family
to embalm the body, buy a casket, and have a viewing so that the
family, "will not make a mistake that they will later regret" or so
that the grandkids will have a chance to say goodbye.

The non-declinable service fee. This fee is the worst mistake the
Federal Trade Commission made in their Funeral Rule. It has al-
lowed the industry to charge consumers a fee for services whether
the services are used or not.

Product availability. Since the industry is required to give the
consumer a price list before viewing caskets, it is not uncommon
for the list to include items that are not currently on the showroom
floor. This is often a ploy to eliminate the sale of less expensive
products. The consumer is rarely, if ever, told that other products
are available within 24 hours.

Wood caskets. Wooden caskets are possibly the most beautiful of
all offered by the industry. What the industry does not tell the con-
sumer is that wooden caskets will deteriorate very quickly either
in a mausoleum or in the ground.

Advertising. Laws in many States prohibit certain types of adver-
tising. Most of these prevent the industry from advertising prices
and special promotions.

Limiting who sells funeral products. The industry has passed
laws in 12 States that make it illegal for anyone other than funeral
personnel to sell funeral merchandise.

Ownership. The conglomerates now own approximately 20 per-
cent of all funeral establishments in the United States. Instead of
using name recognition, as is the common practice among most
other industries, they do everything they can to prevent the con-
sumer from knowing the real owner. This deceptive practice openly
misleads consumers into using what are usually the highest priced
facilities in the area.

Pre-need portability. Currently, there is no portability in the in-
dustry for pre-need purchases. There should be.

Pre-need inflation. Consumers believe when making pre-arrange-
ments that once they have paid their money, their funeral is locked
in at the agreed price. Reality is that the majority of facilities do
not guarantee that the price paid will pay for the funeral at death.

Pre-need trusts. Many State laws have placed restrictions on
trusting for pre-need sales. Most of these are not for the benefit of
the consumers, but are rather for the benefit of the industry itself.

Pre-need insurance. One of the biggest consumer shams is the
use of insurance to fund pre-need funerals. The vast majority of
these policies are overpriced compared to similar policies sold for
a purpose other than to cover funeral costs. With few exceptions,
the policies currently marketed offer no inflation protection.

Since I see the red light is on, I will go to a couple of solutions.
The CHAmmAN. Please proceed. I have been very liberal because

I think that this is much more shocking than I anticipated and I
want to make sure that you have plenty of opportunity.

Mr. ROBERTS. Thank you, sir.
Most of what I have been talking about so far has centered

around the funeral industry itself and I want to shift over to the
cemetery industry for just a few comments.



Vaults. Almost all cemeteries require vaults for the sole purpose
of grounds maintenance. They rarely tell that to the consumer so
they can maximize their sale by selling a sealer vault.

Memorials. Most cemeteries that sell memorials place restric-
tions on the installation of memorials purchased elsewhere, which
means, of course, that the consumer has no choice and this drives
up the price to the consumer.

Once again, portability in the cemetery industry. Much like the
funeral industry, cemeteries have no consumer-friendly plan to deal
with consumers who relocate.

Sales tactics. Direct marketers of cemetery products often use a
series of gimmicks to sell the consumer. Often, consumers are re-
quired to purchase on the very first sales call or lose certain price
benefits. In truth, there really are no price benefits. Consumers are
offered a variety of free items based on some affiliation, usually
veterans or civic organizations. These same benefits are usually
available to anyone and not just that organization. Free space pro-
grams usually come with some form of deferred cost.

Not-for-profit cemeteries and funeral homes. Some churches and
individuals have organized cemeteries and funeral homes as not-
for-profit organizations to mislead consumers or comply with out-
dated State laws. The reality is that many of these locations are
contracted to for-profit companies to manage and market the prod-
ucts without the consumer knowing. This is also a way for church
groups to maintain their not-for-profit status while enjoying the
benefits of a for-profit company.

Open and closing of graves. Unfortunately, many cemetery opera-
tors have learned a great lesson from the funeral industry about
some neat tricks. Some States are now passing legislation prohibit-
ing anyone other than the cemetery from digging graves. Those
States that have passed this type of legislation have seen a tripling
of opening and closing prices in just a few years.

Now that I have identified several problems, let me propose sev-
eral solutions. The industry needs to disclose to consumers exactly
what embalming does, and needs to disclaim that there is any long-
term preservative effect. The industry needs to put a disclaimer on
sealer caskets which tells the consumer that the casket will not
prevent the natural decomposition of human remains. The industry
needs to put a disclaimer on all vaults saying basically the same
thing.

The industry should be required to inflation-protect all pre-need
sales. We need to require that the industry have complete port-
ability with all pre-need purchases. The industry needs to put a
disclaimer on all sales of wood caskets, informing the consumer of
the strengths and weaknesses of wood caskets.

Your committee needs to find a way to allow more competition
in casket sales. The laws that allow only funeral directors to sell
funeral goods and services need to be overturned or legislation
passed that would make such anti-competitive laws illegal.

Legislation needs to be passed eliminating the non-declinable
service fee. Funeral homes should be required to have a represent-
ative line of caskets. All cremation customers should have notifica-
tion stating the facts about what is required for cremation, and fa-
cilities owned by corporations should be required to disclose owner-



ship in all advertising. All restrictions on advertising should be re-
pealed.

Legislation should be passed eliminating all cemetery restrictions
on the sale of memorials and opening and closing of graves. State
funeral boards should consist of a majority of consumers and a mi-
nority of industry members. Federal legislation should be passed to
repeal all self-protecting and anti-competitive State laws.

It will be a very difficult job to accomplish any of the things I
have discussed in this letter. The death care industry has deep
pockets and continues to raise money to protect itself and to main-
tain the status quo. Industry publications are already touting their
meetings with this committee as a hedge against negative con-
sequences.

Every member of this committee can expect to be lobbied heavily
by industry constituents. At the same time, do not expect a knock
on your door from consumers. Consumers are not organized and
are not likely to lobby the committee. So other than the few of us
who are pleased to assist the committee, there will be no outcry.
Your challenge will be to sort out the facts and from those facts
make logical decisions about what is right for all consumers, not
just the industry lobbyists.

Thank you very much.
The CHARMAN. Mr. Roberts, we can tell you have given it a

great deal of thought. Thank you for your contribution.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Roberts follows:]
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The Honorable Senator Charles Grassley, Chairman ofthe U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
Chairman Grassley, Senator Breaux, Members of the Committee

Thank you for the opportunity to address your committee. I have been involved with the death care
industry for the majority of my life and take a great deal of interest in the current hearings and other
events which impact seniors and other consumers of death care goods and services.

Unfortunately, members of the industry have seen fit to misinform almost everyone about the facts,
choosing instead a path of deception to maximize their profitability at the expense of the consumers.
How do I know? Because I was directly involved with many of these same deceptions during my
thirty-five year career in the industry. Imake this admission so that the members of your committee
understand that the only way to be believed is to confess past mistakes. I am sorry for these mistakes
and I am now trying to correct them by helping consumers to understand the pitfalls that await them
when dealing with members of the industry.

First, a few quick facts about my background. My father began selling cemetery lots in 1948, and
I was therefore literally raised in the industry. At the age of fourteen, I worked in a cemetery doing
maintenance jobs, mowing grass, trimming memorials, digging graves, etc.. At eighteen, I was
already learning how to sell cemetery goods and services. After graduating from the University of
Tennessee, I was managed a cemetery and funeral home in Richlands Virginia. Three years later,
I became the business manager of our family company which eventually owned and operated, at one
time, twenty-one cemeteries and four funeral homes. After my father's death in 1980, Ibecame the
CEO of our company until our sale to one of the conglomerates in 1994. I wrote my book Profits
of Death that was published in 1997, and won thel997 National Association of Independent
Publishers award for the best content for a soft cover title. Since the book was published I have been
fortunate to participate in about forty television shows (including6O Minutes) and over two hundred
radio programs, all directly concerning the death care industry. I have also been a frequent
contributor to many national publications doing articles about the industry. For the most part, death
care providers do not directly lie to consumers. Instead, they excel in the art of deception and
misinformation. The majority of these deceptions center around not disclosing pertinent facts to
consumers that might have a direct impact on the dollar amount of sales to consumers. They play
on the consumer's emotions of guilt, fear, and love to maximize the dollar amount of the sale. They
are able to accomplish this because the death care purchase is one made on the most emotional day
of a person's life, a person they can count on to have little or no knowledge about the products and
services. Emotion and lack of knowledge are the reasons that the industry is able to fool the public
while at the same time being held in high esteem by the very same public they are deceiving. There
are few complaints about the industry because consumers are either not aware they have been
deceived or are to embarrassed after the fact to complain.

Let me review several examples of deceptions and other problems:

Embalming: The benefit of embalming is frequently misrepresented. The industry leaves the
impression with the consumer that embalming has some sort of long term preservative effect on the



remains (absolutely not true). In fact, embalming preserves the remains for a very short period of
time so that the body can be viewed by family and friends.

Sealer Caskets: Consumers are frequently led to believe that there are special preservative benefits
to purchasing a casket with a seal. Using words like "protecting" and "memorializing" they leave
the buyers feeling guilty if they are not willing to "protect" their loved one. In truth, sealer caskets
have a detrimental effect on natural deterioration and may in fact speed up the process.

Sealed Vaults: Similarly, the public is led to believe that the purchase of a sealed vault will in some
manner preserve the casket and remains of the deceased. Sealed vaults do absolutely nothing to
preserve either of these. Human remains will still decompose and the caskets will still deteriorate
whether the vault is sealed or not.

Legal requirements: Death care providers also tend to leave the impression that there are certain
legal requirements that must be met. For instance, it is common to lead the consumer to believe that
bodies must be embalmed before cremation or that a body must be placed in a container before
cremation. Often it is suggested that all bodies must be embalmed regardless of disposition.

Cremation: Cremation is a threat to the income stream of most funeral facilities. In 1999, about
twenty-five percent of all death cases were cremated. The industry is attempting to maximize their
sales by again using guilt and fear to lead the consumers down the most expensive path possible.
They will attempt to get the family to embalm the body, buy a casket, and have a viewing so that the
family "will not make a mistake that they will later regret" or so the kids and grandkids will "have
a chance to say goodbye."

Non-declinable service fee: This fee is the worst mistake the FTC made in their "funeral rule." It
has allowed the industry to charge consumers a fee for services whether the services are used or not.
It is defended by the industry as a cost of keeping the facility staffed and controlling the cost of

operations. I know of no other industry that charges its consumers for their overhead in a separate
non-declinable fee.

Product availability: Since the industry is required to give the consumer a price list before viewing
caskets, it is not uncommon for the list to include items that are not currently on the showroom
floor. This is often a ploy to eliminate the sale of less expensive products. The consumer is rarely,
if ever, told that all of the products, and even other products, are available within twenty-four hours.

Wood caskets: Wood caskets are possibly the most beautiful of all offered by the industry. What
the industry does not tell the consumer is that wood caskets will deteriorate very quickly in the
ground. If they do tell the consumer, they will then attempt to sell a better"sealer" vault to protect
the casket and remains from deterioration. Sealer vault or not, wood will rot quickly once in the
ground and will crack apart when put in a mausoleum.



Advertising: Laws in many states prohibit certain types of advertising. Most of these prevent the
industry from advertising prices and special promotions. This lack ofopen competitiveness prevents
consumers from knowing the options that exist without actually visiting facilities.

Limiting who sells funeral products: The industry has passed laws in twelve states that make it
illegal for anyone other then funeral personnel to sell funeral merchandise. These types of
restrictions mean consumers will pay more for items then in areas where free enterprise is allowed
to flourish. The industry is very proud of its anti-competitive legislative effort

Ownership: The conglomerates now own approximately twenty percent of all ftneral
establishments in the United States. Instead of using name recognition, as is the common practice
among most other industries, they appear to do everything they can to prevent the consumer from
knowing the real owner. They apparently believe that it is important that the consumer believe they
are dealing with the same family name that may have existed for years. This deceptive practice
openly misleads consumers into using what are usually the highest priced facilities in the area.

Pre-need portability: Currently, there is no portability in the industry for pre-need purchases.
Consumers should not be forced to use a facility just because they were smart enough to make
advanced arrangements. The industry has never seriously addressed this important consumer issue
because they want to insure that the consumers are locked into their establishment. Most consumers
are either not told that they have no portability or they are told that they can get there money back
if they move. Neither of these is what the consumer wants. Even if the consumer uses insurance
as the financing vehicle, the recipient facility will generally find a way to charge more than the
original facility.

Pre-need inflation: Consumers believe when making pre-arrangements that once they have paid
their money their funeral is locked in at the agreed price. Reality is that the majority of facilities do
not guarantee that the price paid will pay for the funeral at death. Often they will comeback to the
family and ask for more money because inflation has raised the cost and the family must pay the
difference.

Pre-need trusts: Many state laws have placed restrictions on trusting for pre-need sales. Most of
these have been enacted to restrict competition. The restrictions usually refer to the amount that
must be trusted and to how much the consumer gets as a refund ifhe decides to cancel or move. The
laws usually allow the selling facility to claim any excess funding as income. The laws as currently
written give all the advantages to the seller and none to the consumer. A properly funded trust would
allow consumers the inflation protection they deserve.

Pre-need Insurance: One of the biggest consumer shams is the use of insurance to fund pre-need
purchases. The vast majority of these policies are overpriced as compared to a similar policy sold
for a purpose other than to cover funeral costs. With few exceptions, the policies currently marketed
offer no inflation protection. The result? The industry receives a commission of twenty to forty
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percent for selling an overpriced policy -and, when a death occurs charges additional fees to the
family because the death proceeds are not enough to cover the price increase of the funeral.

So far, all of the things that I have discussed have dealt directly with funeral establishments. Now
I would like to discuss a few of the problems with cemeteries:

Vaults: Almost all cemeteries require vaults for the sole purpose of grounds maintenance. The
rationale is that all caskets will deteriorate, leaving a depression that will require additional
maintenance to repair. Unfortunately, most will not tell the consumer that all that is needed is a
concrete shell. Most will not even offer this as an alternative thus not giving the consumer a less
expensive alternative.

Memorials: Most cemeteries that sell memorials place restrictions on the installation ofmemorials
purchased elsewhere. This limits the consumer's choice and drives up the price. These restrictions
are usually in the rules and regulations of the cemetery and unseen by the consumer until the need
arises

Portability: Much like the funeral industry, cemeteries have no consumer-friendly plan to deal with
consumers who relocate. Most of the time, the consumer does not receive anything. A plan
sponsored by the International Cemetery and Funeral Association allows the consumer to relocate
to a participating cemetery by paying the difference in the price. This plan is often misunderstood
by the consumer and misrepresented by the cemetery.

Sales tactics: Direct marketers of cemetery products often use a series of gimmicks to sell the
consumer. Often consumers are required to purchase on the very frst sales call or lose certain price
benefits.(In truth, there really are no price benefits.) Consumers are offered a variety of free items
based on some affiliation, usually veterans or civic organizations. (These same benefits are usually
available to anyone and not just the organization.) Free space programs usually come with some
form of deferred costs. Many of these sales tactics could be described as consumer fraud but are
routinely used by the industry.

Not for profit: Some churches and individuals have organized cemeteries as not-for- profit
organizations to mislead consumers or comply with outdated state laws. The salespeople will sell
the attributes of working with a not-for-profit entity and how that saves them money. The reality
is that many of these locations are then contracted to for-profit companies to manage and market
the products without the consumer knowing. This is also a way for church groups to maintain their
not for profit status while enjoying the benefits of a for-profit company.

Opening and closing graves: Unfortunately, cemetery operators have learned from their funeral
director friends some very neat tricks. Some states are now passing legislation prohibiting anyone
other then the cemetery from digging graves. Those states that have passed this type of legislation
have seen a tripling of opening and closing prices injust a few years, proving once again that when
competition is limited prices will increase.



Now that I have identified several different problems, it is time to propose some fixes. Some of
these would be relatively ease to implement and others would be very difficult. The recurrent theme
will be what is best for the consumer.

1. The industry needs to disclose to consumers exactly what embalming does and needs to
disclaim that there is any long-term preservative effect.

2. The industry needs to put a disclaimer on sealer caskets which tells the consumer that the
casket will not prevent the natural decomposition of human remains and may in fact
accelerate that decomposition.

3. The industry needs to put a disclaimer on all vaults - and especially sealer vaults - that they
will not prevent the natural decomposition of human remains and may in fact accelerate that
decomposition. They should also state that a purpose of a vault is solely to keep the ground
from caving when the casket deteriorates.

4. The industry should be required to inflation protect all pre-need sales. Consumers should
never have to pay more money for something already paid for in full. This is easy with trust
funds and would require insurance policies to have an inflation factor.

5. Require complete portability with all pre-need purchases. Consumers should not be
penalized because they move.

6. The industry needs to put a disclaimer on all sales of wood caskets informing the consumer
of the strengths and weaknesses of wood caskets.

7. Your committee needs to find a way to allow more competition in casket sales. The laws
that allow only funeral directors to sell funeral goods and services need to be overturned or
legislation passed that would make such anti-competitive laws illegal.

8. Legislation needs to be passed eliminating the non-declinable service fee. All services
should be itemized and the consumer should have the right to pick which ones are right for
their situation.

9. Funeral homes should be required to have a representative line of caskets. All price ranges
should be available and consumers need to be made aware that any casket is available within
24 hours.

10. All cremation customers should receive a notification stating the facts about what is required
for cremation. This should specifically state that neither embalming nor an outside container
is required for cremation.



11. Facilities owned by corporations should be required to disclose ownership in all advertising
and printed material.

12. All restrictions on advertising should be repealed.

13. Legislation should be passed eliminating all cemetery restrictions on the sales of memorials
and opening and closing of graves.

14. State funeral boards should consist of a majority of consumers and a minority of industry
members

15. Federal legislation should be passed to repeal all self-protecting and anti-competitive state
laws.

It will be a very difficult job to accomplish any of the things I have discussed in this letter. The
death care industry has deep pockets and continues to raise money to protect itself and to maintain
the status quo. Industry publications are already touting their meetings with you as a hedge against
negative consequences. Every member of this committee can be expected to be lobbied heavily by
industry constituents. At the same time, do not expect a knock on your door from consumers.
Consumers are not organized and are not likely to lobby the committee. So, other then the few of
us who are pleased to assist the committee, there will be no outcry. Your challenge will be to sort
out the facts and from those facts make logical decisions about what is right for all consumers, not
just the industry lobbyists.



The CHAutMAN. Father Wasielewski.

STATEMENT OF FATHER HENRY WASIELEWSKI, INTERFAITH
FUNERAL INFORMATION COMMITTEE, TEMPE, AZ

Father WASELEwsm. I would ask if the Senators have these
available to them because I am going to go

Senator BREAUx. What is that, Father?
Father WASIELEWS. Pardon me?
Senator BREAUx. Describe what that is.
Father WASiELEWSKI. This is a Houston price survey, and then

this is an ad placed in the National Catholic Reporter with a head-
line at the top, and this is a booklet.

Senator BREAUx. Go ahead and begin.
The CHAmMAN. We will share Senator Breaux'.
Father WAsiELEwsmi. I have got some extra copies here.
The CHAmMAN. For now, we are OK, but we will take your extra

copies later on.
Father WASiELEWSKi. I am Father Henry Wasielewski, a priest

of the Catholic Diocese of Phoenix. I studied engineering, TV pro-
duction and journalism in college and taught in two high schools.
I was always interested in social justice and always asked for as-
signments in low-income parishes. I also started' the farm worker
and prison ministries for the diocese.

My funeral abuse activities began in about 1980, and I have ap-
peared in long segments of TV programs such as "Today," "Date-
line," and in investigative reports in England, New Zealand, and
long investigation reports in many cities throughout the country-
Denver, Hartford, Tampa, Minneapolis, whatever. My activities
and advice have been covered in national periodicals such as U.S.
News and World Report, National Catholic Reporter, Kiplinger's,
Money magazine, and in this month's issue of Modern Maturity
and this month's issue of Episcopalian Life magazine.

I have been helping with an extensive report right at the mo-
ment on cemetery abuse in the next issue of Consumers Digest,
and on clergy mortuary bribery in the next issue of Sojourners so-
cial justice magazine. I assisted with a long report on clergy mor-
tuary bribery in the Arizona Republic, and I will speak about that
later.

I became concerned with funeral abuse as I dealt with families
and morticians in parishes in which I served. I will skip over the
stories in my text about families which were abused to have time
to explain deceptive practices.

One or two of the two or three decent morticians I have met-
and it really bothers me when I hear anybody say that most of the
industry is good or there are a couple of bad apples. The fact is,
in my experience with the morticians in my area, they are all bad
apples. There are only a couple of good ones in the barrel, and
today I will say that nearly every mortician in the United States
is defrauding nearly every family that comes to him, nearly every
mortician in the United States. I would say a handful are not.

This is a really rough industry and they are rough on critics. A
mortician gave me a casket catalogue with a secret wholesale price
list, and this is a secret which was mentioned in the FTC report
in 1978 that the industry kept the wholesale prices of caskets top
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secret, and they put it in capital letters. These prices have been se-
cret for a century, but I was able to obtain them.

This mortician said he was ashamed of the industry's prices and
tactics, and after I published the prices, he received a phone call
saying since you won't keep your mouth shut, we have to teach you
a lesson. Within a day or two, his mortuary was burned down.
Firemen said it was arson.

A casket distributor who provided caskets to him was warned by
one of the largest casket companies-that happens to be Batesville;
I am going to start naming names because these guys get off too
easy-that his casket supply would be cutoff if he continued deliv-
ering to the mortician. Sugar was put in the gas tanks of his trucks
to destroy the engines. After I published the survey of prices of all
the area's mortuaries, all of the tires on my car were slashed and
I received a death threat.

In 1982, a group of us clergy and lay people formed the Interfaith
Funeral Information Committee. We set up an information hotline
which has now received more than 40,000 phone calls, and I think
this is why my testimony is somewhat different than others, in
that I have tried to answer all these phone calls myself, or as many
as possible.

We began publishing surveys of mortuary prices every few years.
Immediately, I was attacked by the Catholic bishop of my diocese
with an article attacking our committee and our survey, as if doing
a survey is wrong. I mean, there are surveys of cars and everything
else. And this was written by the morticians and the bishop pub-
lished this at their urging under his name.

Later, I was punished for 6 years by the bishop for my survey
activities, and as part of his effort to punish me he stole from the
diocese more than $120,000 because he paid me for doing no work.
He would not allow me to work and paid me. Any of you that had
a supervisor and the supervisor told you to do nothing for the next
6 years and would pay you, you would fire them, wouldn't you, the
guys on your staff? Maybe you do have some people that don't
work.

The CHAMnuA. No, we do not.
Father WAsIELEwsII. Anyhow, it kind of indicates how strong

this industry is and how they get through to the clergy and the
bishops.

I published the first price list of secret wholesale prices in 1983,
and now I would like you to take a look at the Houston price sur-
vey because this really shows what is going on in one community
and you don't get this just by these scattered stories.

If you take a look at column No. 2, you will see caskets whole-
saling for less than $300. If you look at the very top of the column,
it says casket choice of three colors. This means that we are hoping
there is a color in there besides ugly gray and ugly brown, sort of
like pink or blue or whatever, and we state that in here.

The first mortuary down there charges-let's see, there is one
down there, but the third underneath the text, $485. Now, if you
go down the list, just take a look at what happens to that casket-
$1,400, $1,800, $2,400, $3,000, $3,800, all the way down to $5,895
for the lowest-priced casket in the building, in Houston, TX. And



that would be for just a casket that comes in pink or blue or some-
thing like that.

In the folder which we are going to look at in a few moments,
we show you can get a blue casket wholesaling at $297. But these
guys use this as a technique if families come in and they said they
would like blue, he says, "Well, that starts at $5,895." So, that is
the least that a family get out unless they want something ugly.

You can read the other prices if you wish. Well, just one more.
Take a look at column 4. Column 4 is the total price for a funeral
and services. Some mortuaries try to say that, "Well, we sell our
caskets at a higher price and then the services are lower," or vice
versa. That is not the case.

If you go down taking a look at columns 2 and 3, you will see
that both the services and the casket prices go up and up and up
together. Then column 4, at the top several mortuaries at $1,495
for a complete funeral. This is pick up the body, embalm, do all the
paperwork, take the body to a service, either a church or the mor-
tuary; next morning to the church and then off to the grave, and
including a casket and the lowest priced casket they can find in
pink or blue or white or something like that, $1,495, and so on.
And then you go down the list and it goes to $2,000, $3,000, $4,000,
$6,000, $8,000, finally $9,910 for exactly the same funeral.

Now, this is why people do need to shop around, but one of the
problems is--and you need to add a point number-Senator Grass-
ley, you need to add a point zero there on your list. The first thing
people need to know is how much should the thing cost. If they are
in a city where SCI has taken over everything or the chains have
taken over, the prices for funerals-and let me say this: I just had
a call from the editor of the Korean national newspaper last week
and he said that his Korean people are paying from $12,000 to
$15,000 for funerals. And I said that is crazy, so I sent him this
booklet and we are going to help him to educate his people through
his newspaper.

If you go to the next page, this is an industry whose normal
mode of operation is secrecy, fraud, ripping off the public, and I am
talking about all 100 percent of the mortuaries. And I am talking
about here, as I mentioned, the National Funeral Directors Asso-
ciation which seems to have the only purpose of trying to mis-
inform the media.

Just last week or 2 weeks ago, their spokesman told Episcopalian
Life magazine that the average person-hours for a funeral is 60.
That is baloney. That is three times too much. I have here a time
list of each of the activities in a funeral done by a mortician in the
Phoenix area who is a legislator and well respected and all that.
And it comes out to 18.5 hours, 18.5, but the National Funeral Di-
rectors Association-and the media don't go and demand, let's see
a breakdown of that. So then the media tells all the people.

I was on the program, CNBC's "Steals and Deals." On the pro-
gram with me, a mortician from New York stated that he wanted
to explain to people why prices were so high. He says, you know,
the other day I sat down and tried to figure it out and I found out
that I spend between 104 and 150 hours with the family on the av-
erage funeral. And so that went out across the country, and so peo-
ple would say, "Well, it is no wonder prices are so high." This guy



has got to go live with them, I guess, or bring the whole family to
live with him. I mean, that is 4 weeks of man-hours, and these
guys get away with that.

Then I mention here our Web site and our materials describe
more than 100 deceptive sales practices. In fact; when I counted
them today, it was 123. None of these are forbidden by the Federal
Trade Commission regulations-123 deceptive practices, and I have
got them all here. I will be happy to meet with you guys tomorrow
or some other time.

The CHAumAN. Father, how much more time do you need?
Father WASIELEwsm. Just a little bit.
The CHARMAN. OK
Father WAsEEwsKi. There are two reasons for the industry's

rip-off. No. 1 is that there are 5 to 10 times too many mortuaries,
and this is stated by the industry's own experts, some of them with
only a couple of funerals a month; second, a desire for high profit.

We produced this booklet in hopes of trying to produce something
that would prevent people from being ripped off, and the No. 1
thing here as my suggestion to you is that we show here what the
wholesale price of each of these caskets are and how much mor-
tuaries are charging and how much in our demonstration program
is charged. On the back side are the prices for the funerals-$900,
total, for a funeral, not $4,000, and that is how much a complete
funeral can be done for. So these prices are just-I mean, they are
bad.

And I would suggest, too, that a solution to this whole funeral
problem would be to try to get a booklet like this into the hands
of everybody in the United States. Right now, Consumers Digest is
going to encourage everybody who reads their magazine to send for
one of these. Episcopalian Life magazine decided that and we are
getting hundreds of requests.

I guess the other thing I would like to mention is the fraud of
the sealer caskets. These things destroy-

The CHAUMMAN. I would ask that this be your last point, then.
You have done very well to help us.

Father WAsiLEWsmi. Well, the last point, I need to jump over
on that one; that is, one of the worst things in the funeral industry
right now is the cooperation of the clergy. Cardinals and bishops
and priests are receiving pay-offs. A priest down the street from me
get a free car every year. The bishop gets a free car, and the car-
dinal in California. And I have a contract here between SCI to pro-
vide to pastors to sign up for a kick-back. So somehow we have got
to stop all that.

Thank you.
The CHARMAN. Well done, Father Wasielewski.
[The prepared statement of Father Wasielewski follows:]
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I am Father Henry Wasielewski, a priest of the Catholic Diocese of Phoenix. I studied
engineering, TV production, and journalism in college, and taught in two high schools. I was
always interested in social justice, and always asked for assignments in low-income parishes. I
started both the farm worker and prison ministries for the diocese. I worked as a full-time prison
chaplain for six years. I currently conduct religious services and classes in two parishes.

My funeral abuse activities began in about 1980. They have been featured in long segments of
such TV programs as TODAY, DATELINE, CLOSER LOOK, HOME and others. I have
appeared in extensive TV investigative reports in England and New Zealand networks, in week-
long investigative series in Hartford, Denver, Houston and Phoenix; and on evening news reports
in Cincinnati, Minneapolis, Detroit, Tampa and many other U.S. cities. This long list gives an
idea of the concern about the abuse by this industry throughout the nation.

My activities have been covered in long segments of national periodicals as U.S. NEWS &
WORLD REPORT, NATIONAL CATHOLIC REPORTER, PARENT CARE ADVISOR, and
in this month's issues of MODERN MATURITY and EPISCOPALIAN LIFE magazines. I have
been helping with an extensive report on cemetery abuse in the next issue of CONSUMES
DIGEST, and on clergy/mortuary bribery in the next issue of SOJOURNERS social justice
magazine.

I became concerned about funeral abuse as I dealt with families and morticians in the parishes in
which I served.

One of the first situations was when I received a phone call from neighbors about a woman with
epilepsy begging money door-to-door to bury her husband. When I visited her, she said that she
had picked the lowest-priced casket. I called the mortician to ask why the price was so high; he
said she had picked a high-priced casket. However, at the evening visitation I found that he had
lied to me, and that she had picked a cheap plywood box.

I called the mortician the next morning and told him that I would call the attorney general's
office if he didn't drop the price. He immediately said: "Ok, I'll cut it the price in half, how's
that?" Then he said, "Now this won't get into the newspapers will it?" His only interest seemed
to be to make sure that the public didn't find out about it so that he could rip off all the rest of the
area's families.

I visited another family after a funeral. They told me that they were already making monthly
payments on three past funerals. They told me that they had not gotten expensive funerals, but
that this funeral would add a fourth monthly payment to the list. I started thinking about the fact
that by the time they got one funeral paid off, somebody else would die - so they would be
making monthly payments on at least three funerals forever.

When I began working at the largest Spanish-speaking parish in the diocese I found that the
pastor was working with funeral abuses among his families. I began to help him with



information sheets warning about funeral prices and pre-pay plans that he was publishing for his

families and was sending to other perishes.

One of the two or three decent morticians I've ever met brought us a casket catalog and the

"secret" wholesale price list. He said that he was ashamed of the industry's prices and tactics.

After I published some of the prices, he received a phone call saying "Since you won't keep your

mouth shut, we have to teach you a lesson." Within a day or two his mortuary was burned down;

firemen said it was arson.

A casket distributor was warned by one of the largest casket companies that his casket supply

would be cut off if he continued delivering to the mortician, and sugar was put in his truck's gas

tanks to destroy the engines. After I published a survey of the prices of all area mortuaries, all of

the tires of my car was slashed and I received a death threat.

In 1982, a group of us clergy and lay people formed the IFIC, the Interfaith Funeral Information

Committee. We set up an information hotline, which has now received more than 40,000 calls.

We began doing surveys of mortuary prices every few years and presented seminars. While

Memorial Societies normally restrict their information to their paid members, usually only a

small percent in a community, we have always felt a duty to provide our information to all

families, churches and the media. I helped the state's largest newspaper with a front page report

on clergy/mortuary bribery.

In its 1975 report of its naitonwide investigation of the industry, the FTC said that the whole

industry worked together to keep its wholesale prices "TOP SECRET" (sic). In 1983, 1

published the FIRST LIST OF CASKET WHOLESALE PRICES ever published in the U.S.,

along with a survey of the prices of all the mortuaries in the Phoenix area. I presented them to a

legislative hearing. Legislators were astounded at the markups and prices, and asked why the

great profit and difference in prices. None of the more than 20 morticians present offered any

answer.

In the 1990s we began doing surveys of mortuary prices in other communities, usually for TV

stations. Our most comprehensive was the HOUSTON SURVEY which I've provided you.

* COLUMN 2 shows mortuaries selling caskets that wholesale for less than $300 for retail

prices from $450 all the way up to $5,900.

* COLUMN 4 shows one mortuary charging $1,495 for a casket and funeral services at a

church (not using any mortuary facilities), and others charging $3,000, $5,000, $8,000
and $9,000 for the same priced casket and church funeral.

* COLUMN 5 shows the same Direct Cremation with no casket, viewing or services priced

from $450 to $3,985.



* COLUMN 6 shows the charge for picking up a body at the airport ranging from $335 to
$2,150.

This information should shock you.

This is an industry whose mode of operation is secrecy, fraud and ripping off the public, along
with the misinformation constantly disseminated by mortuarians and the National Funeral
Directors Association. Our website (www.xroads.com/-funerals) and other materials describe
more than 100 DECEPTIVE SALES PRACTICES, many of which are used by EVERY U.S.
MORTICIAN, and by most cemeteries and pre-pay plans. These practices are common,
deceptive, fraudulent, many of them absolutely criminal, and account for MORE THAN HALF
of the industry's billions of income each year.

There are two reasons for the industry's rip-off:

I. There are 5-10 TIMES TOO MANY MORTUARIES (according to the industry's own
experts), many mortuaries with only a couple of funerals a month;

2. DESIRE FOR HIGH PROFIT, that is, GREED.

Let me list the four most agregious categories of deceptive practices:

1. OUTRAGEOUS, EXTORTION PRICES, often 1,000 percent higher than needed. The
COLOR BROCHURE of our GOOD SHEPHERD FUNERAL PROGRAM which I have
provided to you shows photos of caskets, along with a) the outrageous prices charged by
mortuaries, 2) the secret wholesale prices of the industry, for whose publication
morticians would like to bury me, and 3) the low, fair prices available to families through
this demonstration program.

LOOK AT one or more of the caskets. Guess what your family has paid for them and
how much you were ripped off.

Be shocked at the amount of money morticians have stolen from each of you senators -
and from the millions of elderly people who are living off of social security - not
counting the thousands more stolen from each of them for their funeral services listed on
the back page.

Morticians could charge these prices, but prefer to rob every U.S. family.

2. PRE-PAY PLAN DECEPTIVE TACTICS AND CONTRACTS: Prepay plan sales
tactics of mortuaries and cemeteries are so bad that MONEY magazine's staff published
an article entitled "Don't Prepay Your Funeral." These tactics include:



a. "bait and switch" tactics that outdo any other industry.
b. "fine print" in contracts of the best-known companies that go so far as to state

that:
c. (1) "No promise or agreement made by the salesperson, whether oral or

written, is valid." - meaning that salespersons can lye about every part of
the contract in order to get it signed.

d. (2) Wording that says that "the company can cancel the contract retain all
money received" if a monthly payment is late.

e. (3) Merchandise can be delivered "AS IS," that is, damaged.

3. NATION-WIDE CHURCH PARTICIPATION IN THE RIP-OFF, with payoffs and
"gifts" to many church officials, clergy and parishes. The rip-off of their own
congregations amounting in millions per month.

4. The MOST LUCRATIVE FRAUD used by EVERY U.S. MORTICIAN to rip-off
EVERY U.S. FAMILY, the "PROTECTIVE SEAL" casket. The casket doesn't protect
but bloats and destroys the bodies of most families within a few months. They explode in
mausoleums daily, spewing liquefied body parts out of the caskets, with morticians
taking a good part of the body parts with it to the city dump.

I've provided you one of the INFORMATIONAL ADS which we've placed in the National
Catholic Reporter newspaper to expose and explain to my religion's leaders and people about the
clergy participation in the ripoff, the fraud of "protective seal" caskets, and other abuses of the
industry. A nationwide SURVEY of clergyman in 1958 by the National Funeral Directors
Association showed that 51% of Protestant ministers and 41% of Catholic priests believed that
morticians "EXPLOIT"' their congregations. Yet, there has never been any noticeable effort by
any denomination to do anything about it.

I would be happy to speak about any or all of the abuses today, or anytime you or your
investigators wish to delve into them. Steps must be taken to stop all of them because this
industry's theft of more than FIVE BILLION dollars per year injures nearly every U.S. family,
but is most harmful to those of modest and low-income and the elderly. The theft is more than a
half-million per week in my community alone.

Thank you for your concern, and hopefully, for legislation to help stop the abuse of our elderly.



Mr. ROBERTS. Excuse me, Senator Grassley. I apologize, but I
must leave, if it is all right with the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. If.you have to leave, we have to understand.
Mr. ROBERTS. I would be happy to answer any questions.
The CHAIRMAN. We will submit them to you for answer in writ-

ing. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hankins.

STATEMENT OF LAMAR W. HANKNS, PRESIDENT, FAMSA.
FUNERAL CONSUMER ALLIANCE, SAN MARCOS, TX

Mr. HANINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Breaux. I am
here as the President of the Board of FAMSA-Funeral Consumers
Alliance. We are the only national organization that concerns itself
exclusively with the broad range of end-of-life issues-organ and
tissue donation, the use of advance directives for planning and for
addressing medical concerns, protection of consumers' rights in the
death care marketplace, and education of the public about their
end-of-life options. We promote cooperation among disparate groups
at the local and national level, advocate for consumers, and seek
fairness and justice for all regardless of economic condition or so-
cial status.

FAMSA-FCA was created in 1964. Today, we are a federation of
125 member societies, including the Orlando Society that was rep-
resented in the Carriere news report which you saw a few minutes
ago. We are all non-profit, non-sectarian groups focused on edu-
cation and advocacy for consumers. We seek public support from
those who share our views that families should not be exploited at
a time of profound vulnerability while they are grieving the loss of
a loved one.

Memorial societies in this country originated out of this concern
in Seattle, WA, in 1939, when parishioners of the Congregational
Church of the People became dissatisfied with the exorbitant fees
charged by undertakers and with the emphasis on lavish funerals.
They organized themselves to remedy these conditions.

During the 1950's and 1960's, commentator provided extensive
proof that death practices in the United States are among the most
elaborate and costly in the world, primarily for three reasons. No.
1, consumers don't plan and shop for funerals the way they do for
other expensive items like homes or cars, perhaps because we live
in a culture that shuns talk about death.

No. 2, the number of funerals homes far exceeds the need in
most States, creating enormous economic pressures on traditional
funeral directors to over-price their services and merchandise. No.
3, some funeral homes use marketing methods and strategies that
manipulate grieving people.

In 1984, after years of study, the Federal Trade Commission
began regulating the funeral industry to curb the worst abuses.
Memorial societies and their members have led efforts to secure
protection for consumers through the FTC and State legislatures,
and they have focused on educating consumers about their rights
and options, publishing funeral price surveys, distributing pam-
phlets dealing with end-of-life concerns, encouraging funeral plan-
ning as opposed to pre-paying, and in some cases contracting with



local funeral providers for reasonably priced funeral and memorial
services for their members.

In the last 3 years alone, the FAMSA-FCA office has received
more than 7,000 e-mail messages and 12,000 telephone calls pri-
marily from consumers seeking information to help them deal with
the death care industry. Problems with the sale of pre-need con-
tracts for funeral and cemetery services are foremost among con-
sumer concerns. The pre-need funeral and cemetery business is a
multi-billion-dollar-a-year industry, as the chairman noted at the
be m n of this session.

Over $2.1 billion in contracts are now in force in Texas alone.
Sales quotas and hard-sell tactics are common, especially among
the conglomerates. Independent funeral homes, feeling pressure to
compete or lose their expected market share to aggressive sales
teams, are abandoning the more passive practice of waiting for a
consumer inquiry.

Those who have studied bereavement find that many people need
grief assistance for 18 months after the loss of a loved one and are
most vulnerable in the 2-month period after a loss. And yet this is
the very time when pre-need sellers descend on families to make
new arrangements. The example of the 80-year-old Florida widow
who was hounded four times in 2 months after her husband's death
by a pre-need salesperson illustrates the predatory practices of the
industry.

Some death care corporations require their sales force to use at-
need funerals to find prospects for pre-need sales. Pall-bearers and
family members of the deceased are sought after for pre-need pur-
chases. Such predatory sales practices might be positively affected
by a no solicitation period after a family death, such as we have
in Maine, Oregon, and Wisconsin. And in Iowa, we have pre-need
solicitation prohibited at hospitals and nursing homes.

The pre-need industry advertises its services with two argu-
ments: No. 1, pay now to beat inflation; and, No. 2, give your fam-
ily peace of mind. Both assumptions are misguided, at best, and
cleverly deceptive at worst. Sixteen months ago at one Austin, TX,
funeral home, direct cremation services were advertised at $1,434.
One month later, the price had dropped by almost one-half to $740
because of increased competition. Anyone purchasing pre-need at
the higher price would have felt gouged.

Instead of inflation, we had dramatic deflation in the market-
place because a new funeral home had opened for business and was
competing by offering affordable prices, not the usual practice in
the industry but one that is becoming more common throughout
the country.

When consumers purchase pre-need contracts, they frequently
believe they have taken care of everything, and they often say this
to their children. But additional expenses arise because caskets
cannot be adequately described in the contracts, and ugly or unsat-
isfactory substitutions that fit the general description found in the
contract are sometimes shown survivors, leading them to spend
more for a different model.

Pre-need contracts do not cover unanticipated funeral home ex-
penses for embalming after autopsies, for instance, or charges for
organ and tissue donation, costs of restoration after disfiguring



deaths, special cosmetic procedures that may be needed, unex-
pected refrigeration costs when there are delays in arrangements,
expenses of an outside funeral director when death occurs away
from home, and charges for extra certified copies of the death cer-
tificate. Nor do pre-need contracts provide for third-party funeral
costs such as opening and closing the grave, police escorts, obituar-
ies, crematory fees, floral arrangements for the casket, clergy hono-
raria, costs of a religious facility for the service, cemetery charges
for set-up of chairs and awning, various government-required per-
mits, vault installation at the cemetery or mausoleum, and charges
for inurnment services.

With all these and more extra charges, there is little peace of
mind for survivors with pre-need contracts, but there certainly are
additional costs not covered by those contracts. When most people
make pre-need funeral arrangements, they don't think they are
going to change their minds. But people move, they remarry, they
die while traveling, or later decide on cremation instead of body
burial. When changes occur, consumers usually lose money, some-
times half of their investment.

Pre-need State regulations are far from uniform and most are
not consumer-friendly. FAMSA-FCA is encouraged by the congres-
sional attention to funeral consumer issues, notably by this com-
mittee. We look forward to the contribution that your work may
yield for the concerns that have been raised, and we appreciate the
opportunity to participate today.

The CHAmIMAN. Thank you, Mr. Hankins.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hankins follows:]
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I. ORGANIZATION HISTORY

FAMSA-Funeral Consumers Alliance is the only national organization that
concerns itself with a broad range of end-of-life issues - organ and tissue donation,
the use of advance directives for planning and for addressing medical concerns,
protection of consumers' rights in the deathcare marketplace, and education of the
public about their end-of-life options. We promote cooperation among disparate
groups at the local and national level, advocate for consumers, and seek fairness and
justice for all regardless of economic condition or social status.

Our work has been highlighted in the last eighteen months in articles in Life,
Kiplinger's, Money Mggazine, US News and World Reports, USA Today, Modern

Maturity, AARP Bulletin, in many local and regional publications, and by Dear Abby's

advice column. We are at the forefront of the Federal Trade Commission's current
review of the federal regulations governing the funeral industry. We have petitioned
the FTC to bring cemeteries under the control of its consumer protection rules and
expand other protections.

FAMSA-FCA was created in 1964. Today, we are a federation of 125 member
societies-all nonprofit, nonsectarian groups focused on education and advocacy for
all consumers. We seek public support from those who share our views that families
should not be exploited at a time of profound vulnerability while they are grieving
the loss of a loved one.

Memorial societies in this country originated out of this concern in Seattle,
Washington, in 1939, when parishioners of the Congregational Church of the People
became dissatisfied with the exorbitant fees charged by undertakers and with the
emphasis on lavish funerals, and they organized People's Memorial Association
(PMA) to help themselves and educate others. They were influenced by the funeral
committees of the Farm Grange, which for decades had provided low-cost funerals
1-Filed testimony of Lamar W. Hankins, FMfSAFCA, April 10, 2000, Sen. Spec. Comm. on Aging



for their members in rural areas of Washington state and elsewhere following
cooperative principles. PMA has about 90,000 members today and exemplifies
what organized consumers can do to combat abuses in the funeral industry and find
the funeral and memorial choices they want.

II. CONSUMER PROBLEMS IN THE DEATHCARE INDUSTRY

During the 1950s and 1960s, commentators provided extensive proof that death
practices in the United States are among the most elaborate and costly in the world,
primarily for three reasons: (1) consumers don't plan and shop for funerals the way
they do for other expensive items like homes or cars, perhaps because we live in a
culture that shuns talk about death; (2) the number of funeral homes exceeds the
need, creating enormous economic pressures on traditional funeral directors to
overprice their services and merchandise; (3) some funeral homes use marketing
methods and strategies that manipulate grieving people.

In 1984, after years of study, the FTC began regulating the funeral industry to curb
the worst abuses. Memorial societies and their members have led efforts to secure
protection for consumers through the FTC and state legislatures, and they have
focused on educating consumers about their rights and their options, publishing
funeral price surveys, distributing FAMSA-FCA pamphlets dealing with over 25
end-of-life concerns, encouraging end-of-life planning (as opposed to prepaying), and
in some cases contracting with local funeral providers for reasonably-priced funeral
and memorial services for their members.

In the last three years alone, the FAMSA-FCA office has received more than 7,000
e-mail messages and 12,000 telephone calls primarily from consumers seeking
information to help them deal with the deatheare industry. Even though our
primary purpose is education, we have logged more than 350 complaints from these
contacts.

III. PRENEED CONTRACTING: A GROWING CONSUMER DECEPTION

Problems with the sale of preneed contracts for funeral and cemetery services are
foremost among consumer concerns. The preneed funeral and cemetery business is a
multi-billion-dollar-a-year industry. Over $1.2 billion in contracts are now in force
in Texas alone. Sales quotas and hard-sell tactics are common, especially among the
conglomerates. Independent funeral homes, feeling pressure to compete or lose their
expected market share to aggressive sales teams, are abandoning the more passive
practice of waiting for a consumer inquiry.

Those who have studied bereavement find that many people need grief assistance
2-Piled testimony of Lamar W. Hankins, PMSA-FCA, April 10, 2000, Sen. Spec. Comm. on Aging



for eighteen months after the loss of a loved one, and are most vulnerable in the two-
month period after a loss. And yet this is the very time when preneed sellers descend
on families to make new arrangements.

To give one example from Florida, at the time of her husband's death, one 80-year-
old-widow, accompanied by her niece, made arrangements for a cremation bench and
memorial at a nearby cemetery. Total cost for the two of them was about $4,000.
Two weeks later, without the niece present, the sales person showed up at the
widow's home and talked her into body burial for herself-with a $3,900 copper
casket and a $6,900 copper vault. Total for the new arrangements was nearly
$20,000. Nine days later, her funeral plan had grown to over $45,000 for something
called a "Family Estate" with $6,000 worth of statues, and a full-body monument
that cost over $10,000. The sales person left her alone for almost a month before
returning to up-grade the sale a third time. Then he sold her a $37,500 casket and
a $50,000 private family mausoleum, even though she was the only member of her
family left. In less than two months, the widow had spent over $100,000 for funeral
arrangements and owed over $25,000 to the cemetery and funeral home corporation.

Some deathcare corporations require their sales force to use at-need funerals to find
prospects for preneed sales. Pall-bearers and family members of the deceased are
sought after for preneed purchases.

Such predatory sales practices might be positively affected by a no-solicitation
period after a family death. Such solicitation restrictions are common in the legal
profession to prohibit personal contact for a set period after a prescribed event such
as a car accident.

The preneed industry advertises its services with two arguments: (1) Pay now to
beat inflation, and (2) give your family peace of mind. Both assumptions are
misguided at best and cleverly deceptive at worst. Sixteen months ago at one
Austin, Texas, funeral home, direct cremation services were advertised at $1434.
One month later, the price had dropped by almost one-half, to $740, because of
increased competition. Anyone purchasing preneed at the higher price would have
felt gouged. Instead of inflation, we had dramatic deflation in the marketplace
because a new funeral home had opened for business and was competing by offering
affordable prices - not the usual practice in the industry.

When consumers purchase preneed contracts, they frequently believe that they have
"taken care of everything" and they often say this to their children. But additional
expenses arise because caskets cannot be adequately described in the contract and
ugly or unsatisfactory substitutions that fit the general description found in the
contract are sometimes shown survivors, leading them to spend more for a different
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Consumers seldom understand that preneed contracts do not cover unanticipated
funeral home expenses such as the following-

1. extra embalming charges after autopsies or organ and tissue donation;
2. costs of restoration after disfiguring deaths;
3. special cosmetic procedures that may be needed because of the condition of

the body;
4. unexpected refrigeration costs when there are delays in arrangements;
5. expenses of an outside funeral director when death occurs away from home;
6. charges for extra certified copies of the death certificate.

Nor do preneed contracts provide for third-party funeral costs, such as:
1. opening and closing the grave;
2. police escorts;
3. obituaries;
4. crematory fees;
5. floral arrangements for the casket;
6. clergy honoraria;
7. costs of a religious facility for the service;
8. cemetery charges for set-up of chairs and awning;
9. various government-required permits;

10. vault installation at the cemetery or mausoleum;
11. charges for inurnment services.

With all these and more extra charges, there is little "peace of mind" for survivors,
but there certainly are additional costs not covered by the preneed contract.

When most people make preneed funeral arrangements, they don't think they're
going to change their minds. But people move, remarry, die while traveling, or decide
on cremation instead of body burial, now that cremation is more accepted. One
provision that should be added to any preneed contract is prominent disclosure of
the penalties for canceling or transferring such a contract. Only a few states require
that 100% of all principal and interest be refunded on a canceled or transferred
funeral purchase. Cemetery purchases are far less changeable. With the
warehousing of merchandise frequently permitted for cemetery-related purchases,
the consumer is likely to get no refund for a casket vault when changing plans to
cremation, for instance. While such a disclosure will not deter a sale to someone
who is clear about his or her funeral plans, it should appropriately give pause to
others. And with respect to the purchase of grave sites, there is not a well-developed
market anywhere in the nation for their resale if they are not used.
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Consumers who enter into preneed contracts that are funded by trusts maintained
by the preneed seller are liable for paying taxes on the interest earned on the trust
accounts even though they have no control over such accounts. Preneed sellers may
agree to pay the taxes each year, but they are not required to do so. Those preneed
contracts funded by insurance policies provide a very small return on the amounts
paid if the policies are canceled. When an annuity is used to fund a preneed
contract, survivors are left with the responsibility to pay taxes on the annuity at the
time of death. Consumer purchasers of preneed contracts seldom understand these
aspects of their purchase.

Consumers have other options for setting aside funds for their funeral expenses, but
these options are not promoted by the industry because they do nothing to enrich it.
With the average preneed contract lasting about seven years before use, according to
some industry estimates, funds paid to providers can increase dramatically, often
doubling in value. Consumers can make their plans and set aside ample funds to
cover the costs by using joint bank accounts that provide for the right of survivorship
with a trusted relative or friend; by buying a certificate of deposit jointly with
another; by establishing a "pay on death" bank account to cover funeral costs; by
buying whole life insurance payable to whoever will be responsible for making
funeral arrangements; or by donating their body for medical education and research,
thereby avoiding most, if not all, funeral costs.

IV. SUGGESTED CHANGES AND ADDITIONS TO EXISTING
REGUIATIONS

A. Eliminate the non-declinable fee. Elimination of the nondeclinable fee,
the charges made for the basic services of funeral director and staff and
overhead, is essential if consumers are to benefit from the FTC's
commitment to the principle that consumers should be able to purchase only
what services and merchandise they choose. Fees that are nondeclinable by
their very nature reduce consumer choice.

The single greatest price increase since the Rule went into effect-especially
after the 1994 amendment-has been in the non-declinable fee. This fee
has undermined the purposes of the original Rule "to promote full
itemization and informed consumer choice." 59 Fed. Reg. 1592, at 1605.
In 1982, the Commission asserted that:

... to the extent that itemization allows consumers to choose -
less than traditional funerals, the increased demand for less
than full funerals may stimulate innovative new services and
allow the market to respond. As a result, the long run effect of
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itemization is expected to drive all prices down to the
competitive level. 47 Fed. Reg. 42260, at 42298.

However, funeral prices won't go down if a substantial non-declinable fee is
permitted to offset the astronomical casket prices prevalent in the industry
for decades and which now are beginning to moderate in the face of
competition from casket retailers. The non-declinable fee has simply become
another form of "bundling." If a funeral home is allowed to put all overhead
in the non-declinable fee, someone picking minimal services is paying for
staff and facilities that were not used, negating the core purpose that was
supposed to be guiding both the original and the amended Rule, "to permit
itemization so that consumers may select only the funeral items they desire,
and decline unwanted items." 59 Fed. Reg. 1592, at 1608. The same
rationale that led the Commission to eliminate multiple non-declinable fees
and package-only pricing dictates that all non-declinable fees be eliminated.

If the funeral home were selling goods and services at wholesale cost, the
need to recoup overhead in a distinct non-declinable fee might be justified.
In practice, however, consumers are being charged twice for overhead. Almost
everything in the description of what the "basic" fee covers now belongs
elsewhere on the GPL, in general overhead mark-up for specific goods and
services:

Conducting the arrangements conference. The time it takes to show your
wares and describe the services you offer is a cost of doing business.
Planning the funeral. This should be part of the options selected and will
be different for a funeral with a viewing compared to a direct cremation.

* Consulting with family and clergy, and coordinating with the cemetery,
crematory, or other third parties. Again, these tasks are necessarily
included in the other options on the GPL.

* Obtaining necessary authorizations and permits. Certain permits may be
necessary for removal, and should be part of that charge. Cremation
permits should be part of the cremation charge.
Shelter of remains. A funeral home would not be able to provide its
services, such as embalming, if it didn't have custody of the remains. A
sheltering fee should be permitted only after an extended period of time,
possibly beginning on the fourth or fifth day after death.

The intent of those who drafted the Funeral Rule was that the non-
declinable fee would be modest. See 59 Fed. Reg. 1592, at 1602. Indeed, the
Commission required a disclaimer on the GPL stating- "This fee is already
included in our charges for direct cremations, immediate burials, and
forwarding or receiving remains." 16 C.F.R. § 453.2(b)(4)(iii)(C)(1).
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After examining a multitude of GPlA from around the country,
FAMSA-FCA has detected a clear pattern of abuse of this fee. For example,
if a non-declinable fee totala $1,495, it cannot be included in a direct
cremation charge of only $895, or a forwarding charge of $695. Furthermore,
if the cost of an immediate burial is only $1,195, and the family would like
to add a $250 graveside service, the total should be only $1,445. But in one
example, the bill suddenly jumped because the itemized prices - beginning
with the "basic" charge, plus removal, plus the hearse to the cemetery -
added up to $2,295.

FAMSA-FCA knows of no other industry that sets a non-declinable fee
unrelated to the goods and services selected by the customer. Each item on a
hospital bill, for example, must represent a specific service or item that was
actually supplied.

FAMSA-FCA understands that eliminating the non-declinable "basic" fee
will shift costs. For those choosing a "full funeral," the bottom line is not
likely to change. But for a coat-conscious consumer, the elimination of non-
declinable fees should yield genuine choices. Instead of an average charge of
about $350 each for embalming, viewing, and the funeral service, those
charges might rise to $800 or $1,000. At that point, a consumer might decide
that there would be a significant savings by skipping embalming and
viewing, at least the choices are within the consumer's control. This will
never be the case so long as the non-declinable fee accounts for a large
portion of the funeral bill.

According to responses received from the approximately 900 funeral homes
that volunteered to share pricing information with the National Funeral
Directors Association (NFDA), figures for an "average funeral" are as
follows:

Total Non-declinable fee % of total
1994 $4,077 $823 20.2%
1995 $4,456 $952 21.3%
1996 $4,624 $1,025 22.1%
1997 $4,782 $1,079 22.6%

(Because NFDA did not ask respondents to identify themselves,
FAMSA-FCA does not know whether the prices charged by funeral
home chains are included in these averages.)

As the industry's own figures show, next to deceptive package deals,
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the major development in funeral pricing since the 1994 amendments
has been the more than 30 percent growth of non-declinable fees
between 1994 and 1997. In Vermont, the Memorial Society had
conducted a state-wide price survey immediately prior to the amended
Rule in 1994 and did one again the next year. The non-declinable fee
for "basic services of staff - already inflated in 1994 - rose 14.7%
after "overhead" was permitted by the amendment. There was little or
no change for other prices on most GPLs, even though the word "staff
had been added to various options, and one could have reasonably
expected some costs to shift. With the larger non-declinable fee, the
total for a "full service" funeral rose by 5% and for a direct cremation
by 10%, according to the 1995 Vermont survey.

Other member societies have conducted price surveys as well. The figures
were compiled from more than 2,500 funeral home contacts from around the
nation for the years 1992 through 1999, for direct cremation, immediate
burial, the non-declinable fee and a full funeral. The majority of these
surveys were conducted in 1998 and 1999. They show the dramatic impact
that the non-declinable fee has had on prices. The "basic service charge" for
planning the funeral is now more than 40 percent of all service charges.
Furthermore, the costs for minimum services are increasing at an annual
rate of approximately ten percent.

FAMSA-FCA's surveys also demonstrate that the quarter of the population
that is using chain-owned mortuaries are likely to pay between $6,000 and
$10,000 for an "average" "full-service" funeral. The non-declinable fee is
likely to be 50 percent of the service charge. Low-cost caskets may not be
available at these funeral homes or are displayed in undesirable colors, such
as "grasshopper green," according to two consumers that contacted
FAMSA-FCA.

B. Require funeral homes to include the crematory fee in the charge for
a "direct cremation." A majority of funeral homes do not include the cost
of the actual cremation-the crematory fee-in their price for a direct or
immediate cremation. There cannot be a "direct cremation" without a
cremation of the body. Consumers are confused when some funeral homes
include the cost charged by the crematory and others do not. Crematory fees
in one community can vary by $175 or more. Because the crematory
fee need not be included in the price quoted for "direct cremation" on the
General Price List (GPL), consumers have difficulty comparing prices from
one funeral home to another. The services and merchandise included in
immediate or direct cremation should be standardized so the public is not
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deceived.

C. Eliminate charges for "identification viewing." Charges for
"identification viewing," the practice of requiring a family member to view
the decedent's body for the stated purpose of identifying the remains,
should be prohibited. About 60% of the funeral homes in the country are
doing fewer than 150 funerals a year, three a week. This is not an
environment in which there is a doubt about which body is on hand. For the
26% doing more than 200 funerals a year-four or five a week-it is simply
necessary and good management to have an internal tracking system for
body identification, but that is a responsibility of the business, not the
client. A leading embalming text suggests that identification of the body
is the responsibility of the embalmer or funeral director. Identification
viewing seems to be used by some establishments to encourage the purchase
of more expensive and elaborate caskets and cremation containers.

D. Require explanations of the differences between "graveside" and
"committal" services. Eliminate confusion on GPLs by defining the
difference between a "committal" service and a "graveside" service, or make
them one and the same, and require that consumers be told on the GPL
whether a graveside service is included with the purchase of certain other
services. In current practice, many funeral homes do not charge for a
graveside service if the consumer purchases a "full-service" industry-
promoted funeral, though many GPLs do not explain this. Current
regulations permit consumers to be charged for the service at the whim of
the funeral director if the GPL does not reveal that it is included with other
services. If the graveside service is included with the purchase of other
services, but consumers do not want the graveside service, they are paying
for it without choice. Such a situation offends the principle that consumers
be allowed to purchase only those services desired.

E. Require three additional options on the GPL. Three other items should
be added to the required options on the GPL because of their prevalence on
many GPLs in recent years:

1. the cost, if any, of private viewing without embalming;
2. the cost, if any, of body donation to a medical school;
3. the cost of rental caskets, if available.

F. Require disclosure of the actual charge made for cash advance
purchases. Any mark-up on Cash Advance items should be disclosed with
the actual amount to be charged. The statement commonly found on GPLs,
"We charge you for our services in obtaining. . . " is not an adequate
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disclosure. Consumers are left vulnerable to any mark-up charged by the
funeral home on third-party purchases for which the funeral home advances
payment.

G. Require embalming price disclosure and explanation when
permission to embalm is sought. The price for embalming should be
disclosed when the funeral director seeks permission to embalm, and the
consumer should be given a written description of the embalming process
which explains, also, the purposes of embalming.

H. Prohibit both "preservative" and "protective" claims for containers.
Vendors selling vaults or caskets should be restricted from making both
"preservative" and "protective" claims. Consumers should be told in writing
that no product keeps human remains from decomposing.

L Require an "estate and records fee" as an option on GPLs. An "Estate
and Records Fee" should be added, as a declinable option, for assistance
with social security forms, applications for Veterans Administration
benefits, insurance forms, estate filings, and obtaining a death certificate
after transfer of the body to the funeral home. In many areas, medical
personnel are notoriously uncooperative in completing final paperwork in a
timely way. Even though, by law, a death certificate is required in most
states prior to removal, most ignore the law when a funeral director arrives
to pick up a dead body. Later, funeral home staff must be sent to the
doctor's office, or to chase the doctor down on his or /her day off to get the
necessary signature and cause of death. Obviously, many families will not
want to do these things at a time of grief, but medical personnel seem to
become more responsive when the family is involved. The possibility of
saving several hundred dollars by declining an "Estate and Records Fee"
should be a consumer's option, however. Many family members are quite
capable of handling all other paperwork as well, and having "something to
do" can be therapeutic. The "Estate and Records Fee" could be a fixed fee or
a per-hour charge.

V. SUGGESTED NEW REGULATORY INITIATIVES

A. Federal preneed regulations are needed. Federal regulations governing
preneed funeral and cemetery contracting should be adopted to eliminate the
hodgepodge of existing state regulations, protect consumers when they move
from one locale to another, allow for a reasonable return of funds paid when
the preneed purchaser's circumstances change in ways that make use of the
contract unfeasible or impractical, and disclose the less desirable aspects of
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preneed contracts. Consumers would benefit from a no-solicitation period
after a family death that takes into account the effects of bereavement. Any
preneed contract signed by a consumer after a contact initiated by a preneed
vendor should have a sixty-day cooling off period during which the contract
can be rescinded by the purchaser.

B. All deathcare vendors should be brought under the Funeral Rule.
Cemeteries, monument dealers, and casket sellers should be brought under
the Funeral Rule. This change will put all funeral vendors on the same
footing and better protect consumers' rights when they make funeral-related
purchases.

C. Require the FTC to enforce its funeral regulations with effective
administrative penalties. Currently, the FTC allows the industry to
regulate itself through the Funeral Rule Offender Program (FROP). Funeral
homes found out of compliance with the Funeral Rule are allowed to attend a
training program about the Rule's requirements. They then make a small
business-deductible "contribution" to the government. The Funeral Rule has
been in effect for sixteen years. There is no reason for any funeral home to be
out of compliance because they don't know about the regulations. Any
regulatory scheme, like FROP, that permits an easy way out of a
determination of non-compliance with the regulations will not be taken
seriously by the industry and harms consumers. Further, the names of
FROP participants are being kept from public scrutiny by the policies of the
FTC, so consumers have no way to learn of an establishment's violation of
FTC regulations. Experience suggests that only when the risk of non-
compliance is severe will an industry like the deathcare industry
successfully self-enforce. For these reasons, we believe that effective
administrative penalties with public disclosure of the names of violators are
essential if consumers are to benefit from the FTC regulations.

VI. CONCLUSION

FAMSA-FCA is encouraged by the Congressional attention to funeral
consumer issues, notably by this Committee. We look forward to the
contribution that your work may yield for the concerns that have been raised,
and we appreciate the opportunity to participate. Consumer protection is a
worthwhile purpose of government and has been shown by experience to be
particularly needed in dealings with the deathcare industry.
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The CHAHUMAN. Now, Dr. Shreve.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT SHREVE, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
OF RETIRED PERSONS, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. SHREvE. Thank you, Chairman Grassley. My name is Robert
Shreve and I served as Chairman of the Board of AARP from 1994
through 1996. On behalf of AARP, thank you for inviting us here
this afternoon to discuss consumer concerns with existing practices
in both the funeral and burial industries.

AARP's constituency of over 34 million consumers age 50 and
above has a substantial interest in this issue and is more directly
affected by funeral industry practices than younger consumers.
AARP recognizes that for consumers, the pre-need or at-need pur-
chase of a funeral or burial is not just a financial transaction, but
a major life transition that conjures up deep psychological and spir-
itual emotions. Confronting death and dealing with grief is dif-
ficult, and consumers should not have to bear the additional worry
over whether he or she is being taken advantage of.

In testimony submitted for the record, we focused on problems
encountered by consumers when pre-planning, arranging, and con-
ducting funeral and burial activities. We provided examples of
problems consumers face in dealing with funeral directors, as well
as cemeterians, and expressed. our belief that the Funeral Rule
should be expanded to include all providers of funeral and burial
goods and services.

The statement also details concerns we have with cremations, of-
fers from third-party providers, Internet sales, and industry con-
solidation. AARP conducted survey research related specifically to
the funeral and cemetery industries, and we submitted copies of
our research materials for the record, including a recently con-
cluded survey regarding the lack of public awareness of the Fu-
neral Rule.

In our testimony today, AARP has chosen to focus on the prob-
lems associated with the sale of pre-need contracts. AARP recog-
nizes that the majority of funeral and burial service providers are
reputable, caring, well-respected business persons who represent
their industry well in the communities that they serve. Our con-
cern lies with those providers who misrepresent fact or law and
who in many cases do irreparable harm either to a consumer di-
rectly or to the family of a deceased person.

In a recent nationwide AARP survey on pre-need funeral and
burial arrangements, 43 percent of the population age 50 and
older-that is in excess of 28 million people-report being solicited
about the purchase of pre-need funeral arrangements. Thirty-six
percent reported havinq paid in advance for either funeral or burial
arrangements. These high participation percentages translate to an
estimated $40 billion currently sitting in pre-need fund accounts.

While size alone does not mean that abuse exists, and we do not
assume that large portions of these funds are being treated unscru-
pulously, we are saying that the sheer number of transactions oc-
curring in States with widely differing regulatory approaches high-
lights the need for uniform Federal standards in this area.

Your first witness today is not the only scam artist who has sto-
len money from funeral directors and/or cemeterians. The problem



is that we don't know if anyone is really watching these funds.
After a major pre-need scandal in Pennsylvania, the State legisla-
tive audit agency reported that, "State regulation of pre-need sales
in Pennsylvania is seriously deficient." In March of this year, 4
years after the audit, the U.S. Attorney in Harrisburg charged four
individuals with mail fraud, conspiracy, and money laundering in
the swindle of $7.3 million of pre-need funds.

The death of a family member or loved one creates emotional
trauma, stress, and a myriad of other matters that might be re-
duced if consumers felt more comfortable planning in advance of
the incidence of death. An AARP Public Policy Institute survey of
State laws regulating pre-need funeral and burial contracts shows
that discrepancies exist in the manner in which States regulate
this growing component of the funeral industry.

A concern that AARP has with the sale of pre-need contracts is
the fact that consumers do not know where their money is being
held. Findings from a five-State telephone survey on the pre-need
and burial arrangements of older Americans are revealing.

According to the report, "Considerable proportions of individuals
reported that their pre-paid funeral and burial funds are either not
invested or they do not know what happens to their funds." Simi-
larly, only 13 percent of cemetery mystery shoppers received infor-
mation on cancellations or refunds in that investigation.

As pre-need sales continue to increase, it is anticipated that
these problems will become more common. Because of uneven State
regulation and lack of adequate supervision of these accounts, uni-
form minimum standards for pre-need contracts should be incor-
porated into the Funeral Rule or a set of model rules should be es-
tablished. Consumers have a right to receive the same level of pro-
tection in this area, regardless of the State they live in, who sells
the pre-need agreement, and what goods and services are included
in the contract.

Mr. Chairman, AARP is concerned about consumer protections in
what one analyst believes will be the golden age in death care with
the gradual demise of the baby-boomers. AARP hopes that the in-
formation and attendant recommendations we have offered will be
of use to this committee as it grapples with this critical issue that
impacts so many Americans, particularly older Americans. We look
forward to answering your questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Shreve follows:]
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Chairman Grassley and Members of the Committee:

My name is Robert Shreve and I served as the Chairman of the Board of AARP
from 1994-96. On behalf of AARP, thank you for inviting us here this afternoon
to discuss consumer concerns with existing practices in both the funeral and
burial industries. AARP's constituency of over 34 million consumers age 50 and
above has a substantial interest in this issue, and is more directly affected by
funeral industry practices than younger consumers. AARP recognizes that for
consumers, the preneed or at-need purchase of a funeral or burial is not just a
financial transaction, but a major life transition that conjures up deep
psychological and spiritual emotions. Confronting death and dealing with grief is
difficult and consumers should not have to bear the additional worry over
whether he or she is being taken advantage of.

Our testimony today will focus on some of the problems encountered by
consumers when preplanning, arranging and conducting funeral and burial
activities. We will not be dwelling on individual stories, but rather on improper
industry practices that we believe to be prevalent. We have conducted survey
research related specifically to the funeral and cemetery industries that serves to
highlight the basis for our concerns. We have attached copies of our research
materials for the record including a recently concluded survey regarding the lack
of public awareness of the Funeral Rule.

A Changing Industry

Over the past decade significant change has taken place in the funeral and burial
industries. Changes include: consolidation of funeral homes and cemeteries;
cemeterians providing funeral goods and services and funeral directors providing
burial goods and services; an increase in third-party providers, Internet shopping
and the proliferation of preneed contracts.

These changes provide consumers with a mixed bag of results, some good, some
not-so good. The Funeral Rule, implemented by the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) in 1984 was designed to ensure that "consumers have access to sufficient
information . . . ." In addition, it banned the bundling of goods and services,
thereby enabling consumers to pick and choose only those items they want, and
prohibited misrepresentations "used to influence consumers' decisions on which



goods and services to purchase." The Rule, however, could not have anticipated

the changes the industry has undergone and in the interest of both consumers and

industry, AARP has recommended that the Rule be expanded to include all

providers of funeral and burial goods and services.

Expansion of the Funeral Rule by the FTC would better protect consumers and

provide a "level playing field" to all participants in the funeral and burial goods

and services marketplace. Even expansion of the Rule, however, would not

alleviate some of the problems that AARP has identified in the funeral and burial

industry. In our testimony this afternoon, we will provide examples of problems

consumers face in dealing with funeral directors as well as cemeterians. We will

highlight concerns we have with cremations, offers from third party providers,

Internet sales and industry consolidation. Finally, we will outline some of the

problems associated with the sale of preneed contracts.

Funeral Practices

AARP recognizes that the majority of funeral directors are reputable, caring,

well-respected businesspersons who represent their industry well in the

communities that they serve. Our concern lies with those funeral directors who

don't comply with the Funeral Rule, who misrepresent fact or law and who in

many cases, do irreparable harm either to a consumer directly or to the family of a

deceased person. In this regard, AARP has received a variety of "horror stories"

from its members. We believe that the number of complaints we have received

from our members does not even begin to measure the actual problem cases that

exist. Recognition that more than just anecdotal information would be of use to

this Committee and other legislative and regulatory bodies, AARP contracted

with Market Facts, Inc. to conduct a survey of individuals who arranged or

prearranged a funeral or burial in the 18 months preceding the interview. While

the focus of the survey was compliance with the FTC's Funeral Rule, the findings

illustrate broader problems that consumers face when engaging in the funeral

goods and services marketplace. Some of the more interesting findings regarding

compliance include:

* Of those funeral arrangers who viewed caskets on display for purchase or

rental, one-third were not given written casket price lists before they began

looking at the merchandise.



* One-fourth of the 1999 funeral arrangers indicated they were not asked for
their permission before the body was embalmed.

* One-third of arrangers in the 1999 study did not receive price information
before talking about specific funeral goods and services.

In addition to these findings of non-compliance, the survey shows that funeral
directors are engaging in misrepresentations. One area where misrepresentations
are a major concern involves claims regarding the preservative value of caskets.
According to the Funeral and Burial Providers survey conducted in July 1999,
34% of the persons who had arranged a funeral within the past 18 months
reported being told by the funeral director that protective features of a casket
would help preserve the body indefinitely.

Problems exist with regard to embalming as well. AARP's survey research found
that 25% of survey participants were not asked for permission prior to embalming
the body in clear violation of the law. Further, there are still cases when a
provider misrepresents the law regarding the necessity of embalming a body.
Because of inconsistent state statutes and the ignorance of the public on this
issue, most consumers are unaware that the provider has misrepresented the law.

Cemetery Practices

Withholding price information and misrepresenting the facts are practices that
can also be found in the sales of burial goods and services. Even though
consumers find price information to be helpful, AARP's survey research indicates
that 36% of those purchasing a burial plot did not receive a price list and one in
five of those purchasing other goods and services received no price list. AARP's
1997-98 cemetery "mystery shop" report also indicates that many of those
provided "price lists" did not receive pre-printed lists, but fill-in-the-blank forms,
hand scribbled notes or simply an adding machine tape. Unfortunately,
consumers do not even have the limited protections of the Funeral Rule when
dealing with cemeteries.

Apparently, large numbers of cemeteries also misrepresent the preservative and
protective value of their goods. The 1999 AARP survey asked those burial
arrangers who purchased a burial plot or other burial goods and services, "Did
anyone you spoke with about purchasing burial goods or services tell you that the



protective features of a grave liner or burial vault would help preserve the body
indefinitely?" More than one-fourth (29%) of the respondents answered yes.

The Cemetery Mystery Shop conducted in 1997-98 and cited above, examined
the sales and marketing practices employed by for-profit cemetery salespersons
and the types of preneed arrangements offered to older coisumers. A total of 170
visits were made of 106 cemeteries. The mystery shop reports present a snapshot
of the for-profit cemetery marketplace as experienced by older consumers. It is
not quantitative research, but rather qualitative research. The findings represent
evidence of problems faced by the older consumer when shopping for cemetery
products and services.

As the 1997/98 Cemetery Mystery Shop report demonstrated, consumers cannot
compare products, services and prices without a standardized form of price
disclosure, and without being permitted to take such written forms home with
them. Too often, the so-called "written price list" is no more than fill-in-the-
blanks, handwritten notes or adding machine tapes. Handwritten and fill-in-the-
blanks price disclosures provide the cemetery salesperson with the opportunity to
alter the prices with each consumer. The documents from the mystery shop show
that different prices are given for the same item. The potential for consumer abuse
is great.

In addition to problems with cemeteries failing to provide printed price lists, the
1997/98 Cemetery Mystery Shop describes other questionable sales tactics
regarding the marketing of vaults and mausoleums. Some of these include the
failure to provide financial information; incorrectly telling shoppers that state law
requires a vault or liner, and the marketing of extras like insurance to transport
the body. In 28% of the visits, cemetery salespersons presented shoppers with
various written documents other than price information. These documents
included brochures, booklets, certificates and other marketing materials. Upon
review, some of the documents appear to provide valuable information, while
others are of questionable legitimacy. Examples of these documents are included
in the Cemetery Mystery Shop study we submitted.



Cremations

The use of cremation for final disposition is becoming more popular for a variety
of reasons including the fact that it can be a less costly alternative.
Unfortunately, over the years, the findings of various media investigations and
court cases reveal cremation practices that are shocking and intolerable, such as:
* multiple cremations;
* harvesting of body parts or items of value without specific written

authorization;
* returning more or less remains than were actually removed from the cremation

chamber;
* misrepresenting the identity of remains, and
* failure to scatter remains as promised.

In addition to these horrific instances, consumers must be aware of practices
within the funeral and burial goods and services industry to misrepresent "direct
cremations" by tacking on additional cost items that are not provided to the
consumer in advance. To protect consumers against such practices, AARP has
recommended that the Funeral Rule be amended to include within its scope unfair
and deceptive practices by crematories with the belief that coverage under a
federal sales rule would better protect consumers.

Third Party Providers and Internet Sales

Retail casket sellers and electronic commerce vendors have recently emerged as
non-traditional providers of funeral and burial goods and services.
Approximately 300 casket stores are now in existence according to a National
Casket Retailers Association publication. Additionally, traditional providers such
as cemeteries and monument dealers have begun selling goods and services
outside of their traditional product lines.

While the entry into the market place of alternative providers is welcome, AARP
is concerned about consumer harm. Already, cases of misrepresentation and
product alteration by independent casket retailers have been cited and we are not
convinced that the situation will improve unless these providers are included
under the umbrella of the Funeral Rule.



Electronic commerce vendors present a different set of problems. The Internet

has unleashed an avalanche of website marketing by funeral, burial and cremation

businesses. Caskets are now routinely ordered over the Internet and shipped

overnight across state lines. Many such Internet businesses offer lower prices.

Some, however, do not provide prices for their on-line product offerings,

disclosing instead a phone number to call to inquire about prices. Others give

only a brief description of the product without providing enough details for a

consumer to comparison shop.

Some of these online businesses offer preneed contracts online. No face-to-face

interaction with a salesperson is necessary. They require only that one fill out a

vital statistics form online and place an online credit card order. While they all

collect personal information from the consumer, few of the sites have a posted

privacy policy. Some of the online businesses sell only one product, like

cremation urns. Others are traditional full service funeral homes or cemeteries.

Either way, the number of businesses is staggering. If one were to type in

"cremation" and conduct a websearch, over 6,000 documents would become

available. Typing in "caskets" would yield 2,500 sites.

Industry Consolidation

In the past few years' mergers and funeral industry consolidations have mounted

rapidly, causing growing concern to AARP. The merging of smaller funeral

homes with larger chains also raises the issue of market power. The largest of

these chains, SCI, is now involved in 1 out of every 9 funerals in this country, and

the top five consolidators account for almost I out of 5 funerals, prompting

concern that the competition that is just beginning to develop in the industry will

be quashed. Traditionally, such a movement toward market consolidation leads

to higher prices for consumers - a development that would defeat one of the

primary goals of the FTC's Funeral Rule.

Funeral service consolidation presents other problems as well. As cemeteries,
monument dealers and third-party businesses begin to offer funeral services, the

fact that they are not subject to the provisions of the Rule creates problems for

consumers. Without federal jurisdiction, consumers must rely on the states to

provide a consumer protection framework. Unfortunately, state laws are very

inconsistent and in many cases, laws that govern funeral directors do not govern
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cemeteries or others. This affects consumers in at least two ways. First, if a

dispute arises, it becomes more difficult for a consumer to reconcile it. For

instance, a person moving to Florida may deal with the same company, but be

subjected to completely different rules. Second, inconsistent state laws permit

unscrupulous funeral and/or burial providers to mislead or deceive consumers.

AARP asks that this Committee, or if need be, the Judiciary Committee, continue

to pay close attention to the trend toward consolidation, so that consumer harm

can be avoided.

Preneed Contracts

AARP is quite concerned over business practices occurring with respect to pre-

arrangement of and pre-payment for funeral and burial goods and services by

consumers. We have articulated the need for minimum contract standards to the

Federal Trade Commission over the years. We hope that upon conclusion of their

current review of the Funeral Rule, that action will be taken to address our

concerns.

In a recent nationwide AARP survey on preneed funeral and burial arrangements,
43% of the population age 50 and older - in excess of 28 million people - report

being solicited about the purchase of preneed funeral arrangements. 36% report

having paid in advance for either funeral 6r burial arrangements. These high

participation percentages translate to an estimated $40 billion currently sitting in

preneed fund accounts. While size alone does not mean that abuse exists and we

do not assume that large portions of these funds are being treated unscrupulously,

we are saying that the sheer number of transactions occurring in states with

widely different regulatory approaches highlights the need for uniform federal

standards in this area.

Your first witness today is not the only scam artist who has stolen money from

funeral directors and/or cemeterians. The problem is that we don't know if

anyone is really watching these funds. After a major preneed scandal in

Pennsylvania, the state legislative audit agency reported that "state regulation of

preneed sales in Pennsylvania is seriously deficient." In March of this year, four

years after the audit, the U.S. Attorney in Harrisburg charged four individuals
with mail fraud, conspiracy, and money laundering in the swindle of $7.3 million
of preneed funds.

65-219 00-4



An AARP Public Policy Institute survey of state laws regulating preneed funeral
and burial contracts shows that discrepancies exist in the manner in which states,
regulate this growing component of the funeral industry. State laws governing
preneed contracts (funded through trust funds, insurance policies, and other
investment vehicles) vary greatly in their provisions regarding how much of the
funds must be placed in trust, what information must be included in the contract,
and whether the purchaser can obtain a refund on cancellation.

The AARP Public Policy Institute has also produced a Chart on Preneed Funeral
and Burial Laws, which further illustrates the wide variation among these laws.
While AARP does not believe in usurping the rights of the states to regulate,
minimal federal contract standards regarding preneed contracts would not be
preemptive. Despite the fact that every state except Alabama has a law regulating
some aspect of funeral and burial preneed arrangements, there are a number of
states that do not address preneed burial contracts. Goods covered by one state's
preneed funeral law may or may not be included in another's burial statute and
only ten states have consumer protection recovery funds. Depending on the state,
preneed contracts will be subject to the jurisdiction of a state insurance
department, state funeral or cemetery board, Department of Health, or the
Attorney General. Many state laws allow preneed sellers to put a smaller
percentage of funds than actuarial standards would dictate into trust, raising
concerns about the security of the consumer's purchase. Other states prohibit
sellers from withdrawing earned income until the contract has been fulfilled. To
sidestep this requirement and to avoid some of the taxes associated with
revocable trusts, preneed sellers have moved aggressively into insurance-based
products, with commissions based on the value of the funeral and the age of the
applicant.

As noted above, we have urged the FTC to incorporate minimum standards for
preneed funeral and burial contracts to fill a gap that remains glaringly open. The
very nature of the purchase of funeral and burial goods and services argues for
covering preneed arrangements. Upon the death of a family member or loved one
the emotional trauma and stress and the myriad of other matters that must be
attended to, make it more difficult to comparison shop among providers of
services. If the Rule is to truly promote competition then it must enable
consumers to better plan in advance of the incidence of death.



Moreover, for those who wish to personally plan for their funeral or burial
arrangements, including the choice of cremation versus a cemetery burial, it is
obviously essential that they have such information in advance. We envision that
the standards, which we advocate for, would neither preempt nor conflict with
existing state or local law.

Another concern that AARP has with the sale of preneed contracts is the fact that
consumers do not know where their money is being held. Findings from a five-
state telephone survey on the preneed and burial arrangements of older
Americans are revealing. According to the report, "considerable proportions of
individuals reported that their prepaid funeral and burial funds are either not
invested, or they do not know what happens to their funds." The states with the
largest percentage of those who were unaware of where their funds were placed
were California (60%) and Alabama (56%). The AARP 1997/98 Cemetery
Mystery Shop provides similar anecdotal evidence that shoppers were not
provided information about where their prepaid funds would be invested.
Similarly, only 13% of cemetery mystery shoppers received information on
cancellations or refunds in that investigation.

As preneed sales continue to increase, it is anticipated that these problems will
become more common. Because of uneven state regulation, and lack of adequate
supervision of these accounts, uniform minimum standards for preneed contracts
should be incorporated into the Funeral Rule or a set of Model Rules should be
established. Consumers have a right to receive the same level of protection in
this area; regardless of the state they live in, who sells the preneed agreement, and
what goods and services are included in the contract.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, AARP thanks you for providing us with the opportunity to
provide a snapshot of the wide range of issues involving the funeral and burial
industry.

AARP hopes that the information and attendant recommendations we have
offered will be of use to this Committee as it grapples with this critical issue that
impacts so many Americans - particularly older Americans.

I look forward to responding to your questions.



The CHAtMAN. Thank you, Dr. Shreve, and thanks to all of you,
particularly those of you who were early and sat through-well,
you all sat through the same amount of testimony. We appreciate
it. I let it go longer than usual because I think that there was such
good information and firsthand information that we ought to hear
it personally.

Also, for those of you who did not go through your entire state-
ment, it will be printed in the record as if you had.

I will start with you, Ms. Pepson. By the way, a lot of the ques-
tions I had thought about asking have been answered already, but
I still have a few. I am going to start with you, Ms. Pepson. First,
let me extend my heartfelt sympathy to you for what you have
been through. Obviously, we are all appalled by the callous and
disrespectful behavior of cemetery employees who handled your
grandparents' burial sites.

Following on that, can you tell me what sort of explanations were
given for their actions?

Ms. PEPSON. This resulted in a lawsuit. I was the plaintiff and
I had sued several of the people involved in that disinterrment and
in the problems with the casket. I don't have their depositions at
hand, and if memory serves-I am talking over the past 10 years;
this case was settled in 1997. As memory serves, I believe the un-
dertaker said he wasn't aware that he was required to get permis-
sion before he disinterred my grandmother. That was prior to my
knowledge that there was a problem there.

The cemetery management said, I believe, that the mausoleum
that my grandparents had purchased was put in their cemetery by
a monument manufacturer and they had no authorization to do
that. That was pretty much the gist of it. Basically, everybody
passed the buck.

I called the Department of Health. I wasn't getting many an-
swers. I was getting a lot of pregnant silences on the other end of
the phone when I called and said, "What am I to do, my grand-

smother is leaking out of a mausoleum up in the cemetery." And I
think people were shocked by it and they didn't know where to tell
me to go.

I believe the Department of Health in Pennsylvania is respon-
sible for inspecting mausoleums. I cannot tell you whether that is

X done on a regular basis or not. I think the problem with these
types of issues and causes of action is that as a consumer you don't
know where to go. In my case, this was a case of first impression
in the State of Pennsylvania. I was a law librarian at the time,
near the end of this case, and I did find a case. It was in, I believe,
the northern part of Pennsylvania, but it was published in one of
the county reporters, a small soft-bound volume. It wasn't in Atlan-
tic 2d. I just happened to find it because I was rather tenacious in
looking for case law. I found case law in other parts of the country,
but that would only be persuasive in our courts in Pennsylvania.

I did indeed find a case. I believe it was in 1971. A woman had
buried her husband and he was leaking out by 1973 or 1978. I be-
lieve it was a Batesville casket. I have that case here. I mean, I
don't want to be quoted on that because, of course, I have got vol-
umes of information over the last 10 years. But I believe they set-



tied for something like $25,000 and werit about their way, and it
was only reported in that county journal.1

It was a really hard time for. me because in the beginning I felt
like I was the only person in the world that this had ever happened
to. I had written to State Senator Richard Kasunik and Senator
Santorum. They did try to give me some guidance, to give me some
answers to the questions I had. Basically, it came back, you know,
that what happened to Ms. Pepson should have never happened,
but we believe it is an isolated incident.

You know, they kind of compared the way we bury bodies in this
country to the way they mummify bodies in Egypt, and I certainly
have been to Egypt and I know what they do in Egypt is really not
what we do in this country to prepare bodies for internment.

I think my frustration to this day and somewhat of my anger
that has continued is that I have never felt any closure. I can't ac-
cept what happened to my grandparents' remains, and I am really
looking for you and this panel to institute some type of Federal reg-
ulations because I think the States are very spotty, possibly, in
what they regulate and how they regulate it, if they do at all. And
I think that some Federal mandate needs to come down to govern
this industry so that we all have a framework from here on out to
go to.

I am not the only consumer out there. I have supplied your staff
with newspaper articles of other cases. I have been contacted by
other people involved in similar problems that I have had. In fact,
in one of the pleadings that the undertaker filed when they were,
I believe, at that point looking for summary judgment-this is a
quote; it was in the newspaper. It stated, in his pleading, "To allow
the claim to stand would be opening the door for a flood of litiga-
tion where everybody could bring suit for casket leakage."

Well, if that is the case and these caskets are leaking, and they
are presented to you that they are sealer caskets and they will pre-
serve the body, well, then maybe that is what they need; cases to
come down the pike and for this to be rectified.

So I am just concerned that there is nothing for people that are
going to come behind me. There is not going to be any framework
or any laws governing this industry that are stringent enough for
people to get closure and to get restitution. I never even got an
apology. The undertaker nor any of the people involved ever even
told me they were sorry.

The CHAIMAN. Thank you.
Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAux. It is hard to know where to start. I thank all

of you very much for your presentations. They have been very, very
helpful. It is something that most people really don't enjoy, and I
sure don't either, having to discuss. It is also an area where I think
that most people do not do comparative shopping very well in
terms of finding where to go to bury deceased loved ones.

It is an area I envision as being an area that people put a great
deal of trust in the fact that things are being done properly. So it
is incredibly disturbing when you find out real-life examples of
things that have gone totally in the wrong direction. And for those
of you who have had those experiences, let me also join with the.



chairman in apologizing and expressing our concern. The ability to
try and fix these problems is obviously why we are here.

Let me ask anyone to comment. We have the Funeral Rule that
was supposed to set out some practice standards that were going
to be enforced by the Federal Trade Commission. Do any of you
have any comment as to whether that works like it is supposed to?

Ms. MooRE. Being a consumer, I would like to comment on the
Funeral Rule. In the L.A. County area where I live, the majority
of the mortuaries, when you tell them about the Funeral Rule, they
don't have a clue. I remember when my aunt passed in 1998, I be-
lieve, and we went to a particular mortuary and they were giving
us a package deal. And we were going, no, we are going to go out-
side and get a casket. They said, "No, you can't do that because we
can't allow you to do this and do that." And I said, 'Well, excuse
me, the Funeral Rule that is on the books by the FTC says that
I can." I had to produce a copy of it.

Senator BREAUx. Well, I tell you, if the funeral people that you
were dealing with said they didn't understand or know about the
rule, I bet you there is not one in a thousand consumers that know
that it exists out there.

Ms. Lankford, are funeral homes generally aware of the Funeral
Rule or do they ignore it? They think it doesn't have a lot of teeth?
Do you fear it, or what is the impression from your perspective of
the Funeral Rule?

Ms. LANKFORD. Senator, funeral homes are aware of it. Espe-
cially, the No. 1 rule is to hand the family a general price list as
soon as they sit down before you even divulge any prices to that
family and start going over it, whether it be an itemization list or
in total.

Do they adhere to it? No. Do they get caught? No. This is some-
thing that is so widespread that there is no way to control it. So
just like they had said before, there is a handful that may adhere
and then buckets full, of course, that do not. So it is not totally ad-
hered to, no, sir.

Senator BREAUx. That is the real challenge. I mean, No. 1 is to
determine whether the rule is adequate, and, No. 2, whether it is
enforced. I mean, every program we have as a government, you
name it, there is going to be-when the program is instituted, the
next day there will be people dedicated to scanming it, whether it
is the Medicare program or whether it is the defense appropria-
tions, the contractors.

Generally, in all of these industries, most people who deal with
these programs deal with it in good faith and try and make it
work. But there are always examples of people trying to scam the
system, and that is why we have laws to make sure that they are
enforced. I was talking with the chairman about whether it should
be expanded, and if it is expanded, it should be given some teeth.

Do people fear the rule?
Ms. LANKFoRD. Senator, I think what is in force, it is like any-

thing. This is a change in society, and the last time that the Fed-
eral Trade Commission was looked at in 1984 and then on-I think
that what they have in place is viable. I believe that it should be
brought up to this century's standards. I believe that what they
have in force should be revisited. And as this comes to trial and



as this panel of constituents sits before you on the consumer's be-
half, I feel that the industry knows that we are out there, that we
are doing something.

Just in my small area, as an independently-owned funeral home
I have the corporations on two sides. I fight them everyday. I fight
what they do, I fight their pricing tactics. I just believe that it
needs to be tweaked and brought up to codes of standards of what
we are going through today as our industry has changed also.

Senator BREAUx. The Federal Trade Commission up here in
Washington has limited resources in this area. It has not been a
high priority for them to enforce the Funeral Rule. And some would
say, "Well, we have funeral boards in all of the States that license
the funeral directors. and the funeral homes." I am sort of im-
pressed, in a way, and depressed at the same time that most of the
funeral boards are made up of people who are in the industry
themselves.

If someone says, "Well, look, Congress, you shouldn't be worried
about this because funeral boards in the various States are regulat-
ing these industries," what would your comments be?

Father WAsIELEwsKI. Let me just jump back to what you were
saying there. The industry tells its morticians not to follow the Fu-
neral Rule. One of them-I will name it, Profitable Mortuary Man-
agement-says in one of its publications the mortician should place
the price list in front of the person and then immediately place
over it a package price list with no prices on it, saying, "You know,
this FTC thing is just too complicated for you to read." And I can
provide you with a copy of the page of that magazine or seminar
thing that says that.

Senator BREAUx. I would like to have that.
Father WAsIELEwsKI. There are some other mortuaries that use

five price lists.
Senator BREAUX. You see, my question is are funeral boards-the

real question I am looking for are States adequately equipped to
regulate this industry or is it so bad that it requires the Federal
Government to step in? There are a lot of examples where we don't
do a very good job either.

Dr. Shreve, when AARP did their survey, any comments or infor-
mation gleaned about whether the States were doing an adequate
job?

Dr. SHREVE. We found that non-compliance was about two or
three times as high as the FTC said it was. And even the GAO dis-
agreed with the FTC in terms of their percentage of people that
were not in compliance with it. They said 10 percent, we said 30,
and the reality is maybe in between.

Senator BREAUx. If the FTC is only touching a small number re-
quiring compliance, what about the States? I mean, it is hard to
say. You have got 50 different States. Some of them are going to
be stronger and some of them are going to be less effective. Are the
States doing a decent job and an adequate job or what?

Dr. SHREVE. I suppose that varies among the States. The Fu-
neral Rule when it was written applied only to those providers that
were providing both funeral goods and services. And ones that were
not in that total business-that is, like cemeteries and crematories



and third-party sellers--were not covered by that. So there is no
control over that part of the industry.

Senator BREAUX. Does AARP think it should?
Dr. SHREVE. Yes.
Ms. LANKFORD. Senator, even we think it should. There are so

many little, small pockets of agencies that we deal with with cre-
mation societies and everything. It is so simple in the State of Flor-
ida to open up and do, it is hard to regulate even on a State level.

When we get examined every year, we have what they call a fu-
neral home health examiner that comes up from the Board of Pro-
fessional Regulation and Funeral Services and they charge us $250
and they come in to inspect our funeral home and look at our gen-
eral price lists, see that they match the caskets up in the selection
room, see that everything is in order. And they walk in with an ex-
aminer and he goes, "OK, now what do I do?" I said, "I pay you
$250 to come in and ask me what you have to do to regulate me?"

Ms. MOORE. I would like to speak to that. On California's issue,
as you know, from the Los Angeles area where I am from, the cem-
etery that I started a non-profit for was shut down by the State
regulatory agency, and this was 5 years ago. There was extra fund-
ing put in. The cemetery board itself was disbanded because of no
funding. There was extra funding put in and the Department of
Consumer Affairs took over.

Yet, in the last 2 weeks we have had another cemetery shut
down on not as wide a scale as Paradise, but with the same allega-
tions and some of the same practices. Before Paradise, in 1995,
there had never been a citation of a cemetery before Mr. Guinta
came in, who was the CEO of the cemetery board.

So I would say that there is absolutely no accountability. The
regulatory agencies are there. There is no accountability, so unless
we can find some sort of an accountability process, all the regula-
tions you make in the world will not do the consumer any good.
Consumers are protected by accountability. When our legislators
can't tell us anything, law enforcement can't tell us anything, then
what is the rule?

Senator BREAUx. Thank you. Let me ask one final point, and
that is the question, all right, consumers are protected by competi-
tion. If you don't like the services of a particular funeral home or
operation in your area, the word gets out and people are not going
to use that facility in the future. They will go to the one that does
follow the rules and does provide adequate and decent services. So,
Senator, you don't need more rules; competition will solve the prob-
lem. Any comments on that?

Ms. MOORE. Competition? When you don't know what the rules
are and you feel in your gut, like with Paradise, they were recy-
cling graves--there are over 27,000 bodies buried in a 10-acre par-
cel of land. When you go year after year and you have a sense that
something is wrong, but you have not a clue what it is because you
know that they can't be doing anything wrong because there are
people that watch over that-we have to pay for burials; we can't
just bury our loved ones in our backyard.

So when you don't know that you can shop around, you don't
know that if they don't tell you this, you don't know if you have
a question there is a State agency you can go to, when you never
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dealt with a mortuary that is 2 miles over, when you have always
dealt with the same mortuary and they tell you the same thing-
well, we are taking care of things the best we can; all of them do
this-what do you do?

Senator BREAux. So your point is competition doesn't work.
Dr. Shreve, what about consolidation? You mentioned something

about that in AARP's statement.
Dr. SHREVE. I think that we are not asking really for prescriptive

Federal intervention, but-
Senator BREAUx. In fact, you all recommend that we do not su-

persede the State rules through Federal preemption. Is that cor-
rect? Is that AARP's position?

Dr. SHREVE. Yes, with the caveat that a set of model rules would
be useful because States-

Senator BREAUx. More than the current FTC Funeral Rule has?
Dr. SHREvE. No. The Funeral Rule itself is not up to date with

what it needs to be in terms of the proliferation of new entities
within the funeral industry. So the problem cannot be solved that
way without a change there.

Senator BREAUx. Are you all concerned about the consolidation?
Dr. SHREVE. To the extent that it puts the consumer oftentimes

in a less competitive position than he would have been otherwise,
yes, we are.

Senator BREAUx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAnMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.
Ms. Moore, what do you think would have happened if your orga-

nization did not take over management of the cemetery?
Ms. MOORE. The cemetery would have been abandoned. In sev-

eral properties in the State of California, you have several aban-
doned cemeteries with no viable means of keeping them open. Fam-
ily members have to go out and technically clean the grounds,
make sure that the grounds are not vandalized. There is a facility
in Verdugo Hills, in the Burbank area of California, that over 10
years ago this property was abandoned. There is no owner of record
to this property. The State has seized what little funds there are
in the endowment, so-called care fund, to take care of the property.
It is not enough to do a good job. There is no maintenance on the
property.

That is what would have happened to Paradise. It would have
been an abandoned property, and family members that could go
over-there was a period of 3 months that the cemetery had no
means of staying open. Myself and my family personally kept the
gates open until litigation was started, and when litigation was
started the cost of litigation kept the cemetery open. It was one of
the factors that kept the cemetery open.

The CHAMAN. Ms. Lankford, what documents did you review in
preparation for the Carriere trial? Do you believe that you have a
clear understanding of the positions of all parties to this litigation?
And, last, did the defendants deny selling $132,000 in funeral
goods and services to Ms. Carriere when the formal response was
filed in court?

Ms. LANKFORD. On question No. 1, Senator, I received copies of
all the trusts that were produced from Service Corporation Inter-
national and Glen Abbey as their operating company. I reviewed all



of the trusts that were there and that is when we started noticing
the mistakes and the things which, of course, had been brought to
their attention. And they had had much more, I guess, appropriate
legal counsel than just from myself from my opinion.

Second, the prices of the contracts and everything that was men-
tioned in them-SCI did know every contract. When they bring
these back into the office, they are supposed to have what they call
a trust manager that goes over these contracts that says they need
to be redone or revisited or cleaned up. And they were aware of the
amount of money that had gone through.

At that point, whenever it got to be, I believe, around the
$52,000 mark, there were marks all the way through that should
have thrown up red flags to them, but the red flags were quickly
colored over because of the amount of profits and the dollar signs.

The CHAuaMAN. Well, did the defendant deny selling the
$132,000 in funeral goods and services when the formal response
was filed in the courts?

Ms. LANKFORD. No, sir, they did not deny it was sold.
The CHAntMAN. To Mr. Hankins, can you tell us about the mar-

keting methods and strategies used to manipulate grieving people
that you alluded to in your statement?

Mr. HANKINS. Yes, Senator. The industry teaches sales tech-
niques much like any other industry does, except that you have a
few different things you can appeal to when you are dealing with
grieving people. Their social status is one thing that is appealed to.
You will get statements from salespeople, you know, given the sta-
tus of your mother or your father, I know that they would want
this.

Former Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black's daughter wrote a
piece that she has allowed us to use to produce a pamphlet about
selecting the casket. The funeral director here in Washington could
not believe that they wanted a simple, plain pine box casket for a
man of this stature, and so they used the position of this person
in the community to try to appeal to their social status needs and
the position of the family.

They tried to pit one family member against another, and fre-
quently this happens. I have had personal experience with this
happening with my own law partner, where she and her sister
were pitted against each other because they had different ideas
about what should be done.

Whatever the situation is that is presented to the funeral direc-
tor through the creative salesperson, they will look at those factors
and they will go that direction, if it is status in the community, if
it is perhaps appealing to guilt. This is one of the major things that
the industry does is appeal to guilt, which everyone has at one
level or another, and the secret of the good salesperson in this situ-
ation is to figure out where that guilt is with that particular indi-
vidual and tap into it.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, your explanation may be partially an an-
swer to my second question. Does what you just described to me
also apply to what you referred to as the hard-sell tactics that are
used in the pre-need contracts, or are they somewhat different, and
the sales quotas that you talked about?



Mr. HANEINS. Well, it happens both pre-need and at-need. You
can certainly appeal to status in either situation. With respect to
what I call the real hard-sell tactics and policies of particularly the
conglomerates, they require-for instance, I know of one of the con-
glomerates in the Dallas, TX, area that requires that their pre-need
salespeople sell $10,000 funerals. If they don't average $10,000,
then they lose that position; they get some lesser position with the
company. That is twice the average cost of an at-need funeral. And
so the conglomerates set quotas because they are looking at the
bottom line. That is what they are primarily looking at, increasing
the profits for their stockholders.

The CHARMAN. Father, you said you received 40,000 calls and
you tried to take care of most of these yourself. Try to be as narrow
as you can. What is the most common complaint, and were you
able to resolve them and were you involved in resolution yourself?

Father WASELEwsm. The complaints are so widespread.
The CHAuMMAN. There isn't a common complaint, then, that you

could focus in on?
Father WASIELEwSKI. Well, as I mentioned, 140 deceptions and

not one of them is mentioned in the Federal Trade rules. I mean,
there are all these things. A mortician who tells a family-or he
wants to charge them $2,000 to bury a 6-day-old baby. A television
station called me and asked me if I would help this family. I got
another mortuary that said they would do it for $300, and so the
mother went over to see the new mortician.

When the first mortician found out about it, he called the dad,
who was at work, and told him, "We will sue you if you try to move
that body." So the dad then called the other mortician and said,
"Tell my wife to come home." And the mortician said, "I will get
a hold of the attorney general, and the dad just said, No, no, no,
we don't want to get in trouble." So there is this kind of pressure.

There are morticians who say it is going to be too costly to move.
One of the points that we make on here is you have the right to
move the body at any moment in the transactions. Even if the body
is there, even if you have signed a paper or whatever, you have got
the right to move the body to another mortuary. But morticians
will make up all kinds of stories; we have started to work on the
body. One mortician, after he had told the family that on the
phone, got off the phone and said to me, "We haven't even touched
the body."

The CHAuMMAN. I will go to Dr. Shreve now on another point.
What is your response to those who argue that the cemeteries are
already very regulated and that the Funeral Rule as written is
simply inapplicable to cemeteries?

Dr. SHREvE. Well, I guess, in reality, it is inapplicable to ceme-
teries, and so I don't think they are covered by the same-

The CHARMAN. Well, then your point of view of whether or not
they ought to be applicable?

Dr. SHREvE. They should be because every element of the indus-
try should be subject to the same kind of rules so that all the play-
ers are playing on a field where they all have to obey the same set
of rules.

The CHAuMMAN. Let me go on to another question. What is your
organization's official stance on portability of pre-need agreements?



Dr. SHREVE. We encourage people to make pre-arrangements, but
we are not encouraging people to pre-pay, and there is an awfully
big difference.

The CHAuuMAN. So if they don't pre-pay, then your point is that
there isn't need for portability?

Dr. SHREVE. Well, I don't know how much of an issue that really
is. I don't know how many people that affects.

The CHAnAN. Can I ask you if your organization has developed
some model laws that you made reference to for Senator Breaux,
not having so much Federal regulation, maybe not less Federal reg-
ulation, but doing it more through model State statutes?

Dr. SHREVE. I think we could get some material to you on that
score.

The CHAmiAN. OK, we would like to have that.
Dr. SHREVE. And one other thing that I would like to mention is

when people do violate the Funeral Rule, many times the FTC will
let them make a payment to the Treasury in lieu of a fine and that
keeps it all quiet. I think if you break the law, you should have
the embarrassment of having to pay your fine publicly.

The CHAmMAN. Ms. Lankford, did you ever work for the company
or the funeral home involved in Ms. Carriere's case? Did you have
firsthand knowledge of the company's practices and whether or not
the pre-need salespeople were ever trained?

Ms. LANKFORD. Yes, I did. I worked for SCI, Service Corporation
International, down in the St. Petersburg-Clearwater area for a
very brief time, approximately about 9 months to a year. That was
just about the beginning of them starting, or funeral homes start-
ing the aggressive pre-need practices.

Were they trained at that time? I was on more of the at-need fu-
neral service side. They weren't trained any more than we were on
a training basis, given a little vocabulary and a pricing guide to go
out and make the sale.

The CHAuMMAN. As a funeral director, do you sell pre-need agree-
ments, and do you favor their use?

Ms. LANKFoRD. Yes, sir, I sell them. And, no, sir, I don't favor
their use. It is a catch-22 situation, as we were talking today. On
elderly citizens that are on income or have to go under specific aid
to be taken care of medically, I feel that this is something that is
important. I do feel pre-need is a plus. I do feel that if it is done
properly and the family is given all the information they need to
make that viable decision, I feel that it is a good thing.

I have in the past year had the privilege of transferring three
what they call pre-needs that were written through us with insur-
ance. I called funeral homes in other areas of the United States.
All three of them accepted the contract as we had written it for the
price that it was written, with the exception of the third- party ex-
penses which were not, of course, in our contract. We would not be
servicing that contract, which was cemetery property.

The CHAnuMAN. I would like to thank all of our witnesses who
testified today. I think the stories you told, while shocking and sad,
will assist our committee greatly.

Senator BREAUx. Can I ask a few more questions before you
close?

The CHA MAN. Yes, you sure can.



Senator BREAUX. I am looking at the GAO report, and maybe I
can get some comment on this aspect. It says that the Federal
Trade Commission in 1998, in their internal consumer complaint
department, received 46,091 consumer complaints, 152 of which
were on the subject of death care, 0.33 percent. FTC staff assessed
these complaints and determined that 58 involved potential viola-
tions of the Funeral Rule.

The industry will say that indicates there is not really a problem
out there; that if you have 46,000 complaints to the Federal Trade
Commission and only 152 of them are related to the death care in-
dustry, it is really a small number. When the problems occur, they
are serious and there are some very bad actors, but it is very, very
insignificant.

GAO reports, in addition, along the lines of why people don't
complain more and they suggest that, well, it is embarrassment.
They don't know where to complain. They don't think that com-
plaining does any good to some bureaucracy way off in Washington,
DC.

So I guess I would like some comment on that. I mean, if the in-
dustry tells me, look, there are only 152 complaints out of 46,000,
so why are you getting all excited about this, Dr. Shreve, what
would your comment be?

Dr. SHREVE. Well, I think that very few people who have.a real
complaint about something are inclined to carry it as far as like
Ms. Moore did. And I commend her for what she did, but I think
she is atypical.

Senator BREAUX. Does AARP in their publications send out infor-
mation on this issue to your members? I think it could be very
helpful in letting people know what their rights are, so to speak,
and what the rule is all about in terms that they would be able to
understand, instead of some of the bureaucratic phraseology that
we use here in Washington. Do you all educate your people, or try
to?

Dr. SHREVE. We have a variety of publications that are available
to people. We don't send every publication to every person because
obviously that would be millions of each one of them.

Senator BREAUX. But in your newsletter? Don't you all do a na-
tional newsletter?

Dr. SHREvE. We have a magazine and a newsletter that go out
several times a year, and in those from time to time there will be-
well, in every one there are some consumer issues that are dis-
cussed.

Senator BREAUx. I will tell you, I can't think of one that would
probably be more helpful than something like this.

Dr. SHREvE. You are right. Yes, you are right.
Senator BREAUx. Does anybody else have a comment? I mean,

the comment. would be that, look, there are so few complaints, it
is not a big problem.

Father Wasielewski, and then Ms. Moore.
Father WASIELEWSIu. I guess, you know, if you look at the rule

it says in there that it is against the law if you don't provide people
with a price list with 16 items there. The next thing it says is you
must give your prices over the phone. Next, it says no misrepresen-
tation, which means you can't say that embalming is needed if it



is not, or a casket, or whatever. That is the end of the story on
those things.

So I would suppose that maybe a lot of these complaints were not
accepted because somebody is talking about the kind of pressure
the guy put on me, or whatever, and it wasn't-

Senator BREAUx. Something directly related to the rule?
Father WASIELEwSIu. Yes, a misrepresentation of the rule.
Senator BREAUX. Ms. Moore.
Ms. MOORE. I think the biggest issue here is why people are not

coming forward. No. 1, the after-fare is the last thing you do for
your loved ones, the very last thing. And once you have done it and
it has gone all wrong, pricing, everything-like with us, the ceme-
tery, the burial plots or whatever-it is over with, it is done. You
have grieved, you are hurt, you lost that person. And then the very
last thing that you did for that person you didn't do right. Who are
you going to tell?

Senator BREAUx. That is very well said.
Ms. LANKFORD. Senator, if I may, I receive quite a few com-

plaints in our firm bout things and questions to ask during the
outcome of a mon d the consumers are actually scared to sub-
mit. We have to file- to Tallahassee to get a complaint form sent,
and they are afraid to put their name on the bottom of it because
they are afraid somebody is going to come after them and do some-
thing. And that is a terrible way to have to be in an industry such
as this for them to not want to file a complaint.

We try and educate the consumer, and when we go out and do
consumer awareness in the community, it is not for the purpose of
pre-need with our company. Our company says these are the things
that you need to be aware of, these are the questions you need to
ask. Much like Senator Grassley's board over here, it is an informa-
tion thing. We are death-defying society. They don't want to believe
it, they don't want to ask the question, and they certainly don't
want to have someone from the Oval Office or anywhere else come
down and breathe down their neck.

They are scared to death to do the complaining, and that is prob-
ably the reason you have the low turn-out that you do. It is sad
on that level, and you have about 52 different organizations that
govern all the States. Every one of them have a different set of reg-
ulations that we are governed by, not just the Federal Trade Com-
mission, but on a local level.

Senator BREAUx. Mr. Hankins.
Mr. HANKINs. If I could comment, too, Senator Breaux, what has

been said, I think, is accurate, and I think GAO got it right, also.
In Texas, for instance, you have to not only put your name on the
complaint, you have to actually push it forward. You have to par-
ticipate all along in the complaint process, and very few consumers
want to do that, especially about something as personal to them as
the death of a loved one.

And if I could go back for just one moment to an earlier question
you asked, I think that while all the States regulate a little dif-
ferently, there is one general statement that can be made about
them, and that is that they are more focused at the State regu-
latory agencies on licensing and on the condition of the funeral
home rather than on FTC regulations.



In Texas, for instance, and in most other States, I think they
look to see if there is a general price list, but they are not really
concerned with enforcing the FTC regulations. And the FTC, as I
understand it, does not investigate complaints, so it does no good
for a consumer to file a complaint with them.

Senator BREAUx. Well, I thank this whole panel. You have been
very, very helpful and very informative.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAUVIAN. Well, thank you, Senator Breaux, for very thor-

ough questioning on your part.
Senator BREAux. Industry tomorrow?
The CHAIuAN. Yes. We will, of course, be hearing from industry

and regulators tomorrow. That is going to be at 2 o'clock, and I
know you have been at the table for a long time and I am going
to end the meeting now with a final thank you, but also as a re-
minder, if you wonder about the process you are involved in, I see
at least a minimum of two things that you do by appearing: No.
1, to educate the consumer who is watching, or consumer groups,
of the importance of education of the consumer on how the industry
operates and how it should operate, and the minimum Federal reg-
ulation of informing the public about the cost and what you pay for
and what your rights are; second, though, the extent to which there
might be some need for a change in Federal regulation or Federal
law or Congress' urging of States to do more. You obviously have
helped us set the stage for that.

I want to remind committee members and anybody in the audi-
ence that tomorrow's hearing begins at 10 a.m. It is not an after-
noon hearing. We hope to have it done by noon. Thank you all very
much.

[Whereupon, at 4:01 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:04 a.m., in room

SD-106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles E. Grassley
(Chairman of the Committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Grassley and Breaux.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY,
CHAIRMAN

The CHAIRMAN. I am Senator Chuck Grassley, Chairman of the
Aging Committee. I welcome the large number of people we have
with us this morning, even larger than yesterday, and we are glad
to have more people in attendance, and particularly to thank our
witnesses, many of whom probably sat through yesterday's hearing
as well as participating in today's. We thank you for not only the
time out of your schedule, but also the work that you have to do
in putting together such testimony.

This, of course, is the second of 2 days of hearings on funeral-
related industries. Yesterday, we heard from consumers and con-
sumer advocates. We heard them discuss various concerns about
these industries. Now, today we are here to hear from the industry
and the Government, and when I say "the Government," specifi-
cally those agencies, Federal and State, that are involved in the su-
pervision, regulation, and enforcement of rules and laws dealing
with the funeral industry.

This committee appreciates the opportunity to hear the perspec-
tives today as we heard the various perspectives yesterday. And
also we look forward to an opportunity not only today but in the
months to come, what steps can be taken to help the industry with
greater following of the laws and regulations, as well as eliminat-
mg bad practices.

Yesterday, we heard a young woman describe many years of pain
and anguish after she discovered that her grandparents' remains
were violated allegedly by a sealed casket.

We heard from a woman from California who described in graph-
ic details of finding mass graves in the cemetery where more than
30 of her relatives had been buried. To protect their memories, the
lady from California told us yesterday of the forming of a founda-
tion and taking control of the cemetery that the city did not want.
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We heard from a third person about the Florida funeral industry,
a director there who described the high-pressure sales tactics that
she has observed certain funeral homes practice when selling pre-
need agreements to the elderly. She described in detail about one
81-year-old woman prepaying $132,000 for her funeral arrange-
ments.

This committee asked the company involved to waive the con-
fidentiality provision of the settlement so that we could understand
more about what happened in this case. Since the company would
not waive confidentiality, we discussed only those portions of the
case that were in the public record, such as the complaint and the
answers that were filed by the parties to the lawsuit.

Our committee also heard yesterday testimony of a former pre-
need sales executive, Irwin Karp, who is serving out his sentence
for the theft of funds. Mr. Karp's testimony was helpful in provid-
ing the committee with insight about how the State and Federal
Governments might do a better job of protecting consumers.

In addition, the committee heard from several consumer advo-
cates who discussed other examples, suggesting the need for im-
proved government oversight over the funeral-related industries.

Before I introduce today's witnesses, I want to thank our ranking
member, Senator Breaux of the State of Louisiana, again and again
and again for his support not only throughout this investigation
but throughout so many other important investigations and hear-
ings that this committee has had over the 3 years that we have
been working together in a cooperative spirit to accomplish the
goals that the Senate set for the Special Committee on Aging.

I would now like to hear from Senator Breaux.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN BREAUX
Senator BREAUX. You are welcome, you are welcome, you are

welcome.
Thank you very much,. Mr. Chairman, for once again convening

a hearing that is of great importance, which is in keeping with
what this committee has tried to do in so many areas. As I said
yesterday, with the hearings that we have had on Medicare fraud
and abuse, with regard to Medicare problems in the nursing home
industry and home health care and assisted living facilities and
telemarketing problems targeting seniors, which the FTC is also
very much involved in protecting against. And this is just a con-
tinuation of looking at different areas that affect particularly sen-
iors in a very direct and oftentimes very emotional manner. So I
think we do a good service in providing this information to our col-
leagues in order to determine what action, if any, is needed from
a Federal standpoint.

I think what we heard yesterday was disturbing, and it clearly
indicates that, like every other industry, there are some bad actors
that are out there. The question is: How do we get rid of them?
How do we protect the people against unscrupulous vendors of
services in a very emotional area like what to do with our deceased
loved ones?

I think in that case it is even probably more important that we
make sure that rules and standards are followed because people
are dealing with this industry at the most vulnerable time in their



lives. And so it is unique and it is special, and I think special at-
tention needs to be provided.

I also would comment that I think the industry, quite frankly,
has been very helpful in providing us information about how they
work and even cases when it doesn't work very well. They have not
been trying to sandbag their industry in the sense of trying to hide
or cover up anything, but they have been very forthcoming with,
I think, your staff and certainly with my staff, and we thank them
for that.

I think in that sense we can agree that it is in everybody's inter-
est to get rid of bad actors, and I am delighted we have the FTC
here today to talk about the Funeral Rule and how it is being en-
forced and what, if anything, needs to be done, as well as hearing
from what the States are doing, because this is still primarily an
area of State regulation. And we don't, I think, need a Federal pre-
emption of State rules. I was impressed with the fact that AARP
said yesterday, that we need to make sure that we work with the
States in a cooperative fashion. It is not a question of we know bet-
ter than they. It is a question of working together to make sure
that the public is well served, and hopefully the hearing today can
answer some questions that were, in fact, raised yesterday.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAuMMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.
Before I introduce you, my staff had told each of you to have a

5-minute testimony, but what I would like to do to be fair to every-
body, since yesterday I was a little more liberal on that rule than
normally I would be because I wanted to make sure that everybody
had an opportunity to say what they wanted to say-now maybe
in a couple instances yesterday I was a little too liberal. It tended
to drag on and repeat. But I want to lend the same courtesy to
each of you.

Would it be OK if I would ask you to go 7 or 8 minutes, and then
if you do not have-if you want a little extra time, just tell me how
much more at that point you think you need so we can keep things
moving but yet not be unfair particularly to people representing
the industry. I think it is fair that they have time to express their
points of view.

Also, before I introduce you, I do have a constituent here, Mr.
Jacobson from Pella, IA. He is president of the Iowa Funeral Direc-
tors Association, and I want to thank him because I held two hear-
ings in my State during the month of December to get a feel of the
situation in my own State before we decided to go with the hear-
ings before the committee here in Washington. And the association
in Iowa not only cooperated with our hearings, but they also served
on panels to help inform our constituents in\Iowa about the indus-
try and also about cautions and about just general consumer infor-
mation that everybody ought to have. So I 'want to thank Mr.
Jacobson not just to himself but for the membership in Iowa for the
cooperation of those hearings as well. So I won't introduce you a
second time, but you are here now representing the National Fu-
neral Directors Association in your capacity as p'resident of the
State Association.

I will go back to Eileen Harrington, Associate Director of Market-
ing Practices at the Federal Trade Commission, and 'then the sec-



ond witness, from California we have G.V. Ayers, chief of the De-
partment of Consumer Affairs, Cemetery and Funeral Programs,
and then my constituent, Mr. Jacobson, and then finally we have
Paul Elvig representing the International Cemetery and Funeral
Association.

So what I would like to do is if we could go in this order: Ms.
Harrington, Mr. Ayers, Mr. Jacobson, and Mr. Elvig. And then we
will ask questions when you are all done testifying. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF EILEEN HARRINGTON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
MARKETING PRACTICES, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. HARRINGTON. Thank you, and good morning, Mr. Chairman

and Senator Breaux. I am Eileen Harrington. I am an Associate Di-
rector in the FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection, and I am
pleased to be here this morning to present the Commission's views
on this very important matter of consumer concerns with the fu-
neral services and cemetery industries. The Commission's full testi-
mony has been submitted to the committee for its hearing record.

The CHAuVIAN. That reminds me that I should tell each of you,
as you summarize your statements, your entire statement will be
printed in the record as you submit it, and then the summary will
also be included.

Proceed.
Ms. HARRINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Federal Trade Commission has a longstanding concern for

protecting consumers in connection with their shopping for funeral
goods and services. From its investigation of the funeral services
industry in the 1970's to issuance of the Funeral Rule in the early
1980's, and through over 15 years of enforcement of the rule and
antitrust laws, the Commission has aligned itself with the interests
of consumers. We welcome complaints and inquiries from consum-
ers and industry members and urge those with complaints to call
us at the FTC hotline, 1-877-FTC-HELP.

Our staff records and reviews each and every complaint that wO
receive from consumers on this and any other consumer protectidn
issue.

The Federal Trade Commission's mission is to protect consumers
from unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts
or practices in the marketplace.

In addition to enforcing these core provisions that are found in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission enforces 46 ad-
ditional statutes and over 30 industry-specific trade regulation
rules. For example, we enforce the Homeowner's Equity Protection
Act, a subject of hearings before this committee about 18 months
ago. And as Senator Breaux mentioned, the Commission's Tele-
marketing Sales Rule in the Federal consumer protection law for
consumers with respect to telemarketing.

The Commission works to ensure that consumers benefit from a
vigorously competitive marketplace. Fair competition among pro-
ducers and truthful information in the hands of consumers brings
the best products at the lowest prices for consumers, spurs effi-
ciency and innovation, and strengthens the economy.



In the funeral industry, the Commission has used both its anti-
trust and consumer protection authority to protect consumers. On
the antitrust side, we have investigated potentially anti-competi-
tive mergers and obtained consent orders requiring divestiture of
properties. In 1999, for example, the Commission obtained a con-
sent decree with the world's largest owner of funeral homes, and
cemeteries, SCI, requiring divestiture in 14 geographic areas. An
important aspect in antitrust analysis of mergers in the funeral in-
dustry, however, is that markets are very localized, and, thus, a
merger that involves properties in many markets may actually
raise competition issues in only a few.

On the consumer protection side, the Funeral Rule is the Com-
mission's primary enforcement tool, although we also make use of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which prohibits
unfair and deceptive acts and practices.

The rule covers industry members that sell both funeral goods
and funeral services to the public, and it applies both to pre-need
and at-need transactions. Broadly speaking, the rule has three im-
portant sets of requirements; first, it requires that providers fur-
nish consumers with detailed, itemized price information about the
goods and services that they sell; second, the rule forbids providers
from conditioning the purchase of any good or service upon the pur-
chase of other goods or services, or tying and bundling; third, the
rule prohibits certain other practices, including misrepresentations
by sellers, embalming without consent, charging casket handling
fees, and requiring the purchase of a casket in cases of direct cre-
mation.

Taken together, the rule's requirements open the way for mean-
ingful competition among providers because consumers may obtain
price information to comparison shop, purchase caskets and other
goods from third parties while still retaining services of a funeral
director if they choose to do so, and may purchase only what they
want.

Although these principles may be ones that we as consumers
take for granted in a market economy, FTC investigations in the
1970's revealed that they were foreign concepts in the funeral serv-
ices industry, and that is why the Commission issued its Funeral
Rule in 1982. It became effective in 1984. It is why the Commission
has fiercely defended its rule in litigation challenging the rule in
Federal courts. And it is why the Commission has brought 70 Fed-
eral court enforcement actions since the issuance of the rule to en-
force it.

The Commission's enforcement actions have imposed permanent
injunctions on the operations of defendant funeral homes and re-
quired these homes to pay in the aggregate over $1.8 million in
civil penalties for their violations. In addition, since 1994, the Com-
mission has conducted undercover test shopping of funeral homes,
and with assistance from State and local consumer agencies as well
as AARP volunteers, we have test-shopped over 1,000 of the ap-
proximately 23,000 funeral homes in the United States, and the
map that is displayed on the easel indicates where that test shop-
ping has occurred so far.

Around 100 of the homes test-shopped failed to provide itemized
general price lists as required by the rule. Many of those homes



were given the option either to sign a consent decree and pay civil
penalties for their violations or make payments to the treasury and
enter into a 5-year remedial program involving mandatory training
for all sales personnel in Funeral Rule compliance, legal review of
the home's price lists and disclosure statements, and ongoing mon-
itoring of the home's compliance procedures and practices.

This program, the Funeral Rule Offenders Program, com-
plements our formal enforcement work and seeks to improve indus-
try compliance with the rule. Our highest goal is industry compli-
ance because when funeral providers comply with the rule, consum-
ers are not victimized by the kinds of unscrupulous and injurious
practices that the Commission heard of from yesterday's witnesses.

There is much more to do, however. The Commission staff is re-
viewing the Funeral Rule to determine whether it should be
amended to explicitly cover cemeteries otherwise subject to the
FTC's jurisdiction. Undercover test shopping continues both of
homes that haven't been test-shopped previously and some that
have. This year we will conduct at least a dozen undercover test-
shopping sweeps in all parts of the United States.

In this and all consumer protection matters, consumer and busi-
ness education are of primary importance. I have brought copies
today of our latest funeral industry consumer education booklet. I
also note that the committee and Senator Grassley are in the con-
sumer education business with very good consumer tips on funerals
and cemeteries that are posted on the committee's website.

In addition, some years ago the Commission sent very specific
compliance guides to every single funeral home in the United
States to make sure that they understand what is required of them
under the law and how to comply.

All of our consumer and business education material is available
at the FTC's website, ftc.gov. We are happy to send it at no cost
to any consumer and business, and, again, consumers and busi-
nesses are urged to contact us at 1-877-FTC-HELP or to go di-
rectly to our website where we have an online complaint form that
comes directly into our Consumer Response Center.

I want to thank you for inviting the Commission to provide its
views and look forward to answering any questions that you may
have for us, Senator. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Harrington follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Eileen Harrington, Associate Director

for Marketing Practices in Federal Trade Commission's Bureau of Consumer Protection. On

behalf of the Commission, I appreciate this opportunity to provide information to the Committee

on the Commission's law enforcement activities regarding the funeral industry.'

Congress has charged the Federal Trade Commission with protecting American consumers

-- including consumers who find themselves in need of funeral goods or services - from "unfair

methods of competition" and "unfair or deceptive acts or practices" in the marketplace. The

cornerstone of the Commission's statutory authority in fulfilling this mandate is the Federal Trade

Commission Act.'

In enforcing the FTC Act, the agency's mission is to ensure that consumers benefit from a

vigorously competitive marketplace. The Commission does not seek to supplant competition with

regulation. The Commission is, first and foremost, a law enforcement agency. The Commission's

work is rooted in a belief that free markets work -- that competition among producers and truthful

information in the hands of consumers brings the best products at the lowest prices for consumers,

spurs efficiency and innovation, and strengthens the economy.

The views expressed in this statement represent the views of the Commission. My responses to
any questions you may have are my own and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Commission or any
individual Commissioner.

2 15 U.S.C. § 45(a). The Commission also has responsibilities under 46 additional statutes, e.g.,
the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1681 et seq., which establishes important privacy protections
for consumers' sensitive financial information; the Truth in Lending Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1601 et seq., which
mandates disclosures of credit terms: and the Fair Credit Billing Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1666 et. seq., which
provides for the correction of billing errors on credit accounts. The Commission also enforces over 30
rules governing specific industries and practices, e.g., the Used Car Rule, 16 C.F.R. Part 455, which
requires used car dealers to disclose warranty terms via a window sticker: the Franchise Rule, 16 C.F.R.
Part 436, which requires the provision of information to prospective franchisees: and the Telemarketing
Sales Rule. 16 C.F.R. Part 310, which defines and prohibits deceptive telemarketing practices and other
abusive telemarketing practices.
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The Commission promotes healthy competition in the marketplace through both its

competition and consumer protection missions. First, for consumers to have a choice of products

and services at competitive prices and quality, the marketplace must be free from anticompetitive

business practices. Thus, the Commission's antitrust mission seeks to prohibit anticompetitive

mergers or other anticompetitive business practices without interfering with the legitimate

activities of businesses.

Second, for competition to thrive, curbing deception and fraud is critical. Through its

consumer protection activities, the Commission seeks to ensure that the information companies

provide to consumers is accurate, not false or misleading. The Commission's primary activity in

pursuing its consumer protection mission as to the funeral industry is the enforcement of the

Funeral Industry Practices Trade Regulation Rule, 16 C.F.R. Part 453, ("Funeral Rule").

Antitrust Enforcement in the Funeral Industry

The Commission is concerned about activities in the funeral industry that may lessen

competition and result in noncompetitive prices or lower quality of services for consumers.

Conduct or transactions that raise antitrust concerns are anticompetitive agreements among

competitors, attempts to monopolize a market, and mergers and acquisitions that threaten a

substantial lessening of competition. The Commission's staff is constantly on the look-out for

such activities, and they work closely with state attorneys general in their inonitoring and

enforcement efforts.

In recent years, the principal antitrust enforcement efforts in the funeral industry have

involved potentially anticompetitive mergers and acquisitions. These cases generally are resolved

through consent orders that require the acquiring firm to divest one or more acquired properties in
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order to prevent a lessening of competition. In 1999, for example, the FTC secured a consent

decree with Service Corporation International (SCI), the largest owner of funeral homes and

cemeteries in the woild,. to divest funeral service and cemetery properties in 14 local geographic

markets in connection with its acquisition of Equity Corporation International, the fourth largest

funeral home and cemetery company in the United States? The complaint alleged that the

acquisition would raise significant competitive concerns in six local markets for funeral services,

with total annual sales of approximately $36.6 million for funeral services, and in eight local

markets for cemetery services, with total annual sales of approximately $47.3 million.

An important aspect of the antitrust analysis of mergers in this industry is that the markets

for fineral and cemetery services are very localized. This means that, from an antitrust

perspective, a merger or acquisition raises antitrust concerns only to the extent that the transaction

will reduce the number of firms in a particular geographic area to such a level that the remaining

firm or firms could raise prices or otherwise adversely affect consumers. An acquisition that

involves funeral homes or cemeteries in many cities may raise antitrust concerns in only a few, or

in none. Even when relatively few firms remain, competition will not necessarily be lessened,

because other factors, such as the potential for new firms to enter the market, may.keep the market

competitive. The Commission remains vigilant for the relatively few transactions that raise

serious concerns.

Serv'ice Corporation International. FTC Docket No. C-3869 (Consent Order. MaY 4. 1999). See
also. The Loewen GroupInc., FTC Docket Nos. C-3677 and C-3678 (Consent Orders, August 2. 1996)
(requiring divestiture of funeral homes in Cameron Count%. Texas and in Castlewood. Virginia). Service
Corpordrion Intl. FTC Docket No. C-3646 (Consent Order.. March 21. 1996) (requiring divestiture of
seven properties. located in Amarillo. Texas, and Brevard and Lee counties. Florida); Service Corporation

. FTC Docket No. C-3579 (Consent Order. May 15. 1995) (requiring divestiturc of two funeral hornes
and a cemetery in Medford. Oregon).
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Consumer Protection Enforcement in the Funeral Industry

The Funeral Rule

The Funeral Rule was adopted by the Commission in 1982 and became fully effective in

1984. It has the force and effect of law, and it may be enforced through civil penalty actions in the

federal courts. The FTC Act authorizes courts to impose civil penalties of not more than $11,000

per violation for failure to comply. The Rule covers funeral providers -- that is, industry members

that sell both funeral goods and funeral services to the public.' Although most funeral providers

are funeral homes, other businesses, such as cemeteries and crematories, can also be "funeral

providers" within the coverage of the Rule if they market both funeral goods and services.

Furthermore, the Rule's requirements apply to both pre-need and at-need funeral arrangements; in

pre-need situations, funeral providers must comply with all Rule requirements at the time funeral

arrangements are pre-planned.'

The Rule requires funeral providers to furnish consumers with three basic types of

information, which, taken together, enable consumers to select the goods and services they want

and to comparison shop for them. First, the Rule ensures that consumers receive itemized price

information for the various goods and services that make up a funeral. If a consumer inquires

"Funeral Goods" are the goods which are sold or offered for sale directly to the public for use in
connection with funeral services. 16 C.F.R. 453. 1(g). "Funeral Services" are any services which may be
used to: (1) care for and prepare deceased human bodies for burial, cremation or other final disposition
and (2) arrange, supervise or conduct the funeral ceremony of the final disposition of deceased human
bodies. 16 C.F.R. §453.1(i).

' Federal courts have imposed civil penalties in two consent decrees between pre-need funeral
providers and the Department of Justice, acting on the Commission's behalf. settling charges that the
defendants failed to provide pre-need consumers with price lists and itemized statements of funeral goods
and services selected, in violation of the Rule, US v. Mission Plans. Inc.. Civil Action No. H94-3053
(S.D. Tex.. entered September 13, 1994. $20.000 civil penalty): US v Restland Funeral Home. Inc.. et
al.. Civil Action No. 3:91CV2576-G (N.D. Tex., entered September 19. 1996. $121.600 civil penalty).
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about price over the telephone, funeral providers must give accurate price and other reasonable

information about the goods and services they offer. If a consumer visits a funeral home in person,

the Rule requires that the funeral director provide the consumer with a general price list that

itemizes prices of each of the funeral goods and services offered by the funeral home. The Rule

also requires funeral providers to show consumers a casket price list and an outer burial container

price list, if the home's offerings of those items are not itemized on the general price list. At the

beginning of any discussion of funeral arrangements, funeral directors must provide a copy of the

general price list for the consumer to keep, and must show the casket price list and outer burial

container price list before showing the consumer those items. These requirements apply for both

at-need and pre-need situations when funeral arrangements are being made.

The second type of information the Rule requires is a disclosure on the general price list

that a consumer may choose only the items he or she desires. Thus, the Rule empowers consumers

with the knowledge that they can pick and choose what they want to buy from the itemized general

price list. Consumers do not have to purchase a package funeral at a pre-determined price that

may include items or services that the consumer does not want but must pay for in order to get the

other items in the packaige. To ensure that consumers' choices are honored by the funeral director,

once funeral arrangements are made, funeral directors must give consumers an itemized statement

of goods and services selected, listing each good or service selected along with the price for each

item and the total cost of arrangements made.

The third type of information the Rule requires concerns disclosures of certain legal

requirements and options available to the consumer. For example, the price list must disclose that

in most cases embalming is not required by law. Similarly, the price list must disclose that one
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may use alternative containers for direct cremations, rather than incurring the much greater

expense of purchasing a casket.

In addition to ensuring that consumers receive these three basic types of information, the

Rule protects consumers by prohibiting specific practices, such as misrepresenting that embalming

is legally required or necessary (when it is not), misrepresenting that a casket is required for direct

cremation, misrepresenting that any funeral goods or services have protective or preservative

abilities when this is not the case, embalming without consent, or requiring a consumer to

purchase any funeral good or service as a condition of purchasing any other good or service. In

sum, the information required by the Rule seeks to enable consumers to make informed purchasing

decisions at a time of extraordinary stress.

Regulatory Review and Amendment of the Rule

When the Commission adopted the Rule in 1982, it included a provision that required

initiation of a rulemaking amendment proceeding pursuant to Section 18 of the FTC Act no later

than four years after its 1984 effective date to determine whether the rule should be amended or

terminated. 16 C.F.R. § 453.10 (1982). Accordingly, in December 1987 the Commission

published an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to initiate a Rule amendment proceeding.6

6 52 Fed Reg. 46.706 (Dec. 9. 1987). The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was published the
following May. 53 Fed. Reg. 19,864 (May 31. 1988).
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This proceeding ultimately resulted in the adoption of amendments to the Funeral Rule in 1994.'

The amended Rule went into effect on July 19, 1994.'

A second regulatory review of the Funeral Rule is now underway, initiated with an

announcement in the Federal Register on May 5, 1999.' The Funeral Rule review is part of a

continuous, comprehensive program whereby the Commission subjects each of its regulations and

guides to formal scrutiny, with public comment, at least every ten years to ascertain whether the

rule is still necessary and whether amendments could increase the rule's effectiveness or lessen its

compliance burden on industry."o The Federal Register Notice initiating the Funeral Rule review

solicited written comments, and invited interested parties to apply to participate in a Public

' The Commission determined that the original Rule was sound and still necessary. The
Commission therefore retained the core provisions that required itemization, price, and other material
disclosures and that prohibited misrepresentations and other specific deceptive practices. With some "fine
tuning," the amended Rule closely tracks the original Rule. For example. the amended Rule retained the
requirement for providers to give price information by telephone to all who request it, but eliminated the
original Rule's requirement for funeral providers to volunteer to callers that price information is available
by telephone. Similarly, the amended Rule makes clear that casket handling fees are prohibited. Thus, a
provider cannot impose fees upon consumers who elect to purchase a casket from another seller. As
another example. the amended Rule also clarifies that, if the funeral provider merely removes the deceased
for transportation to the funeral home and, at that time, only requests authorization to embalm. the funeral
provider is not required to offer a general price list. 59 Fed. Reg. 1592. Jan. 11. 1994.

' In October 1994, the Third Circuit upheld the amended Rule in a challenge filed by industn
members. Pennsylvania Funeral Directors Ass'n. Inc. v FTC, 41 F.3d 8 I (3d Cir. 1994).

64 Fed. Reg. 24,250.

The Funeral Rule was promulgated before the Commission instituted (in 1992) its program of
periodic regulatory review for all its rules and guides. This is the reason that Section 453.10 of the Rule as
originally promulgated cast its requirement for reassessment of the Rule in terms of an amendment
proceeding rather than a regulatory review proceeding. A regulatory review is not a rule amendment
proceeding and does not entail the numerous time-consuming steps required for rule amendment
proceedings by Section 18 of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. 57a. Regulatory review sometimes results in
initiation of a rule amendment proceeding, as in the case of the Franchise Rule. 16 C.F.R. Part 436. the
Care Labeling Rule, 16 C.F.R. Part 423 and the R-Value Rule. 16 C.F.R. Part 460. In other instances, a
regulatory review proceeding has resulted in a decision to retain the rule unchanged, with no ensuing
amendment proceeding necessary -- as in the case of the Credit Practices Rule. 16 C.F.R Part 444.
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Workshop Conference, which was subsequently held on November 18, 1999. One suggestion

raised in the rule review is to extend the Rule to cover cemeteries or other providers not currently

covered. The staff of the Commission is currently reviewing and analyzing the comments and the

transcript of the workshop in order to prepare a recommendation to the Commission as to whether

the Funeral Rule should be amended. The Commission expects to have a staff recommendation

regarding the Rule in early spring.

One possible outcome of the regulatory review described above is that the Commission

may determine to initiate a process to amend the Rule. The process would be conducted pursuant

to Section 18 of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 57a. Section 18 mandates multiple steps and provides

numerous opportunities for public comment and participation by stakeholders.

Funeral Rule Enforcement

In connection with the first review that ultimately resulted in amendment ofthe Rule, the

Commission's staff confronted the sobering fact that even though the Funeral Rule had been in

effect for more than a decade, a low level of industry compliance prevailed. A Commission-

sponsored 1987 study and a 1988 study conducted by the Gallup organization f e AARP

indicated that at that time funeral providers' compliance with the Rule's core requirement -- i.e., to

give consumers an itemized price list at the beginning of the arrangements discussion -- may have

been as low as 23 percent." These study results raised questions about the effectiveness of the

enforcement approach followed up until then - a reactive strategy that was based upon complaints

from consumers or competitors. This approach entailed exhaustive investigation and attempts to

See Federal Trade Commission Bureau of Economics Staff Report - An Analysis of the Funeral
Rule Using Consumer Survey Data on the Purchase ofFuneral Goods and Services (February 1989) at p.
20.
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achieve settlement of charges of law violations revealed by the investigation through consent

negotiations prior to filing a complaint to initiate an enforcement action."

Seeking to increase industry compliance with the Rule, the Commission's staff adopted a

new approach that combined increased industry education and stepped-up enforcement. To

improve industry education, the Commission's staff prepared and distributed concise,

easy-to-understand Compliance Guidelines to help funeral providers comply with the amended

Rule. A copy of the Guidelines was mailed to virtually every industry member throughout the

nation in June 1994.

To step up our enforcement effort, in late 1994 the Commission's staff initiated an industry

"sweeps" approach -- simultaneous law enforcement actions targeting numerous industry members

in a particular region, state, or city. Sweeps cases are investigated and prosecuted cooperatively by

the Commission staff and the state Attorneys General. The sweeps methodology was designed to

boost the overall compliance level with the Funeral Rule's core requirements: giving consumers

itemized price lists.

The sweeps are based on "test-shopping" of large numbers of funeral homes in a given

geographical area. The test-shopping is performed by investigators from the FTC and our

counterparts at the state and local level, and in some instances, AARP volunteers. These test

shoppers pose as potential customers. A cluster of FTC and/or state enforcement actions in a

given geographical area are filed and announced after conducting the investigative test-shopping

stage of each sweep.

1 Virtualiv all enforcement actions have been consent decrees negotiated prior to the filing of a

complaint One exception is US. v. Resiland Funeral Home. Inc. et al. Civil Action No. 3:91CV2576-G.
(N.D, Tex.. 1996). which was settled after the Department of Justice. on behalf of the Commission. filed a

complaint and pursued the litigation for some time.
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Within the first year of implementing the sweeps strategy in 1994, the Commission's staff

with the assistance of the Tennessee, Mississippi and Delaware Attorneys General, conducted four

sweeps, one in each of those states, plus a pilot sweep conducted by FTC staff alone in Florida.

The four initial sweeps, involving test shoppings of 89 funeral homes, resulted in 20 FTC

enforcement actions" - nearly half as many as were brought in the previous decade since the Rule

went into effect. The sweeps indicated better compliance with the Rule's core provisions among

the funeral providers test shopped than was indicated by the surveys performed in the late 80's; the

compliance rate of homes shopped ranged from 60 to 80 percent from sweep to sweep.

Enforcement actions arising from the sweeps, like almost all of those brought prior to

implementation of the sweeps methodology, were resolved before filing a complaint through

consent decrees. Nearly all of the sweeps consent decrees included a civil penalty commensurate

with the alleged law violations committed by each funeral home. The deterrent effect of the

sweeps, however, derives not only from the amount of the civil penalties in each individual case,

but also from the much greater likelihood that non-compliance will be detected."

" As a result of the Tennessee sweep, the State of Tennessee also brought four additional actions
of its own

" The FTC Act provides for the imposition of civil penalties of up to $11,000 for each violation
of the Funeral Rule or any other FTC Trade Regulation Rule. 15 U. S.C. 45(m)(1)(A). Civil penalties in
non-sweeps Funeral Rule cases have ranged from S10,000 to SI 00.000 with the average at about S30,000.
In calculating the civil penalty in each case, a violator's ability to pay is one of the statutory factors that a
court must consider in imposing a civil penalty. 15 U.S.C. 45(m)(1)(C). Other factors that must be
considered are the "degree of culpability, history of prior such conduct. effect on ability to continue to do
business. and such other matters as justice may require." Id. Thus, the range and average of penalties
necessarily reflect the fact that historically the industry has been composed largely of small businesses.
Because the sweeps investigations are streamlined, focusing upon only violations of the "core" Rule
provisions. the civil penalties in sweeps cases have been somewhat lower (S.000 to 535,000) than in
conventional cases that entailed a more exhaustive investigation documenting a greater number and range

of alleged law violations.
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Industry Self-Regulation

The early sweeps highlighted two points. First, it appeared that compliance had increased

since initiation of the new enforcement approach, the compliance rate was still not sufficiently

high among those funeral providers shopped. Second, the new, more aggressive enforcement

approach prompted a new awareness on the part of the funeral industry of the need for a more

direct and appropriate response. Thus, in September 1995, the National Funeral Directors

Association (NFDA) submitted a proposal to the Commission, which the Commission

subsequently approved and implemented, for an industry self-certification and training program

designed to increase Rule compliance. NFDA's action represented a turn of events in the

Commission's relationship with the funeral services industry. Ever since the inception, back in the

mid-1970's, of the proposal that the FTC regulate the funeral industry, the NFDA had consistently

opposed the Commission at every step, both in rulemaking proceedings and litigation," and did

little or nothing to assist the Commission to promote compliance with the Funeral Rule. NFDA's

action in advancing its certification and training proposal represented a meaningful commitment to

self-regulation that promised to do more to benefit consumers than would continued reliance only

on case-by-case enforcement.

The chief component of the NFDA-sponsored program as submitted to and approved by

the Commission was the Funeral Rule Offenders Program ("FROP")," which offers a

" NFDA joined with the Pennsylvania Funeral Directors Association in challenging the
amendments to the Funeral Rule adopted on January 11, 1994. Pennsylvania Funeral Directors Inc. v.FTC, 41 F.3d 81 (3d Cir. 1994).

16 A second component of NFDA's industry self-certification and training program is the
Compliance Assurance Program, or "CAP." (This was initially called the Funeral Industry Rule
Compliance Assurance Program - "FIRCAP"). CAP is a voluntary program of compliance review and
training, for which the Commission serves solely as an advisor. According to NFDA. any funeral home.
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non-litigation alternative for correcting "core" Funeral Rule violations -- where test-shopping

reveals that funeral homes have failed to provide the price lists required by the Rule. FROP is

designed to encompass only violations of these core Rule provisions, and the Commission in its

sole discretion may choose not to offer the FROP alternative to a particular provider. Violations of

other Rule provisions, such as embalming without consent or imposing illegal tying arrangements,

are outside the scope of FROP, to be addressed through conventional Commission law

enforcement procedures.

If an initial test shop reveals that a funeral provider failed to comply with one or more of

the core requirements, a second test shop is conducted. When two separate test shops show that a

funeral provider failed to comply, the FTC may give the provider, whether or not a member of

NFDA, the choice of a conventional investigation and potential law enforcement action resulting

in a federal court order and payment of a civil penalty, or participation in FROP. Violators

choosing to enroll in FROP make payments to the U.S. Treasury equal to 0.8% of average annual

gross sales, which is generally less than the amount that the Commission would seek as a civil

penalty. FROP participants also undergo compliance review by NFDA counsel, and schedule

NFDA-led training and competency testing on Rule compliance for all their employees, in both

pre-need and at-need situations. The NFDA, which collects a fee from FROP participants for

including a former FROP participant that has successfully completed that program. is eligible to join CAP.
regardless of whether it is a member of NFDA. CAP is designed to encourage industry compliance
through continuing training by the NFDA. Participants in CAP certify to NFDA that all licensed funeral
directors employed by the participant have completed NFDA's comprehensive Rule training program-
Participants also certify that they have adopted a written policy. distributed to all licensed personnel.
regarding distribution of price lists and information to consumers. Participation in CAP may become an
asset for funeral homes in marketing their services to consumers. CAP guidelines. however. expressly
forbid any reference to the Commission in such marketing efforts.
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administering the program,' 7 has undertaken to keep records on homes that are enrolled in the

FROP program and to make these available for review by the Commission's staff Violators

remain in the FROP program for five years and certify completion of the FROP requirements to

the NFDA. The Commission periodically announces the number of referrals to FROP in a

quarterly press release, but since no formal legal action is taken, no individual funeral home is

identified. Of course, this information is available under the Freedom of Information Act.

The incentives for funeral homes to participate in FROP, rather than sustain a formal

enforcement action by the Commission, include: (1) expedited informal resolution, resulting in

reduced legal fees; (2) in lieu of a civil penalty, a payment to the Treasury that may be lower than a

civil penalty resulting from an enforcement action; (3) certainty of outcome; and (4) less public

exposure. As a deterrence from violating the Rule, FROP includes payments to the Treasury that

are substantial enough to be treated as more than a mere cost of doing business, as well as five

years of compliance training and monitoring.

FROP has enabled the Commission to achieve better compliance with the Funeral Rule

while expending fewer resources. The Commission's history of Funeral Rule enforcement

demonstrates that the process of a full investigation, consent negotiations, referral of both settled

and unsettled complaints to the Department of Justice," litigation where required, collection of

civil penalties, and monitoring of order compliance demands a high level of resources, limiting the

Currently NFDA charges a flat fee of$1.000 upon entry into the program, and an annual $200
renewal fee thereafter.

" Under Section 16 of the FTC Act, the Commission is required to refer to the Department of
Justice for filing and litigation any law enforcement action involving imposition of any civil penalty for
violation of a Trade Regulation Rule. If the Department of Justice does not act on the referral within 45
days. the Commission is authorized to file and litigate the matter on its own behalf 15 U.S.C. 56.
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number of enforcement actions the Commission can undertake using a conventional approach.

FROP's benefits to the public include the lower-cost resolution of basic Rule cases; substantial

involvement of an industry partner in bringing about industry compliance; greater emphasis on

educating rather than penalizing the mostly small-businesses covered by the Rule; and the

likelihood of increased compliance by industry members with the Funeral Rule.

Since implementation of the FROP-oriented sweeps program, the Commission and its

partners have test shopped more than 1000 homes in 37 sweeps conducted across the country. As

a result, 121 homes found to be non-compliant have opted to enter the FROP program.

The Commission is cautiously optimistic about the success to date of the FROP program.

Nevertheless, we seek ways to improve this evolving program as part of our overall effort to

protect consumers in their dealings with the death care industry. Responding in part to

constructive criticism of the GAO, the Commission's staff has revised the written procedures

used to guide the conduct of sweeps to include detailed instructions on record keeping. Revised

procedures for Rule enforcement sweeps and FROP also include an improved two-tiered review of

the file on each provider shopped: initial review by the coordinator of each individual sweep, and

final review by the Commission's FROP coordinator. This review process should include

appropriate emphasis on review of price lists to ensure they include required disclosures, that the

Commission takes appropriate action in every instance, that there is consistency throughout all the

Commission's sweeps, and that both the results of the test shopping and the reasons for any action

taken or not taken are clearly and completely memorialized..

'9 Death Care Consumer Protection: Complaints and State Laws Var'. and FTC Could Better

Manage the Funeral Rule (GAO/GGD-99-156), released by GAO on October 21, 1999.
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In addition, the Commission's staff recently performed an on-site assessment of NFDA's

administration of the FROP program. As a result of this review, Commission staff has suggested

several improvements to the program that could increase its efficiency and effectiveness. For

example, staff recommended to NFDA that no more than 30 days elapse between enrollment in

FROP and conduct of the first training for the enrollee. Similarly, staff recommended certain

improvements in tracking enrollees' progress through the FROP process to ensure that all enrollees

meet their requirements in a timely fashion. Also, we are selectively test shopping former FROP

enrollees to determine whether the program has been successful in achieving a permanent

improvement in compliance by individual homes. FROP enrollees found not to be in compliance

will be subject to traditional investigation and law enforcement action.

Finally, to complement the FROP-oriented sweeps program, which has been the primary

thrust of the Commission's efforts in this area in recent years, the Commission staff recently has

stepped up its efforts to identify appropriate targets for conventional investigations and law

enforcement actions. Several non-public investigations are currently underway. By implementing

FROP, while continuing to maintain some traditional enforcement presence, we can encourage

greater compliance and thus achieve greater protection for consumers.

Thank you again for this opportunity to describe for the Committee the Commission's law

enforcement efforts to promote competition and protect consumers in the funeral industry. The

Commission will be pleased to provide any further information that may be of assistance to.the

Committee.

Page 15 of 15
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386 Death Care
Industry Complaints
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386 Death Care Industry Complaints*

194 Complaints Mention Issues
That Touch on the Funeral
Rule
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- 245 Complaints Mention
issues That Do Not Touch on
the Funeral Rule

tober 1, 1997 - March 13, 20 0
Some complaints mention more than issue; some Include both Funeat Rule and non-Funeral Rule Issues.



The CHARMAN. Thank you, Ms. Harrington.
Now, Mr. Ayers.

STATEMENT OF G.V. AYERS, CHIEF, CEMETERY AND FUNERAL
BUREAU, DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, STATE OFCALIFORNIA, SACRAMENTO, CA
Mr. AYERs. Thank you, Senator. I am G.V. Ayers. I am chief of

the Cemetery and Funeral Bureau for the State of California. We
used to be called "programs" but now we are the "bureau." Senator
Breaux, thank you as well.

You have asked me today to speak concerning funeral and burial
and pre-need practices in the State of California. In California, the
some 225,000 deaths per year represent approximately 9.6 percent
of all the deaths in the United States, and at some point, virtually
every one of those deaths are handled by a licensee, one or more
licensees of the Cemetery and Funeral Bureau. California is some-
what unique in that we regulate both sides of the industry, both
funeral and cemetery, in one single regulatory entity.

You have asked me to describe today how these two industries
came to be regulated by one agency and, second, the responsibil-
ities and jurisdiction of that bureau; third, how States can better
regulate these industries, and also how consumer awareness and
protection can be improved.

First of all, how the two industries came to be regulated by the
Cemetery and Funeral Bureau. In 1993, the California Legislature
took a very close view at the California Cemetery Board and the
California Board of Funeral Directors and Embalmers. At that time
the semi-autonomous regulatory agencies came under great scru-
tiny, and the legislature held hearings in which these two separate
boards were reviewed with a view toward improving their effi-
ciency, eliminating duplicative functions, and eliminating regu-
latory agencies which no longer served the public's need.

As a result of those hearings, the legislative report of that com-
mittee found that the two boards' investigative and enforcement ac-
tivities were ineffective and non-existent and recommended that
the licensure of the death care industry be transferred to a bureau
under the Department of Consumer Affairs.

The following year, in 1994, reform legislation was introduced
that proposed to eliminate the two boards and transfer them, as
stated, to a bureau under the Department of Consumer Affairs.
That bill was lobbied heavily by both industries and the boards,
and as a result, the legislation died on the last night of the legisla-
tive session of that year.

The next year, 1995, agreement was reached with the industry
on legislation which would merge the two boards into a single
board under the Department of Consumer Affairs. However, that
legislation was derailed by the scandals in 1995 and what was the
discovery in southern California of what appeared to be serious
crimes in the cemetery industry, as we heard testimony from Ms.
Moore yesterday concerning Paradise Memorial Park, Lincoln Cem-
etery, Hollywood Memorial Park, and also Sunnyside Cemetery. So,
therefore, urgency legislation was enacted which transferred both
regulatory programs to the Department of Consumer Affairs. The
department consolidated both of those functions into the Cemetery



and Funeral Programs, and since January 1996, that is the way
that it has been regulated in the State of California.

As recently as January of this year, the name was changed from
"program" to "bureau," and with a greater commitment by the ad-
ministration to consolidate the enforcement, licensing, mediation,
and all regulatory functions under the bureau chief in the Depart-
ment of Consumer Affairs.

Now, concerning how we regulate and concerning the description
of our responsibilities and jurisdiction, the Cemetery and Funeral
Bureau regulates nearly every aspect of the licensed cemetery and
funeral industries in the State of California. The bureau licenses
and regulates some 890 funeral establishments, 190 cemeteries,
170 crematories. The bureau individually licenses approximately
2,000 funeral directors, 3,400 embalmers, 1,300 apprentice em-
balmers, 250 cemetery brokers, 2,000-plus cemetery salespersons,
and 200 created remains disposers. The bureau oversees funeral
pre-need and cemetery endowment care funds and special care
trust funds. The bureau does not regulate insurance-based funeral
pre-needs, nor does it regulate the over 1,200 religious, fraternal,
or public cemeteries.

And I might state that California does not enforce the Federal
Funeral Rule. That is not our jurisdiction. California law does
somewhat mirror the Federal Funeral Rule in many aspects, in
most aspects, but not exactly; so, therefore, some distinctions there.

Concerning complaints that we face-and I speak of fiscal year
1998-99, which is the last year that we have our full tally of com-
plaints available-in that year the bureau received 558 complaints;
374 dealt with the funeral industry, 184 dealt with cemeteries. And
although complaints can be mediated between disputing parties,
those that appeared to be significant or appeared to be violations
of law, they are referred to our Enforcement Section for possible in-
vestigation and disciplinary action.

In 1998-99, the bureau conducted 376 investigations and in-
spected 472 businesses for compliance, issued 242 warning and vio-
lation letters, and issued 104 citations. The bureau takes adminis-
trative action through the State Attorney General's Office and
works with the local district attorneys in criminal action. From
1996 to 1998, the bureau has revoked 19 licenses and placed 26 li-
censes on probation.

The bureau conducts surprise inspections of about 200 of Califor-
nia's 890 funeral establishments each year. The bureau has over-
sight of funeral pre-need trust funds and of cemetery and endow-
ment care and special care trust funds, and licensees file annual
reports with the bureau, and the bureau may audit those trust
funds to ensure compliance with the respective laws.

Since 1996, bureau audits of cemetery trust funds have identified
some $4.2 million in trust fund violations. The bureau has addi-
tionally participated in actions resulting in six criminal convictions
in the cemetery industry, and the Cahf'ornia Board of Accountancy
has taken disciplinary action against one CPA for actions identified
by bureau auditors.

The review of annual cemetery trust reports and licensing appli-
cations has also resulted in another $1.3 million being repaid to
trust funds in the cemetery industry.



When there is cause to believe the endowment care trust funds
are in danger or can be lost, the bureau has authority to take pos-
session of those funds in a conservatorship of those funds.

On the funeral side, in 1999, the bureau audited a Los Angeles
funeral establishment to restore more than $1.6 million to con-
sumer pre-need trust accounts. The owner of that establishment or
the former owner of that establishment was previously sentenced
to 2 years in prison, and his co-conspirator received a 1-year sen-
tence as well. %

Crematories are separately licensed by the bureau; lowever, a
cemetery may operate a crematory under its certificate of author-
ity. And how that breaks down is like this: There are approxi-
mately 74 separately licensed crematories, and approximately 98
operate under a cemetery license under a certification of authority.

I would say just a word concerning the testimony of Mr. Irwin
Karp yesterday. Mr. Karp's illegal activities took place under the
former Board of Funeral Directors and Embalmers. At that time,
the board did not have the money to go after him, and in 1995, he
surrendered his license, his funeral establishment license to the
board, and was going to repay the money. However, he never did
that. When the Ventura County district attorney prosecuted Mr.
Karp criminally, the bureau field representative educated the D.A.
on pre-need law and appeared in court and testified and provided
essential testimony at the trial.

A number of the issues that Mr. Karp experienced, a number of
the laws have changed in that regard since the time Mr. Karp had
his heyday. In 1997, funeral establishments have to have licensed
managers, and that is since 1997 to the present day. Since 1997,
at-need salespersons.must be trained and demonstrate a knowledge
of Federal and State funeral laws. However, pre-need salespersons
are not required to be otherwise trained or licensed.

Crematories must have body identification systems, and con-
structive delivery since 1995, as described by Mr. Karp, that is now
not allowed.

In addition, the Neptune Society of Los Angeles and the Neptune
Society of Santa Barbara, where Mr. Karp worked during the time
of his heyday, in 1997, those establishments were placed on proba-
tion for trust fund violations and other violations, and in 1998, the
bureau shut down those establishments for other violations, and
they were required to be sold to new owners and independent own-
ers at that time.

How can other States better regulate these industries? Well, be-
cause death ultimately touches us all, a State's regulatory scheme
should be structured to assure protection from consumer fraud and
deceitful business practices.

What we have found in California is that oftentimes what seems
to be a funeral complaint can in reality be a crematory or a ceme-
tery complaint. And, conversely, what oftentimes appears even to
the bureau to be a cemetery or crematory complaint at first can
sometimes be a funeral home complaint.

Now, when you regulate by separate entities, that can obscure
regulatory help for the consumer, and for the bureau oftentimes, or
for the regulatory agencies, sometimes it can result in complaints
not being addressed at all.



A single regulator seems to make much sense in other regulatory
activities. In looking at funeral homes and crematories by the same
regulatory eye or funeral homes and cemeteries by the same regu-
latory eye, we believe great efficiencies can be found.

In overseeing trust funds, both funeral and cemetery trust funds,
if you have problems in one area, you are likely to have problems
in other areas as well.

Similarly, many of the significant cases that we found probably
would not or could not have occurred had these two industries been
pursued or regulated by two separate regulatory boards, such as,
as we said, in 1998 the Neptune Society case. That was found at
a crematory inspection, first of all, the cemetery side.

In July 1998, the bureau closed down and revoked the licenses
of five funeral establishments and a cemetery crematory in Contra
Costa County for violations that included delivering cremated re-
mains to families while the bodies were still in refrigeration. Last
week, the owner of a San Bruno funeral establishment stipulated
to revocation of his funeral establishment license. In that agree-
ment, he also agreed to withdraw his crematory application. Had
there been two regulatory programs, that crematory license prob-
ably would have been approved.

Unified regulation appears to be reasonable from a consumer
standpoint as well. When there is one regulatory agency to address
consumer questions and complaints and receive information and
guidance from a single office, consumer protection can be arguably
enhanced.

I will skip through some of the things that we would note and
simply go to simply saying this: The way that cemetery goods and
funeral goods and services are being provided in the world, in the
country in which we live has been changing a great deal. Market
integration has caused the way that they are provided to change
greatly. And with the shift in how consumer goods and purchases
and services are provided due to market integration, it would seem
to follow that consumer protection issues and, moreover, the poten-
tial for consumer harm would follow the flow of how goods and
services are provided.

As the trend moves away from the traditional funeral establish-
ment and the stand-alone cemetery toward greater market integra-
tion, it is reasonable consumer protection can be provided by a sin-
gle regulatory oversight of both industries.

Suggestions on how we can better protect consumers and inform
consumers. Good consumer information such as what the FTC
gives, such as what the State of California requires all funeral and
cemeteries, licensed cemeteries to produce, or to make available for
their consumers, and that is our "Consumer Guide to Cemetery
and Funeral Purchases," which I forgot to bring this morning, but
those are very basic. But, more importantly, people don't want to
talk about these things. What we have to do is make available in-
formation that they can get to when they need to talk about it,
such as when they have a complaint or when they are dealing with
the death of a loved one. And so that is a very important one. We
have our 800 numbers, 1-800-952-5210, the Department of Con-
sumer Affairs helpline. And we have websites to make things avail-
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able. Availability of information and not completely all the informa-
tion itself sometimes is more important there.

A final note. On March 27, some 2 weeks ago, the Cemetery and
Funeral Bureau obtained an interim suspension order against
Woodlawn Cemetery Association in the city of Compton near Los
Angeles. In mid-February, we had found at that cemetery on inves-
tigation there, inspection on the grounds, we found a human bone
and casket parts on the surface of the ground of the cemetery. The
bureau began an immediate inspection which resulted in the cur-
rent administrative action.

During the time following that, we received over 2,200 calls in
3 days. Additionally, we set up temporary offices and met with
families, over 400 families in about 4 days there. These events em-
phasize the often delicate nature of the cemetery and funeral regu-
lation and the need to be proactive in stance by regulators in find-
ing and addressing these violations.

Thank you for your patience.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ayers follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: It is my privilege to appear before you today to
speak about funeral, burial and preneed sales practices.

The 225,000 deaths each year in California represent approximately 9.6 percent of the deaths in
the United States. (For 1998, California's 225,450 deaths comprised 9.6% of all deaths in the
U.S. California's death rate of 6.7% is below the over all U.S. death rate of 8.7%). At some
point, virtually every one of these deaths, are handled by one or more of the licensees of the
Cemetery and Funeral Bureau. California is somewhat unique, in that it regulates virtually every
component of the licensed funeral and cemetery industries through this single regulatory entity.

You have asked me to describe how both industries came to be regulated by one agency - the
Cemetery and Funeral Bureau; the responsibilities and jurisdiction of the bureau; how states
can better regulate these industries; and how consumer awareness and protection can be
improved.

1. A genesis of the Department of Consumer Affairs' Cemetery and Funeral Bureau,
focusing on how the two industries came to be regulated under one office.

In 1993, the California Cemetery Board and the California Board of Funeral Directors and
Embalmers came under close scrutiny by the State Legislature. At that time, these semi-
autonomous licensing boards regulated the industries under the general umbrella of the
California Department of Consumer Affairs (Department). The Legislature convened hearings in
which these two separate boards, and others, were reviewed with a view toward improving
efficiency, eliminating duplicative functions, and eliminating regulatory agencies which no longer
serve the public's need.

The Legislature received testimony from industry and the boards who argued that there was a
great deal of difference between the cemetery and funeral industries.

The legislative background report states the issues well:

In objecting to a merger, the Funeral and Cemetery industries stress their
differences. Funeral and embalming services are viewed as 'short term" in that they
generally provide one time services immediately following death, while cemetery
services are viewed as 'long term and ongoing. In addition, the funeral and
embalming industry involves the care and preparation of dead bodies, while the
cemetery industry involves the disposal of dead bodies and care of memorial sites.
Cemeteries also involve large capital investments in real estate which mortuaries do
not necessarily require.

However, much of what the cemetery industry provides to the consumer is in reality
'short term' service - burial, grave closing, marker placement. In addition, a great
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number of licensees hold licenses in both industries. Because the dose relationship
of the industries is more compelling than their differences, a combining of the two
boards seems likely to best protect the consumer.

The final legislative report found the boards' investigation and enforcement activities to be
ineffective and non-existent and recommended that licensure for the death industry be
transferred to a bureau under the director of the Department of Consumer Affairs.

The following year, 1994, reform legislation was introduced which proposed to eliminate the two
boards and transfer their functions to a bureau under the director of the Department of
Consumer Affairs.

That bill was lobbied heavily by both industries and members of the two boards, and as a result,
died on the last night of the Legislative Session.

In 1995, agreement was reached with industry on legislation to merge the two boards into a
single board. However, that legislation was derailed by the discovery in Southem Califomia of
what appeared to be serious crimes committed at various cemeteries under the board's
jurisdiction. Urgency legislation was enacted to transfer both regulatory programs to the
Department. The Department then consolidated the resources of both boards into the
Cemetery and Funeral Programs. Since that time, January 1996, the state's cemetery and
funeral industries have been regulated by a single state regulatory agency - the Cemetery and
Funeral Program.

As a side note, a January 1996 report by the State Auditor found illegal and improper activities
by two employees of the former Cemetery Board. The violations cited in the report included the
Illegal receipt of funds and violations of fiduciary duties.

Effective January 1, 2000, a change in statute changed the name from "Program" to "Bureau."
In addition, the State Administration has articulated a policy to move the regulatory scheme into
a more traditional bureau structure where enforcement, mediation, and licensing functions are
centralized under a bureau chief.

2. A detailed description of the Cemetery and Funeral Bureau's responsibilities and
jurisdiction.

The Cemetery and Funeral Bureau regulates nearly every aspect of the licensed cemetery and
funeral industries. The bureau licenses and regulates some 890 funeral establishments, 190
cemeteries, and 170 crematories. The bureau individually licenses approximately 2,000 funeral
directors. 3,400 embalmers, 1,300 apprentice embalmers, 250 cemetery brokers, 2,000
cemetery salespersons, and 200 cremated remains disposers. The bureau oversees funeral
preneed trust funds, cemetery endowment care trust funds and special care trust funds. The
bureau does not regulate insurance-based funeral preneeds, nor does it regulate the 1,200
religious, fratemal and public cemeteries.

The bureau's mediation and enforcement function addresses all consumer complaints against
licensees. For fiscal year 98-99, the bureau received 558 complaints - 374 funeral and 184
cemetery. Although complaints may be mediated between disputing parties, those that appear
to be violations of the law are referred to enforcement for possible investigation and disciplinary
action.
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The bureau conducted 376 investigations, inspected 472 businesses for compliance, issued 242
warning and violation letters, and issued 104 citations. The bureau takes administrative action
through the State Attorney General's Office, and works with local District Attorneys in criminal
actions. From 1996 to 1999, the bureau revoked 19 licenses and placed 26 licenses on
probation.

The bureau conducts unannounced inspections of about 200 of California's 890 funeral
establishments each year. The bureau also inspects funeral establishments upon initial
licensure and change of location, and requires preneed trust fund audits upon change of
ownership. The law also requires annual inspection of all licensed crematories.

The bureau has oversight of funeral preneed trust funds and cemetery endowment care funds
and special care funds. Licensees file annual reports with the bureau, and the bureau may
audit trust funds to ensure compliance with the laws, verify accounting and investing practices,
and identify shortages. Audits may be initiated based upon the review of the report, failure to
file the report, consumer complaints, or if it is believed the funds are not in compliance or are in
jeopardy.

Since 1996, bureau audits of cemetery trust funds have identified some $4.2 million in trust fund
violations. The bureau has additionally participated in actions resulting in six criminal
convictions, and the California Board of Accountancy has taken disciplinary action against a
CPA for actions identified by bureau auditors.

The review of annual cemetery trust reports and licensing applications has resulted in $1.3
million being repaid to trust funds.

When there is cause to believe that endowment care funds may be lost or injured, the bureau
may take possession of the funds. The bureau then acts as conservator of the trust funds, and
manages them to ensure that they are maintained in perpetuity for the care of the associated
properties. Currently, the bureau holds three conservatorships.

On the funeral side, in 1999, the bureau ordered a Los Angeles funeral establishment to restore
more than $1.6 million to consumer preneed trust accounts. The establishment's former owner
was previously sentenced to two years in prison, and a co-conspirator received a one year
sentence. The bureau also provided assistance in Ventura County's prosecution and conviction
of a former funeral establishment owner for fraudulently selling preneed policies to 88 victims.

Crematories are separately licensed by the bureau, however a cemetery may operate a
crematory under its certificate of authority without separate licensing. There are some 74
separately licensed crematories, and 98 operate under a certificate of authority.

3. Suggestions as to how other states can better regulate these Industries.

Because death ultimately touches every one of us, a state's regulatory scheme should be
structured to assure protection from fraud, deceitful business practices, and an undisturbed final
resting place. Although wide differences may be noted in the two related industries, their close
relationship is more compelling than their differences. We believe there are distinct advantages
to looking at both the cemetery and funeral industries with the same regulatory eye.

Anecdotally, we have found that what the consumer (or even the bureau staff) views as a
funeral home complaint, sometimes ends up as a cremation, or cemetery complaint.
Conversely, what might appear to be a cemetery or cremation complaint can, in reality, be a
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funeral home complaint. In such cases, separate regulatory bodies obscure the consumer's
access to help, and the consumer may give up in frustration and live with the harm. For
regulators, such cases cause double efforts in addressing consumer complaints, and in the
worst, results in complaints not being addressed at all.

A single regulator makes sense in other regulatory activities. It makes sense that one regulator
could inspect both a funeral establishment and a crematory when they are at the same location
or are owned by the same owner. When a cemetery is inspected, it makes sense to have the
ability to also look at the funeral establishment operated by the same owner, and often on the
grounds of the same cemetery.

In overseeing trust funds, licensees who violate cemetery trust fund laws, are likely to violate
funeral preneed laws, and those who violate funeral preneed laws are likely to violate cemetery
trust fund laws.

Similarly, trust fund violations can point toward other practice abuses on either the cemetery or
funeral side. Violations in handling human remains or interments, can also indicate problems
with trust funds.

Some of the bureau's most significant cases in recent years, likely would not, or could not, have
been pursued, had the industries been separately regulated. In a January 1998 inspection at a
Los Angeles crematory, bureau field representatives found numerous violations in handling
human remains. The bureau obtained an Interim Suspension Order (ISO) against the
crematory and the three funeral establishment cremation services - all under common
ownership. The businesses, which held more than 40,000 preneed funeral accounts, were
eventually required to be sold to new independent owners.

In July 1998, the bureau obtained an ISO against five funeral establishments and a
cemetery/crematory in Contra Costa County. Bureau representatives found numerous
violations including delivering cremated remains to families, when in fact, the uncremated
bodies were still held in refrigeration. The bureau revoked the owner's eight licenses.

Last week, the owner of a San Bruno funeral establishment, stipulated to revocation of the
funeral establishment license, and surrender of his cremated remains disposer registration. As
part of the agreement, the owner withdrew additional applications for a crematory license, and a
funeral establishment license. Had the two industries been separately regulated, it is likely that
the crematory license would have been approved.

Unified regulation appears reasonable from a consumer standpoint as well. When consumers
can address questions and complaints, and receive information and guidance from a single
office, consumer protection can be arguably enhanced.

Maret Integration of the funeral and cemetery industries also points toward unified regulatory
oversight. Market integration occurs through direct competition, vertical, and horizontal
ownership.

Integration through Direct Competition - Traditionally funeral establishments provided the goods
and services related to the funeral ceremony, and cemeteries provided goods and services
related to the burial plot. Today many of the goods and services offered by funeral homes can
be purchased through cemeteries, creating direct competition. For instance, vaults, which most
cemeteries require to prevent graves from settling, can usually be purchased through a funeral
home or a cemetery.
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Vertical Integration - Providers of funeral and cemetery goods and services become more
vertically integrated by the acquisition of funeral establishments and cemeteries by a single
owner. In some cases the funeral establishment is located on the grounds of the cemetery and
in other cases, one owner holds multiple funeral homes and cemeteries in the same geographic
area. This enables the industry to offer "one-stop shopping" to consumers, and establish
strategic pricing policies to maximize profits by increasing prices.

Horizontal Integration - The industry is also experiencing horizontal integration as an owner
purchases multiple competitors in close proximity. The clustering of these facilities allows the
owner to benefit from economies of scale. The close proximity of businesses allows the owner
to pool resources, reducing overhead and increasing profits.

Because of market integration, it seems likely that owners may well be positioning themselves
to shift the provision of goods and services toward the regulatory scheme that best suits their
purposes. For example, a funeral establishment owner may shift the sale of funeral goods to a
cemetery under common ownership in an effort to avoid the more stringent price list and
disclosure requirements of state and federal funeral law, and in an effort to avoid more
restrictive state trust fund requirements. The owner may additionally shift the sale of those
goods to, what may be, an unregulated casket store also under the same ownership.

With a shift in how goods and services are provided due to market integration, it would seem to
follow that consumer protection issues, and moreover, the potential for consumer harm, follows
the flow of how goods and services are provided. As the trend moves away from the traditional
stand alone funeral establishment and the stand alone cemetery, and toward greater market
integration, it is reasonable that greater consumer protection can be provided by a single
regulatory oversight of both industries.

4. Suggestions for Improving consumer awareness and protection where the funeral
and cemetery Industries are concerned.

It is estimated that as many as 68 percent of those that died in Califomia in 1998 did not pre-
plan any of their funeral or cemetery arrangements. That fact indicates that people do not want
to address the subject.

In 1977, Consumer Reports wrote: "many bereaved survivors who come to funeral homes are
emotionally vulnerable and not in a proper mental state to arrive at important decisions in a calm
or rational way." This statement is still relevant today, because in the twenty-three years since
those words were written, those basic facts have not changed.

Consumer Reports further wrote, "the funeral transaction is the most inequitable one
imaginable. The (funeral director) is calm and collected, familiar with all the facts surrounding
death, accustomed to dealing with survivors, and there for one purpose: to sell funeral goods
and services for a profit. Buyers, on the other hand, are often totally at a loss to know what to
do." This leaves consumers vulnerable in a number of ways.

Regulators can promote consumer awareness through basic consumer information. Information
that provides accurate, usable explanations about consumer rights and options in nontechnical
terms is an essential part of consumer awareness and education. In 1998, Califomia enacted
legislation requiring funeral establishments and cemeteries under the bureau's jurisdiction to
make the bureau publication, Consumer Guide to Funeral and Cemetery Purchases, available
to consumers.
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Providing consumers with basic market integration information can additionally enhance
consumer choice and awareness.

Yet, on a basic level, consumer reluctance to address cemetery and funeral arrangements will
not be reversed by consumer guides and information. Many consumers will only want the
information when they critically need it - when a loved one dies, or when they have a complaint
against a licensee. It is important, therefore, that regulators not only provide information, but
perhaps, more importantly, promote awareness of how consumers can access the information
when they need it. The promotion of toll free telephone numbers (DCA 1-800-952-5210) and
Intemet addresses (www.dca.ca.gov/cemetery) where consumer information can be accessed
is extremely important in providing information to consumers when they need it.

Regulators can also provide greater consumer protection by becoming watchdog agencies,
rather than being completely complaint driven.

Because of the seemingly secretive and often private nature of the funeral and burial process,
violations of law often are not readily apparent to consumers; and when they are apparent,
consumers may be emotionally unwilling to file complaints. Therefore, regulators must take a
proactive approach by conducting unannounced inspections and audits, and, when violations
are found, taking appropriate disciplinary actions.

Many of the significant disciplinary actions that the bureau has taken in recent years were
discovered by bureau field representatives in proactive inspections, or in following up on what
might otherwise be considered unrelated consumer issues.

A final note - on March 27, some two weeks ago, the Cemetery and Funeral Bureau obtained
an Interim Suspension Order against Woodlawn Cemetery Association, in the City of Compton,
near Los Angeles. In mid-February, a bureau field representative, at the cemetery on an
unrelated matter, conducted an inspection of the grounds and found indications of significant
violations. The bureau began an immediate investigation which resulted in the current
administrative action. Under the authority of the ISO. the bureau has shut down the operations
of the cemetery in order to complete a cieanup of the grounds and conduct a thorough
investigation. In three days following the closure, the Department of Consumer Affairs'
Consumer Information Center (our 800 number) received 2.200 calls from consumers. Bureau
staff endeavored to retum all calls within 24 hours, and was largely successful. In addition, the
bureau set up temporary offices in the Compton City Hall to meet with consumers who have
family members buried in the cemetery. The bureau answered basic consumer questions, and
gathered information about who they are and how they can be contacted if the grave of their
family member is affected by the findings. Over four days the bureau staff met with over 400
people.

These events emphasize the often delicate nature of cemetery and funeral regulation and the
need for a proactive stance by regulators in finding and addressing violations, and providing
essential Information and support to consumers when they need it the most.

Testimony before
The United States Senate
Special Committee on Aging
106 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. DC

April 11, 2000



The CHARMAN. Thank you, Mr. Ayers.
Mr. Jacobson.

STATEMENT OF JAY JACOBSON, NATIONAL FUNERAL
DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. JACOBSON. Senators, my name is Jay Jacobson. I am the
manager of Garden Chapel Funeral Home in Pella, IA.

Let me start by saying that, first off, I have never been on "Date-
line," I have never written a book, I have never been published in
a national magazine. I am just a funeral director.

I am a graduate of the Kansas City College of Mortuary Science,
and I have been a practicing funeral service professional for 20
years.

I am the president-elect of the Iowa Funeral Directors Associa-
tion, and I am appearing here on behalf of the National Funeral
Directors Association.

We hope to accomplish three things here today: first, to set the
record straight about funeral service; second, to educate the com-
mittee members; and, third, to answer your questions.

Two of the most important factors in the survival of any funeral
home or funeral business is its reputation in the community and
the ability or the desire of its clients to call that funeral home
again. That is why I and funeral directors across this country work
diligently to solve consumer complaints.

Our State and national associations cooperate with authorities to
ensure that Federal and State regulations are followed and that li-
censes are suspended or revoked from funeral homes or funeral di-
rectors who abuse the trust given to them by families they serve.

However, we cannot remain silent and fail to respond to the un-
fair, biased, and distorted testimonies given by some witnesses
here yesterday.

A more objective presentation of the facts paints a positive and
honest picture of funeral directors and funeral service.

A recent independent survey of 1,000 consumers shows that 96
percent of Americans believe in funerals and memorial services and
have a high degree of confidence in the funeral professionals who
arrange those services.

According to the Gallup poll surveys, funeral directors are
ranked by consumers to be the most honest and trustworthy profes-
sionals in the country-excuse me, among the most honest.

These and other surveys of thousands of consumers provide ob-
jective evidence that counter the often unsubstantiated claims, the
anecdotal stories used by critics who are philosophically opposed to
funeral service and funeral ceremonies.

Without question, there are a few bad apples, a few bad funeral
directors, just as there are a few bad membersin any profession.

However, for you to suggest that these few unscrupulous funeral
service providers who act illegally, unethically, are common to this
profession is blatantly unfair and untrue.

Funeral service is both a business and a profession. The funeral
director provides vital services to families choosing funeral goods
and services. The funeral director also contributes to the well-being
of the community in which he serves.



The funeral service profession should not be viewed as a few
large chains or stockholder corporations. Families own 87 percent
of the funeral homes in the United States. Many of these families
have owned those businesses and served their communities for gen-
erations and hope to do the same in the future. -

Because of significant changes in our society during the past
half-century, there have been new and different attitudes toward
death, dying, and funeral ceremonies that have brought about sig-
nificant, almost radical changes in funeral services.

Consumers can now select their funeral services and merchan-
dise a la carte from a variety of sources, including cemeteries, vault
companies, casket retailers, and even the Internet.

Or they can choose to select their funeral services and merchan-
dise from an all-inclusive source such as a funeral home which of-
fers all items necessary to complete the service.

A growing number of funeral service customers are placing great-
er emphasis on the importance of a meaningful, personal, and indi-
vidual service rather than the style of a casket.

These consumers want ultimate control over their funeral or me-
morial service. Consequently, they are the ones who determine
what services they want, what merchandise they will purchase,
and what price they will ultimately pay for the funeral or memorial
service.

Our critics do not recognize these significant changes that have
occurred in our society and in funeral service over the past several
decades.

Mr. Chairman, I am extremely concerned about the tenor of
these hearings. As the next to the last witness, I am shocked by
the lack of credible funeral service professionals invited here to
give testimony. Almost every detractor of the profession has been
invited here to speak, and their critical, often inaccurate perspec-
tives of funeral service have been entered into the record.

I am particularly disturbed because both the Iowa Funeral Direc-
tors Association and the National Funeral Directors Association
have always indicated a willingness to work with you as chairman
of this committee. We have also worked with the General Account-
ing Office, the FTC, State regulators, and consumer groups to iden-
tify issues of concern and seek responsible and reasonable resolu-
tions for these issues.

We have heard from a cemetery manager who is trying to sell his
book, a priest with a strong anti-funeral bias, the president of Fu-
neral and Memorial Societies of America-an organization whose
main purpose is advocating minimal funeral services as the only
choice consumers should be making, and to legislate that philoso-
phy, if necessary.

All of these people have been given "expert" status at this hear-
ing, even though most of them do not have the practical experience
of helping consumers plan funerals on an almost daily basis.

Senator, on a personal note, after listening to the testimonies of
the previous witnesses, it strikes me as odd that so far I am the
only practicing funeral director scheduled to testify on behalf of fu-
neral directors.

I serve on the front lines, placing the needs of hurting people
who call on me ahead of everything else. I have answered that call
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for over 20 years. Days, nights, weekends, holidays-I am there
helping families when death knocks at their door.

The CHAHuAN. Is that the end of your testimony?
Mr. JACOBSON. Yes, it is.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Jacobson follows:]
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My name is Jay Jacobson. I am the manager of Garden Chapel

Funeral Home in Pella, Iowa.

I am a graduate of the Kansas City College of Mortuary Science and

have been a practicing funeral service professional for more than 20

years.

I am the president-elect of the Iowa Funeral Directors Association

and I am appearing here on behalf of the National Funeral Directors

Association.

We hope to accomplish three things here today ... First ... to set

the record straight about funeral service . .. Second ... to educate

the committee members and . . . Third ... to answer your

questions.

Two of the most important factors in the survival of any funeral home

are its reputation in the community .. . and having families It has

served in the past use its services again. That is why I ... and



funeral directors across the country . .. work diligently to resolve

consumer complaints.

Our state and national associations cooperate with authorities to

insure that federal and state regulations are followed and that

licenses are suspended . .. or revoked . .. from funeral homes...

or funeral directors. . . who abuse the trust given them by the

families they serve.

However ... we cannot remain silent and fail to respond to the unfair

... biased .. and distorted testimony given by some witnesses

here yesterday.

A more objective presentation of the facts paints a positive and

honest picture of funeral directors and funeral service.

A recent independent survey of one thousand consumers shows that

96% of Americans believe in funerals and memorial services ... and

have a high degree of confidence in the funeral professionals who

arrange those services.



According to Gallup Poll surveys . .. funeral directors are ranked by

consumers to be among the most honest and trustworthy

professionals in the country.

These and other surveys of thousands of consumers. . provide

objective evidence that counter the often unsubstantiated claims ...

and anecdotal stories. . . used by critics who are philosophically

opposed to funeral service and funeral ceremonies.

Without question ... there are a few bad Funeral directors ... just as

there are a few bad members in any profession.

However . .. suggesting that these few unscrupulous funeral service

providers who act illegally . .. or unethically. . . are common to this

profession ... is blatantly unfair ... and untrue.

Funeral service is both a business and a profession.



The funeral director provides vital services to families choosing

funeral goods and services. The funeral director also contributes to

the well being of the community in which he or she serves.

The funeral service profession should not be viewed as a few large

chains ... or stockholder owned companies.

Families own and operate 87% of the funeral homes in the United

States.

Many of those family-owned businesses have served their

communities for generations and hope to do the same for generations

to come.

Because of significant changes in society during the past half century

... there have been new and different attitudes towards death ...

dying . .. and funeral ceremonies .. . that have brought about

significant ... almost radical ... changes in funeral service.



Consumers can now select their funeral services and merchandise. .

. ala carte ... from a variety of sources including cemeteries . .. vault

companies .. . casket retailers ... and even the internet.

Or .. . they can choose to select their funeral services and

merchandise from . . an all-inclusive ... source such as a funeral

home which offers all items necessary to complete the service.

A growing number of funeral service consumers are placing a greater

emphasis on the importance of a meaningful . .. personal . .. and

individual service ... rather than the style of a casket.

These consumers want ultimate control over their funeral or memorial

service... consequently they are the ones who determine what

services they want... what merchandise they will purchase. .. and

what price they will ultimately pay for a funeral or memorial service.

Our critics do not recognize these significant changes that have

occurred in our society and in funeral service over the past several

decades.



Mr. Chairman .. . I am extremely concerned by the tenor of this

hearing.

As the next to last witness . .. I am shocked by the lack of credible

funeral service professionals invited here to give testimony ...

Almost eve detractor of the profession has been invited to speak..

.and their critical . .. often inaccurate perspectives of funeral service.

. have been entered into the record.

I am particularly disturbed because both the Iowa Funeral Directors

Association... and the National Funeral Director's Association . . .

. . have always indicated a willingness to work with you as chairman

of this committee.

We have also worked with the General Accounting Office ... the

FTC ... state regulators... and consumer groups... to identify

issues of concern and seek responsible and reasonable resolutions

for these issues.



We have heard from a cemetery manager who is trying to sell a book

... a priest with a strong anti-funeral bias . .. and the president of

"Funeral and Memorial Societies of America ... an organization

whose whole purpose is advocating minimal funeral services as the

onl, choice consumers should be making ... and to legislate that

philosophy if necessary.

All of these people have been given "expert" status at this hearing ...

even though most of them do not have the practical experience of

helping consumers plan funerals on an almost daily basis.

Senators ...

On a personal note . . . after listening to the testimony of the

previous witnesses .. . it strikes me as odd that . .. so far ... I am

the only practicing funeral director scheduled to testify on behalf of

funeral directors.

I serve on the front-line. .. placing the needs of hurting people who

call on me ahead of everything else.
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I've answered that call for over twenty years ... days . .. nights. .

.week-ends . .. holidays ... I am there . .. helping families when

death knocks at their door ...
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The National Funeral Directors Association ("NFDA") welcomes the invitation of the

United States Senate to submit written comments on issues relating to funeral service and the

Funeral Rule. These written comments will supplement the oral testimony that NFDA will

provide at the April 11, 2000 hearing to be conducted by the Special Committee on Aging.

I. THE NATIONAL FUNERAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION

NFDA, as the largest association of funeral directors in the United States, serves as the

national representative of the funeral profession. It has been in continuous operation since 1882

and currently represents nearly 14,000 licensed funeral directors and mortuary science students

throughout the country. NFDA provides extensive government relations, education and

communication programs on behalf of the nation's funeral profession.

A. Structure of NFDA.

NFDA is a non-profit Section 501(c)(6) corporation with its national headquarters in

Brookfield, Wisconsin. In addition to the nearly 14,000 licensed funeral directors and students

that are members, state funeral associations in each of the 50 states and the District of Columbia

belong to NFDA. NFDA and the state funeral associations compliment each other in assisting

their members with issues that impact funeral service on a national, state and local basis.

NFDA is governed by three bodies, each comprised of volunteer members. The first, the

House of Delegates, consists of 600 members who meet at the Annual Convention of the

Association to elect officers, consider amendments to the Constitution and Bylaws, and deal with

other NFDA business. The second body, the Policy Board, is comprised of one representative

from each of the 51 state associations. Its primary responsibility is to develop policy positions

on issues impacting the funeral profession. The final body, the Executive Board, consists of the

five officers elected by the House of Delegates and four At-Large Representatives elected by the
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Policy Board. It implements the programs and policies adopted by the House of Delegates and

the Policy Board.

In addition to the three governing bodies, NFDA has four standing committees to deal

with education, communication, government relations and operations. It also employs 42 full-

time staff members in its Brookfield, Wisconsin headquarters and its Washington, D.C. office.

B. Mission and Role of NFDA.

The mission of NFDA, as set forth in its Constitution, is as follows:

"The mission of NFDA is to enhance the funeral service profession and promote

quality service to the consumer. NFDA is dedicated to fulfilling its mission by:
promoting national leadership and a national identity for the profession;
developing effective partnerships with State Associations; and providing direct

service to Practitioners."

The first role of NFDA is to be the national representative and voice for the funeral

profession in the United States. As the largest funeral service organization with a membership

that encompasses funeral service professionals from small family-owned funeral homes as well

as the large publicly-traded funeral service companies, NFDA is uniquely positioned to serve

that role.

The second major function of NFDA is to provide its members with the knowledge and

skills necessary to insure the delivery of ethical, professional, and dignified care to the families

they serve. The Association is the leading national resource for funeral service education,

information and research that our members need to successfully carry out their duties.

A third overriding function of NFDA is to assist our members in service to their

communities. The funeral director should be the primarily resource to his or her community in

the areas of funeral and memorialization, preplanning, continuing care, dying, death and

bereavement. NFDA carries out this function by providing our members with the information

and tools they need to fulfill their role as the community resource.
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The final role of NFDA is to promote governmental policies, legislation and regulations

that support the funeral profession, protect the consumer, and safeguard the environment. As

the leading resource in consumer, safety and health, and environmental issues related to funeral

service, NFDA works with legislators and regulators to craft and implement policies that best

serve the public and the profession.

II. THE FUNERAL RULE AND OTHER REGULATORY ISSUES

In this Section II, NFDA addresses the Committee's request for information on the issues

our members face in complying with the Funeral Rule and other government regulations.

A. The Funeral Rule.

NFDA has been a key participant through all facets of the development and

implementation of the Funeral Industries Practices Regulation ("Funeral Rule") by the Federal

Trade Commission. NFDA's original opposition to the Funeral Rule was grounded in its long-

held belief that regulation of the funeral industry is more effective on a state level where it has

been traditionally exercised. Nevertheless, despite that opposition, NFDA took the lead in

educating the nation's funeral directors regarding their duties and obligations under the Funeral

Rule once it was implemented.

During the past 16 years that the Funeral Rule has been in effect, NFDA and its members

have recognized that the Rule provides benefits to consumers and funeral directors alike. The

three written price lists required by the Funeral Rule have become effective tools that funeral

directors use in explaining to families the various components of the funeral and available

options. The detailed price itemization imposed by the Funeral Rule has also encouraged funeral

homes to closely analyze their cost centers and set prices that provide fair and appropriate cost

recoveries. As a result, the Funeral Rule has made funeral directors better businessmen and

women, and made the families they served informed consumers.
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In addition to the informational benefits of the Funeral Rule, it also provides funeral

consumers with basic rights and protections. Consumers have the right to detailed and itemized

price lists before they make any purchase decision. They are given an itemized statement of the

goods and services they selected when the purchase is made. Consumers are also given written

disclosure of information that helps them understand the legal and practical aspects of a funeral

that may impact their purchase decisions. They are protected against misrepresentations that

may mislead them into purchasing unnecessary funeral goods or services. Finally, they are given

the unfettered right to use merchandise purchased outside of the funeral home and have the

funeral director service that merchandise without any restrictions or fees.

Unfortunately, while every consumer who buys funeral goods and services from a funeral

director is entitled to the comprehensive set of rights and protections afforded by the Funeral

Rule, no such safeguards are given to consumers who purchase funeral goods or services from

third party sellers. The Funeral Rule only covers sellers of funeral goods and services.

Therefore, cemeteries, retail casket stores, and direct disposition companies can escape the

coverage of the Funeral Rule by selling either funeral goods or funeral services, but not both. As

a result, any funeral consumer purchasing from those sellers receives none of the protections and

safeguards mandated by the Funeral Rule.

This loophole in the Funeral Rule was not readily apparent when it was drafted 25 years

ago because at that time funeral goods were primarily sold only by funeral directors. The funeral

industry has changed dramatically since that time with the emergence of third party sellers. In

today's market, consumers are purchasing funeral goods or funeral services from an increasing

array of sellers, none of which are governed by the Funeral Rule. The loophole created 25 years

ago when the Funeral Rule was drafted has become immense and left tens of thousands of

funeral consumers without safeguards and protection.
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Last year, the FTC commenced a second review of the Funeral Rule. In its written and

oral comments to the Commission, NFDA has voiced its strong support to retain the Rule and

strengthen it to meet the realities of today's funeral market. NFDA is advocating that the FTC

extend the protections of the Funeral Rule to cover all consumer transactions involving the

purchase of funeral goods or services. This simple modification to the Funeral Rule will close a

loophole that has deprived many funeral consumers of the protections and informational benefits

now enjoyed by those consumers who deal with funeral homes.

B. Compliance with the Funeral Rule.

The Funeral Rule is a complex and detailed regulation that imposes a substantial set of

obligations and duties on funeral directors. Funeral directors are required by the Funeral Rule to

present price information to families at times and in situations that can appear very insensitive to

a grief-stricken family. For the most part, funeral directors have learned how to balance

compassion with compliance. Nonetheless, the Funeral Rule does present daily challenges to

funeral service professionals.

NFDA has worked with the FTC to address Funeral Rule compliance issues. During the

first review process and in the current review, we have requested several modifications to the

Funeral Rule to clarify vague and imprecise requirements of the Rule. NFDA has also pointed

out those provisions of the Funeral Rule that result in insensitive treatment of consumers.

In some instances, the FTC has responded to our concerns and made modifications. For

example, when NFDA showed that certain telephone price disclosures were awkward and

oftentimes misinterpreted by consumers, the FTC eliminated the requirement.

In the current review process, NFDA has addressed two compliance issues - - the

distribution requirements of the general price list and the handling of third party merchandise.

We are requesting the FTC to modify the imprecise terminology now used by the Funeral Rule in
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describing when a general price list must be presented to a consumer. NFDA is also asking for a

set of compliance guidelines from the FTC to assist funeral directors in understanding their

obligations in accepting and servicing third party merchandise.

NFDA believes that its own educational programs and the enforcement efforts of the FTC

have raised compliance to a high level. In fact, the FTC reports a 90% compliance level in its

undercover shopper program. As detailed in Section IV of these comments, NFDA continues to

seek improvements in the compliance level through a number of educational programs and

initiatives provided to our members.

C. Other Federal Compliance Issues.

In addition to the Funeral Rule, NFDA members encounter on a daily basis an increasing

array of federal regulations that impact funeral service. These include the following:

* OSHA regulations, including the Bloodbome Pathogens Standard, Hazard

Communication Standard, Formaldehyde Exposure Standard, and the

proposed Ergonomics regulation.

* IRS regulations on the taxation of preneed trust funds.

* EPA regulation of air and water emissions from crematories and funeral

homes.

* Health and Human Services regulations that govern burial fund exclusions for

SSI and Medicaid beneficiaries who preplan their funerals.

* Veterans Administration regulations governing funeral and burial benefits for

veterans.

* ADA requirements on the accessibility of funeral homes and the provision of

services to disabled members of the public.

* Wage and Hour compliance issues that apply to funeral homes.
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NFDA, through its government relations program, works with federal regulators on a

daily basis to address the concerns of funeral service. The Association also employs significant

resources in its education and communication programs to keep our members abreast of the

current federal regulations and their compliance obligations.

D. State Law Compliance.

The state regulation of funeral service primarily involves licensing and preneed issues.

The majority of state law legislation and regulation issues are handled through the 51 state

funeral associations. NFDA serves as a resource in compiling state funeral regulations and

facilitating the exchange of information among the state associations. We also have served as a

forunm that our members can use to adopt positions regarding state law issues. For example, the

NFDA Policy Board, which is made up of 51 representatives from each state and the District of

Columbia, has recently enacted policies on educational standards for funeral directors and

reciprocity issues. It has also compiled and approved the Consumer Preneed Bill of Rights that

is discussed in Section IV below.

While state regulation of funeral service has increased over the years, especially in the

area of preneed, NFDA does not believe that our members have encountered any significant state

law compliance problems. The state funeral associations provide government relations and

education programs to assist funeral professionals understand their responsibilities and maintain

compliance. We believe the partnerships between NFDA and its state associations have resulted

in a high level of compliance by funeral directors with federal, state and local laws and

regulations.
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Il. RESOLUTION OF CONSUMER COMPLAINTS

A. Level of Consumer Complaints.

The Special Committee on Aging indicated in its March 15, 2000 correspondence to

NFDA that it is investigating the funeral and cemetery industries because of serious allegations

that have been directed at those industries. NFDA welcomes that scrutiny and urges the

Committee to examine the documentary evidence that exists regarding the level of consumer

complaints.

The United States General Accounting Office ("GAO"), in response to a request by the

Special Committee on Aging, examined the level of consumer complaints in the death care

industry. In its research, the GAO obtained data from the FTC, the Better Business Bureau, the

Funeral Service Consumer Assistance Program, and other consumer agencies. It also received

information from funeral regulatory agencies in the five states of California, Florida, Maryland,

New York and Texas. Those five states are significant not only for the size of their populations,

but also because California, Florida, New York and Texas require funeral directors to print on

price lists and/or preneed contracts given to consumers the names, addresses and phone numbers

of state agencies where consumers can lodge complaints against funeral directors.

The findings of the GAO were presented to the Committee in a report dated September,

1999 ("GAO Report"). In the Report, the GAO concludes that the level of consumer complaints

regarding death care industries was low. A succinct summary of the GAO findings is set forth in

this excerpt from the Report:

"Although the range of complaints was broad, we did not find numbers of
complaints at FTC, nongovernmental organizations, and selected state agencies.
Generally across all of the types of organizations we contacted, most officials and
representatives said that they received few complaints about death care. Reasons
provided for the low number of complaints included the personal or emotional
component of the death care situation and the fact that consumers may have been
satisfied with the goods and services received." GAO Report at p. 10.
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It is important to note that the GAO surmised that one reason for the low level of

consumer complaints may be the "personal and emotional component of the death care

situation." The GAO reported that although the FTC is not aware of any studies that supports the

premise that consumers do not complain because of embarrassment or emotional reasons, there

was anecdotal support for that belief.

If embarrassment and emotional concerns inhibited consumers from complaining to

government regulators and consumer agencies, one would still expect to see evidence of

dissatisfaction in consumer attitudinal surveys. If this "unreported" wave of consumer

dissatisfaction with the death care industry truly existed, it would be uncovered when funeral

consumers were asked in surveys to evaluate their personal experiences with funeral directors

and funeral services they purchased.

Fortunately, such a survey exists. The Funeral and Memorialization Council ("FAMIC"),

a death care industry group of which NFDA is a member, retained Wirthlin Worldwide to

conduct comprehensive surveys of consumers of death care services and products. Wirthlin

Worldwide, an independent consumer survey company, has performed the survey in 1990, 1995

and 1999. An executive summary of the 1999 survey is attached as Exhibit A.

The 1999 Wirthlin survey reported a 5:1 ratio of positive to negative comments when

funeral consumers were asked their attitudes toward the people and businesses in the death care

industry. As Wirthlin reported, "this exceeds what is normally considered to be a healthy ratio of

3:1 for a typical industry." Wirthlin also reported that overall consumer satisfaction with

services received at funeral homes is high with 80% of consumers reporting they would not

change any aspect of their personal experiences.

The funeral profession is proud of these high levels of consumer satisfaction. Given the

significant emotional stake involved in a funeral and the many details that must be attended to in
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a short time frame under difficult circumstances, the level of consumer satisfaction with the

funeral profession and funeral arrangements is significant. It certainly undercuts any anecdotal

claims of consumer dissatisfaction.

B. Resolution of Consumer Complaints.

With over 2.3 million funeral and disposition services conducted each year in the United

States, it is inevitable that some consumer complaints will arise. The vast majority of these are

resolved by the funeral homes' staff. In a profession where economic survival depends largely

upon return business from families serviced in the past and positive word-of-mouth referrals, the

funeral professional makes every effort to resolve consumer concerns.

When asked why they selected a particular funeral home, approximately 70% of

consumers in the 1999 Wirthlin survey cited previous experience with the funeral home,

location, reputation of the funeral home, and recommendations of others as the most important

factors. Clearly, any consumer dissatisfaction with service, prices or personnel will lead to a

quick erosion of a funeral home's market share. The funeral director has an overriding economic

incentive to insure consumer satisfaction with the funeral experience.

For those cases where a consumer complaint is not resolved by the funeral home, NFDA

has established the Funeral Service Consumer Assistance Program ("FSCAP"). FSCAP, which

is recognized by the FTC as a consumer assistance program, has been helping funeral consumers

for over 20 years. It operates independently of NFDA through funding provided by the Funeral

Service Education Foundation, a 501(c)(3) educational organization started by NFDA.

Consumers who contact FSCAP through its toll-free number are given advice and

recommendations for resolving their complaints. If the FSCAP representative cannot resolve the

concerns of the consumer, he or she will refer the consumer to appropriate state or local

government agencies. FSCAP also provides free consumer information regarding funeral
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services, preneed planning and bereavement. A copy of the FSCAP brochure is attached as

Exhibit B.

FSCAP receives approximately 1,000 calls a year from consumers, of which 23% are

complaints regarding a funeral home and 77% are requests for consumer information.

IV. PROGRAMS TO PROTECT FUNERAL CONSUMERS

NFDA and the Funeral Service Education Foundation ("FSEF") provide many programs

that directly or indirectly assist at-need and preneed funeral consumers.' As detailed below,

most of these programs are directed toward education of the funeral consumer either directly or

through funeral directors. NFDA strongly believes that the best protection consumers can have

is to be well informed.

Classification of NFDA's and the FSEF's programs fall under three general subheadings:

consumer education, funeral director information, and funeral director educational programs.

Under each subheading, NFDA has provided a brief summary of the programs and how they

assist consumers. If more information is needed on any of the programs, please contact Robert

E. Harden, NFDA Executive Director.

A. Consumer Programs

1. NFDA Website. NFDA's Website at nfda.org contains a plethora of information

regarding funeral arrangements, consumer information and NFDA. It also provides excellent

links to other funeral service organizations, government agencies and consumer advocacy

groups. On a monthly basis, NFDA's Website receives approximately 250,000 hits with an

average of 40,000 user sessions.

' Since NFDA is an association of licensed funeral directors, it does not address the concerns of cemetery
consumers.
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NFDA has attached as Exhibit C several downloaded pages from the Website's

Consumer Resources section. Information on preneed planning, the preneed consumer bill of

rights, funeral prices, funeral options and links to more sources of consumer information are all

available. NFDA believes that the Website has been a very valuable source of information to

funeral consumers.

2. Family Contact Program. Funeral homes may subscribe to a family contact series

through NFDA. Under the program, consumers receive surveys from the funeral home

following funeral services. The survey asks questions regarding consumer satisfaction with all

aspects of the funeral arrangement. The completed surveys are mailed directly to NFDA, which

tabulates the results and issues a report to the funeral home. This direct consumer feedback is an

invaluable resource for the funeral homes that participate in the Program.

3. FSCAP. As indicated in Section I above, FSCAP not only offers consumer

assistance with problems, but it also provides consumer information regarding funeral service.

FSCAP provides free consumer education brochures including The Buyer's Guide to

Preplanning, Planning a Funeral, and Understanding Grief. Over 750 consumers received

information from FSCAP last year.

4. Funeral Home Libraries and Resource Centers. In order to assist their families

and serve as a community resource on death and bereavemetiissues, many funeral homes have

developed resource centers and lending libraries of books, videotapes and brochures for

consumers. FSEF currently offers 200 titles covering death, dying and bereavement issues as

well as consumer brochures on making at-need and preneed funeral arrangements. Many funeral

directors routinely purchase these consumer informational materials in order to stock their

funeral home resource centers.
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B. Educational Information Provided to Funeral Directors.

NFDA and FSEF provide a continuous stream of educational information to funeral

directors through several different mediums. Educational information includes the following:

1. The Director Magazine. NFDA's official monthly publication, The Director

magazine is sent to more than 13,000 funeral directors nationwide. A large part of The Director

is dedicated toward informing funeral directors of their compliance obligations under federal and

state laws and regulations. In addition, feature articles and regular columns educate readers on

how to improve their business and management skills as well as the care they provide to the

families they serve. The Director also lists the numerous educational programs and services

provided by NFDA, FSEF, state funeral associations, and other funeral service organizations.

2. Special Interest Sections. An important membership benefit provided by NFDA

is enrollment in a Special Interest Section. Members can choose to belong to the Business and

Management section, Service to Families section, and/or the Technical Operations and

Compliance section. Each member is given a free enrollment in the section of his or her choice

and the option to belong to two or more sections for a nominal fee. Each section has its own

newsletter which provides up-to-date information on funeral home operations, legal and

regulatory compliance, and excellence in consumer service.

3. NFDA InfoCentral. Through its InfoCentral program, NFDA offers members a

series of regulatory compliance manuals on the FTC Funeral Rule, employer obligations, the

ADA, and OSHA requirements. Additional materials address state legal requirements dealing

with preneed, licensing, and transportation issues. Information is also available regarding

funeral customs of different religions and nationalities. The materials provided through

InfoCentral can be accessed by members through NFDA's Website, by NFDA's automatic
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faxback system, or by telephone orders. In addition, the regulatory compliance materials are

included in the NFDA Directory of Members which is sent to each member on an annual basis.

C. Education and Compliance Programs.

NFDA, through its own education department, and the FSEF offers a broad selection of

education and compliance programs to funeral directors. Our audience for these programs

continues to expand as NFDA taps into online leaming, at-home study courses, and

teleconferences. A listing of these programs include the following:

1. NFDA Online Learning Center. NFDA is now offering online continuing

education credit via the Internet for licensed funeral directors. The debut course is entitled

"Ethical Decisionmaking for Funeral Service Professionals." Other courses this year will

include a series on bereavement covering traumatic grief and how children grieve. The online

leaming center is open to NFDA members and non-members.

2. Annual Convention. At its Annual Convention, NFDA offers convention

workshops that are attended by an average of 5,500 attendees. Typically, close to 50 different

workshops will be offered each year on a variety of different topics that impact funeral service.

3. Teleconference. For the past two years, NFDA has offered a series of

teleconferences throughout the year on compliance issues and other topics. These two hour

seminars which include question and answer periods, offer a convenient way for funeral home

and their staff to attend educational programs without leaving the office.

4. NFDA Compliance Program. In 1996, NFDA started the Consumer Assurance

Program ("CAP") to assist its members with FTC Funeral Rule compliance. CAP participants

were required to have their price lists reviewed for compliance with the Funeral Rule, complete

annual training of the funeral home staff, and agree to abide by a price list distribution policy.
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In 2000, NFDA will be rolling out the successor to the CAP Program that will

focus not only on the FTC Funeral Rule, but other federal regulatory requirements. The

compliance series will consist of approximately 16 program offerings that will deal with

compliance with the Funeral Rule, OSHA requirements, employment practices, ADA

compliance, environmental practices and potential liability concerns. This new education

program will be delivered via audiotapes, videotapes, teleconferences and NFDA's online

learning center. Participants that complete the program will receive a certificate of completion

on an annual basis.

5. FSEF Home Study Program. The FSEF offers distant learning opportunities via

books, audiotapes and videotapes. Current courses address subjects on grief and bereavement,

better understanding the consumer, creating meaningful funeral ceremonies, cultural diversity,

funeral etiquette, the Funeral Rule, enhancing communication skills, and professional image.

There are approximately 400 participants per year.

6. Funeral Rule Offenders Program. The Funeral Rule Offenders Program

('FROP") was developed in conjunction with the FTC in 1996. As a result of the FTC's

undercover shopper enforcement program, a number of funeral homes were being charged with

Funeral Rule violations. While civil enforcement actions against these funeral homes punished

them for the violations, they did nothing to educate the funeral home staff to avoid future

violations. To remedy this situation, NFDA proposed to the FTC that a program which

emphasized education rather than punishment would be more beneficial to consumers and

funeral service. The FTC agreed and the FROP Program was developed as an alternative

program that the FTC could offer a funeral home in lieu of a civil enforcement action under the

Funeral Rule.
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There are approximately 100 participants currently in the FROP Program. The

program requires a five year commitment. To be eligible for the program, the funeral home must

pay a voluntary contribution to the government and agree to abide by all the terms of the

program. Funeral homes in the program have their price lists reviewed for compliance with the

FTC Funeral Rule and participate in annual training via teleconferences and course materials.

7. .Certified Preplanning Consultant Program. Through the FSEF, a national

certification program is available for consultants who assist consumers in preplanning and/or

prefunding funerals ("CPC"). Applicants seeking CPC certification must attend a two-day

educational workshop that incorporates materials on preplanning, funding mechanisms, contract

terminology, ethical standards, knowledge of the Funeral Rule, customer service (with specific

information on aging consumers), and the value of the funeral.

There are currently 310 certified CPCs in the program since it began in 1996. It is

projected that another 125 candidates will be certified in 2000. Recertification is required every

four years.

8. Pursuit of Excellence. The Pursuit of Excellence Program ("POE") is an NFDA-

sponsored national program that recognizes funeral homes for their excellence and achievement

in the following eight areas: education, compassionate service, technical skills, community and

professional service, library or media resources, professional development, in-staff training, and

public and community relations.

D. The Protective Value of Education and Information.

NFDA believes that the best protection available to consumers is information and

education. A well-informed consumer is a protected consumer.

Funeral information and education is currently being delivered to the consumer through a

number of avenues: the Internet, consumer groups, the media, the government, and funeral
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service organizations. However, the most widely used method to convey this information to the

consumer is the funeral director. While a growing number of consumers tap different sources for

information on funerals, the overwhelming majority of consumers still look to their funeral

director for this information.

This is the reason that the education and compliance programs that NFDA and FSEF

provide to funeral directors are so important to consumer protection. By educating the funeral

director, NFDA and FSEF educates the funeral consumer.

V. CONCLUSION

NFDA appreciates this opportunity to submit written comments and to present testimony

at the April 11, 2000 hearing before the Senate Special Committee on Aging. We are confident.

that the Committee will reach the same conclusions bome out by the GAO Report and the

Wirthlin surveys: that funeral service professionals provide families with a level of service and

care that produces a high degree of consumer satisfaction.

At the same time, NFDA knows that it must continue to educate members and work with

govemment officials to maintain and improve funeral service compliance with federal and state

regulations. We fully recognize that the best interests of the funeral service profession can only

be achieved by pursuing the best interests of the funeral service consumer. NFDA is committed

to this mission.

Respectfully submitted,

NATIONAL FUNERAL DIRECTORS
ASSOC IAON

By:
T. Scott Gillig eral Counsel
525 Vine Street, Suite 2200
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
(513) 241-5540
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WIRTHLIN WORLDWIDE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Wirthlin Worldwide is pleased to present the results of the third wave of the
American Attitudes Toward Ritualization and Memorialization Study. This
study is built on previous studies conducted in 1990 and 1995. Our purpose is
to measure changes in consumer perspectives of the funeral industry and its
services, changes in consumer attitudes and opinions about industry
professionals, as well as preferred ritualization and memorialization practices.

This third wave of tracking consists of 1,002 interviews with adults 30 years of
age and older. Forty percent (40%) of respondents are male and sixty percent
(60%) are female. As with previous studies, the sample included more females
since they are known to be primary decision-makers regarding remembrance and
memorialization choices.

Interviews were conducted between September I and September 20, 1999,
by trained interviewers at our Wirthlin telephone facility in Orem, Utah.
Interviews lasted an average of twenty-one minutes.

0 Funeral and Memorial Information Counsel: 1999 Update
September 199
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Funerals

Americans continue to have positive attitudes about attending funeral and
memorial services, and about the professionals who help arrange these
services. Nearly all (96%) of the 1,002 consumers surveyed have attended a
funeral or memorial service. The number of respondents who go to the
cemetery immediately after a funeral service (8 1%) has remained fairly steady
since the 1995 tracking wave.[Figure 6] Over two-thirds (68%) of
respondents say they have attended a funeral in the last two years. [Figure 7]
This number shows a change from the 1995 and 1991 studies.

The most often named source of information for those choosing an
arrangements provider is friends and relatives (33%). [Figure 81 Previously
served my family (47%) is still the key factor when selecting a funeral home-
consistent with 1995 research. Convenience (close to my residence),
reputation and familiarity (previously visited facilities) are also factors
influencing funeral home selection. [Figures 9 & 10]

Nearly all (95%) of those surveyed attend a funeral or memorial service as a
way to show their feelings after death. After the funeral service, 80% prefer to
go immediately to the cemetery. When respondents are asked what type of
service they would prefer if making arrangements for themselves, 56% say
they would choose a traditional ceremony. Seventeen percent (17%) say they
would prefer a private service, and 11% would prefer a memorial service (a
service without the body present). Nine percent (9%) indicated they wanted
no ceremony. [1999 was the first year this question was asked.]

Of those who have had the responsibility of making arrangements for a
traditional burial, nearly three quarters (74%) of those electing an earth burial
prefer an open casket (up 6% from 1995). Of those who elect to have a closed
casket, 29% now do so as a request of the deceased (up from 9% in 1995), and
30% say they do not feel an open casket is necessary (up from 24% in 1995).
Among those who prefer a closed casket, the number philosophically opposed
to an open casket has dropped from 33% in 1995, to 9% in 1999. [Figure 11]

Overall, customer satisfaction with service received at the funeral home is
high; 80% report not wanting to change anything about their personal
experience. [Figure 12] As with most customer goods or services, desired
changes most often expressed deal with cost and personal attention. [Figure
131

C Funeral and Memorial Information Counsel: 1999 Update 3
September 1999
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KEY FINDINGS

The following sections highlight key findings of the study in six major areas of
interest: industry perceptions, funerals, monuments, cemeteries, cremation,
and pre-arrangement.

Industry Perceptions

The funeral industry includes funeral homes, monument builders/dealers,
cemeteries, crematoriums, and those providing pre-arrangement services.
When asked about their impressions of the people and businesses involved in
providing services to honor or remember loved ones, respondents continue to
think very favorably of the ritualization and memorialization industry. This
exceeds what is normally considered to be a healthy ratio of 3:1 for a typical
industry. Two-thirds (69%; up from 68%, 1995; 65%, 1990) of the comments
reflect positive feelings about the people and businesses involved. Overall,
there is a 5:1 ratio of positive to negative comments.

When respondents were read a series of eight attributes that may or may not
describe people and businesses in this profession, two of the eight attributes
changed from 1995: People in the industry are professional and competent
(86% agree; down from 91% in 1995; 85% in 1990) and Makes me feel that i
did the best I could have done (91% agree; up from 85% in 1995; 83% in
1990). [Figure 1]

While respondents indicate overall approval of advertising for funeral industry
products and services, 13% now say it is not appropriate to advertise (up from
8% in 1995 and 6% in 1990). [Figure 41 According to respondents, funeral
homes remain the most accepted area for industry advertisement (79%
approval), with monument suppliers (77%), cemeteries (72%), casket makers
(62%), crematories (62%), and urn manufacturers (58%) following,
respectively. Approval ratings for these individual product/service areas were,
down slightly from the 1995 study.

Efforts to increase consumer exposure to products and services via
independent stores and Internet websites are just beginning to impact the
public. Fourteen percent (14%) of respondents have personally visited a store
outside a funeral home where caskets are sold, and 1% have ever looked for
information on a funeral home or casket on the Internet. [Figure 51

O Funeral and Memorial Information Counsel: 1999 Update
September 1999
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Of those choosing cremation for themselves, most would want some type of
service-either a traditional (32%), private (26%), or memorial (25%)
ceremony. [Figure 221

Over half of respondents (59%) say they would dispose of the cremated body
by scattering cremated remains (a 20% increase over 1995-not asked in
1991). Preferences are for scattering over the water (30%), over land (20%),
or at.a location requested by the deceased (18%). [Figure 231 Requests from
the deceased represented the largest change toward disposing of cremated
remains. Locations requested by the deceased are up 16% over 1995.

More than half (57%) of respondents say they would like some sort of
"permanent" memorial to remember the cremated person. The most popular
choice was a living memorial such as a planted tree (38%), followed by a
monument (3 1%). The number of respondents indicating a living memorial as
a consideration has doubled to 38% (from 19% in 1995). [Figure 24]

Pro-Arrangement

Pre-arranging the details of one's own funeral is still preferred (84%) to
letting someone else make those final decisions (14%), but funeral planning
remains one of those things people put off doing something about. [Figure
25] Forty percent (40%) of respondents indicate they plan to pre-arrange
within the next five years. Only one-fourth (26%) of all respondents say they
have actually made any arrangements. [Figures 26 and 27]

Asked for the first time in 1999, more than half (56%) say they would prefer to
arrange a traditional service for themselves. Seventeen percent (17%) would
prefer a private service and 11% would prefer a memorial sevice. Only 9%
indicated they wanted no ceremony. [Figure 28]

o Funeral and Memorial Information Counsel: 1999 Update 5
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Monuments

The trend to contact a monument builder when purchasing a monument or

gravestone continues. [Figure 14) More than half (52%) of those arranging a
funeral prefer to deal with a monument design specialist because they feel the

specialist: offers more options/selection (26%); has more expertise (26%);
offers the opportunity to see what you are getting (25%). [Figure 15)

Cemeteries

The majority of those who have been involved with funeral arrangements in

the past believe the cemeteries offer plenty of options in ways to memorialize
and mark the gravesite of the person for whom arrangements are made (71%).

Only 13% feel there are too many restrictions or limitations, a 2% increase

over 1995. [Figure 16)

The number of respondents who own cemetery property has not changed

significantly in the past four years-approximately 50% of those interviewed

own cemetery property. However, the reasons why people are purchasing
cemetery plots are changing. While in 1995 to assure location (32%) was the

most frequently cited reason for cemetery property purchases, in 1999 so
others will not have to worry about it (55%) edged out the location issue by

three percent (52%). In the 1995 study, 28% of respondents indicated that the

cemetery plot(s) were inherited, and 22% said property was purchased
following family tradition. [Figure 17)

The most common reason given for not currently owning a cemetery plot

remains have never thought ofpurchasing/never thought about it (26%).
Other respondents plan to be cremated (18%), up from 16% in 1995, or simply
cannot afford cemetery property (9%). [Figure 18)

Cremation

Cremation continues to grow in popularity as a method of disposition. This

wave of tracking marks another increase in the number of respondents who

would select cremation for themselves (46%) or for a loved one (46%).

[Figure 19&201 Twenty-eight percent (28%) say they would dqfinitely prefer

cremation to earth burial, compared to 24% in 1995, and 20% in 1991.

Twenty-six percent (26%) say they have been involved in making cremation

arrangements (not asked in 1995 or 1991). The main reasons for choosing

cremation are that it saves money (24%) and saves land (19%). [Figure 21)
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FSEF Resources
) NFDA Caregivine Information
) FSEFs Consumer Education Series Brochures
) Grief Relief by Victor Parachin
) U.S. Death Statistics
) U.S. Cremation Statistics
) Funeral Price Information
) NFDA Consumer Tips on Prepaying Your Funeral
) Funeral Preplanning Can Offer Emotional and Financial Security
) Ensure Wise Decision-Making. Know The Facts
) NFDA Consumer Tips for Arranging a Funeral
) Consumer Preneed Bill of Rights
) Links to Consumer Information
) Links to Caregiving Resources
) State Funeral Director Associations
) Funeral Service Organizations

NFDA
800-228-6332 or 262-789-1880

nfda@nfda.org
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Links to Consumer Information

) American Association of Retired Persons
) Better Business Bureau

) Federal Trade Commission
) "Funerals: A Consumer Guide" by the FTC
) Funeral Ethics Association

Do you know of other Consumer Information websites? Please send us email.
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Consumer Education Series Brochures
The Funeral Service Educational Foundation (FSEF) Resources offers you a
wide variety of books, brochures, videos and audio tapes on topics ranging
from children and grief to business management, public health and technical
skills.

Our brochures are available in packets of 100. For pricing and for your free
copy of one or more brochures contact FSEF at 877-402-5900, by email or
fill in this online form. Your free brochure(s) and pricing information will
then be promptly sent to you.

* Choosing a Funeral Ceremony
* Grief: A Time to Heal
* Living When Your Spouse has Died
* Making Funeral Arrangements
* Parent Death

Home

NFDA
800-228-6332 or 262-789-1880

nfda@nfda.ore
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NFDA Caregiving Information

Here is some caregiving information that is useful to consumers and funeral
professionals alike.

* A Caring Response to an AIDS-Related Death
* Anatomical Gifts
* Children and Death
* Co-Worker Death
" Cremation
* Enmbalming
* Funeral Service and Hospice: Mutual Concern. Cooperation & Care
* Living With Dying
* Suicide
* When a Baby Has Died
" What Can We Do To Help?
* When the Holidays Hurt: 19 Ways to Ease the Pain
* Will I Ever Stop Hurting? A Parent's Grief

The Funeral Service Educational Foundation also offers caregiving
information in online and brochure format. Visit
http://www.nfda.or/fsef/brochures/index.htnl for more information.

TOP

Home

NFDA
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Links to Caregiving Resources

) AARP: Coping with Grief and Loss
) American Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Institute
) Association for Death Education and Counseline
) Center for Loss and Life Transition
) The Compassionate Friends
) Death & Dying
P Empowering Caregivers
) GrowthHouse
) GROWW
) Hospice Hands
) Hospice Foundation of America

) Invincible Summer
-The NAMES Proiect

) The National Center for Grievine Children and Families-The Douev
Center

) The National Hospice Organization
) National Kidney Foundation
) Make-A-Wish Foundation
) Parents of Murdered Children
) Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Information Home Site
) Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors
) Wines of Light

Do you know of other Caregiving websites? Please send us email.

Home
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Other preparations
(Cosmetology, hair, etc)
Visitation/Viewing
Funeral at Funeral Home
Transfer of remains to funeral home
Hearse (local)
Service car/van

$150.35
$314.42
$356.68
$158.66
$179.08

$87.42

Sub-total: $2,829.43

Merchandise:
Acknowledgement cards:
Casket:

Vault:

$14.47
$2,176.46

Sub-total: $5020.36
$757.80

Thp uhiwe n,4nva a not inc.Iutp .,ntterv 'hsarvwe. 01rh u 0me. aWUW
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Consumer
Resources

Funeral Price Information
From the NFDA 1999 General Price List Survey

NFDA's 1999 General Price List Survey results are based on figures from
members General Price Lists as of January 1999. Data was collected from
829 questionnaire responses out of a total random sample of 2,600 NFDA
members, an outstanding response rate of 32%. The survey is divided into
two sections, services and merchandise. This is the National Average, for
cost of services and merchandise, please contact your local funeral director
for prices in your area.

The schedule of standard services and merchandise, which together may be
considered the average cost of an adult funeral, are summarized below.

Most Commonly Selected Services: Ave. Cost:

Professional service charges $1,182.31

Embalmina $400.51
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opening/closing grave, crypts/mausoleum, monument or marker. These
items are usually not purchased through the funeral home. Some
funeral homes offer vaults, others do not, but we have included the cost
of a vault for reference.

Cost of Services and Merchandise
Provided by Funeral Directors

The Funeral or An Alternate to It

The following, according to the 1999 General Price List Survey, are the
national ranges for services and merchandise following the FTC required
itemization as of January 1999.

Services:

Professional service charges
Embalming
Other preparations
(Cosmetology, hair, etc)
Visitation/Viewing
Funeral at Funeral Home
Memorial Service
Graveside Service
Transfer of remains to funeral home
Hearse (local)
Limousine (local)
Service car/van
Forwarding remains to another funeral home
Receiving remains from another funeral home
Direct Cremation (container provided by FH)
Immediate Burial (container provided by FH)

Merchandise:
Acknowledgement cards:
Caskets:
Selected Woods
Selected Metals
Vaults

$963.15 to $1,289.95
$319.13 to $465.60

$109.22 to
$175.28 to
$277.52 to
$311.00 to
$241.22 to
$117.00 to
$135.71 to
$69.17 to
$65.56 to
$1,074.13 to
$917.46 to
$1,146.08 to
$1,173.16 to

$178.32
$374.22
$382.30
$405.79
$436.07
$175.48
$196.30
$172.54
$133.99
$1,339.27
$1,137.02
$1,541.94
$1,981.84

$ 14.47 to $ 93.19

$1,588.08 to
$880.03 to
$504.96 to

$3,277.52
$6,227.69
$2.180.60

Back to Consumer Resources

httpJ/www.nfda.org/resources/99gpl.htmi

65-219 00-7

3/23/00
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Ensure Wise Decision-Making, Know The Facts

(NAPS)-There are many professionals who are called upon to help a family
during difficult times. The obvious are a doctor and lawyer. Another
important professional in the community is the funeral director. He or she
will be able to offer help and guidance during one of life's most difficult
times.

The funeral director can be called anytime, day or night, including holidays.
If a death occurs away from home, your funeral director should be called to
arrange the necessary preparation and transportation details.

Selecting A Funeral Home
This decision should be made the same way you would as when selecting any
professional to handle something important for you. Choose a funeral home
that has a good reputation in the community and one that is a member of the
National Funeral Directors Association (NFDA). If you are unfamiliar with
the funeral homes in your area, ask a relative, friend, hospice or clergy person
or doctor for a recommendation, or call NFDA at 800-228-6332 for a listing
of member funeral directors in your community.

Consider meeting with a few different funeral directors in advance to
determune with whom you are comfortable and the range of services offered
at a cost that meets your needs.

The funeral director can help a family create a ceremony that celebrates a life
lived, which can be an important part of the healing process. He or she will
also be able to coordinate the services of many community resources who
also may provide additional support.

How Much Does A Funeral Cost?
Funeral costs will vary depending on the services and merchandise selections
made. Under the Federal Trade Commission regulation, funeral directors will
provide a general price list of itemized costs of all options offered by their
funeral home at the time arrangements are first discussed or over the
telephone if a consumer inquires about the costs.

"Consumers have control of how much they spend, and your funeral director
will work to meet your personal wishes to stay within your financial means,"
says Robert Harden, NFDA Executive Director.
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NFDA Consumer Tips on Prepaying Your Funeral

1. Choose a licensed funeral director who has a good reputation in the
community.

2. Make sure your funds are secured. Ask your funeral director how the
funds are invested and check over time to ensure the funds are keeping
pace with inflation.

3. Make sure your plan is flexible that you may be able to alter plans if
you wish and/or may be transferred to a funeral director in another state
in case you move.

4. Consider carefully before accepting an irrevocable agreement (a
contract that cannot be canceled.) Irrevocable agreements are fine when
eligibility for Supplemental Security Income (SSI), Medicaid or other
public benefits are being determined but may limit your flexibility.

5. Have a family member sit in during arrangements to help plan.

6. Like any contract, before signing, reread it carefully and make sure you
understand all the provisions. Ask questions.

7. Keep a copy of your plan in a safe place. Inform a close family member
or friend that you have made arrangements and where the documents
are kept.

8. Make sure everything you talk about is put in writing. Get copies for
you and your family.

Note: See Consumer Preneed Bill of Rights.

Top

Home

Copyright 0 2000 National Funeral Directors Association (NFDA)
Please read our Copyright Disclaimer,

Developed and hosted by ProAcess. Inc.
Questions and comments about this site to webmaster@proaccess.net
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National Funeral Directors Association
Consumer Preneed Bill of Rights

Prior to purchasing any funeral goods or services or
signing a preneedfuneral contract, we urge you to ask
us any and all questions you may have regarding your
preneed purchases.

To ensure that you, as our client family, have a full understanding of the
preneed funeral transaction, we guarantee the following rights and
protections:

We will:

1. Provide you with detailed price lists of services and merchandise
before you select services and merchandise.

2. Provide to you, at the conclusion of the funeral arrangement
conference, a written statement listing all of the services and
merchandise you have purchased and the price.

3. Give you a written preneed funeral contract explaining, in plain
language, your rights and obligations.

4. Guarantee in the written preneed contract that if any of the
merchandise or services you have selected are not available at the
time of need, merchandise or services of equal or greater value will
be substituted by us at no extra cost to you.

5. Explain in the written preneed contract the geographical boundaries
of our service area and under what circumstances you can transfer
the preneed contract to another funeral home if you were to relocate
or if the death were to occur outside of our service area.

6. State in the written preneed contract where and how much of the
funds you pay to us will be deposited until the funeral is provided.

7. Exvlain in the written oreneed contract who will be responsible for

3/23100
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paying taxes on any income or interest generated by the preneed
funds that are invested.

8. Inform you in the written contract whether and to what extent we are
guaranteeing prices of the merchandise and services you are
purchasing. If the prices are not guaranteed, we will explain to you
in the written preneed contract who will be responsible for paying
any additional amounts that may be due at the time of the funeral.

9. Explain in the written preneed contract who will receive any excess
funds that may result if the income or interest generated by the
invested preneed funds exceed future price increases in the funeral
merchandise and services you have selected.

10. Explain in the written preneed contract whether and under what
circumstances you may cancel your preneed contract and how much
of the funds you paid to us will be refunded to you.

Back to Consumer Resources

ToP

Copyright 0 2000 National Funeral Directors Association (NFDA)
Please read our Copvright Disclaimer.

Developed and hosted by ProAccess, Inc.
Questions and comments about this site to webmaster~proaccess.net

http://www.nfda.org/resources/rights.htn- /2/03/23/00



Funeral Service Educational Foundation (FSEF) Resources

(FUNAL SERVICE

EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION

The Funeral Service Educational Foundation Resources offers you a wide
variety of books, videos and audio tapes on topics ranging from children and
grief to business management, to public health and technical.

We offer funeral directors, and the communities they serve, educational,
training and technical materials. We also offer grief-related and funeral
planning consumer brochures that funeral directors can offer to their families.

Don't forget to check out the latest specials from FSEF Resources!

Attention funeral directors: Wouldn't it be nice if at the time of death all
family members came to your firm knowing the wishes of their deceased
loved ones and how the funeral expenses would be paid? Click here to see
how you can assist them!

For a complimentary copy of our Catalog by mail, please call 877-402-5900
or send e-mail. A catalog will be sent to you in five working days.

Each order will include sales tax (for the states listed below) and shipping.
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Sales Tax
Illinois 6.25%
Indiana 5.0%
Michigan 6.0%
Minnesota 6.5%
North Carolina 6.0%
Ohio 6.0%
Wisconsin 5.0%

I, li

Al prices and shipping rates are subject to change without notice.

NFDA
800-228-6332 or 262-789-1880

hitp://ww%w.nfda.org/fsef/index.htmi

Shipping
Order Amount Charge
Under $50 $5
$50.01 - $100 $8
$101-$150 $10
$151-$200 $12
$201-$250 $15
$251-$300 $20
Over $300 Call for Quotation

Page 1 of 2
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What is NFDA?
I What is NFDA's mission?
) Who are NFDA's members?
I What are some basic funeral service facts?
I What are some of the trends in funeral service?
I How does NFDA help its members serve consumers better?
I How can I find out more information on funeral service and NFDA?

IWhat is NFDA?

The National Funeral Directors Association (NFDA), founded in 1882, is the
largest funeral service organization in the world. It is governed by a nine
member Executive Board, a Policy Board made up of representatives from
every state, and a House of Delegates. The number of delegates is based on
the number of members in a state. NFDA's headquarters, staffed by
approximately 40 employees, is in Brookfield, Wisconsin. In 1997, NFDA
added a government relations office in Washington, DC to handle legislative
and regulatory issues for its members.

I What Is NFDA's mission?

The mission of NFDA is to enhance the funeral service profession and
promote quality service to the consumer. NFDA is dedicated to fulfilling its
mission by:

* Promoting national leadership and a national identity for the
profession;

* Developing effective partnerships with State Associations; and
* Providing direct service to Practitioners.

I Who are NFDA's members?

The following points describe typical members of NFDA:

* Over 75% of NFDA members provide service to families in small
towns or cities with populations of fewer than 50,000. Most, in fact,
operate in rural towns with populations of fewer than 10,000.

Page 1 of 4

3/23/00
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* Ninety-three percent of NFDA members are small business
owners/operators with an average of four full-time employees. The
average member funeral home conducts about 160 services per year.

* Approximately 85% of NFDA member funeral homes are family
owned and operated and average 57 years in business.

P What are some basic funeral service facts?

The following points demonstrate current funeral service facts:

* There are more than 22,100 funeral homes in the United States
employing approximately 35,000 licensed funeral directors/embalmers
and 89,000 additional funeral service and crematory personnel.

* There were 2,338,070 deaths in the United States during the 12-month
period ending December, 1998, or 8.65 deaths per thousand
population. (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, 1998)

* Of more than 2.3 million deaths nationwide in 1998, nearly 76%
resulted in earth burial or entombment and approximately 24% resulted
in cremation.

* The average cost of a funeral from NFDA's 1999 General Price List
survey is $5,020.36 for an adult funeral.

P What are some of the trends in funeral service?

The following points highlight several of the current trends in funeral service,
particularly those which impact the consumer-

* An increase in funeral home "aftercare" services, including support
groups, remembrance services, community referrals and libraries.

* An increase in preplanning and prepayment of funerals.

* Increased government regulation, particularly in areas of occupational
safety and health, often requiring the hiring of additional personnel in
order to comply with the new regulations.

* More personalized service to accomodate the differing ideas of what is
a traditional funeral and desires for various methods of disposition.
Recent immigration trends mean funeral directors now serve people
with differing funeral customs from all parts of the globe.

* An increase in the number of women and minorities entering the
funeral service profession. For example, approximately one-third of
current mortuary science enrollees are women.

http://www.nfda.orgtabout/index.htnil3//0 3/23/00
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* In many states, an increase in the educational requirements both to
enter the profession and to retain a license.

How does NFDA help its members serve consumers better?

In order to help funeral directors provide better service to families, NFDA
does the following:

* Provides a voice in Washington, D.C., and prepares materials on
compliance with various federal government laws and regulations.

* Produces and distributes educational materials and books, brochures
and audiovisuals on dying, death, funeral customs and bereavement for
funeral directors, educators and consumers through its Marketplace.

* Presents continuing education seminars at conferences and during its
annual convention on topics related to public health, social science,
business management, regulatory issues and funeral service ethics.

* Publishes a monthly magazine featuring educational articles.

* Conducts or funds research in areas of health, safety, the environment
and consumer attitudes.

* Provides funding for funeral service education scholarships and
research.

* Maintains affiliations with allied organizations in such fields as
sociology, psychology, healthcare and theology.

) How can I find out more information on funeral service and NFDA?

For more information on funeral service or the National Funeral Directors
Association, you can email us or contact us at:

National Funeral Directors National Funeral Directors
Association Association
13625 Bishop's Drive Washington DC Office
Brookfield, WI 53005 400 C Street, NE

Washington, DC 20002
Toll-free: 800-228-6332
Phone: 262-789-1880 Phone: 202-547-0441
Fax: 262-789-6977 Fax: 202-547-0726
E-mail: nfda@nfda.org E-mail: ifitch@nfda.org

http://www.nfda.orgtaboutindexhtm]J3230 3/23/00
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NATIONAL FUNERALN DIREIORS ASSOCIATION

Highlights of Written Testimony Submitted to the U.S. Senate Special
Committee on Aging by the National Funeral Directors Association

April 11, 2000

* The National Funeral Directors Association (NFDA) is the world's oldest and largest
funeral service association representing nearly 14,000 funeral directors across the
United States. The association provides its members with extensive education,
government relations and communication programs and services.

* During the past 16 years that the federal Funeral Rule has been in effect, NFDA has
recognized the rule provides benefits to consumers and funeral directors alike. The
rule regulates the funeral service transaction and requires extensive price list
disclosure to consumers prior to making funeral arrangements.

* NFDA has urged Congress and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to strengthen
the Funeral Rule to protect all consumers regardless of where they purchase funeral
goods or services. Presently, the rule does not apply to cemeteries, retail casket
stores. the Internet or other providers of funeral goods and services.

* The Funeral Rule should be strengthened because of the significant changes in funeral
service and consumer attitudes during the past 25 years. Consumers who shop at
cemeteries, retail casket stores, on the Internet and with other third-party providers
are not presently protected by the rule because these funeral service providers did not
exist when the rule was first drafted.

* The NFDA has worked with the FTC on Funeral Rule compliance issues. Partly
because of these efforts. some 90 percent of funeral homes visited by the FTC have
been found to be in compliance with the Funeral Rule.

* In addition to the FTC, funeral home operations are also regulated by OSHA. EPA,
Health and Human Services, Veterans Administration. ADA. Department of Labor
and the IRS.

* The General Accounting Office (GAO) concludes that the level of consumer
complaints regarding the funeral service profession is low.

(over)

13625 Bishops D. A Brookfild. Wisconsin 53005-6607
262-789-1880 A 800-228-6332 A Fa 262-789-6977 A E-mail: nfda@nfda.org A http://wnfda.org
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* The Wirthlin Group consumer survey reports a 5:1 ratio of positive to negative
consumer comments about funeral service. A 3:1 ratio is considered to be a healthy
ratio for a typical industry.

* The three primary reasons a consumer selects a funeral home are the family's
previous experience with the home, the location of the home, and the funeral home's
reputation in the community, according to the Wirthlin Group survey of 1.000
consumers.

* The Funeral Service Consumer Assistance Program (FSCAP) is a FTC - recognized
consumer assistance program that has helped to resolve consumer complaints about
funeral service for the past two decades. FSCAP receives about 1,000 calls a year ofwhich 23 percent are complaints and 77 percent are requests for consumer
information. The program is administered by the Funeral Service Educational
Foundation (FSEF).

* NFDA operates a wide range of employee training, consumer education. consumer
service and community participation programs for funeral homes and funeral
directors.

* NFDA serves as a resource in compiling state funeral regulations and facilitating theexchange of information among state associations of funeral directors. NFDA
believes its partnership with state associations has resulted in a high level of
compliance with federal, state, and local laws and regulations.
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NATIONAL FUNERAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
13625 Bishops Drive

Brokfeld.W1 53005-6607
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Contact: Kelly Smith For Immediate Release
Andy Smith September 29, 1999
1-800-228-6332 99-31

FUNERAL COSTS NO LONGER ONE OF THE LARGER
EXPENSES IN A LIFETIME

Increases in Funeral Goods and Services Lower Than Other Consumer Costs

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Contrary to popular perceptions over the years, the cost

of remodeling a home, buying a car, throwing a wedding, educating your

children, even some vacations and hobbies is much higher than the average

cost of a funeral, according to the National Funeral Directors Association

(NFDA).

The NFDA, which represents more than 14,000 funeral directors across the

country, recently completed a survey of its members and found that the average

cost of a funeral today is around $5,000, not including burial costs. This is up

only about five percent in the last two years, and according to the Consumer

Price Index, is below the average increase for other goods and services during

the same period.

"We are pleased that through this survey we can demonstrate that funeral prices

are not only in line with, but are often lower than other goods and services

needed by consumers," said Robert Harden, Executive Director of the NFDA.

- more -
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The survey also found that price increases are mostly in the service end of the
business, rather than in the purchase of caskets, vaults and other merchandise.
Harden said that more funeral directors are moving away from an emphasis on
selling products and placing more emphasis on service, reflecting a trend toward
more personalization in the rituals that memorialize a death.

"Families today are more interested in how a funeral director can help them
create a personal and meaningful service than what kind of casket they
purchase," said Harden.

The average professional service fee is about $2,800, around $60 per hour, for the
time it takes to meet with and arrange all aspects of a funeral for a family. This
can include removing and preparing the body, meeting with the family, planning
the service, preparing for and staffing the funeral service, bringing the family to the
service, transporting the remains to the chosen destination, completing all
necessary paperwork, and being available around the clock as needed. This
average hourly fee is on par with other skilled professionals, and is significantly
lower than what lawyers or therapists charge for providing professional services.

The estimated average cost of a funeral was established by totaling the cost of a
typically chosen casket, the professional service fee, plus nine additional service
items such as embalming, visitation and the use of a hearse. The estimated cost
does not include costs related to burial such as grave space or a headstone
because these items are usually not purchased through the funeral home. The
averages are taken from the reports of more than 800 funeral directors
nationwide.

- more -
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The National Funeral Directors Association, headquartered in Brookfield,

Wisconsin, a western suburb of Milwaukee, is the world's oldest and largest

funeral service organization. The association is the national voice for more than

14,000 licensed funeral directors and provides extensive government relations,

education and communication programs on behalf of the nation's funeral

profession.
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Facts About Funeral Service Prices

The average cost of a funeral, not including burial costs, is approximately
$5,000, according to a 1999 NFDA survey of more than 800 funeral directors
nationwide. This cost is based on the average prices of nine service items
and a casket model selected by 50 percent or more of consumers. The
NFDA does not survey cemetery costs because most of its members do not
own cemeteries.

The average cost of a funeral is much less expensive than many other
significant life expenses such as weddings, cars, education, rent and
mortgages.

Funeral homes average profit dipped below nine percent in 1999, according
to the Federated Funeral directors of America, a funeral service accounting
firm in Springfield, Illinois, representing approximately 1,500 funeral homes.

The average professional service fee charged by a funeral director is about
$2,800, or approximately $60 an hour, for 45 hours, on average, of funeral
service preparation. This includes removing and preparing the body; meeting
with the family; planning the service; preparing.for.and staffing the funeral
service; brining the family to the service; transporting the remains to the
chosen destination; completing all the necessary paperwork; and being
available around the clock as needed. The average hourly fee is on par with
other skilled professionals, and is significantly lower than what lawyers or
therapists charge for providing professional services.

Because of the trend toward personalization in funeral rituals, many funeral
directors help reduce consumer costs by packaging products and services to
meet the particular preferences of families.

Funeral homes are businesses that service the public in local communities
and provide direct economic benefits to the community through staff salaries,
purchases and taxes.

For more information contact:
Mr. Kelly Smith, NFDA Public Relations manager, 800-228-6332

13625 Bishops Dr. A Brookfield. Wisconsin 53005-6607
262-789-1880 A 800-228-6332 A Fax 262-789-6977 A E-rnail: nfda@nfda.org A htrp://wwFnida.arg
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Funeral Price Information
From the NFDA 1999 General Price List Survey

NFDA's 1999 General Price List Survey results are based on figures from members
General Price Lists as of January 1999. Data was collected from 829 questionnaire
responses out of a total random sample of 2,600 NFDA members, an outstanding
response rate of 32%. The-survey is divided into two sections, services and
merchandise. This is the National Average, for cost of services and merchandise,
please contact your local funeral director for prices in your area.

The schedule of standard services and merchandise, which together may be
considered the average cost of an adult funeral, are summarized below.

Most Commonly Selected Services: Ave. Cost:

Professional service charges $1,182.31
Embalming $ 400.51
Other preparations
(Cosmetology, hair, etc) $ 150,35
Visitation/Viewing $ 314.42
Funeral at Funeral Home $ 356.68
Transfer of remains to funeral home $ 158.66
Hearse (local) $ 179.08
Service car/van $ 87.42

Sub-total: $2,829.43

Merchandise:

Acknowledgement cards: $ 14.47

Casket: $2.176.46

Sub-total: $5020.36

Vault: $ 757.80

Total: $5778.16

The above prices do not include cemetery charges, such as grave space,
opening/closing grave, crypts/mausoleum, monument or marker. These items are
usually not purchased through the funeral home. Some funeral homes offer
vaults, others do not, but we have included the cost of a vault for reference.

National Funeral Directors Association
13625 Bishop's Drive

Brookfield, W 53005-6607
800-228-6332



Cost of Services and Merchandise
Provided by Funeral Directors

The Funeral or An Alternate to It

The following, according to the 1999 General Price List Survey, are the national
ranges for services and merchandise following the FTC required itemization as of
January 1999.

Services:

Professional service charges $963.15 to $1,289.95
Embalming $319.13 to $465.60
Other preparations
(Cosmetology, hair, etc) $109.22 to $178.32
VisitationNiewing $175.28 to $374.22
Funeral at Funeral Home $277.52 to $382.30
Memorial Service $311.00 to $405.79
Graveside Service $241.22 to $436.07
Transfer of remains to funeral home $117.00 to $175.48
Hearse (local) $135.71 to $196.30
Limousine (local) $69.17 to $172.54
Service car/van $65.56 to $133.99
Forwarding remains to another funeral home $1,074.13 to $1,339.27
Receiving remains from another funeral home $917.46 to $1,137.02

Direct Cremation (container provided by FH) $1,146.08 to $1,541.94
Immediate Burial (container provided by FH) $1,173.16 to $1,981.84

Merchandise:

Acknowledgement cards: $ 14.47 to $ 93.19

Caskets:

Selected Woods $1,588.08 to $3,277.52

Selected Metals $880.03 to $6,227.69

Vaults $504.96 to 2,180.60

National Funeral Directors Association
13625 Bishop's Drive

Brookfield, WI 53005-6607
800-228-6332

Doc: GPL Report
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Funeral Price Information
from the NFDA 1997 General Price List Survey

NFDA's 1997 General Price List Survey results are based on figures from members General
Price Lists as of January, 1997. Data collected from 564 questionnaire responses out of a
total random sample of 1,500 NFDA members, an outstanding response rate of 38%.

The schedule of standard items, which together may be considered the average cost of an
adult funeral, are summarized below. Standard items are identified by survey respondents
as those items selected by consumers more than half of the time.

Most Commonly Selected Items Avg. Cost

1. Non-declinable professional service charges $1078.98
2. Embalming $ 369.51
3. Other preparation (cosmetology, hair, etc.) $ 132.92
4. Visitation/viewing $ 304.84
5. Funeral at funeral home $ 325.73
6. Transfer of remains to funeral home $ 134.17
7. Hearse (local) $ 161.24
8. Service CarNan $ 80.76
9. Acknowledgement cards

Total: $2606.89

This year we asked our respondents to identify which caskets and vaults were most.
commonly selected by consumers more than half of the time.

10. Casket, 18 gauge steel, sealer, velvet interior $21.'L5Z

Total with Casket $4782.46

11. Vault, asphalt coated concrete, sealer

Total with Casket & Vault $5543.25

The above prices do not include cemetery charges, such as grave space, opening/closing
grave, crypts/mausoleum, monument or marker. These items are usually not purchased
through the funeral home. Some funeral homes offer vaults, others do not, but we have
included the cost of a vault for reference.

NF noL FuNRB4 DIRCTOS ASSOCAElON

13625 Bishop's Dr
Brokfild. Wlsonsin 53005-6607

doc:h :\wpdocs\stats\97gp.wpd
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COMPARISON OF FUNERAL COSTS
1957-1998

YEAR COST, ADULT SERVICE

1957 $ 646
1958 661
1959 697
1960 708
1961 NO SURVEY
1962 NO SURVEY
1963 763
1964 757
1965 790
1966 NO SURVEY
1967 850
1968 879
1969 926
1970 NO SURVEY
1971 983
1972 1097
1973 1116
1974 1207
1975 1285
1976 NO SURVEY
1977 1412
1978 1522
1979 1653
1980 1809
1981 1949
1982 2138.
1983 2247
1984 2457
1985 2737
1986-1988 NO SURVEY
1989 3392
1990 NO SURVEY
1991 3742
1992 4207
1993 4077
1994 4456
1995 4624
1996 4782
1998 5020

The above figures include professional service charges, transfer of remains to funeral home,
embalming, other preparation, use of viewing facilities and facilities for ceremony,
transportation and casket. They do not include vault, cemetery, monument or marker or
miscellaneous items such as flowers, burial clothing or newspaper notices.

National Funeral Directors Association
13625 Bishop's Drive
Brookfield, WI 53005

800-228-6332

Doc: fs57-99
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Facts About the National Funeral Directors Association

The National Funeral Directors Association (NFDA) was founded in 1882. It is the
world's oldest and largest organization representing funeral service.

+ NFDA provides a national voice for the funeral service profession regarding key
industry issues and provides extensive government relations, education and
communications programs on behalf of the nation's funeral profession.

4+ NFDA represents nearly 14,000 funeral directors. Members include individuals
affiliated with privately-owned funeral homes and individuals affiliated with publicly-
held corporations.

In addition to licensed funeral directors, NFDA's membership also includes
apprentice funeral directors, retired funeral directors, and students studying mortuary
science.

+ NFDA is governed by a nine-member Executive Board, a Policy Board comprised of
one representative from every state (akin to the U.S. Senate), and a House of
Delegates with proportional representation (akin to the U.S. House). The
association employs 42 full-time staff members.

* States typically have their own local funeral association (i.e. Wisconsin Funeral
Directors Association) that works on state-specific issues regarding the funeral
profession. NFDA works closely with state-level funeral associations on national
issues that affect the funeral profession.

+ NFDA's Convention & International Exposition is the largest annual event of its kind
in the world. In addition, the association sponsors an annual Legislative Conference
in Washington, D.C., an annual Leadership Conference in various cities across the
country, and numerous professional training and educational seminars.

NFDA contact information:
13625 Bishop's Drive, Brookfield, WI 53005, west suburban Milwaukee
Phone: 800-228-6332 Fax: 262-789-6977 Web site: www.nfda.org
Kelly Smith, Public Relations Manager, 262-814-1549
(NFDA's) Headquarters)
John Fitch, Director of Government Relations, 202-547-0441
(NFDA's Washington, D.C. office)

[/judysifacts about the national funeral directos association

13625 Bishops Dr.A Brookfid. Wisconsin 53005-6607
262-789-1880 A 800-228-6332 A Fax 262-789-6977 A E-rail: nfda@nfda.org A http://ww nlda.orv
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Facts About Death Rates

* In 1997, there were 2,294,000 deaths in the United States, roughly 117,000 fewer
than in 1996, according the National Center for Health Statistics.

* The 1997 U.S. death rate was 8.6 per 1,000 people. This rate has remained fairly
constant since 1980, varying between 8.5 to 9.0 per 1,000 people.

* The U.S. death rate has decreased for people 15 to 24 years of age and 75 to 84
years of age.

* The U.S. death rate will increase in the new millennium as a result of the aging baby
boomer generation and a growing population overall. By 2020, the death rate is
expected to increase to 10.2 per 1,000 people and to 12.8 per 1,000 people by
2040.

* The average life expectancy in 1991 was 79 years for a woman and 72 years for a
man, according to U.S. Census Bureau statistics. In comparison, the average life
expectancy in 1958 was 68 years for men and women.

* In approximately 80 percent of deaths, caskets are used in conjunction with some
form of a ritual or ceremony, according to the Casket & Funeral Supply Association.

* Despite the wide use of caskets, the use of cremation services is on the rise,
according to the Cremation Association of North America (CANA). In 1996,
cremation was chosen in approximately 21 percent of deaths compared to 1997
when it was selected in 24 percent of deaths.

* Families are getting more involved in planning and customizing a funeral than in the
past, with personalization and individual choices creating a more meaningful
connection for survivors.

For more information contact:
Mr. Kelly Smith, NFDA Public Relations Manager, 800-228-6332

13625 Bishops Dr. A Brookfield. Wisconsin 53005-6607
262-789-1880 A 800-228-6332 A Fax 262-789-6977 A E-mail: nfda@nfda.org A http://wnnf.da.org
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Facts About the Funeral Service Profession

* Being a funeral director is about caring for families. There are nearly 22,000
funeral homes in the United States, serving families in every geographic area
of the country.

* According to the 1992 U.S. Census of Service Industries, more than 15,000
funeral homes have payrolls beyond the owners. These funeral homes.
employ roughly 124,000 individuals, creating a significant economic impact.

* Eighty-seven percent, or 19,000 of these funeral homes, are owned by
individuals, families, or closely-held private corporations, and average 54
years in the funeral profession.

* Thirteen percent, or 3,000 of these funeral homes, are owned by one of five
publicly-traded stock corporations.

* The average funeral home handles 159 calls per year. Some smaller funeral
homes handle fewer than fifty calls per year and are often run by a husband
and wife team. Some larger funeral homes handle thousands of calls per
year.

* Based on NFDA membership, the average funeral home has three full-time
and three part-time employees.

For more information contact:
Mr. Kelly Smith, NFDA Public Relations Manager, 800-228-6332

13625 Bishops Dr A Brookfid. Wiconsin 53005-6607
262-789-1880 A 800-228-6332 A Fax 262-789-6977 A E-ail: nfdanfd.orgA h
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'"eeral Trade Commission Funeral Rule Review
NFDA Key Positions

* Strengthen the Funeral Rule to be more inclusive and cover all sellers of funeral
goods or services, as presently defined by law, to effectively protect all consumers.

* Modify General Price List distribution requirements in order to recognize the
sensitivity of serving survivors who are experiencing the death of a family member.

* Oppose any restrictions on the rights of funeral directors to offer discounts and
package incentives, which can help consumers in their time of need.

* Oppose any modification or elimination of basic professional service fees. Funeral
directors provide a considerable and essential amount of personal service to families,
from planning the service to handling all kinds of details with hospitals, hospices and
local authorities to preparing the body. They also provide a place to hold visitation or
a service and have vehicles to transport the body.

* Eliminate the graveside funeral from the definition of immediate burial. Consumers
who opt for immediate burial should not be compelled to purchase a graveside
funeral service if they do not want one.

* Obtain guidance from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) on funeral nomes'
handling of third party merchandise such as caskets sold in retail casket stores to
ensure fair practices for all consumers.

* Obtain acknowledgment in the Funeral Rule that funeral directors may require the
purchase of certain goods and services that are a "practical necessity."

* Modify the wording of the basic professional service fee disclosure to ensure
consumers understand the nature of the services that funeral directors provide.

* Modify the cash advance provisions to exclude rebates and volume discounts as
mark ups on cash-advance items.

For more information contact:
Mr. Kelly Smith, NFDA Public Relations Manager, 800-228-6332

13625 Bishops Dr. A Brookfield. Wionsin 53005-6607
262-789-1880 A 800-228-6332 A Fax 262-789-6977 A E-mail: nfda@nfda.org A brep://wwn nfd..rg
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NFDA Key Positions on the General Accounting
Office Funeral-Related Industries Report

* On October 21, 1999, Senator Charles Grassley, R-lowa, chairman of the
Senate Special Committee on Aging, announced the release of a General
Accounting Office (GAO) report on funeral-related industries.

* NFDA looks forward to working with Congress, consumer groups and
regulatory agencies in discussions and decisions regarding the General
Accounting Office report in efforts to provide maximum protection to
funeral service consumers and fair treatment to funeral directors.

* The GAO report cites Federal Trade Commission (FTC) data indicating
that 85 to 90 percent of funeral homes in the United States comply with
the FTC's Funeral Rule, the primary federal trade rule that regulates price
and product disclosures of funeral goods and services offered consumers
by funeral homes.

* The GAO report cites data from the Better Business Bureau, other
consumers' organizations and state regulatory authorities, indicating that
funeral homes have a very low level of consumer complaints when
compared to other businesses or professions.

* A funeral is no longer one of a family's most costly expenditures. The
average cost of a funeral is between $5,000 and $5,700, not including
burial or cremation costs, which is less than the average cost of a
wedding, automobile, tuition for college education, and many home
remodeling projects.

* Any proposed federal regulations of the solicitation, sales and terms and
conditions of preplanning or prepaying funeral arrangements should
provide maximum protection to consumers and treat all funeral directors
and funeral homes fairly.

* NFDA urges strengthening of the Funeral Rule in order to insure that
consumers receive equal protection regardless of where they shop for
funeral goods or services.

13625 Bishops D. A Brookfied. Wisconsin 53005-6607
262-789-1880 A 800-228-6332 A Fax 262-789-6977 A E-rnail: nda@nfda.org A http://ww-.nfdaoorg
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Facts About Pre-Need Funeral Arrangements

* Pre-need is the consumer option to plan and pay for funeral arrangements in advance.

* Pre-need funeral arrangements can offer peace of mind to individuals who are concerned
about their family making logistical arrangements during a difficult time. Pre-need
arrangements can also lessen the financial burden on a family.

* Pre-need funeral arranger.ments can reduce funeral costs by paying today's prices for a
funeral that will take place in the future. Furthermore, pre-payment agreements are often
more available and economical than insurance programs, particularly for older Americans.

* Pre-planning or pre-paying for funeral services is a two step process: 1) planning the
funeral arrangements with a funeral director and 2) paying the funeral home for the pre-
planned funeral, usually through a trust agreement or insurance policy.

* Approximately 1/3 of the nearly two million funerals in the United States annually are pre-
planned and pre-paid. An estimated 60 percent of these pre-planning agreements are paid
for through trusts. The remaining 40 percent are paid for through insurance plans.

* Federal regulations for pre-need funeral arrangements require that prices for services and
products are disclosed to the consumer before selecting a particular pre-paid funeral
contract. The pre-paid funeral agreement usually spells out the services and merchandise
the funeral home will provide when the death occurs. This includes staffs professional
services, removal of the body, transportation services, embalming, visitation, funeral and
committal services and a casket, vault and um.

* Consumers are typically given the option of having the price of the funeral goods and
services "guaranteed," meaning the consumer will not pay any additional costs to cover
future increases in funeral prices.

* Pre-paid funeral agreements may also include "cash advance" items (i.e., flowers, clergy,
honorarium, newspaper obituary and/or death certificate costs) that the funeral home pays to
third parties. Since the funeral home has no control over price increases on these items,
pre-paid funeral agreements rarely guarantee the price of cash advance items.

* In addition to funeral homes, many cemeteries and retail casket stores offer pre-need
agreements. However, unlike funeral homes, these providers are often unlicensed and
unregulated. This can result in higher prices and consumer protection issues with contract
agreements.

For more information contact:
Mr. Kelly Smith, NFDA Public.Relations Manager, 800-228-6332

13625 Bishops Dr. A Brookfield. Wiconsin 53005-6607
262-789-1880 A 800-228-6332 A Fax 262-789-6977A E-mail: nfda@nfda.orgA http://wmnfda.crg
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Code of Ethics
funeral directors, we herewith fully acknowledge our individual and collective obligations
the public, especially to those we serve, and our mutual responsibilities for the benefit of

the funeral service profession.

the public, we pledge vigilant support of public health laws; proper legal regulations for the
'I6kembers of our profession; devotion to high moral and service standards; conduct befitting

good citizens; and honesty in all offerings of funeral service and in all business transactions.

those we serve, we pledge confidential business and professional relationships; cooperation
'Pwidth the customs of all religions and creeds; observance of all respect due the deceased; high

standards of competence and dignity in the conduct of all service; and truthful representation
of all funeral service offerings.

our profession, we pledge support of high educational standards and licensing laws;
rcouragement of scientific research; adherence to sound business practices; adoption of

improved techniques; observance of legal standards of competition; and maintenance of
favorable personnel relations.

subscribe to the principles set forth in the Code of Ethics of the National Funeral
'JDsirectors Association and pledge our best efforts to make them effective.

National Funeral Directors Association

13625 Bishop's Drive

Brookfield, WI 53005-6607
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Consumer Preneed Bill of Rights
Prior to purchasing any funeral goods or services or signing a preneed funeral contract,

we urge you to ask us any and all questions you may have regarding your preneed purchases.

To ensure that you, as our client family, have a full understanding of the preneed funeral
transaction, we guarantee the following rights and protections.
We will:

Provide you with detailed price lists of services and merchandise before you select
services and merchandise.

Provide to you, at the conclusion of the funeral arrangement conference, a written
statement listing all of the services and merchandise you have purchased and the
pnce.

Give you a written preneed funeral contract explaining, in plain language, your
rights and obligations.

Guarantee in the written preneed contract that if any of the merchandise or services
you have selected are not available at the time of need, merchandise or services of
equal or greater value will be substituted by us at no extra cost to you.

Explain in the written preneed contract the geographical boundaries of our service
area and under what circumstances you can transfer the preneed contract to another
funeral home if you were to relocate or if the death were to occur outside of our
service area.

State in the written preneed contract where and how much of the funds you pay to us
will be deposited until the funeral is provided.

Explain in the written preneed contract who will be responsible for paying taxes on
any income or interest generated by the preneed funds that are invested.

Inform you in the written contract whether and to what extent we are guaranteeing
prices of the merchandise and services you are purchasing. If the prices are not guar-
anteed, we will explain to you in the written preneed contract who will be responsible
for paying any additional amounts that may be due at the time of the funeral.

Explain in the written preneed contract who will receive any excess funds that may
result if the income or interest generated by the invested preneed funds exceed future
price increases in the funeral merchandise and services you have selected.

Explain in the written preneed contract whether and under what circumstances you
may cancel your preneed contract and how much of the funds you paid to us will be
refunded to you.

PO Box 27641
Milwaukee, WI 53227-0641



The CHAMMAN. OK Well, thank you very much.
Mr. Elvig.

STATEMENT OF PAUL ELVIG, ON BEHALF OF THE INTER-
NATIONAL CEMETERY AND FUNERAL ASSOCIATION, RES-
TON, VA
Mr. ELVIG. Senator Grassley and Senator Breaux, we thank you

for this opportunity today. I am representing the International
Cemetery and Funeral Association. My name is Paul Elvig. And
the reason we thank you for this opportunity is that the testimony
that we did hear yesterday and the testimony that we are hearing
today dramatizes that people are able to have access to a system
of redressing their complaints and expressing their grievances. It
is healthy to have that environment.

My background, I have been in this business for 32 years both
as a provider and as a regulator. For 12 years, I served as the reg-
ulator of funeral homes and cemeteries in the State of Washington,
and I am the past president of the National Cemetery Regulators
Association. In that role and in the role as a provider, I have had
the unique opportunity to see both sides of the avenue, both sides
of the profession.

I am very concerned that this committee have the opportunity to
have recommended guidelines that have been prepared by a profes-
sion that we advocate to the States. We have supplied to the staff
of this committee recommended guidelines covering approximately
20 areas of interest to the consumer. We suggest these guidelines
be used as recommendations, but we do not suggest that they be
imposed as law in various States, but we do recommend them as
guidelines in the area of pre-need contracts, endowment care funds,
insurance-funded pre-arrangements, cemetery and funeral home
combinations, prepaid trust funds, alternatives to trusting, finan-
cial instruments, authorization of control for final disposition, the
cure period for violations, a glossary of terms. Oh, do we need a
glossary of terms because I have heard so many here in the last
several days now.

We have guidelines on solicitation, consumer guarantee fund,
conversion of prepaid contract trust funds to insurance, and criteria
for establishing new cemeteries, memorial sales and installations,
recordkeeping requirements, handling of human remains, in con-
junction with final disposition. These are guidelines that we have
prepared and we offer up as guidelines to any State wishing to con-
sider them.

Now, concerning the very issue of the States and their roles as
regulators, allow me to suggest that the States are the place where
the action should be. I have been the one in the International Cem-
etery and Funeral Association who conducted the survey of State
law that is back-up material in our written comments. Allow me
to say this: As we have gathered State law from around this coun-
try, one thing we discovered early on is that the law changes in the
various States so constantly that drawing a line in the sand saying
this is what State laws are all about is not possible. It is a constant
evolutionary process, and the reason is that the needs of the var-
ious States vary so broadly and the industry is changing so quickly
that the legislatures are responding constantly.
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Whether or not we are talking about burial in Alaska, where it
is not possible to do so for 6 months out of the year, or we are talk-
ing about cremation in Washington State, which runs 60 percent,
or we are talking about ground burial in Louisiana where there is
a water issue in many, many cases, or whether we are talking
about density of population in New York City, we find that the
ability of State legislatures to address these issues is critical. And,
therefore, we prepared guidelines for these legislatures to consider
based on the uniqueness of their particular situation.

This committee has heard reference made to portability, port-
ability of pre-arrangement contracts. Portability is an interesting
issue, and there are many definition matters there. Portability is
as complicated as the portability of airline tickets. I know because
I have tried to transfer tickets from one carrier to another. And
allow me to say it is not just simply transferring a pre-arrange-
ment account from funeral home A to funeral home Z in another
State.

That is why definitions are so important. When you talk about
pre-arrangement contracts, what are we talking about? Are we
talking about a pre-purchased burial site? Are we talking about
pre-purchased burial products-markers and vaults? Are we talk-
ing about pre-purchased funeral services and goods? Are we talking
about trust funds?

When we talk about portability, we are talking about an array
of products and services that many times are considered for trans-
port to another area 20 and 30 years after purchase, when even the
product itself goes through an evolution.

So as we look at portability, we would ask that the ICFA be in-
cluded in any discussion defining portability. It is critical to the
consumer, critical to the industry, that as we travel the portability
road, we do so with some very definite and well-understood provi-
sions.

Now, I heard yesterday attacks made on pre-arrangements, and,
frankly, I resented it. I am not a pre-arrangement seller. I have
never been door to door selling. But I want to tell you this: I buried
my father 3 years ago, and if it wasn't for the pre-arrangements
that my mother and I had for my Dad, even having been in this
business, numbed by his loss, without those pre-arrangements we
would have had little guidance in our own family life.

And I want to say this: As we talk about people who have been
hurt by the industry, by the unscrupulous, those hurts can be
avoided by pre-arrangements, pre-need arrangements, pre-paid ar-
rangements. Those things protect consumers.

When you make a pre-arrangement and you pre-pay for it and
you do so in sound mind and body, sound finance, you do so under
the best advantages you could hope to have as a consumer. I am
a strong advocate of pre-arrangement. I am a strong advocate of
the pre-arrangement that is pre-paid. And I believe, having been
a regulator, that the amount of abuse in the area of pre-arranged
contracts is so small that it is difficult to chart on charts like some
that we have just seen.

Pre-arrangement contracts assure the public, assure the con-
sumer, assure each person who is going to face the certainty of
death that they can control the events around it. The ability to con-



trol your death arrangements is so critical. I don't know if you have
had the privilege that I have had of talking to people who have
come to me and looked me in the eye, sick, filled with cancer, fear-
ful of what is going to happen in the beyond, but wanting to know
that they can pre-pay and pre-set aside funds to handle their ar-
rangements.

If there were restrictions in these areas, restrictions that dis-
allowed funeral homes and cemeteries to meet these requests, we
would be telling these consumers, Forget it.

So I am here to say that those who have attacked the pre-need
industry, those who have attacked the arrangement of pre-paid fu-
nerals and cemetery arrangements are misinformed, misdirected,
and, frankly, providing a mis-service to the public.

My father, when he went into the rest home, in order to qualify
for Medicare and Medicaid, needed to bring his personal assets
down to a level that wouldn't throw Mom out of her house in Bel-
lingham, WA. But instead we were able to be able to set aside his
pre-arrangements. We were able to fund them-with a competing
funeral home, by the way, to our firm in that community. And we
were thrilled that we could do it. And I would not want to deny
any person on this panel or in this room that opportunity to have
those kind of arrangements.

Now, Senator, finally, I would like to conclude on the subject of
complaints. We have to take strong exception to the GAO report
and to those who say that people are too embarrassed to complain.
We take strong exception to the notion that people won't complain.
We take strong exception to the statements that say in general
that people are just not going to complain about an irregularity in
their funeral or their cemetery arrangement.

Quite the contrary, I have answered the phone many a time in
my State, and I have listened to people complain not with apology,
but with anger, and those complaints have varied from the height
of the grass and the lawn of the cemetery to misspelling on mark-
ers, to the wrong color of casket, color selection in a casket, to even
what the minister had said at a funeral. People don't hesitate to
complamn.

ARP in 1988 put an article in their newsletter asking people,
their millions of members, to offer their complaints for the FTC
hearing. Fifty-five complaints were produced. We have seen toll-
free numbers. Attorney general's offices have folders on death and
dying in which they list agencies and remedies you can find.

This hearing produces the notion in the media that you can com-
plain. I reject, the industry rejects thoroughly, the notion that peo-
ple are fearful of complaining. It just isn't so.

What is so is that the amount of complaints filed over funeral
and cemetery deliveries is so small that it is difficult to measure
on pie charts like you just saw here, and that says something. That
says to me that the people who are providing funeral and cemetery
goods and services have to provide it in a community where refer-
ral is survival. And without referral, without Mr. Jacobson getting
a decent referral in his State, without referral, we are out of busi-
ness. And that is not an attractive proposal.

I would say this: Having been a regulator who personally ar-
ranged for the incarceration of two individuals who violated our
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trust laws, the prosecutors of these States, the regulatory agencies
of these States are in a position to enforce the law. They enforce
it. The mere fact that you had to take testimony yesterday from a
man behind bars says the system works.

Senators, we are proud of that system, and we are proud of what
you are doing here today. You are providing people a real public
service. Thank you now.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Elvig follows:]
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Chairman Grassley, Senator Breaux, and Members of the Committee:

The International Cemetery and Funeral Association (ICFA) appreciates this opportunity

to appear before the Committee to discuss allegations involving improper funeral, burial, and

preneed sales practices, and to answer any questions you may have. Your March 15' letter of

invitation specifically listed four areas of interest and our written testimony has been organized to

address each of these subjects as follows.

1. The Structure, Role and Mission of the ICFA

The ICFA is a nonprofit trade association founded in 1887 and currently has over 5,000

members located primarily in the United States, and in 28 foreign countries. The Association

represents for profit, nonprofit, religious and municipal cemeteries, funeral homes, crematories,

and retail monument dealers who promote consumer choices, prearrangement, and open

competition. The ICFA sponsors a variety of educational conferences, an annual convention and

trade show, and the ICFA University at the Memphis State for advanced management studies.

The Association operates the Cemetery Consumer Service Council, an industry-sponsored

consumer assistance organization established in 1979, to assist consumers with questions and to

informally mediate complaints against cemeteries. We also cooperate with the Funeral Service

Consumer Assistance Program, an industry-sponsored organization offering mediation services

without charge to funeral home consumers.



The ICFA believes that consumer education is the key to consumer protection. There

exists a wide variety of options and price ranges for consumers to consider in making final

arrangements, either for themselves or for others. This information is widely disseminated by

industry members, consumer groups, memorial societies and, increasingly, through the internet.

The types arrangements selected will vary according to each individual based on his or her

personal preferences, ethnic background, and religious beliefs. Obviously, these decisions should

not be made under the stress and bereavement of a death, or even of an imminent death, in the

absence of adequate thought and planning. The greatest challenge confronting the goal of

consumer protection is the necessity for consumers to explore their options before the need arises.

2. The Issues ICFA's Members Face in Complying with the Myriad of State Laws that

Apply to Each of Them

The ICFA believes that state level regulation of the industries is considerably more

effective and more efficient than similar federal regulation because cemetery and funeral home

consumer transactions are local in nature. While the specific regulation of cemeteries and funeral

homes has historically occurred at the state level, an increasing number of businesses must comply

with federal and state laws covering the same issue. For example, cemeteries and funeral homes

in Florida are subject to the FTC's three-day "Cooling Off' Rule in addition to the state's 30-day

"Cooling Off' period for prearrangements. Common sense may dictate that sellers should simply

observe the longer time frame but, in fact, they must comply with the requirements of both state

and federal laws. Since we believe that few state laws would be preempted by similar federal

regulation, the ICFA is concerned with confusing and duplicative oversight.



In 1997, after a two-year effort, the ICFA published a Survey of State Cemetery and

Mortuary Laws and Regulations with the cooperation of many state funeral and cemetery boards.

Due to the volume of continuous amendments to strengthen these laws by state legislatures, the

survey became outdated almost as soon as it was published. Efforts to keep the survey updated

proved difficult and an entirely new survey is now in development following the mid-year

adjournment of many state legislatures.

The ICFA Survey' nevertheless demonstrates the extent of state regulation affecting the

allied industries. No doubt selected states should consider additional regulation or enforcement

on given issues but, overall, 48 states have laws regulating cemeteries and 49 states have laws

regulating funeral homes. In an effort to determine the extent of industry regulation at the state

level, last year the ICFA collected copies of all relevant states laws, numbering approximately

10,000 pages, and a summary of citations to those laws, numbering approximately 30 pages. In

terms of sheer volume, this data highlights the fallacy of claims by industry critics that there are

"no state laws" regulating the cemetery and funeral home industries.

Perhaps due to this misinformation, often repeated by the media, members of the public

may be unaware that most reported acts of misconduct are already against the law. For example,

based on poor reporting consumers may not realize that it is already illegal to sell a cemetery lot

to more than one customer; it is already illegal to disinter human remains in order to resell the

grave, or to rebury the remains without authorization from the next of kin. It is alr v illegal to

'ICFA Survey of State Cemetery and Mortuary Laws and Regulations (attached).
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unethically dispose of cremated remains. It is already illegal to invest or withdraw and spend trust

funds in violation of the trust agreement, or the contract with the consumer, or state law. These

violations, few and far between, seem to comprise the majority of the incidents reported in the

media.

These acts of misconduct and deception also violate the ICFA Code of Ethics which is

subscribed to by the 5,000 members of this Association.' Violation of the Code not only results in

expulsion from the ICFA but the Code itself provides that the wrongdoing will be reported to the

appropriate law enforcement authorities.

3. How ICFA Acts on Behalf of Its Members to Resolve Consumer Complaints

The ICFA, through its cooperative efforts with state associations, the Better Business

Bureaus, and state/county consumer protection agencies, has been successful in resolving most

consumer complaints. In fact, the only consumer complaints we cannot attempt to resolve are the

ones we don't know about. In this regard, we have proposed a joint venture between AARP and

the ICFA to mutually share and resolve consumer complaints but, to date, without success.

In order to track consumer cemetery complaints, and to have the opportunity of informally

resolving many of them where possible, the ICFA has served as administrator for the Cemetery

Consumer Service Council (CCSC) since 1979. The CCSC is an industry sponsored consumer

assistance organization where industry members volunteer their time and experience to answer

' ICFA Code of Ethics (Attached).



inquiries and to mediate complaints involving cemeteries at no charge to the consumer. Each year

the CCSC publishes an activity survey of inquiries and complaints received, a breakdown of the

types of complaints and inquiries, and the number resolved. The CCSC also works with state

cemetery boards, consumer protection agencies, and the Better Business Bureaus, all of which

provide referrals to the CCSC. The Consumer's Resource Handbook, a U.S. Government

publication that is circulated to public libraries and consumer assistance agencies throughout the

nation, also lists the CCSC.

Through CCSC, the ICFA is able to investigate complaints against all cemeteries, not

merely those entities belonging to the Association. While participation is voluntary for both the

consumer and the cemetery, it is extremely rare for a cemetery to refuse to cooperate.

Complaints are often resolved through an exchange of telephone calls.

Activity survey data for 1998, the latest year for which statistics are available, indicate that

a total of 77 complaints and inquiries were processed by the CCSC - admittedly a low number

compared with previous years that average between 100 and 150 complaints and inquiries. Of the

77 complaints received, 70 were resolved. Seven complaints and inquiries were pending at the

beginning of the year while 10 remained at year's end. These figures were based on responses

provided by 22 of the 38 state CCSC committees. Of the various types of complaints and

inquiries received, 42 dealt with improper cemetery maintenance, 7 dealt with deceptive or

questionable sales practices, 2 with Truth-in-Lending matters and other contractual issues, 15

with cemetery rules and regulations, and another 9 with a variety of other issues including simple
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inquiries into cemetery practices.'

In an effort to place the volume and types of complaints received by the ICFA into

perspective, last year the ICFA fied a Freedom of Information Act request with the Federal Trade

Commission seeking access to any complaints involving cemeteries that were filed with the

Commission during the last four years. It should be noted that the ICFA's request was not limited

to "consumer" complaints alone. In response, the FTC staff stated, "A search of the

Commission's records and discussions with knowledgeable staff failed to locate any records that

are responsive to your request." ' (Emphasis added). By comparison, a recent FTC news release

stated that the agency had received a total of 60,000 consumer complaints in 1998.'

Subsequently, the FTC contacted ICFA in January of this year stating that it had found

approximately 30 complaints relating to cemeteries during the period from September 1997 to the

present. Analysis of the complaint summaries provided to the ICFA revealed that only 26

incidents appeared to be involved - a rate of less than one complaint per month on a national level

- and a few of those evidently did not involve cemeteries in the first place. Our analysis of these

complaints is attached and indicate that where potential harm may have occurred, existing

regulatory enforcement at the state level already address these concerns.

3 Cemetery Consumer Service Council Activity Survey Results and Press Release for the

years 1994 through 1998 (Attached).

'FTC Staff letter to ICFA General Counsel, dated May 3, 1999. (Attached).

'FTCNews Release, "Now Consumers Can Tell It To The FTC - Toll-Free,"
dated. July 7, 1999. (Attached).



The GAO Investigation

Last October, this Committee published an investigative report into funeral-related

industries by the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO). The ICFA publicly welcomed this

investigation as an objective effort to separate fact from fiction, and real data from innuendo.

Media reports in the last few years have highlighted incidents of misconduct by funeral homes,

cemeteries, crematories and other sellers that are indefensible and, not surprisingly, already illegal

under state and federal laws. However, these anecdotal reports fail to convey any pattern of

conduct or overall experience level of consumers in general towards the allied industries.

To the best of our knowledge, the GAO investigation was the first systematic effort by an

objective fact-finder to establish whether acts of misconduct by industry members were isolated

events orcommon practice. The report focused on four states with the highest annual number of

deaths (California, Florida, New York, and Texas) and Maryland because it had recently

established a new regulatory agency. Available data from a variety of sources contacted by the

GAO indicated a range of concerns but few complaints. Since consumers can complain to a

number of different organizations, the GAO speculated that any total volume could be overstated.

Of particular interest, the GAO report speculated that the lack of any significant volume of

recorded complaints may be due to the fact that consumers are satisfied. However, the report

also.surmised that consumers may be inhibited to complain due to embarrassment or ignorance.

While this theory may account for a small percentage of consumers, we believe that plain

mathematics fails to support this idea. For example, with the U.S. Census Bureau reporting 2.3



million deaths in the United States during 1998, the number of consumers who have had first-

hand experience dealing with funeral homes, cemeteries, and other sellers for the 5,500 burials or

other forms of dispositions made each day is huge.

If only tinnV n of the 5,500 individuals or fimilies who arrange funerals and burials

each day felt exploited by industry members, this would equal in excess of 2 million people within

a ten year time period. Without the need to file formal complaints, the simple word-of-mouth

experiences would produce a scandal of epic proportions making a GAO investigation - or a

hearing such as this - superfluous.

4. A Detailed Description of Any Programs ICFA has Established in an Effort to

Protect Funeral, Cemetery, and Preneed Sales Consumers

In addition to the work of the Cemetery Consumer Service Council described above, the

ICFA has also published a voluminous series of detailed questions and answers concerning

industry practices, policies, and related consumer issues and choices. This data is available on the

ICFA website at www.icfa.org under the heading of "Consumer Resources."

The ICFA has also spearheaded efforts to encourage states to enact pro-active legislation

mandating sound business practices and consumer protection. The ICFA Model Guidelines for

State Laws and Regulations' were initially published in October 1998 as a series of 14 detailed

issue papers summarizing various topics and providing principles for drafting legislation. The

' A copy of the ICFA Model Guidelines for State Laws and Regulations with attached
economic study, consumer survey and 27 guidelines have been furnished to Committee staff.
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ICFA also commissioned an economic study of minimum prepaid trust deposit requirements to

assure seller performance and a consumer satisfaction survey to accompany the Guidelines.

Individual guidelines include topics on Prepaid Contracts, Endowment Care Trust Funds,

Insurance-Funded Prearrangements, Cemetery and Funeral Home Combinations, Prepaid

Contract Trust Funds. Alternatives to Trusting - Financial Instruments, Authorization to Control

Final Disposition, and Cure Period for Violations, among others. A Glossary of Terms was also

developed.

Subsequently, a number of additional model guidelines were published in June and

November1999 that include the following topics: Solicitation, Consumer Guarantee Fund,

Conversion of Prepaid Contract Trust Funds to Insurance, Criteria for Establishing a New

Cemetery, Memorial Sales and Installation, Record Keeping Requirements, and Handling Human

Remains in Conjunction with Final Disposition.

The model guidelines are intended to help raise the level of debate concerning proposed

state legislation from a largely anecdotal basis to one in which statistical and actuarial data will

add substance to the discussions. The guidelines are advisory in nature and set out concepts

rather than precise statutory language. The ICFA does not recommend codifying the various

guidelines into law as a whole. Instead, the guidelines are intended as a series of options to be

selectively chosen by interested parties to address particular concerns.
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The ICFA has made copies of the Model Guidelines available at no charge to all state

regulatory boards, the North American Cemetery Regulators Association, the Federal Trade

Commission, state cemetery and funeral directors associations, all the national trade associations

belonging to the Funeral and Memorial Information Council, selected consumer advocacy

organizations, and others. We urge the Committee to review the Model Guidelines and promote

their use at the state level.

Tracking Consumer Issues

In addition, the ICFA tracks survey data from a variety of consumer and industry groups

to determine whether there exists emerging patterns of abuse. Survey data collected in recent

years suggest that consumers, under the somber circumstances involved, have a positive

perception of the industry. For example, a 1995 study was conducted by the University of

Kansas Medical Center on Aging (funded through an AARP grant) among families that

experienced the death of a loved one, age. 50 or older, within the previous five months. Of the

163 families surveyed, one-third had no previous experience with funeral homes while 46 percent

had no previous experience with cemeteries. Asked whether they were treated with respect,

dignity, and concern at the funeral home, 94 percent said that they were "treated very well."'

Other aspects of the University of Kansas study corroborate findings made by the

respected Wirthlin polling organization in three industry-sponsored telephone surveys. A

benchmark national survey conducted in 1990 polled 1,000 consumers on their experience with

7 Funeral Related Options and Costs, A Guide for Families. The Funeral Information

Project, Center on Aging, University of Kansas Medical Center. Kansas City, 1996, at page 11.
(Attached).
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and attitudes toward the industry. Sixty-five percent had positive remarks about industry

members while only 11 percent mentioned anything negative.' Three out of four believed that

prearranging their own funeral or burial made good sense and over halK 53 percent, already

owned cemetery property. More than one in four had already preplanned their own funeral and

over half of that number had prepaid them.

The Wirthlin Group conducted a follow-up national telephone survey in 1995 among

1,000 consumers and found, among other things, that 68 percent of those surveyed at that time

had positive remarks about industry members while only 15 percent had negative remarks.'

Among other things, 80 percent believed that prearrangement was a good idea. However, the

survey indicated that only 24 percent had actually prearranged their funeral or burial plans. As in

the 1990 survey, just over half of that number, 58 percent, had prepaid them.

Wirthlin has published a new survey this year finding that consumers' positive ratings of

the industry has increased to 69%, up from 68% and 65% in 1995 and 1990, respectively.

According to the Wirthlin Year 2000 Report, "This exceeds what is normally considered to be a

healthy ratio of 3:1 for a typical industry. Overall, there is a 5:1 ratio of positive to negative

comments."'o

'American Attitudes and Values Affected by Death and Death Care Services, prepared by
The Wirthlin Group, McLean, VA, 1990. (Executive Summary Attached).

' 1995 Study of American Attitudes Toward Ritualization and Memorialization, prepared
by The Wirthlin Group, McLean, VA, 1995. (Executive Summary Attached).

10 2000 Study of American Attitudes Toward Ritualization and Memorialization, prepared
by Wirthlin Worldwide, McLean, VA, 2000. (Executive Summary attached).

-12-
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In 1997, the ICFA commissioned a telephone survey by Walker Information of consumers

who had preplanned and prepaid either their funeral or burial arrangements. A total of 400

interviews were conducted of purchasers in the Indianapolis, Indiana area, equally divided

between cemetery and funeral home consumers." Seventy-five percent of cemetery preplanners

rated the experience as excellent or very good. Only three percent rated the experience poor.

Among funeral preplanners, the rating of excellent and very good climbed to 81 percent, with only

1 percent finding the experience poor.

Asked whether they would recommend making cemetery/funeral prearrangements to

others, 89 percent of cemetery preplanners and 84 percent of funeral preplanners said that they

definitely or probably would. With respect to the reasons for preplanning cemetery or funeral

arrangements, 81 percent and 80 percent, respectively, felt that prearrangement "eases the loss of

a loved one" while 67 percent and 68 percent, respectively, agreed that "it saves money." In

response to the question, "How satisfied were you with the prearrangements that were made?",

94 percent of cemetery and 97 percent of funeral preplanners were either satisfied or very satisfied

with the plans.

Recently, AARP published a number of surveys concerning consumers' experiences with

cemeteries. A 1999 "Funeral and Burial Planners Survey" contacted 2,600 consumers by phone

but found only 358 individuals who bought cemetery lots, merchandise or services. While this

survey has been publicized for finding that "one-third of the consumers were not given written

n Preplanning for Funeral and Cemetery Needs, prepared by Walker Information,
Indiapolis, 1997. (Attached).



price lists by the cemetery," in fact that statistic refers to only one-third of the 8 percent who said

they bought cemetery property. More importantly, the AARP survey contains no allegation that

the information provided by cemeteries to consumers, whether written or oral, was not accurate

and truthful.

Another recent AARP publication, "The Cemetery Mystery Shop Report," readily admits

it is "anecdotal evidence" and "not quantitative research that allows us to generalize to other for-

profit cemeteries." However, these disclaimers have not inhibited AARP from circulating the

Report as if it were quantitative research. AARP volunteer "shoppers" visited 106 cemeteries but

shopped 64 cemeteries twice, thus resulting in double counting of the results. As with the Burial

Planners survey, AARP complains that "two-thirds of all shoppers were not shown written prices"

yet acknowledges that 98 percent of the cemeteries volunteered price information on lots. Again

there is no allegation that the information provided was not truthful and accurate. Of particular

interest, the Report noted that 96 percent of the shoppers left the cemeteries with all their

questions answered and 87 percent felt no pressure to buy anything.

Clearly, the survey data from a variety of sources indicate that most consumers react

positively to their experiences in making funeral and burial arrangements when made in advance

of need. The polling data confirms ICFA's position that incidences of consumer dissatisfaction

decrease in direct proportion to the amount of preplanning and, where appropriate, pre-financing

made by consumers.



Condusion

The ICFA has found that the cemetery and funeral home industries are most effectively

regulated at the state level because consumer transactions are local in nature, regardless of the

ownership status of the seller. ICFA encourages states to develop uniform laws through its

Model Guidelines and works actively with federal, state and consumer organizations, such as the

Better Business Bureau, to quickly resolve consumer complaints and to prevent problems from

occurring. Indications from all reliable sources, including the GAO investigative report, show

persuasively that consumer problems are low in volume and are efficiently resolved.

-15-
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ICPA Survey of State Cemetery, Mortuary and Crematory Laws and Regulations
Chart I - Cemeteries
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ICFA Survey of Cemeteryluneral Home Statutes & Regulations
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State Law Survey Form Footnotes

Alaska Chart 1- Cemeteries
No licensing in Alaska

Arizona Merchandise and Services Trust -Amount for Cemetery Merchandise and Services
No law or Regulation on the Sale of Prenced Cemetery Goods or Services

Merchandise and Services Trust -Master Trust Cemetery
Endowed Care Cemeteries. Master Trust Cemetery - 32-2194.26 Requires Minimum Deposit
(Initial) 32-2194.28 Deposit Required From Sales.
No Trust for Cemeteries for Cemetery Merchandise. 32-2194.30 Prudent Man - Investment of
Funds.

Merchandise and Services trust -Funeral Home
Maintained in FDIC Bank. Monitored by State Department of Banking

Funeral Home Operations -Who May Sell Preneed
If endorsed by the Board to Sell Trust, or if Licensed by Department of Insurance.

Insurance Vehicles - Can Cemetery Sell Funeral Insurance
IfULcensed by Department ofInsurance

Connecticut Merchandise and Services Trust
Irrevocable Funeral Trust (Title 19 Limit is $4800)
Revocable Funeral Trust -No Limit

Updated 123198
G:1leersUDLee)Footnotes (xceQ 1. Printed 512W7



Illnois Chart 1- Cemeteries - Recialm Abandon Lots
On Very Limited Basis

Chast 1- CemeterIes -Endowment Care Trust - New Cemeteries
$25,000 Based On Population

Funeral Home Operations - Can Funeral Director Sell Insurance
. If Licensed With Department Of Insurance

Funeral Home Operations - Who May Sell Premced
. Premed Licensee

2. State Licensed Insurance Agent

Iowa Chart I - Cemeteries -Salesmen Licensed
Yes, IfPre-Need Sale

Merchandise and Services Trust - Interest Earnings
Can Withdraw 12 ofS Earned Over the Rate of Inflation

Loislans Funeral Home Operations - Can Funeral Director Sell Insurance
If Licensed Insurance Agent Under Title 22

Merchandise and Services Trust- Excess Earnings Withdrawal Funeral Home
Only at Time of Death with Death Certificate and Funeral Bill

Merchandise and Services Trust - Interest Earnings Withdrawal Funeral Home
Only at Time of Death with Death Certificate and Funeral Bill

Updated 12/31MG~~emUMetotnts(EeO2 Ptmed MM210



Meanhandise aad Services Trust Master Trust Funeral Rom

Main PDA has a Master Trust Plan with Interment Trust Service

Access Pleancial Group of Chicago thru Key Bank of Maine

Moatana Funeral Home Operations -Who May Sell Preneed

Funeral Home Employee Cannot Sell Prenced

New Jersey Funeral Home Operations - Can Funeral Director Sell Insurance

Yes, but New Jersey Insurance Pracitionees License also Required

Insurance Vehicla - Ucensing Requirements
Yea, but New Jersey laurance Practitioners License also Required

Insurance Vehicles - Restrictions on Selling Insurance
Yes, but New Jersey insurance Practitioner's License also Required

Oldahoma Merchandise and Services Trust - Restrictions on Trust Investments Funeral Home

100% U.S. Government BaDcked only

Oregon Funeral Rome Operations - Who May Sell Prenced

negi-red Preneed saspersons

Updated 12/31/8
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Pennsylvania Chart 1- Cemeteries
Developed cemetery lots are taxed until sold, then they are exempt; likewise graves.
Mortuaries must carry the name ofthe licensed individual
Licensing a a real estate agent is unnecessary if only merchandise is being sold.
Endowment Care - for lots, the 15% is based on the selling price crypts, 15% of construction costs; for nich

Texas Chart I -Cemeteries - Vault
Can only sell at-need, not prenced without preneed permit

Chart I -Cemeteries - Solicitation Restrictions
Not in Cemetery Statute but in other laws

Chart 1 -Cemeteries -Lot
Ofsales price or 1.50 per square foot whichever is greater

Chart I -Cemeteries - Crypt
Of sales price of $90 for each crypt whichever is greater

Chart I - Cemeteries - Niche
Ofsales price or 30 per niche whichever is greater

Merchandise and Services Trust -Master Trust Funeral Home
But must be able to maintain separate records for each funeral permit holder

Merchandise and Services Trust - Irrevocable Trusts Funeral Home
Only if requested by purchase, otherwise revocable

Merchandise and Services Trust - Excess Earnings Withdrawal Funeral Home
Repealed December 31, 1993

Merchandise and Services Trust - Interest Earnings Withdrawal Funeral Home
At time of death

Updated 12/31/98
G~ileas.aUO aeootese (Exce) 4 PdrMad 8W7



Merchandise and Services Trust - Restrictions on Trst Investments
Only Prudent Man Rule

Wisconsin Funeral Home Operations -Solicitation Restrictions
Currently rules are State Legislative Committee

Funeral Home Operations -Who May Sil Preneed
Funeral Directors and Their Contracted Agents who must hold insurance agent license.

Wyoming Merchandise and Services Trust - Amount for Cemetery Merchandise
If sold as 'prenced"

Chart 1- Cemeteries - Permitted
W.S. 354-103

Chart 1 - Cemeteries - Let
W.S. 35-8-103

Chart 1- Cemeteries -Crypt
W.S. 35-8-404

Chart 1 -Cemeteries -Niche
W.S. 35-8-404

Merchandise and Services Trust - Interest Earnings Withdrawal Cemetery
Interest and income must be applied to perpetual care unless it is a pre-need trust for goods and services.

Updated 12/3119
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Amdubon M, Suite 220
1895 Presoon White Drive
Resron, VA 20191
Telephone: 703.391.8400

INTERNATlONAL CEMETER Toil fe- 1.800.645.7700
AND FUNERALASSOCIATION Fa. 703.391.8416

www.icfa.org
ermil gn4@icfa.org

ICFA CODE OF ETHICS

We, the members of the International Cemetery and Funeral Association, are ever
mindful of the need for sensitivity when serving individuals during their time of grieving.
We are aware of the professional nature of service we render to our community. Therefore,
we pledge:

1.) To acknowledge that ours is a business of remembrance and memorialization.
Our primary mission is to help families maintain and enhance memories of their loved ones.

2.) To serve with compassion, fairness, and honesty, being ever mindful of our
customers' emotional state and the sensitive nature of our service.

3.) To respectfully accommodate all races, creeds, and ethnic customs, within our
ability to do so.

4.) To provide consumers with useful and accurate price information.

5.) To provide our customers with plain language contracts that explain our mutual
rights and obligations; to clearly describe in our contracts the services, merchandise, and
interment spaces purchased.

6.) To ensure that our customers have a full understanding of the pricing, terms and
conditions affecting the services, merchandise, and interment spaces purchased from us.

7.) To reserve adequate funds from the preneed sale of services, merchandise, and
interment spaces to assure performance or delivery at the time of need. Preneed contracts
should clearly disclose the nature of the transaction and should contain a written explanation
of how the customer's rights will be protected, which should include whether the prices are

guaranteed, the disposition of any excess prepaid finds, and what happens if the selected
merchandise or interment spaces are not available at the time of need and substitution is
necessary.

8.) To clearly disclose in our preneed contracts whether the opening and closing/
entombment fee has been paid in advance and whether an outer burial container will be
required at the time of need.

GUARDIANS OF A NATION'S HEXIAGE



9.) Not to mischaracterize the preneed purchase of services, merchandise, and
interment spaces as a form of financial investment whereby the purchaser will realize a
monetary profit

10.) Not to state or imply that an offer referred to in an advertisement, sales
promotion, or presentation is connected with a government agency or other organization
when that is not the case.

11.) Not to misuse the term "free" in advertisements, sales promotions, or
presentations. If an allowance is offered, it will be bona fide and the comparative prices for
non-qualifying persons will be disclosed. Any such allowance or discount shall not be made
by adjusting upward the prices of other items offered in connection with the purchase.

12.) To use due diligence in the hiring process and in training of all staff prior to their
serving the public to ensure that all information they provide is accurate, reliable and
complete.

13.) To promptly investigate any allegations of misconduct involving our staff or

agents or complaints involving our facilities, and to take appropriate action.

14.) To support and assist the Association in its investigation of complaints lodged
against any member involving a violation of this Code, including the prompt discipline of
any member found guilty of such violation. Additionally, any member found in violation of
this Code may be reported to state and federal authorities for possible prosecution under
applicable laws.

15.) To properly maintain our cemetery grounds in acknowledgment of our mission
as guardians of a nations heritage.

Approved by Board of Directors, 3/24/99

65-219 00 - 9



Cemetery Consumer Service Council * Post Office Box 2028
Reston, VA 20195-0028 Phone (703) 391-8407

CONTACT: Robert M. Fells FOR IMEDIATE RELEASE
703-391-8407

CEMETERY CONSUMR RVICE COIN

RELEASES 1998 ACTIVITY SURVEY DATA

Reston, VA - December 22,1999 - The Cemetery Consumer Service Council (CCSC)

has announced the results of its Activity Survey Report for the year 1998. A total of 77

complaints and inquiries were processed during the year. Of that number, 70 were resolved.

Seven complaints anO inquiries were pending at the beginning of the year while 10 remained at

year's end. These figures are based on the responses provided by 22 of the 38 state CCSC

committees. Unlike past years where the tally included totals reported by a few state regulatory

boards to which CCSC referred inquiries and complaints, this year's responses were received

entirely from the volunteers at state cemetery trade associations.

Among the various types of complaints and inquiries received, the largest number, 42,
dealt with improper cemetery maintenance; 7 dealt with deceptive or questionable sales practices,

2 with Truth in Lending matters and other contractual issues, 15 with cemetery rules and

regulations, and another 9 with a variety of other issues including simple inquiries into cemetery

practices.

The Cemetery Consumer Service Council is now in its 20' year of operation and continues

to improve its effectiveness to assist consumers. An increasing number of calls originate as

referrals from the Better Business Bureau and similar organizations. The CCSC also contacts

members of Congress to advise them of the assistance and information that the Council can offer

their constituents.

(more)
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CCSC is a non-profit organization created in 1979 by the American Cemetery Association

(now the International Cemetery and Funeral Association), the Cremation Association of North

America, the Central States Cemetery Association and the Southern Cemetery Association. The

sole purpose of CCSC is to assist consumers, without charge, in resolving complaints or

answering inques regarding cemetery services or policies. Participation in the complaint

resolution process is voluntary for both the consumer and the cemetery.

Industry members volunteer their time and experience to serve as CCSC representatives in

their respective states. The Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs,

various state consumer protection agencies, and offices of attorneys general are periodically

notified of CCSC activities and are among the major sources for consumer referrals. CCSC is

listed in the Consumer's Resource Handbook, a U.S. Government publication that is circulated to

public libraries and consumer assistance agencies throughout the nation.

Complaints are handled by the state committees with the national CCSC office in the

Washington, D.C. area being the overall coordinator of the project and the central contact point.

Complaints received by the national office are logged in and each is given a file number for

tracking purposes. A copy of the complaint is then forwarded to the appropriate state

representative for investigation and action. At that point, many complaints are resolved by

telephone and the consumer is promptly notified of the results. It is rare for a cemetery to reftse

to participate in the CCSC dispute resotion process. Where no state committee exists, CCSC

works with the cemetery board or similar government agency to assist the consumer.

(more)
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Cemetery Consutmer Service Council * Pont Office Box 2028
Reston, VA 20195-0O28 Phone (703) 391-8407

SUMMARY

1998 ACTIVITY SURVEY

22 out of38 State Committees Reporting

Number of Complaints and Inquiries:

a. Pending at beginning ofycar 7

b. Received during year

c. Resolved during year

d. Inquiries pending at end of year

Categories of complaints and inquiries received:

a. Improper maintenance 42

b. Deceptive sales practices 7

c. Truth-in-lending and other contractual
deficiencies

d. Rules and regulations

e. Other

Have any complaints or inquiries received by your committee during the year gone to litigation or
other legal action?

Xm ostates

Ifyes, how many? N/A Case(s).

Check the agencies and organizations that your committee has notified about the availability of its
services:

-M attorney general -0 Better Business Bureau & local TV station

.16 state cemetery 7 Chamber of Commerce ±Lnewspapers
board

-30- an a-se --30-



Cemetery Consumer Service Council * Post Office Box 2028
Reston, VA 20195-0028 Phone (703) 391-8407

CONTACT: Robert i Fells FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
703-3914407

CEMETRY COSUMER SERVICECONI

RELEASES 1997 ACTIVIY SURVE DATA

Reston, VA - December 23,1998 - The Cemetery Consumer Service Council (CCSC)

has announced the results of its Activity Survey Report for the year 1997. A total of 113

complaints and inquiries were processed during the year. Of that number, 93 were resolved. Six

complaints and inquiries were pending at the beginning of the year while 14 remained at yeas

end. These figures are based on the responses provided by 22 of the 38 state CCSC committees.

Unlike past years where the tally included totals reported by a few state cemetery boards to which

CCSC referred inquiries and complaints, this year's responses were received entirely from the

volunteers at state cemetery trade associations.

Among the various types of complaints and inquiries received, 34 dealt with improper

cemetery maintenance, 30 dealt with deceptive or questionable sales practices, 10 with Truth in

Lending matters and other contractual issues, 24 with cemetery rules and regulations, and another

II with a variety of other issues including simple inquiries into cemetery practices.

The Cemetery Consumer Service Council is now in its 190 year of operation and continues

to improve its effectiveness to assist consumers. Last year, a network of contacts was created

with the public companies, Service Corporation International, The Loewen Group, and Stewart

Enterprises, in order to quickly answer consumer inquiries and address their concerns involving

cemeteries owned by these companies. During 1998, the CCSC contacted members ofCongress

to advise them of the resources that the Council can offer their constituents.

(more)



CCSC is a non-profit organization created in 1979 by the American Cemetery Association

(now the International Cemetery and Funeral Association), the Cremation Association of North

America, the Central States Cemetery Association and the Southern Cemetery Association. The

sole purpose of CCSC is to assist consumers, without charge, in resolving complaints or

answering inquiries regarding cemetery services or policies. Participation in the complaint

resolution process is voluntary for both the consumer and the cemetery.

Industry members volunteer their time and experience to serve as CCSC representatives in

their respective states. The Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs,

various state consumer protection agencies, and offices of attorneys general are periodically

notified of CCSC activities and are among the major sources for consumer referrals. CCSC is

listed in the Consumer's Resource Handbook, a U.S. Government publication that is circulated to

public libraries and consumer assistance agencies throughout the nation.

Complaints are handled by the state committees with the national CCSC office in the

Washington, D.C. area being the overall coordinator of the project and the central contact point.

Complaints received by the national office are logged in and each is given a file number for

tracking purposes. A copy of the complaint is then forwarded to the appropriate state

representative for investigation and action. At that point, many complaints are resolved by

telephone and the consumer is promptly notified of the results. It is rare for a cemetery to refuse

to participate in the CCSC dispute resolution process. Where no state committee exists, CCSC

works with the cemetery board or similar government agency to assist the consumer.

(more)



Cemetary Consumer Servic Counil * Post Offic Box 2028
Reston. VA 20195-0028 Phone (703) 391-8407

SUMMARY

1997 ACTIVITY SURVEY

22 out of 38 State Committees Reporting

Number of Complaints and Inquiries:

a. Pending at beginning of year 6

b. Received during year 1L

c. Resolved during year 93

d. Inquiries pending at end ofyear 1.

Categories of complaints and inquiries received:

a. Improper maintenance 3.

b. Deceptive sales practices 30

c. Truth-in-lending and other contractual
deficiencies 1

d. Rules and regulations 2

e. Other ....11

Have any complaints or inquiries received by your committee during the year gone to litigation or
other legal action?
N2. 19 states. . I states

If yes, how many? .L Case(s)

Check the agencies and organizations that your committee has notified about the availability of its
services:

J- attorney general 12..Better Business Bureau ilocal TV atation

. statecometery 6.Chamber ofCommerce Inewspapers
board

-30- M ",.- M =. O -ft-30-



Cemetery Consumer Service Council * Post Office Box 2028
Reston, VA 20195-0028 Phone (703) 391-8407

CONTACT: Robert M. Fells FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
703-391-8407

CEMETERY CONSUMER SERVICE COUNCIL

RELEASES 1996 ACTIVITY SURVEY DATA

Reston, VA - December 23, 1997 - The Cemetery Consumer Service Council (CCSC)

has announced the results of its Activity Survey Report for the year 1996. A total of 155

complaints and inquiries were processed during the year. Of that number, 148 were resolved.

Twenty complaints and inquiries were pending at the beginning of the year while 7 remained at

year's end. These figures are based on the responses provided by 20 ofthe 38 state CCSC

committees. The tally includes totals reported by state cemetery boards to which CCSC refers

inquiries and complaints.

Among the various types of complaints and inquiries received, 40 dealt with improper

cemetery maintenance, 21 dealt with deceptive sales practices, 15 with Truth in Lending matters

and other contractual issues, 72 with cemetery rules and regulations, and another 4 with a variety

of other issues including simple inquiries into cemetery practices.

Commenting on the activities of the Council, 1997 CCSC President Frank R. Haswell

stated, "CCSC celebrated its 18 year in 1997 by improving its effectiveness to assist consumers.

A network of contacts was created with the public companies, Service Corporation International,
The Loewen Group, and Stewart Enterprises, in order to quickly answer consumer inquiries and

address their concerns involving cemeteries owned by these companies. We are also contacting

members of Congress to advise them of the resources that CCSC can offer their constituents."

(more)
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CCSC is a non-profit organization created in 1979 by the American Cemetery Association

(now the International Cemetery and Funeral Association), the Cremation Association of North

America, the Central States Cemetery Association and the Southern Cemetery Association. The

sole purpose of CCSC is to assist consumers, without charge, in resolving complaints or

answering inquiries regarding cemetery services or policies. Participation in the complaint

resolution process is vohmtary for both the consumer and the cemetery.

Industry members volunteer their time and experience to serve as CCSC representatives in

their respective states. The Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs,

various state consumer protection agencies, and offices of attorneys general are periodically

notified of CCSC activities and are among the major sources for consumer referrals. CCSC is

listed in the Consumer's Resource Handbook a U.S. Government publication that is circulated to

public libraries and consumer assistance agencies throughout the nation.

Complaints are handled by the state committees with the national CCSC office in the

Washington, D.C. area being the overall coordinator of the project and the central contact point.

Complaints received by the national office are logged in and each is given a file number for

tracking purposes. A copy of the complaint is then forwarded to the appropriate state

representative for investigation and action. At that point, many complaints are resolved by

telephone and the consumer is promptly notified of the results. It is rare for a cemetery to refuse

to participate in the CCSC dispute resolution process. Where no state committee exists, CCSC

works with the cemetery board or similar government agency to assist the consumer.

(more)
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SUMMARY

1996 ACTIVITY SURVEY

20 out of38 State Committees Reporting

Number of Complaints and Inquiries:

a. Pending at beginning of year

b. Received during year

c. Resolved during year

d. Inquiries pending at end of year

Categories of complaints and inquiries received:

a. Improper maintenance

b. Deceptive sales practices

c. Truth-in-lending and other contractual

20

148

7

40

21

deficiencies 15

d. Rules and regulations 72

e. Other 4

Have any complaints or inquiries received by your committee during the year gone to litigation or
other legal action?
NQ. 19 states. YI I states

If yes, how many? I Case(s).

Check the agencies and organizations that your committee has notified about the availability of its
services:

1J- attorney general jj Better Business Bureau -L local TV station

.2_statecemetery -L Chamber ofCommerce kLnewspapers
board

-30- a ma me-er -f-30-
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Canetary Consumer Service Council * Post Office Box 2028CC sC Reston, VA 20195-0028 Phone C703) 391-8407

CONTACT: Robert M. Fells FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
703-391-8407 .

CEMETERY CONSUMER SERVICE COT UNCIL

RELEASES 1995 ACTIVITY SURVEY DATA

Reston, VA -- December 12, 1996 - The Cemetery Consumer Service Council (CCSC)

has announced the results of its Activity Survey Report for the year 1995. A total of 150

complaints and inquiries were processed during the year. Of that number, 135 were resolved.

Twenty-one complaints and inquiries were pending at the beginning ofthe year while fifteen

remained at year's end. These figures are based on the responses provided by 20 ofthe 38 state

CCSC committees. The tally includes totals reported by state cemetery boards to which CCSC

refers inquiries and complaints.

Among the various types of complaints and inquiries received, 43 dealt with improper

cemetery maintenance, 14 dealt with deceptive sales practices, 12 with Truth in Lending matters

and other contractual issues, 42 with cemetery rules and regulations, and another 21 with a

variety of other issues including simple inquiries into cemetery practices.

Commenting on the activities of the Council, 1996 CCSC President Daniel R. Scalf

Lexington Cemetery Company, Lexington, Kentucky, stated, "Unlike other consumer

transactions, cemeteries maintain an ongoing relationship with the families they serve through the

years and decades. Now more than ever during its 16 years of operation, CCSC continues to

demonstrate that the industry can resolve almost any problem that a consumer might encounter

during that long relationship. Government agencies also benefit because their resources are freed

to focus on other issues that are not amenable to industry self-regulation."

(more)



CCSC is a non-profit organization created in 1979 by the American Cemetery Association

(now the International Cemetery and Funeral Association), the Cremation Association of North

America, the Central States Cemetery Association and the Southern Cemetery Association. The

sole purpose of CCSC is to assist consu . without charge, in resolving complaints or

answering inquiries regarding cemetery services or policies. Participation in the complaint

resolution process is voluntary for both the consumer and the cemetery.

Industry members volunteer their time and experience to serve as CCSC representatives in

their respective states. The Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs,

various state consumer protection agencies, and offices of attorneys general are periodically

notified of CCSC activities and are among the major sources for consumer referrals. CCSC is

listed in the Consumer's Resource Handbook, a U.S. Government publication that is circulated to

public libraries and consumer assistance agencies throughout the nation.

Complaints are handled by the state committees with the national CCSC office in the

Washington, D.C. area being the overall coordinator of the project and the central contact point.

Complaints received by the national office are logged in and each is given a file number for

tracking purposes. A copy of the complaint is then forwarded to the appropriate state

representative for investigation and action. At that point, many complaints are resolved by

telephone and the consumer is promptly notified of the results. It is rare for a cemetery to refuse

to participate in the CCSC dispute resolution process. Where no state committee exists, CCSC

works with the cemetery board or similar government agency to assist the consumer.

(more)
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SUMMARY

1995 ACTIVITY SURVEY

20 out of 38 State Committees Reporting

Number of Complaints and Inquiries:

a Pending at beginning of year 21

b. Received during year .

c. Resolved during year -M.

d. Inquiries pending at end of year - 5

Categories of complaints and inquiries received:

a. Improper maintenance A

b. Deceptive sales practices 14

c. Truth-in-lending and other contractual
deficiencies

d. Rules and regulations 42

e. Other -L

Have any complaints or inquiries received by your committee during the year gone to litigation or
other legal action?
Eo. 18 states. Y&L 0 states

If yes, how many? (L Cases.

Check the agencies and organizations that your committee has notified about the availability ofits
services:

I attorney general 1J Better Business Bureau I local TV station

_I state cemetery _L Chamber of Commerce k newspapers
board

12/12/96-bf- 30 -
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Cemetery Consumer Service Council 0 Post Office Box 2028C S C Reston, VA 22090 Phone (703) 391-8407

CONTACT: Robert M. Fells FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
703-391-8407

CEMETERY CONSUMER SERVICE COUNCIL

RELEASES 1994 ACTIVITY SURVEY DATA

Reston, VA - December 14,1995 - The Cemetery Consumer Service Council (CCSC)

has announced the results of its Activity Survey Report for the year 1994. A total of 190

complaints and inquiries were processed during the year. Of that number, 174 were resolved.

Nine complaints and inquiries were pending at the beginning of the year while fourteen remained

at year's end. These figures are based on the responses provided by 25 ofthe 38 state CCSC

committees. The tally includes totals reported by state cemetery boards to which CCSC refers

inquiries and complaints.

Among the various types of complaints and inquiries received, 84 dealt with improper

cemetery maintenance, 21 dealt with deceptive sales practices, 12 with Truth in Lending matters

and other contractual issues, 47 with cemetery rules and regulations, and another 23 with a

variety of other issues including simple inquiries into cemetery practices.

Commenting on the activities of the Council, 1995 CCSC President David Brownworth,

Marketing Director of Cedar Memorial Park Cemetery, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, stated, "CCSC is

completing its 15th year of volunteer service and has become known as a dependable resource to

the public and to Government agencies. The cemetery industry also benefits by our work

because we can identify potential areas of concern before they become major problems."

CCSC is a non-profit association created in 1979 by the American Cemetery Association,

the Cremation Association of North America, and the Pre-Arrangement Association of America.

(more)
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Subsequently, the Central States Cemetery Association and the Southern Cemetery Association

added their sponsorship. The sole purpose of CCSC is to assist consumers, without charge, in

resolving complaints or answering inquiries regarding cemetery services or policies..

Participation in the complaint resolution process is voluntary for both the consumer and the

cemetery.

Complaints are handled by the state committees with the national CCSC office in the

Washington, D.C. area being the overall coordinator of the project and the central contact point.

Complaints received by the national office are forwarded to the appropriate state committee for

investigation and action. Where no state committee exists, CCSC works with the cemetery board

or similar government agency.

Industry members volunteer their time and experience to serve as CCSC representatives

in their respective states. The Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Veterans

Affairs, various state consumer protection agencies, and offices of attorneys general are

periodically notified of CCSC activities and are among the major sources for consumer referrals.

CCSC is listed in the Consumers Resource Handboo a U.S. Government publication.

(more)
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Ccouy Ci S l * Post Office Box 2028C Reson, VA 22090 Phone(703) 3914W07

SUMMARY

1994 ACTIVITY SURVEY

25 out of 38 State Committees Reporting

Number of Complaints and Inquiries:'

a. Pending at beginning of year

b. Received during year

c. Resolved during year

d. Inquiries pending at end of year 14

Categories of complaints and inquiries received:

a. Improper maintenance

b. Deceptive sales practices

c. Truth-in-lending and other contractual
deficiencies

d. Rules and regulations 47

e. Other

Have any complaints or inquiries received by your committee during the year gone to litigation
or other legal action?
N. 23 states. YsL 2 states

If yes, how many? -2. Cases.

Check the agencies and organizations that your committee has notified about the availability of
its services:

.. attorney general 14- Better Business Bureau & local TV station

.lLstate cemetery J.L Chamber of Commerce L newspapers
board

12/14/95-bf
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UNTE STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIQN ON MA 5 19

Robert M. Fells, General Counsel
International Cemetery and Funeral Association
Audubon III, Suite 220
1895 Preston White Drive
Reston VA 20191

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request
Cemetery Complaints,
FOIA Request No. 1999-665

Dear Mr. Fells:

This is in response to your letter dated April 30, 1999, in
which you requested access to copies of complaints received by the
Federal' Trade Commission concerning cemeteries over a time period
covering the last four years.

Your letter requests access to records under the Freedom of
Information Act ("FOIA") . That law requires federal agencies, such
as the Federal Trade Commission, to release all existing records
requested by a member of the public, unless the records fall within
at least one of nine specific categories. It is our policy, when
responding to an access request, to search for materials that were
.records of the Federal Trade Commission as of the date on which the
access request was received for processing in our FOIA Branch. Your
request was received in that office on April 30, 1999.

A search of the Commission's records and discussions with
knowledgeable staff failed to locate any records that are responsive to
your request. I am sorry we are unable to be of assistance to you in
this matter.

For purposes of determining fees incurred to process your request,
you have been considered to be a "commercial use" requester, but based
upon dodument search, duplication, and review provisions of the Freedom
of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 5 552(a) (4) (A) (ii) (I) and the Commission's
Rules of Practice, 16 CFR 4.8 et seq., as amended, there is no charge
for the processing of your request.
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Mr. Fells - Page 2

If you have any questions about the way your request was handled

or about the Federal Trade Commission's regulations related to the

FOIA, please contact me on (202) 326-3253. I am the staff member most

familiar with your request.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Milton
Paralegal Specialist
FOIA Branch, Office of the General Counsel
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. Now Consumers Can Tell It To Te FTC - Toll-Free - 7/99 Page 1 of 2

For Relese: Jly 7, 1999

Now Consumers Can Tell It To The FTC - Tol-Free

A product you bought through an Internet auction months ago still basn't been delivered. A
newspaper ad offers "Guaranteed Loans," but requires a fee up front. A fabulous prize offer
comes in the mail, but requires a fee before you can claim it A scholarship service promises
easy money for college - as long as you send in a check.

Sound familiar?

The Federal Trade Commission says even wary and sophisticated consumers face a barrage of
fraudulent offers every day. The FTC ought to know: last year, the agency logged in over
60,000 complaints from consumers.

Now, the FTC is making it easier -and cheaper - for consumers to report a fraud to the lawenforcement agency through a toll-free Consumer Help Line, 1-877-FTC-HELP (1-877-382-
4357). The line as staffed by counselors from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Eastern time, Monday through
Friday.

According to Jodie Bermstein, Director of the FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection, the toll-
free number offers consumers a two-fer. It makes the agency more accessible to consumers
who want to report a fraud, and it makes their valuable complaint data available to law
enforcement agencies in the U.S. and Canada. "That's important because fraud has moved
beyond the front porch to cyberspace and all points in between,' Bernstein said.

Consumer fraud complaints to the FTC are entered into a database that is available to nearly
200 law enforcement agencies in the U.S. and Canada. They use it to spot fraudulent activity,trends and wrong-doers - and stop them.

"Through the toll-free Help Line, consumers can get helpful information on the spot,*Bernstein said. "Obviously, the FTC cant intervene in individual disputes, but consumer
complaint information is crucial to the enforcement of consumer protection laws. TheInformation that consumers get on a particular issue also lessens the likelihood that they'll be
scammed again. Education is a powerful consumer protection."

You can file a complaint with the FTC by contacting the Consumer Response Center by
phone: toll free 877-FTC-HELP (382-4357); TDD: 202-326-2502; by mail: ConsumerResponse Center, Federal Trade Commission, 600 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Washington, DC20580; or through the Internet, using the oine. Although the Commission
carmot resolve Individual problms for consumers, it can act against a company if it sees apatn of possible law violations.

http/v--.ftc.90V/oP8/1999/9907tol.l btm
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Now Comners can Tenl it To The FTC - Toll-Free.- 7/99 Page 2 of 2

The FTC publiska five brochures on many consmer issue. For a complete list of pmuticaos. swim for s it
Sellss Conumer Response Center. Fedesa Trade Comissdon. 600 Pensyhanla Ave. NW. Washingtn
D.C. 20580; or call toll fee (WM7 FTC18HP 3924357X~ TDD (202) 326-2502.

MEDIA CONTACT.
asodianoceFanell.
Office OfAbI~C~Ar,
202-326-2181

STAFF CONTACT:
Hko G. Stevenson,
Thweau ofCauvamr Pmhokd
202-326-3511

(Wolfre)

bttpltwv- ftC.gov/0pa/1999/9907htoIW2.htm
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Audubon , Suite 220
1895 Preston White Drive
Easton, VA 20191

INTU4AT5AL CrErM Mtlephone: 703.391.8400
AND FlJNIRALASSOCLAT1ON UIb free: 1.800.645.7700

Far 703.391.8416
www.icfa.org
email gen4@icfa.otg

January 19, 2000

Hand-Deliverld

Eileen Harrington, Esq.
Associate Director for Marketing Practices
Federal Trade Commission
6* and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20580

Re: In the Matter of the Funeral Rule Review

Dear Mrs. Harrington

By letter dated January 6,2000, FTC Assistant General Counsel James M. Giffim sent the
ICFA a supplemental response to its Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") request, dated April
30, 1999. We had asked the Commission for any complaints it received concerning cemeteries
during the last four years. The FTC taffrs original response, dated May 3, 1999, stated that
"knowledgeable staff fiiled to locate any records that are responsive to your request." Mr.
Giffin's subsequent January 66 response stated that 29 (actually 30) complaints relating to
cemeteries from the period of September 1997 to the present were found and that records prior to
September 1997 are no longer accessible.

In view of this belated discovery and to avoid prejudice in the rulemaking record, the
ICFA wishes to amend its comments including my testimony during the November 18, 1999
public workshop by addressing these complaints. A review of the rulemaking record and
consumer complaints submitted to the Cemetery Consumer Service Council not only indicate a
low level of complaints overall but virtually none relate to issues covered under the Funeral Rule.
This finding has apparently been confirmed by the recent report from the U. S. General
Accounting Office ("GAO") on fimeral-related industries (pp. 8-13).

The ICFA has compiled a listing of the 30 complaint reports provided by FrC staff The
list and copies of the reports are attached for your review. Please note that three of the reports
appear to involve the same complaint, likewise for two others, bringing the total number to 26 or
less than one complaint per month over the relevant time period on a national basis. Also, a few
complaints do not directly involve the cemetery. Therefore, this low complaint level corroborates
our earlier findings.

GUARDIANS OF A NATION'S HERrTAGE
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Mrs. Eileen Harrington
January 19, 2000
Page Two

Of greater importance is the extent to which the complaints would be covered under the
Funeral Rule assuming the Rule were extended to include cemeteries. Our review indicates that
virtually none of the complaints would be prevented, remedied, or in any way addressed by the
Funeral Rule. Possible exceptions exist at Nos. 7 and 25 but a determination is not possible in the
absence of additional information. For example, is either cemetery operated as part of a combined
funeral home-cemetery operation, thus presumably covered by the Rule presently? Is either
cemetery a nonprofit or religious entity, thus raising jurisdictional issues?

We submit that this new data supports the ICFA position that consumer cemetery
complaints involving Funeral Rule-related issues are sufficiently isolated as to be statistically
equivalent to zero. Corroboration was also found in the rulemalng record through the AARP
Mystery Shop Report whereby 96% of the shoppers said that all of their questions about cemetery
prices and products were answered and 87% said that they felt no pressure to buy anything. Only
1% reported a great deal of pressure to buy.

For these reasons, the ICFA confirms its position that the Funeral Rule is an inappropriate
regulatory vehicle to extend to cemeteries and urges the Commission to refrain from taking this
action. We respectfully request that this letter and its attachments be made part of the rulemaking
record in this proceeding. Thank you.

Very truly yours,

Paul M. Elvig
Chairman
Funeral Rule Review Subcommittee

Attachments

cc: Alan Hile, Esq.
Myra Howard, Esq.



FiC Cemetery Complaints

September 1997 - January 2000

Refernce No. Comments

1. 762522 Nonprofit cemetery restricts types of vaults it permits.

2. 759551 Monument retailer entered into sale with consumer who is
restrained by court order from entering into contracts, complicating
authorization.

3. 757857 Free space offer by cemetery. This complaint appears
732741 to have been filed three times.
722082

4. 753530 Grave site filled with water. The complaint appears to involve a
funeral home and a vault company, not the cemetery.

5. 741141 Funeral home/cemetery employee alleges employer is engaging in
bait and switch tactics in sale of vaults.

6. 721287 Consumer wants refund because no grass is growing on mother's
grave.

7. 707132 Cemetery selling caskets without a price list. No other information
given.

8. 686006 Unknown type of seller sold urn and crypt to consumer who later
wanted substitution of merchandise, then cancellation of contract.

9. 658138 Complaint against fimeral director and a Catholic cemetery for not
closing grave after burial.

10. 653972 Cemetery has $725 non-declineable service charge; details unclear.

11. 633379 Daughter paid burial fee after parents' death. Parents owned the
lots. Details unclear.

12. 626561 Consumer dislikes new cemetery owners, they want more money.
No details.

Page 1 of 2



13. 622944

14. 601595
572455

15. 593033

16. 513260

17. 512987

18. 511673

19. 480480

20. 455519

21. 452014'

22. 448521

23. 429440

24. 385823

25. 363243

26. 331166

Municipal cemetery requires funeral director to be in attendance at
grave side service;

Consumer didn't realize that she was buying a marker when buying
a lot; not advised of her rights. Seems to be same complaint.

Consumer bought marker from retailer but must pay cemetery to
install it on grave site.

Cemetery changed the required dimensions of its markers since
consumer purchased it -but purchased from where and when?

Mishandling of body shipped from Tennessee to Kansas; seems to
involve a funeral home.

Funeral home has a discount arrangement with a cemetery for at-
need arrangements; details unclear.

Consumer was overcharged by cemetery - for what? No details.

Vault dealer complains that cemetery is exclusive seller of vaults in
its own cemetery.

Cemetery assesses uniform fee regardless of who installs markers;
no additional details.

Cemetery won't allow consumer to resell block of graves he bought
in the 1960s. Also, cemetery failed to notify consumer when a
relative was being buried.

Harassment; no details.

Casket retailer gives away a free marker with every casket
purchased (1). Cemetery requires that markers must be purchased
from it.

Cemetery has deficient funeral price list (?). No details.

Cemetery continues to telephone sick person disregarding requests
to place on Do-Not-Call list.

Page 2 of 2
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Introduction

Purpose of this booklet

I7 1his booklet has been designed as an i

introduction to final arrangements for
individuals and families.

In the booklet you will find basic information
about options for final arrangements, and costs.
"Final arrangements" is an umbrella term that
includes decisions regarding what is to happen
to the body following death (for example, burial
or cremation) and what services or merchandise
may be purchased to help acknowledge the death
and celebrate the life. After reading this infor-
mation, please consider discussing your prefer-
ences with your family.

Although price information is included, please
be aware that there are enormous variations
around the country and even within one city.
Depending on what is purchased, final arrange-
ments can cost under $200 or over $15,000.
This booklet can provide an idea of costs, and
can help you understand the questions to ask
about costs and options in your town.

The Funeral Information Project (PIP) Study

Much of the information in this booklet was
contributed by families who recently faced the
death of aloved one age 50or older. Infact, 163
such families in the Kansas City area completed
a questionnaire in the fall of 1995. They an-
swered questions'such as how final arrangement
decisions were made, by whom, at what cost,
and the satisfaction with the merchandise and
services purchased.

a addition to information from families,
ooklet reflects information from many n
ags and conversations with funeral direc
ospice counselors and volunteers, count
xtension specialists, Widowed Persons S
ices, hospital chaplains, and Funeral anc
Mlemorial Societies.

The information was gathered as part of i
'ear research project, "The Funeral Infor
Project" (PIP), located at the University c
Cansas Medical Center, Center on Aging
inancial support from the AARP Andrul
lation.



Final Arrangements: A Unique Purchase

' he purchase of final arrangements
differs from most other consumer
purchases for the following reasons:

N EMOTIONAL OVERLOAD: Facing the
very recent death of a loved one can be emo-
tionally overwhelming. Some people report
not remembering making the final arrange-
ments, even though they know they did.

E DECISIONS ARE FINAL: Once a body has
been buried it is difficult, although not impos-
sible, to move the casket to a different loca-
tion. Cremation cannot be undone. The final-
ity of these decisions can add to the weight
and burden felt by survivors, if they are
uncertain about what to do.

0 FINAL COSTS CAN BE EXPENSIVE:
Typical costs for funeral and burial arrange-
ments can run $3,000 - $6,000. Discussing
final arrangement options, costs and prefer-
ences with your family can help alleviate
some of the stress and unfamiliarity that
survivors often face. It is often much easier
to make emotionally and financially sound
decisions prior to a death in the family, than
following one.

X LACK OfTIME: Ifthe decisions were not
made before the death, the survivors may find
themselves making major decisions within a
few hours. Over 90 percent of FIP families
reported that their meeting with the funeral
director lasted between one and two hours.
Planning a wedding or other family event
generally allows for months of considering
options, discussions, and price comparisons;
planning a funeral after the death has

occurred generally happens during 1-2 hours
within 24 hours of death.

0 LACK OF FAMILIARITY: In the'FIP study
of 163 families who had recently experienced
the death of a loved one age 50 or older, one-
third of the people who were responsible for
making or for overseeing the arrangements
had no experience meeting with a funeral
director. Forty-six percent had no experience
with cemetery decisions. In 41 percent of
cases, an adult child was the key person re-
sponsible for making or for overseeing final
arrangements (in the FIP study, adult children
ranged in age from 22 to age 70).

Table I lists the percentage of FIP respondents
who had no idea what to expect in terms of
costs, before they met with the funeral direc-
tor. About half of the sample was not familiar
with the price of commonly purchased mer-
chandise and professional services.

Table 1
Knowledge of Costs: FIP Study, 1995

Befom meeting with the funeral directo, did
you have anyIdea what the costs would be
for these Items:

% who had
Item no Idea

Caskets 46%
Vaults 59
Flowers 45
Cemetery Space .44
Open/Close a Grave 63
Grave Marker 56
Transport the Body 69
Total Arrangement i2



col Costs
ecisions about final arrangements can
be personal, emotional, and meaning-
fil. They can also be the third most
expensive consumer purchase of

a life time, following that of a house and a car.

Make no
mistake, "I was In no condition to make
there are $6,000 worth of decisions."
huge
variations FlPRespondent
in final F1'idow, age 61
arrange-
ment costs.
(See page 4.) Costs vary based on: final disposi-
tion of the body (burial, entombment, cremation
or donation); professional services purchased;
merchandise purchased; and overhead and profit
margins of the funeral home, crematory, and/or
cemetery.

In the FIP study of 163 Kansas City area fami-
lies, final costs ranged from a low of $145 to a
high of $14,000. In the $145 situation, the body
was donated to the local medical center and the
$145 was paid to a funeral home to transport the
body from the place of death to the medical
center. The family that reported final arrange-
ment costs of $14,000 indicated that a $4,500
casket and a $4,000 vault were purchased. FIP
results indicate that in general, families who
discuss final arrangements prior to the death had
much lower costs than families who did not.

As shown in Table 3, many FIP families did not
know how the prices paid compared to the value
of the merchandise and services purchased. By
visiting several funeral homes and cemeteries,
you will develop a sense of costs and value.

Table 2

Average Final Costs

FlP Study (Kansas City, 1995), 163 families
Funeral home/casket $6,500
burial (Ircludes cemetery costs)

Funeral home and cremation $2,300
Direct cremation (no services) $1,150

Federated Funeral Directors of America
(1995)1,500 privately-owned funeral homes in U.S

Funeral home average gross $,436
sale to family (adult funeral)
(excludes cemetery costs)

sore Amwei FuWne Directo, Jne 1996. p.22

Funeral Management Service (1995) based on
300 firms in eastern U.S.

Funeral Home and casket cost for $4,067
.burials (excludes vault and cemetery costs)

Cremation sales (excludes um) $12
aoure: Amercaw Funcwal Dire, Jy 196. Pie.1

Table 3

Prices Compared to Value: 1995 FIP

How did the prices compare with the value of
merchandise and services purchased?

At At
Funeral Cemetery
Home

Prices matched value 62% . 49%

Paid more than we
should have 11% 14%

Received more than I
we paid for 3% 3% 1

I do not know 24% 34%

100% 100%



able 4
Range in Cost for Funeral Rome Merchandise and Professional Services

Swsnmary ofprices from 60 ofthe 62 Kansas City Area Funerml Home, General Price Lists (GPL): 1995.
(See page 13for description of GPL)

10/30/95

(Average)*
Service Minimum Maximum Median

Basic staff service and overhead $ $3440 $975
Embalming 150 620 328
Transfer body in funeral home (50 milan) 0 385 19n
Charge per mile (over 50 miles) 1 2 2
Use of facilities for viewingNisitation 90 480 203
Funeral service at funeral home 100 795 298
Memorial service at funeral home 100 775 295
Graveside service (eaulpment & staff) 65 3,440 200
Hearse 80 350 150
ijmousine 75 170 110

Caskets:

Lowest price listed 30 1,415 495
. Highest price listed 1.450 18,000 6,939

Outer burial containers (vaults, graveliners)
Lowest price listed 280 745 495
Highest price listed 700 16.050 2,593

Forward remains to other funeral home 190 2305 1.100
Receive remains from other funeral home 450 3,440 1,050
Direct cremation-minimum container- 395 1,910 1,150
Immediate burial-minimum container- 495 3,500 1,480
Other Prep of Bod 0 375 104

Reconstruction 0 125 52
Cosmetising 35 150 62
Hair StylIng 25 45 30
Dressing/casketing .50 175 1 90
Autoosied remains 25 -295 75
Wash & disinfect w/o embalming 30 180 85
Refrigeration 0 550 95
Cremation fee 100 1,000 240

Aftemative/minimum container" 0 525 110
Rental casket 250 650 438

Medin = half the prices were less, half were more expensve.
Mintreum container = Container other than casket, such as heavy cardboard or pressed wood box

The GPL's were collected by volunteers of the Funeral and Memorial Society of Greater Kansas City.
Reprinted with permission.

4



.- Should I Pre-Pay?

Dhis straightforward question is not easyto answer. The correct answer may
depend on your financial situation (and
that of your survivors), your desire to

assume responsibility for your own arrange-
ments, and the state in which you live. Con-
sumer protection laws governing pre-need insur-
ance and pre-need trust plans (discussed later)
vary from state to state.

The terminology around pre-payment can be
confusing: pre-pay, pre-need, pre-plan, pre-
arrange! There are no hard and fast definitions

for these

"I hesitate to pre-pay because tmr
I don't know where I will be M-ar-
when Idie. Ifl die on vaca- rangeand

onjust cremate me there." pre-plan
can mean

FIP Respondent simply-

Widower, age 67 anoun-
cating your
wishes in

writing or verbally, without pre-paying. Pre-
paying can mean setting aside funds in advance
of death for final arrangement expenses. Pre-
need is a special type ofpre-payment. Pre-need
is a term coined by the funeral industry for
insurance plans and trusts that are sold by funeral
homes, cemeteries, and insurance agents.

Whether or not you pre-pay, most funeral homes
will allow you to keep your preferences on file
with them. Whether or not you pre-pay, you
should discuss your plans with your family.

Some people pre-pay their cemetery space, but
not the funeral home.or vice versa. Some

people set funds aside but maintain control over
the money in case they need it in an emergency.
Others select the casket and vault and pre-pay the
funeral home. Some people prefer to let their
survivors handle all the decisions and all the
expenses.

When pre-payment works, it works well. When
pre-payment doesn't work, it can be a nightmare
for the purchaser or the survivors. If you are
considering purchasing a funeral home or cem-
etery pre-need plan ensure that you understand
the risks, your rights, and to what you are en-
titled. Ask the salesperson to define how terms
are being used. If you are not inclined to learn
all the facts, you may be better offsetting the
funds aside in a bank account or a certificate of
deposit and using the accrued interest to keep up
with inflation.

EXAMPLES OF PRE-PAYMENT
METHODS

Bank Account: A "payable upon death" bank
account can be established in the account
holders name with the name of a survivor listed
as the person who should receive the money
upon the death of the account holder. While
alive the account holder (and only the account
holder) has complete control over the funds.
Upon the death of the account holder, the named
beneficiary has complete control over the funds.
The survivor could then take the money in the
account and pay the final arrangement costs.

Regular Life Insurance: Typically a family
member is designated as the beneficiary. That
family member can use part of the money for
funeral and burial-related costs. If survivors can



document that a life insurance policy exists,
some funeral homes will file the claim for the
insurance, and wait to be paid. Life insurance
allows survivors to select and purchase the
merchandise and professional services they want
(or that have been pre-suggested by the decedent)
without actually paying the funeral home or the
cemetery ahead of time.

Life Insurance for Final Expenses: On televi-
sion, in the mail, and in the newspaper, these
small life insurance plans are marketed to older
people for final expenses. The death benefit is
usually less than $10,000. In some cases, you
end up paying more in premiums than your
survivors will receive in benefits.

BankTrust: You can set upa
bank trust fund for final arrange- p-p
ment costs. You can decide who
the beneficiary of the trust will be
upon your death, a family member or a funeral
home. If you set up a "revocable" trust you can
remove the money at any time, for any reason. If
the trust is "irrevocable" no one-not even you-
will be allowed to use the funds for any purpose
other than what is stated. When applying for
public assistance for nursing home care, many
states allow funds to be set aside for final ex-
penses. Often, these funds must be placed in an
irrevocable trust.

PURCHASED FROM THE FUNERAIJ
CEMETERY INDUSTRY

Final arrangements are purchased either "pre-
need" or "at need:' "Pre-need" refers to purchas-
ing all or part of funeral home or cemetery costs
before death. Two types of pre-need plans are: 1)
state regulated trusts, and 2) insurance plans.
Call your Funeral Home Regulatory Board for
information about pre-need laws in your state.

An advantage of a pre-need plan is that the
purchaser can specify (and pay for) the type of
final arrangements desired, thereby reducing the
stress on survivors. Of course, you can always
communicate your preferences without a pre-
need plan. A disadvantage is that you give up
control of your money.

Pre-Need Trust Plan: These plans can be sold
by funeral homes or cemeteries. The purchaser
selects the type of service and merchandise
desired, and pays the funeral home or cemetery.
By paying in advance of death, the purchaser
may be able to "lock in" today's prices, and not
worry about what inflation might do to final
arrangement costs in the future. The purchaser

may be responsible for paying
a taxes on the interest earned by

scus); bt bethe trust.

State laws specify what the
funeral home must do with the money received
from selling pre-need funeral trust plans. In
some states, 100% of the funds must be put in a
bank trust (best deal for the consumer), in other
states less than 100% (perhaps 60% or 80%)
must be trusted. The amount of money trusted is
the amount of money you can get back if you
change your mind, or if the funeral home goes
bankrupt. Any money not trusted can immedi-
ately be used
by the fu. 'The casket chosen at the
neral home tine ofpre-arrangement was
for whatever no longer available - had to
purpose they pay an addidonal $734."
so choose.
Any money FlP Respondent
not trusted Adult Chil4 age 38
may not be
returned to you if your change your mind and
cancel the contract

i

w

.



Pre-Need Insurance Plan: From the
consumer's point of view, these plans can seem
very similar
to the pre-
need trust "Ifyou can, make all the
plans. arragements ahead of time;
There are its easier on the family."
some im-
portant FF Respondent
differences. Adult Chil4 age 34
With an
insurance plan, the purchaser may have to answer
some health questions. With the insurance plan,
the purchaser does not pay any annual taxes on
the accrued interest.

Important points to consider before purchas-
ing pre-need trust or insurance plans:

Before your pay (lump-sum or in payments) for a
pre-need plan, make sure you understand the
answers to these questions:

M What happens to the money I pre-pay? Make
sure you get official documentation of where
your funds are deposited.

M How much time do I have to reconsider my
purchase and receive a FULL refund?

* What happens to my money if the funeral
home is purchased by another funeral home
or goes out-of-business?

W What happens if I die away from home?

* Even if Ipre-purchase this funeral (or cem-
etery) plan, what expenses will my survivors
have to pay later? What's aci covered?

* Am Ipre-paying for specific merchandise
that the funeral home (or cemetery) will store
until it is needed (such as a particular casket

or vault) or will my survivors choose the
particular casket or vault based on what is
available at the time of death?

For a much more detailed explanation of pe-
need options and costs, refer to the AARP publi-
cation, Product Report: Pre-pavinrYour Own

Feral? and to a very well-written chapter,
"Pre-Need Arrangements" in the book Einal
Choices: Makine End-of-life Decisions. (See
back cover for instructions on how to order.)

"We did pick a fairly expensive

caske4 but I was stunned at the
totl funeml cost.

FlP Respondent
Wdower, age 59

Table 3
Ia making funeral arrangements

before death helpful to survivors?

No 9%
Somewhat 24%
Extremely Helpful 67%

FP study, 1995.

"Cemetery costs were so confks-
ing, because all the pre-need
had not been paidL Some money
has gone into one fund, some
into another."

FLP Respondent
Widow, age 69



Four Key Decisions Following a Death

here ar four key sets of decisions that follow

most deaths:

1. What to do with the body.
2. Merchandise and services to be purchased

(7pically from afuneral home and/or cemetery.)
3. Ceremony to acknowledge the death and celebrate

the ife
4. Ideas for memorializing the hfe following the

ceremony.

Having a Family Discussion

"Whoever is leftbe-
hind has a lot to do."

FlP Respondent
Aduk Daughter, age 61

"She said she couldn't
talk about her own
death, so I asked her
questions about other
funerals she had
attended to get an idea
of what she wanted"

FIP Respondent
Niece, age 46

A FIP respondent wrote that in her opinion the best time to discuss
final arrangement preferences was at a family picnic "with the sun
shining and everybody healthy." She reasoned that once serious
illness strikes it may be too painful to discuss.

In addition to talking with your family, it is a good idea to learn about
your local options by talking with two or more funeral directors,
cemeterians, a representative from your place of worship, and perhaps
a friend who has recently faced these decisions. Check to see if there
is a Funeral and Memorial Society in your area.

As you educate yourself on the options and come to a sense of your
preferences, talk with your family about the four sets of decisions
mentioned above. With each set of decisions consider.

A. When should the decision be made (before or after the death)?
B. Who should be involved in decision-making?
C. What is our estimated budget for final arrangements?
D. How should the costs be paid?

It is a good idea to review your plans every five years. Ifyou have no
preferences for what is to happen after your death, make sure you
communicate this to your survivors.

8
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1. What to do with the Body

W asically the same options eist today In most stats, the next-of-kin has "custoy of
that have been around for thousands of the body after death. Make sr your family
years: earth burial, entombment (above nesad-n cep-yorfalips-
the ground), and cremation. Added to tion wishes.

that list is a fourth option: body donation to a
medical school. In the US. three-fourths of Note that funeral homes are required to ask
bodies are buried in a casket, while 21 percent survivors for permission, before they embalm the
are cremated, body. Embalming is not usually necessary if the

body is to be buried or cremated within 24 hours
of death. State laws on embalming vary.

Esnm Bumj
"IfNcosts are an issue, ask

for a c ot-covered casket The body, embalmed or unembalmed, Is placed in a casket (gen-
Don'thbe alleid to ask erally made of wood, metal, cardboard, or fiberglass) and placed in
questions. Bring someone a grave plot. The cemetery may or may not require an outer burial
who isn't emotionally container (see page 17) to support the earth surrounding the

The body, embalmed or unembalmed, is placed In a casket(gn

Muoeargeerally made of wodgeac rdbad or ibles anTped in
aprae lot. Th ceetey may ofor a cyp nt reuie aoterbra

knoled."casket.

FlPRespondent The average cost reported by families in the FIP study was $6,500
Widower, age 78 (including b funeral home and cemetery costs), ranging from

9



CREMION

The body, embalmed or unembalmed In a casket, a plain wood
box, or heavy cardboard container Is placed Inside the cremato-
dum. Extreme heat produced by oil or gas flames dehydrates
the body In a matter of hours leaving only teeth and bone frag-
ments of various size. These fragments are usually then pulver-
ized to the size of course sand. Some crematories can crush the
5-7 pounds of bone fragments Into ashes, if requested. Pace
makers must be removed (usually by a funeral director) prior to
cremation. A full funeral service (Including an open-casket
viewing) may precede the cremation. Many funeral homes will
rent a casket ($300 - $1,000) for the funeral and then the body Is
placed In a less expensive container for cremation.
Nationally, about 90% of cremations are casketless according

to the Cremation Association of North America. The average
cost reported by families in the FIP study was $2,300 (includes
funeral home and crematory costs), ranging from $640 - $6,275.

I. Percentage of Deaths that
Percentage of Deaths that

are Cremated: 1995

U.S. 21%

High Cremation Rates
Hawaii 56%
Alaska 54
Nevada 54
Washington 53
Montana 45

Low Cremation Rates
Tennessee 6
W. Virginia 6
Kentucky 5
MIssissippi 4
Alabama 4

Source: Cremallon Association of

BoDY DONAnON

Bodies donated to science are vital to the educational process of
health professional students. Donated bodies are also used for
research purposes. Check with your local medical school to
ensure they accept bodies and under what conditions. The medi-
cal school will let you know If there are any costs associated with
body donation. Most schools prefer that the paperwork be com-
pleted by the person who intends to donate his/her body.

After a year or two of using the body for teaching or research
purposes, most body donation programs cremate the remains
and either return them to the family, or bury them In a common
grave. Many medical schools require that the body be brought to
the school unembalmed. If you plan to have a funeral service
with the body present, tell the funeral director of your Intentions to
donate the body.

Cost Families In the FIP study report paying transportation
charges from the place of death to the medical school (between
$145- $500).

N rth Amerim



2.a. Merchandise and Professional Services

"On her death bed she
made me promise not to
have an open-casket if
she looked like helL She
looked good Hats offto
the cosmetician."

FIP Respondent
Sister, age 64 1

At the funeral home,
how well did the staff
treat the family (were
you treated with re-
spect, dignity, and con-
cern)?

Treated very well 94%

Treated OK 5%

Treated poorly 1%

FIP study 1995

'Don't make decisions
alone. I went with my j
sister and husband We
discussed the options."

FlPRespondent
Adult Ch4 e 46

ost people in the
U.S. purchase
find arrangement

N lservices and mer-
chandise from funeral home.
Not all, but most Your other
options include dealing di-
rectly with a body donation
program or a crematorium.
Some families choose to care
for the body themselves and
hold a service themselves.
They may wash the body
dress it and build their own
casket

The most "family-friendly"
funeral homes will provide
services and

merchandise to the cost
the extent therelfamily chooses. meaningfl
That typically
means the funeral
director is very involved in
body preparations and with the
funeral service. it can also
mean that the funeral director
limits his/her role to simply
assisting with paperwork, if
that is what the family wants.

If you feel you are being
pressured into purchasing
merchandise or professional
services you do not want, or
that you would rather provide
yourself consider switching
funeral homes.

0at
u

Since 1984, the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) has regu-
lated the sale of funeral mer-
chandise and services, through
the "Funeral Rule." These
rules apply only to establish.
ments that sell BOTH funeral
goods and services; therefore
the Funeral Rule does not
generally apply to cemeteries.
Here are its main provisions as
summarized from the FTC's
booklet Craoldn& with the
FueralRul (June 1994):

U The Funeral Rule requires
funeral homes to give

consumers accu-
rate, itemized

f afuneral- price information
ed to its (for 16 items) in
lness. the form of a

"General Price
List." On pages 13-15 you
will find a sample of a
General Price List. You
should be able to stop in at
any funeral home in the
country and receive their
General Price List (GPL).
All GPLs are required to
contain much of the same
information. The format
and the prices will vary.
Consider collecting two or
more GPLs to get an idea
of the available options
and costs at funeral homes.
On page 4, we list itemized



at the Funeral Home

prices found on 60 GPLs
collected in the Kansas
City area in 1995. As you
can see, prices vary enor-
mously from funeral home
to funeral home.

g The Funeral Rule prohibits
funeral homes from misrep-
resenting legal, crematory,
and cemetery requirements.

g The Funeral Rule prohibits
funeral homes from em-
balming for a fee without
permission from the family
or responsible party.

* The Funeral Rule prohibits
funeral homes from requir-
ing the purchase of a casket
in the case of direct crema-
tion (when the body is
picked up from the place of
death and directly taken to
the crematory without
having any funeral services
with the body present).
[Note: the crematory can
require that the body is
placed in a rigid container
such as a plain wood box.]

U The Funeral Rule prohibits
funeral homes from requir-
ing that consumers buy
certain funeral goods and
services as a condition for
furnishing other funeral
goods and services. This

includes prohibiting funeral
homes from charging
families a fee if the family
purchases the casket else-
where or wants to use a
casket they have made.

a The Funeral Rule prohibits
funeral homes from engag-
ing in other deceptive or
unfair practices.

Information on how to order
your own copy of Cm
with the Funeral Rule is on
page 20.

Caskets

Five factors determine the
price of a casket; the
external material (metal,
wood, fiberglass, card-
board); the interior lining;
the hardware (hinges and
handles); the method of
construction; and the
sellers markup. Caskets
can be sealed or not
sealed against water. Few
casket seals keep water
out 'forever.' Your attitude
about death may Influence
your casket selection. Are
you buying a casket mainly
for display for 2-3 hours?
Are you buying a casket to
.protect' the body? Think
about what a casket
means to you before you
purchase.

Consumer Concerns
& Complaints

Funeral home and cem-
etery complaints are
generally handled at the
state level. To discuss a
concern or learn where to
file a complaint, call the
state Funeral Home
Regulatory Board. De-
pending on the nature of
the concern, they may
handle it or may suggest
you contact the State
Attorney General's Office,
the Cemetery Regulatory
Board (if there Is one),
the Better Business
Bureau, the state Insur-
ance commissioner (for
pre-need Insurance viola-
tions), or a private
attorney.
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Sample General Price List

[Adapted from: The Federal Trade Commission's booklet, "Complying with the Funeral Rule" (June 1994).]
Sentences in italics have been added by the FlP project for the benefit ofconsrners. For an idea of the price
range for each item, seepage 4.

ABC Funeral Home
100 Main Street

Yourtown, USA 12345
(123) 456-7890

These prices are effective as of:

The goods and services shown below are those we can provide to our customers. You may choose only the items
you desire. However, any funeral arrangements you select will include a charge for our basic services and
overhead (see #1). If legal or other requirements mean that you must buy any item you did not specifically ask
for, we will explain the reason in writing on the statement we provide describing the funeral goods and services
you selected.

I. Basic Services of Funeral Director and Staff
Includes: conducting the arrangements conference; planning the funeral; consulting with family and clergy;
shelter ofremains; preparing and filing necessary notices; obtaining necessary authorizations and permits;
coordinating with the cemetery, crematory, or other third parties. In addition, this fee includes a proportion-
ate share of our basic overhead costs.

This fee for our basic services and overhead will be added to the total cost of the funeral arrangements
you select (This fee is already included in our charges for direct cremations, immediate burials, and for-
warding or receiving remains.)

2. Embalming S
Except in certain cases, embalming is not required by law. Embalming may be necessary, however, if you
select certain funeral arrangements, such as a funeral with viewing. If you do not want embalming, you
usually have the right to choose an arrangement that does not require you to pay for it, such as direct crema-
tion or immediate burial.

3. Other Preparation of the Body $
[list individual services and prices, examples: care for autopsied remains, reconstruction, hair care, etc.)

4. Transfer of Remains to the Funeral Home S
(Within miles of the funeral home)
Beyond miles, we charge -per mile

5. Use of Facilities and Staff for Viewing at the Funeral Home S

6. Use of Facilities and Staff for Funeral Ceremony at the Funeral Home $

13
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7. Use ofFacilities and Stafffor Memorial Service S
at the Funeral Home (without the body present)

8. Use of Equipment and Staff for Grave Side Service S
This may be purchased in addition to a ceremony held at the funeral home, place of worship, or other place;
or it may saerve as the only ceremony purchased from the funeral home. Equipment includes use

9. Hearse (for transporting the casketed body) $
(CONSUMER NOTE: There may be additional charges each time the body is transported for example: frm
fitnel home to a church for an evening wake service; from the church back to thefunaeml home for the
night; fmom the finerl home to the church fir a morningfunerml service; from the church to the cemetery)

10. Limousine (for transporting family and friends) S
(See note above for possible additional trnsportation charges. Askfor clarfication afnot clear)

11. Caskets from S to S
A complete price list will be provided at the funeral home.

12. Outer Burial Containers from S-to S
(CONSUTER NOTE: Many (but not all) cemeteries require that caskets, and sometimes even cremation
urns, be buried in an outer burial contair, commonly called a grmveliner or a vault Seepage 16.)

13. Forwarding of Remains to Another Funeral Home $ -
Includes: Basic services of the funeral director and staff, and overhead costs (see #1); removal of remains;
embalming or other preparation of remains-if relevant; and local transportation.

14. Receiving Remains from Another Funeral Home $
Includes: Basic services of the funeral director and staff and overhead costs (see #1); care of remains;
transportation of remains to funeral home and to cemetery or crematory.

15. Direct Cremation (no ceremony) S
Includes: Basic services of the funeral director and staff and overhead costs (see #1); removal of remains;
transportation to crematory; necessary authorizations; and cremation if relevant. (CONSUMER NOTE: At
some fueral homes you will be charged a "cremation fe" in addition to the direct cremation charges.)

If you want a direct cremation you can use an "alternative container" or "minimum container" rather than a
casket. Alternative containers encase the body and can be an unfinished wood box or made of materials like
fiberboard or composition materials (with or without an outside covering). We provide containers made
of- .

A. Direct cremation with container provided by purchaser $

B. Direct cremation with container made of_ S___

14



C. Direct cremation with container made of: _S

16. Immediate Burial (no ceremony) S
Includes: Basic services of funeral director and staff and overhead (see #1);. removal of remains; and local
transportation to cemetery

A. Immediate burial with casket provided by purchaser S

B. Immediate burial with alternative container (see explanation in #15) S

C. Immediate burial with cloth covered wood casket S

Other items you might see on a General Price List:

Cost for body refrigerstion (for unembalmed bodies)
Casket rental charges
Discounts for infant deaths
Guest books, crosses, rosaries, etc.
NOTE: The cost ofclothing andflowers are not generaly included on General Price Lists.

Federal regulations require funeral homes to
provide a copy of their "General Price List" to
any one who asks for it in person. (Many funeral
homes will mail you a copy. although they are
not required to by law.) If you phone a funeral
home an request it. they are required to provide
cost information over the phone.

Also ask to see their "Casket Pri6e List" and
"Outer Burial Container Price List."
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& 2.b. Cemetery Merchandise & Services

nlike funeral homes, there are no federal laws or rules
"I had no Idea what regulating the sale of cemetery merchandise and services.
cemetery prices should Cemeteries have enormous flexibility in setting their own
be. policies and prices. Some states do have special consu-

mer-protection laws that apply to cemeteries. If you have questions
F2PRespondent or a complaint, call your state's Cemetery Licensing Board or the
Wdower, age 58 Attorney General's office.

CEMETERY SERVICES

The primary services provided by the cemetery staff are included in
the phrase "opening and closing of the grave." This generally in-
cludes preparing the paperwork, verifying the location of the grave
plot (or mausoleum or cremation niche), digging the hole, setting up
chairs and tents at the grave side, meeting the processional at the
cemetery entrance, being present during grave side service, operat-
ing the machinery to lower the casket into the grave, replacing the
dirt, and sodding the area.

Opening and closing costs vary. Typical city cemetery opening and
closing costs range from $200 - $800. Expect to pay a higher fee for
weekend services. Many pre-need plans exclude the opening and
closing costs. Many cemeteries require that the family pay in full,
and sometimes in cash, before any services are rendered.

CEMETERY MERCHANDISE
7J pes ofspaces:
0 Grave plot for casket

Ask if you will be allowed to bury two bodies in one plot (double
decker). You may be allowed to bury one or more cremated re-
mains ina grave plot that contains or will contain a body.

N Crypt space in a Mausoleum building
Mausoleums may contain exterior and/or interior crypts. Families
may be allowed to place cremation urns in a crypt that contains or
will contain a body.

N Cremadon niche in a columbarium
The columbarium may be a building or a wall containing niches

Vaufts help support the saf for individual cremation boxes or urs. Depending on the size of
around the casket from sinking. the niche, and the cemetery's policy, you may be allowed to place

2 or more urns in one niche.

16



containers
eteries require outer-

containers for in-ground
burial of caskets and some-
times for in-ground burial of
cremation containers. An
outer-burial container (OBC) is
designed to keep the closed
grave from sinking as the earth
settles. Without an OBC,
cemetery workers in heavy
equipment can be injured as
they drive over sinking
ground. There are no state
laws requiring the purchase of
OBC's.

In general, there are two types
of OBC's: grave liners and
vaults. Grave liners are not
sealed, vaults are sealed. A
typical grave liner is made
from reinforced concrete and
costs between $400 - $600.

A vault can be concrete, metal,
or fiberglass. Whereas the
grave liner's purpose is to
support the surrounding earth.
a vault is designed to support
the earth and to protect the
casket The natural process of
body decomposition occurs in
both types. Communicate
your preferences to your fam-
fly. This can be a very emo-
tional and expensive decision.

Vaults can run between $800 -
$2,000, although you can find
them for thousands of dollars
more. Bronze vaults can cost
$15,000.

Grave markers
Cemeteries may require or
prohibit certain types of grave
markers. Mausoleum crypts
and cremation niches usually
include a marker. You may
purchase a grave marker from
a cemetery, a fimeral home, or
an independent monument
sales office. Expect to pay an
additional $100 or more to
have the marker placed.

Families should realize that
they have plenty of time
(weeks, months, even years) to
make a decision on a perma-
nent grave marker. You
should not feel rushed into
making this decision. Of all
the final arrangement decisions
to be made around the time of
death, this is the one that can
be postponed.

Some people pre-plan the type
of marker they would like for
themselves, and some pre-pay
for it You can even have the
marker engraved and placed on
the grave plot years before the
death. At the time of death,
the death date can be added.

)per ofgrave markers
Monument: sits upright and
indicates a family section of
the cemetery, or information
for an individual or couple.
Ifthe monument contains only
the family name, then each
individual plot will generally
have a head or foot stone

listing the individual's name.
Most monuments are made of
granite. Prices vary based on
color, size, the number of
sides that are polished, and the
amount of engraving. Price
range: $500 - $8,000.

Other choices include granite
"Beveled Markers" (taller in
the back-maybe 6 inches) and
tapered in the front (4 inches);
or "Wedge/Slant" granite
markers (6-12 inches tall and
4 inches wide).

Grass marker: is placed flat
against the ground, set on a
bed of granite or cement.
Some cemeteries require grass
markers because it makes
mowing much easier. Grass
markers are usually made of
granite or bronze.

Price range:
Granite $200 - $15,000
Bronze $450 - $2,000

Veteran's Benefits
The Veteran's Administratior
(VA) currently provides
grass markers for honorably
discharged veterans. Quali-
fied vets (and their spouse)
may be eligible for free
burial in a VA cemetery.
Survivors will need to show
documentation of the
veteran's discharge status
before receiving these ben-
efits. Call the VA for
details.



3. The Ceremony

ne of the ways in which humans are
distinguished from othier animals is
that we care for our dead. Ceremo-
nies help survivors face the death of

a loved one, celebrate his/her life, and often are
designed as a "send-off" for the loved one.

Funeral services (or memorial services at which
the body is not presment) can be held in a variety
of places, for example:

R Funeral Home
" Place of Worship
" Cemetery (chapel or at grave side)
" Personal Home (which was the custom

prior to the turn of the century)
N Park or Garden

Many families host more than one ceremony.

Services can include a slide show or video of the
person's life. Selecting meaningful music, spiri-
tual readings, or poetry can enhance a service.
Inviting friends and family to stand and say a few
informal comments about the life of the deceased
can be very helpful to survivors.

Factors that influence the type of ceremony
include: religious background, ethnicity, local
customs, circumstances surrounding the death,
and the preferences (including knowledge of
options) of the persons planning the ceremony.

"Family and friends are so important
during the funeral services and after.
It's a very dufriculttime Friends need
to remember their support and love are
needed for months after the funeraL
It's so hard getting over the loss."

FlPRespondent
IFldorw, age 73

Adding meaning to the funeral service: RIP, 1995
In your opinion, what helps to make a funeral or memorial service meaningful?
(Respondents can choose as many as appropriate).

Adds Much Meaning:

Having people talk with me about my loved one 73%
Having photos and mementos at the service 40
Having the casket open for viewing 55
Having music at the service 84
Having clergy speak at the service. 87
Having friends/family participate In the service 55

by speaking about the life of the deceased

18



4. Memorializing the Life After the Ceremony

ome people end up spending a lot of money on final
arrangements out of a sense of guilt or love or just
wanting to do something to honor the deceased.

There are many ways to keep the memory of a loved one alive
and to honor his/her memory. Some ways necessitate money,
others dont. Here are some ideas:

" write a detailed obituary (a gold mine for family tree
researchers);

M compile a detailed funeral program (consider including
photos);

" make a video including photos or slides of his/her life;

" donate money or time to a favorite community group,charity, religious institution, or research organization;

" plant a tree, or rose bush at a local church or park,

* donate books, clothing, furniture, etc. to charity;

" establish a scholarship or bookfund at a local school or
college;

M put up a plaque in a park, golf course, or backyard;

" write a story summarizing how the person has affected
your life, share it with family and close friends.

"After my second husband died I
thoughtI would have to wait until
his children gathered to get all the
information for the obituary - come
to find out he had it all onfde with
the funeral home. That was nice."

FlP Respondent
Widow, age 64

19



Other Resources

Books

Carlson, Lisa (1987). Caring for Your Own
Death. Hinesburg, VT: Upper Access Publish-
ers. ISBN: 0-942679-00-8.

Morgan, Earnest (1988). Dealing Creatively
with Death: A Manual ofDeath Education and
Simple Burial. 11th edition, Burnsville, NC:
Celo Press. ISBN: 0-914064-26-6.

Norrgard, Lee E., and Jo DeMars (1992). Final
Choices: Making End-of Life Decisions.
ABC: CLIO Santa Barbara, CA.
ISBN: 0-87436-613-5.

Kouri, Mary IC (1991). Keys to Dealing with the
Loss ofa Loved One. Barrons Educational
Series.

Pamphlets/Booklets

Federal Trade Commission (Aug. 1995). "Com-

plying with the Funeral Rule: A Business
Guide." For a free copy write: Federal Trade
Commission, Public Reference Section, 6th &
Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20580

Free from the American Association of Retired
Persons (AARP):

" Product Report. Pre-Paying Your Funeral?
Stock number D13188

" Product Report: Funeral Goods and Services

Stock number D13496 (Updated Dec. 1996)
" Final Details: A Guide for Survivors When

Death Occurs, Stock Number D14168.

Send a postcard with title and stock number to:
AARP Fulfillment
601EStr.NW
Washington, DC 20049

The Funeral and Memorial Society of
America (FAMSA) is a national organization
with 100 Societies around the country dedi-
cated to providing consumer-oriented infor-
mation about final arrangements. For a
complete listing of their pamphlets and books
write or call:

FAMSA
P.O. Box 10
Hinesburg, Vermont 05461
Phone: (802) 482-3437
www.funerals.org/famsa



To order additional copies of this booklet, please send a check payable to:

Center on Aging/FIP
C

Mail the check, and your address to:

Center on Aging/FIP
University of Kansas Medical Center

5026 Wescoe
Kansas City, KS 66160-7117

Booklets are $4.00 each.
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

The Wirthlin Group is pleased to present results of Phase two of the study of American
Attitudes and Values Affected by Death and Deathcare Services to the Allied Industry
Joint Committee (AIJC). This study adds a second consumer perspective on the
industry and its services. Phase One was qualitative in nature while Phase Two is
quantitative. Phase One and Two together will provide critical input to developing an
effective means to promote ritualization and memorialization among the American public.

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

Several trends do not bode well for that part of the DeathCare industry that promotes
ritualization and memorialization. These Include:

. a trend toward simplification in funeral and burial services;

* increases in the number of cremations, which are expected to grow even
more:

* increases in shopping for funeral and burial services at non-traditional sources;

* the increasingly mobile nature of American society and lack of closeness to
local providers of funeral, burial and memorial services;

* changes in the perception of who should pay for funeral, burial and memorial
costs;

* a wide discrepancy between what people believe a proper funeral and
memorial should cost and what it actually costs.

The Allied Industry Joint Committee is concerned about the disparaging effect these
trends and misperceptions have regarding ritualization and memorialization among
potential customers.

These trends have come about, and continue to grow, in part because of a lack of
focus on the messages being communicated and a lack of marketing efforts on the part
of the various segments of the DeathCare industry that desire to promote ritualization
and .memorialization.
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The research for this phase of the study was guided by the following research
objectives:

1. to determine which values chains (attributes, consequences and values) are
most dominant in the consumers' minds.

2. to verify and quantify the finds from phase one to facilitate targeted
communication and marketing efforts.

3. to discover differences among various segments of the market to aid In
development of targeted communication.

4. to learn more about attitudes toward. cremation and pre-planning (making
pre-arrangements)

METHODOLOGY

In order to reach a representative and projectable sample, a national telephone study
was conducted.

The sample consisted of 1000 interviews. Respondents were screened for age and
only those 30 years of age and older were surveyed. This age was determined by
The Wirthlin Group, in conjunction with the AIJC, to be the appropriate target audience
for this survey because adults 30 years or older are more likely to have experience
making funeral arrangements. In addition, sample was provided in such a way as to
insure appropriate state by state representation of the nation's population. This
nationally representative sample, therefore, reflects a mixture of urban, suburban, and
rural respondents, age groups, and ethnic groups. Forty percent of the sample was
made up of males and sixty percent were females. The sample includes more females
since they are known to be primary decision-makers regarding DeathCare choice.

To insure clear understanding of the questions, the interviews were pre-tested among
a random telephone sample of respondents. The questionnaire was finalized based
upon input from the pre-test. The interview is displayed in Appendix A. The
interviewing was conducted in the Wirthlin Group's national telephone facility in Orem,
Utah. Interviews began September 20, 1990 and ended September 26, 1990. Each
interview lasted about 20 minutes.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INDUSTRY IS VIEWED VERY POSITIVELY BY THE PUBLIC

The public thinks very highly of the people and businesses In the Industry that provides
services to honor or remember a deceased loved one. When asked for their general
impressions, most gave laudatory responses, acknowledging that the industry has done
a good job. Other commonly used adjectives include the following: helpful, friendly,
concerned, caring and professional. Only one In ten made any negative remarks which
centered around overcharging the customer or capitalizing on the family's emotions.

HIGH DEPENDENCY ON FUNERAL DIRECTOR FOR INFORMATION;
OPPORTUNITY FOR OTHER SOURCES

The funeral director is the person most turn to for information on arrangements. This
is true among people experienced in making arrangements as well as those who are
inexperienced. This suggests an opportunity for other segments of the deathcare
industry to play a greater role in disseminating information about their products and
services. It is recommended that they implement this under an overall umbrella
communications program.

THE PUBLIC IS RECEPTIVE TO MAKING PRE-ARRANGEMENTS

Three out of four Americans think that pre-arranging the details of one's own funeral
is a good idea. However, only about one in four have done so. This discrepancy
implies that there is a large segment of the population that are positively disposed
toward pre-arrangements but have yet to take action. Within this group, four out of ten
said that they would make pre-arrangements within the next five years. Therefore, a
communications program directed at this should prove productive for the entire
industry.
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CREMATION DOES NOT MEAN NO CEREMONY

The industry is concerned that the increasing popularity of cremation will have a
detrimental effect on business overall. However, this need not happen If the industry
stays attuned to what people want. According to this research most want some kind
of ceremony even when cremated. About half would still opt for the traditional
ceremony and a third, a private ceremony. Respondents who chose a private
ceremony describe it as a less elaborate affair, generally one with fewer people and
limited to close friends and relatives. Even with cremation, about half would like to
place a monument or marker at their gravesite.

OPPORTUNITIES EXIST FOR CEMETERY PLOTS

About half of all respondents own a cemetery plot. Those who do not most often cite
"Never thought of purchasing one" as a reason. This suggests that there is a need to
generate awareness among those who have not given the matter any thought.

ADVERTISING IS OK

As a communications medium, advertising is acceptable for most facets of the industry -
- especially for florists, funeral homes, monument suppliers and cemeteries.
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

The Wirthlin Group is pleased to present the results of the first tracking
study as compared to the benchmark study conducted in September
1990. These studies reflect consumer perspective on the industry and
its services and changes in consumer attitudes and opinions about
industry professionals and ritualization and memorialization methods.

Background and Objectives

Funeral and Memorialization Information Council (FAMIC)
commissioned a study of consumer attitudes toward memorialization
and ritualization in September 1990 to determine the values chains
most dominant in consumers' minds when making arrangements for a
funeral or burial, learn more about attitudes toward cremation and pre-
planning, and study the trends toward simplification in funeral and
burial services, in shopping for funeral and burial services at non-
traditional sources and the increase in cremation.

This tracking study was guided by the following research objectives:

* to discover differences among various segments of the market to aid
in development of targeted communication; and

* to learn more about attitudes toward pre-planning, cremation, use of
flowers and monuments, and other aspects of memorialization.

Another goal of this research is to analyze the changes in attitudes from
the September 1990 benchmark to this time.

S1995 Study of Aimn Aftiudes Toward RhuainM and Memoraawn 2
s0wr Is
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Methodology

In order to reach a representative and projectable sample, a national
telephone study was conducted.

The sample consisted of 1,000 interviews. Respondents were screened
for age and only those 30 years of age and older were included in, the
survey. This age was determined by The Wirthlin Group, in
conjunction with the Allied Industry Joint Committee (AIJC), in 1990,
to be the appropriate target audience for this survey because adults 30
years or older are more likely to have experience making funeral
arrangements. In addition, the sample was selected in such a way as to
insure appropriate state by state representation of the nation's
population. This nationally representative sample, therefore, reflects a
mixture of urban, suburban, and rural respondents, age groups, ethnic
groups and religious beliefs. Forty percent (40%) of the sample is made
up of males and sixty percent (60%) is females. As with the benchmark
study, the sample included more females since they are known to be
primary decision-makers regarding remembrance and memorialization
choices.

Interviews were conducted September 12, 1995 through September 19,
1995 by Wirthlin-trained interviewers at The Wirthlin Group's
telephone facility in Orem, Utah. Interviews lasted on average 20
minutes.

For additional information about these studies or FAMIC, please
contact Ms Pennie Sabel, Assistant Secretary, FAMIC, c/o The Results
Group, 30 Eden Alley, Suite 301, Columbus, Ohio 43215, telephone:
(614) 461-5852, fax: (614) 461-1497.

0 1995 Study of Ameian Atiudes Toward Rallation and Mmoriallmlon 3
Seplmbw 1995
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The following sections summarize key findings in six important areas.

Industry Perceptions

People in this industry continue to be viewed very favorably, being
described as helpful, friendly and professional. In particular, there has
been a significant increase since the benchmark survey in the percentage
of respondents who agree or somewhat agree that "people in the
industry are professional and competent."

People are increasingly favorable to advertising from virtually all sectors
of the industry. In particular, the appropriateness of advertising for
casket makers, crematories, and cemeteries has increased significantly
since 1990.

Funerals

A declining number of Americans attend funerals or have had experience
making ritualization and memorialization arrangements. While the
funeral director is still the greatest source of information for those
making arrangements, a growing number of people rely on friends and
relatives and personal experience rather than the Funeral Director.

The most important criteria in selecting a funeral home is that it has
previously served the family.

"Open" versus "dosed" casket is one of the first questions to be decided
in making funeral arrangements. Most respondents (68%) who have
experience in funeral arrangements chose to have an open casket. Of
those who chose a dosed casket (25%), most did so because they are
philosophically opposed to viewings or feel it is not necessary to have an
open casket. About one fifth of arrangers felt the body was not in a
condition to be viewed and another tenth indicated that the deceased
did not want to have an open casket.

Monuments

There has been an increase from the benchmark study in the percentage
of respondents who go to a monument builder or the cemetery to
purchase a monument or gravestone. Nearly half of those with

@1995 5Uz~ ofAmdoan AliflsTowd RkulzalwmdMmatkli
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arrangement experience prefer to see some one who specializes in

designing and creating monuments rather than the same person who

helped make the other funeral arrangements. Better quality and better
selection top the list of reasons why these people prefer a specialist - not

price.

Cemeteries

Nearly three-quarters of respondents with arrangement experience feel
cemeteries give them plenty of options to memorialize and mark the
gravesite. Only one in ten believe there are too many restrictions.

Four of five people would not change anything about their experience
with cemeteries (same as in 1990). Far fewer people cite poor
appearance and a greater number cite increasing costs.

As in the benchmark, nearly one-half of the respondents currently own
cemetery property. People who have already bought a plot have done so

because they want to insure where the plot will be located (32%),
because it was purchased previously by ancestors (28%), or to follow
family tradition (22%). Most who do not own property say it is because
they just never thought about it. For some it is just not as important,
too costly, or they plan to be cremated.

Cremation

The percentage of people choosing cremation for both loved ones and

themselves has increased from the benchmark study. Those choosing
cremation also want to have some type of ceremony. Most prefer a

traditional ceremony, followed by a private ceremony or memorial
service. The latter services would differ from a traditional ceremony in
that they would primarily be for only immediate family or friends.

Respondents are still split as to whether or not a permanent marker
would accompany cremation, but if so, respondents in the tracking
survey indicate that it would most likely be a monument (34%).

Pre-Arrangement

Most respondents still believe that pre-arrangement of the details of

their funeral or burial is a good idea (80%), but the percentage of people
who have actually made pre-arrangements is quite small (24%). In fact,

* 1995 Simly of AmUinA ToWa RRuenson 5 MKU
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there has been a slight increase in the number of people who say that
they are not likely to pre-arrange any aspect of their funeral or burial in -

the next 5 years.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Wirthlin Worldwide is pleased to present the results of the third wave of the
American AttitAder Toward Ritalizadon and Memorializadon Study. This
study is built on previous studies conducted in 1990 and 1995. Our purpose is
to measure changes in consumer perspectives of the funeral industry and its
services, changes in consumer attitudes and opinions about industry
professionals, as well as preferred ritualization and memorialization practices.

This third wave of tracking consists of 1,002 interviews with adults 30 years of
age and older. Forty percent (40%) of respondents are male and sixty percent
(60%) are female. As with previous studies, the sample included more females
since they are known to be primary decision-makers regarding remembrance and
memorialization choices.

Interviews were conducted between September I and September 20 , 1999,
by trained interviewers at our Wirthlin telephone facility in Orem, Utah.
Interviews lasted an average of twenty-one minutes.

o Funeral and Memorial Information Counsel: 1999 Update
September1999
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KEY FINDINGS

The following sections highlight key findings of the study in six major areas of
interest: industry perceptions, funerals, monuments, cemeteries, cremation, and
pre-arrangement.

Industry Perceptions

The funeral industry includes funeral homes, monument builders/dealers,
cemeteries, crematoriums, and those providing pre-arrangement services.
When asked about their impressions of the people and businesses involved in
providing services to honor or remember loved ones, respondents continue to
think very favorably of the ritualization and memorialization industry. This
exceeds what is normally considered to be a healthy ratio of 3:1 for a typical
industry. Two-thirds (69%; up from 68%, 1995; 65%, 1990) of the comments
reflect positive feelings about the people and businesses involved. Overall,
there is a 5:1 ratio of positive to negative comments.

When respondents were read a series of eight attributes that may or may not
describe people and businesses in this profession, two of the eight attributes
changed from 1995: People in the industry are professional and competent
(86% agree; down from 91% in 1995; 85% in 1990) and Makes me feel that I
did the best Icould have done (91% agree; up from 85% in 1995; 83% in
1990). [Figure 1]

While respondents indicate overall approval of advertising for funeral industry
products and services, 13% now say it is not appropriate to advertise (up from
8% in 1995 and 6% in 1990). [Figure 4] According to respondents, funeral
homes remain the most accepted area for industry advertisement (79%
approval), with monument suppliers (77%), cemeteries (72%), casket makers
(62%), crematories (62%), and urn manufacturers (58%) following,
respectively. Approval ratings for these individual product/service areas were,
down slightly from the 1995 study.

Efforts to increase consumer exposure to products and services via independent
stores and Internet websites are just beginning to impact the public. Fourteen
percent (14%) of respondents have personally visited a store outside a funeral

* Funeral and Memorial Information Counsel: 199 Update
Sepmber 1999
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home where caskets are sold, and 1% have ever looked for information on a
funeral home or casket on the Internet [Figur 5]

Funerals

Americans continue to have positive attitudes about attending funeral and
memorial services, and about the professionals who help arrange these services.
Nearly all (96%) of the 1,002 consumers surveyed have attended a funeral or
memorial service. The number of respondents who go to the cemetery
immediately after a funeral service (8 1%) has remained fairly steady since the
1995 tracking wave[Figure 6] Over two-thirds (68%) of respondents say they
have attended a funeral in the last two years. [Figur 7] This number shows a
change from the 1995 and 1991 studies.

The most often named source of information for those choosing an
arrangements provider isfiends and relatives (33%). [Figure 8] Previously
served myfamily (47%) is still the key factor when selecting a funeral
home-consistent with 1995 research. Convenience (close to my residence),
reputation and familiarity (previously visitedfaciliies) are also factors
influencing funeral home selection. [Figures 9 & 10]

Nearly all (95%) of those surveyed attend a funeral or memorial service as a
way to show their feelings after death. After the funeral service, 80% prefer to
go immediately to the cemetery. When respondents are asked what type of
service they would prefer if making arrangements for themselves, 56% say they
would choose a traditional ceremony. Seventeen percent (17%) say they would
prefer a private service, and 11% would prefer a memorial service (a service
without the body present). Nine percent (9%) indicated they wanted no
ceremony. [1999 was the first year this question was asked.]

Of those who have had the responsibility of making arrangements for a
traditional burial, nearly three quarters (74%) of those electing an earth burial
prefer an open casket (up 6% from 1995). Of those who elect to have a closed
casket, 29%/ now do so as a request of the deceased (up from 9% in 1995), and
30% say they do not feel an open casket is necessary (up from 24% in 1995).
Among those who prefer a closed casket, the number philosophically opposed

* Funeral and Memorial Information Counsel: 1999 Update 3
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to an open casket has dropped from 33% in 1995, to 9% in 1999. [Figur 11]

Overall, customer satisfaction with service received at the funeral home is high-
80% report not wanting to change anything about their personal experience.
[Figure 12] As with most customer goods or services, desired changes most
often expressed deal with cost and personal attention. [Figure 13]

Monuments

The trend to contact a monument builder when purchasing a monument or
gravestone continues. [Figure 14] More than half (52%) of those arranging a
funeral prefer to deal with a monument design specialist because they feel the
specialist: offers more options/selection (26%); has more expertise (26%);
offers the opportunity to see what you are getting (25%). [Figure 15]

Cemeteries

The majority of those who have been involved with funeral arrangements in the
past believe the cemeteries offer plenty of options in ways to memorialize and
mark the gravesite of the person for whom arrangements are made (7 1%). Only
13% feel there are too many restrictions or limitations, a 2% increase over
1995. [Figure 16]

The number of respondents who own cemetery property has not changed
significantly in the past four years-approximately 50% of those interviewed
own cemetery property. However, the reasons why people are purchasing
cemetery plots are changing. While in 1995 to assure location (32%) was the
most frequently cited reason for cemetery property purchases, in 1999 so others
will not have to worry about it (55%) edged out the location issue by three
percent (52%). In the 1995 study, 28% of respondents indicated that the
cemetery plot(s) were inherited, and 22% said property was purchased
following faily tmdition. [Figure 17]

0 Funeral and Memorial Informaton Counsel: 1999 Update 4
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someone else make those final decisions (14%), but funeral planning remains
one of those things people put off doing something about. [Figure 25] Forty
percent (400%) of respondents indicate they plan to pre-arrange within the next
five years. Only one-fourth (26%) of all respondents say they have actually
made any arrangements. [Figures 26and 27]

Asked for the first time in 1999, more than half (56%) say they would prefer to
arrange a traditional service for themselves. Seventeen percent (17%) would
prefer a private service and 11% would prefer a memorial service. Only 9%
indic dthey wanted no ceremony. [Figure 28]

o Funeral and Memorial Information Counsel: 1999 Update
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Preplanning for Funeral and Cemetery Needs
Quantitadive Itacarch (Telephone Interviews)
August 1997

Executive Summary

The primary purpose of this survey was to attempt to learn if the consumers
surveyed. all of whom preplanned; found preplanning for cemetery space and
services and/or fiueral merchandise and services benefcial. By preplanning. did
consumer find dealing with the distress of the death of a loved one less difficult?

The results indicate prephanning is beneficial or perceived to be of benefit by the
planners themselves. Cemetery preplnners were asked "How would you rate y
overall experience with msaking the prearrangement?" Of all respondents asked.

75% rated the experience excellent or very good. The percentage increased to 7
among female respondents. Only 3% of all respondents rated the experience pot

Among fiuneral preplanners. the rating of excellent and very good climbed to as
Among females. this very positive rating increased to 6%. Those finding the
experience poor was only %.

The respondents were asked if he or she would be "likely to recommend that
others make censltery/fineral preaurangements?" Among cemetery preplanners
89% indicated they definitely or probably would recommend prearrangements a
others. This result among fimeral preplanners was 84%.

- Among cemetery and fineral preplanners. 8 % and go% respectively, felt the
prearrangement "cases the loss ofa loved one" and 67% and 68% agree "it saves
money". Easing the loss of a loved one was the greatest source of satisfaction.

* When asked "How satisfied were you with the prearrangements that were mad

94% of cemetery and 97%/ of funeral preplanners were either satisfied or very
satisfied with the plans. Of those surveyed in this sample, it is clear they perceiv
prearrangements as a very valuable service.

The entire survey results and the text of the full questionnaire form the balance
this Report and Appendix.

Walkerinformati
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Preplanning for Funeral and Cemetery Needs
Quantisative Research (relephone Interviews)
August 1997

Background and Objectives

Background

- Monfre + Buchanan Marketing Communications on behalf of the Incemational
Cemetery and Funeral Association would like to identify specific demographic and
emotional characteristics of individuals who make their own funeral and cemetery
arrangemens.

Objectives
* The specific objectives of this research include:

- Identifying specific demographic characteristics of individuals who make
their own funeral and cemetery arrangements

- Identifying emotional characteristics of individuals who make their own
funeral and cemetery arrangements

- Gauging levels of satisfaction with preplanning czperiences that are both
positive and negative

~- 9u~ Walkerlnformafion*



Preplanning for Funeral and Cemetery Needs
Quantitative Research (Telephone Interviews)
August 1997

Method

* 4oo telephone interviews were completed in Indianapolis. Indiana by Walker
Information

- zoo telephone interviews were vith consumers who preplanned cemetery needs
and zoo telephone interviews with consumers who preplanned funeral needs. Both
segments were defined by the funeral homes and moetuaries who provided the
sample. These segments will be referred to as Cenetery, Preplanncr and Funeral
Preplanners for the purpose of this report.

* Sponsorship of this project was mentioned at the beginning of the telephone
interviews. The sample was provided by nine Flanner and Buchanan Mortsaries
and eight cemeteries in the Floral Park and Washington Park Cemetery
Associations in Indianapolis. These tend to be clustered on the north side of
Indianapolis. Based on secondary research, the profile of the population of these
counties looks like:

54% Females o% Married
46% Males 29% Single

2 1% Sep 'tiv/Wid

14% < HS 6:% Children
24% HS Grad 39% No Children
3 1% Some College
19% College Grad
il% Post Grad 543,4z6 Mean

6% Under 25
23% 25-34
23% 35-44
16% 45-54
I5% 55-64
r2% 65-74
9% 75+

- All of the data in this report is based off survey conducted with customers
furnished by Monfre and Buchanan as opposed to random sampling of the
Preplanners.

- Participants were not compensated for their cime.

Walkerlnfrmafion*W1
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Preplanning for Funeral and Cemetery Needs
Quantitative Research (Telephone lnrerviews)

Key Findings - Demographic/Sampling Characteristics
Cemetery Preplaniners

- Demographics are based on sample that was provided and it is difficult to determine
from this research if this profile of Preplannes is consistent throughout the state.

Demographics of all sampled Cemerry Preplanners

- 69% Females

- 6t% High School graduate or less

- 5% Have never been married

- 68% Recired

- 83% Protestant

- 88% Have children

- The mean age is 64.66 years of age

- The mean income is S23,ooo

The mean age ofselected Preplannes is significantly higher (65) than consumers in
the same area (48).

* A higher percentage of sampled females are Preplannen (69%) than those females
who live in the sampled area (s4%).

* Signifacantly more Preplanners have high school education or less (61%) than the
population in the sampled zip code areas (39%).

* The percentage of consumers in the selected area who have never been married
(2X) is significantly higher than sampled Preplanners who have never been
married (s%).

6"'Walkednfnation*
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Preplanning for Funeral and Cemetery Needs
Quantitative Research (Telephone Interviews)
August ro7

Key Findings - Demographic/Sampling Characteristics
Cemetery Preplanners

* Education

- Education levels tended to follow the norm as people got older.
education and income level decreased.

* Marital Status

- Sixty four percent (64%) of married respondents preplanned at the
cemetery compared to forty seven percent (47%) of single, divorced. or
widowed respondents. This is a significant difference.

- Nearly seven out of ten married Preplanners (68%) paid in installments
compared to five out often (55%) single, divorced, or widowed. This is
significantly higher.

- Forty four percent (44%) of married Preplanners are men compared to
only twenty one percent (21%) of single, divorced, or widoved
Preplanners being men.

- One out of four married Preplanners (z5%) are under age so. This is
significandy higher than single, divorced, or widowed Preplanners (W%).

- Almost half (49%) of single. divorced, or widowed Preplanners are over
age 71 compared to thirteen percent (13%) of married Preplanners. This
is a significantly higher percentage.

- Over three out of four single, divorced, or widowed Preplanners (76X.)
* are retired. This is significanly higher than married Preplanner (57%).

- Seventy four percent (-4q) ofsingle, divorced, or widowed Preplanners
are not offended by marketing techniques. This is significantly higher
than the married group (sd%).

- Over halfofsingle, divorced, or widowed Preplannen (55%) have had
previous preplanning experience. In the married group only thirty
percent (30%) had previous experience with the process. The difference
between these percentages is significant.

7W f
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Prephanning for Funeral and Casnetery Needs
Quanticative Research (Telephone Interviews)
AuSust 5997

Key Findings - Demographic/Sampling Characteristics
Cemetery Preplanners

Employment Status

-Three out of four (77%) retired Preplanners paid in full compared to

only sixty twvo percent (62%) who made installment payment. This is a

significant difference.

- Twenty percent (a%) of full time employed Preplanners had no

previous preplanning experience. This is significandy higher than those

full time employed Preplanners who had previous experience (Iz%).

Religion

- In all attributes the mean score for all odiser religions was lower than

Protestant ratings. (S is excellent and I is poor)

Othar Ermstat

Overall experience 3.79 4.07

Person 3-83 4.0

Professional Manner 3.96 4.19

Knowledge 3.99 4.09

Financial concern 3.71 3.98

* Value 4.38 4.54

* Recommend to others 4.24 4.48

- Previous satisfaction 4.36 4.69

W o8 Walkeflnfonain*
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Preplhaning ft Funeral and Cemetery Needs
Quantitative Research (Telephone Interviews)
Augus app97

Key Fividings - Behavioral Characteristics
Cemetery Preplanners

Pre-arrangement Setting

- Sixty nine percent (69%) of Cemetery Pplreanning took place at the
cemetery or mortuary (On Location) as compared to thirty one percent
(jr%) in the hoe. This is a significant diference.

-Almost half (48%) of Ott Lonaaion Preplanners paid in full. This is
signisficantly higher than those who preplan at home (is%).

- On Location Preplanners raced their overall experience as excellent (38:.)
significantly more often than home Preplanners (25%).

- On Location Preplanners rated the professional manner of the service
person as excellent (46%) significantly more often than hoime Preplanners
(32%).

-Almost eighty percent (79%) of hame Preplanners are female. This is
significantly higher than Ott Location Preplanners (64%).

- Half (5 t%) of those that respondents who preplanned in the hoe
"Simplyfelt it oms dmt" compared to only thirty live percent (a5%) who
preplanned Os Lamtion. This is significandy higher.

Previous Experience With Preplanning

- Almost seven out often (67%) Preplanners with previous experience
said they definitely would recommend chat others make pre-
arrangements compared to only fifry five percent (ss%) of those
Preplanners with no preious experience.

- Eighteen percent (i8%) of icrplanners wich previous experience said
that "It mtakes sutefnal isnhes tare amed out" is an important atitude
when preplanning. This is significantly higher than those with no
previous experience (7%).

- Twenty one percent (2 %) of those Preplanners with no previous
experience said that 'Costs of preplanning" was the main reason they
postponed the process compared to those with previous experience
(to%).

- Six out often (61%) of Preplanners with previous experience said they
did not delay or postpone the process compared to only foty five (45..)
of those with no previous experience. This is significantly higher.

- Nearly sixty percent (57%) of Preplanners with no previous experience
are married. This is significantly higher than those Preplanners with
previous experience (3t%).

Walkernformation*
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Preplmoing for Funerl and Cemery Needs
QantiAtiv earch cr-lephone Irerviews)
Auus z997

Key Findings - Behavioral Characteristics
Cemetery Preplanners

Payment for Preplanning Services

- Neady nine out often (86%) Preplanners who paid in full preplanned
On loadson. This is signifcantly higher than fifty seven percent (s7%) of
respondents who paid in instalhments who preplanned On loation.

- Fourteen (z4%) of those Preplanners who made instalhment payments
said "It saves money' was the most important reason. This is significantly
higher than those who paid in fll (3%).

- Half (s %) of Preplnners who made installment payments are maried.
This is signifcantly higher than those married who paid in fll (36%).

* Marketing Techniques

-Three out of four (76%) of those not offended by marketing techniques
purchased a grave compared to fifty two percent (3s%) of those
offended. This is a significant differerce.

- Sixty six percent (66%) of those Preplanners not offended by marketing
techniques definitely will recommend preplanning. This is significantly
higher than fifcy two percent (sa%) of those offended.

-Three out often (3o%) of those Preplanners not offended have less than
a high school education compared to only eleven (i%) of those
offended.

Walkedrfonation*
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Preplanning for Funeral and Cemetery Needs
Quantitative Research (Telephone Interviews)
August 1997

Key Findings - Emotional Characteristics
Cemetery Preplanners

Emotional Characteristics Among Cemetery Preplanners

- Half (si%) of all Cemnetery Preplamtnmr made the decision because they
"Simplyfelt it as time."

- All five attribute questions were rated as excellent or very good at least
seventy percent (70%) of the time. This indicates that the preplanning
process is generally positive.

- Nearly 8 out of to (79%) women rated their overall experience as
excellent or very good. This is significandy higher than men
Preplanners (67%).

- 88% of Cemetery Preplanners less than so years of age rate their oveiral
expeience as excellent or very good. This is significantly higher than
those age St-7o.(7s%) and those age 71+ (70%).

- Nearly half of respondents (48%) with income over Szo.ooo rated their
overall experience as excellent. In those with income less than Szo.ooo
three out often (28%) rated this experience as excellent. This is a
significant difference.

- "Professional manner of dte service preson" has the highest satisfaction for
Cmetery Preplannsm (4.6 where 5 is excellent).

- "Conernfor my fnancial situation" has the lowest mean for Cetetcry
Preplanners (3.95 where 5 is excellent).

- Value is rated within the top two boxes among All (too%) Cemetery
Preplanning males (4.51 mean where 5 is very valuable).

- Ninety five percent (gs%) ofAll Cemetery Preplanning males wsould
recommend preplanning..

* Attitudes

- - 78% of Cemetery Preptanners under age So feel these arrangements "Ease
the lass for losed ones" and also "Make sue fnal wishes ar caried out."

- 68% of Cemetery Preptanners over age 5r feel these arrangemens "Help
pu the estate in order."

- Half(s2%) of all Cemercry Preptannm feel they did not delay or postpone
the process.

WalkerinformationO
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Preplanning for Funeral and Cemetery Needs
Quantitaive Research (relephone Interviews)
August t997

Conclusions
Cemetery Preplanners

Conclusions

- It appears that older Preplanners are more concerned with the benefit to
themselves versus younger Preplarners who are more concerned with
family suvivors. This information could be useful in future marketing
strategies (i.e. showing brochures with fanily members might have
more appeal to those consumes under age so).

- Because "Conermfor my Financial situation" appears to have the lowest
meas at 3.95 there could be an opportunity for additional sales training
regarding a gender approach to lower income customers.

- Preplanners who paid in installmens said that "It sares them money" is
the most important reason to preplan. This may be an opportunity for
leverage to lower income customers.

- In all attributes ratings tended to decline as respondents got older. This
data could indicate the need for a softer approach to a more elderly
customer base.

- In all attributes the mean for all oder religions was the lowest among all
groups. Pavrestant Preplannes gave a higher rating in all attributes. This
could indicate the need for a different marketing technique or message
focused on a variety of religions.

- Even though Preplanners scated they are offended by marketing
techniques over half of those definitely will still recommend. This
indicates that the process is very important for consumers.

Walkerinfomation*
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Preplanning for Funeral and Cemetery Needs
Quanticative Research (Telephone lmerviews)
August 1997

Key Findings - Demographic/Sampling Characteristics
Funeral Preplanners

* Demographics are based on sample that was provided and it is difficult to determine
from this research if this profile of Preplanners is consistent throughout the state.

* Demographics of all Funeral Preplanners

- 73% Females

- 6o% High School Graduate or less

- 6% Have never been married

- 74% Retired

- 79% Protestant

- 79% Have children

- The mean age is 69.14 years old

- The mean income is S24,soo

. The mean age (69) ofselected preplanners is significantly higher than consumers in
the same area (48).

- A higher percentage of sampled females are Preplanners (73%) than those females
who live in the sampled area (64%).

* Significantly more Preplanners have high school degree or less (6o%) than the
population in the sampled zip code areas (39%).

* The percentage of consumers in the selected area who have never been married
(z9%) is significantly higher than sampled Preplanners wvho have never been
matried (6%).

3a n t
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Preplanning for Funeral and Ceanetary Needs
Quantitative Research (Telephone Interviews)
Augus 1997

Key Findings - Demographic/Sampling Characteristics
Funeral Preplanners

Marital Status

Eighteen percent (zB%) of married Preplanners are college graduates.
This is significantly higher than those Preplanners who are single.
divorced, or widowed (6%).

- Over half (52%) of single, divorced, or widowed preplanness have
income of less than S2o,ooo as compared to twelve percent (r2%) of
married respondents. This is a significant difference.

- Seventeen percent (17%) of single, divorced. or widowed preplannen
are over 81 years of age while only nine percent (9%) of married
respondents are over 81 years of age.

Religion

- Twelve percent (t2%) of Protestant Preplanners "Larnedfimm making
arragementsfor someone else 4wo had nor prepfasmed." This is signisfcandy
higher than all other religions (3%).

- Almost forty percent (36%) of Protestant Preplanners had previous
preplanning experience compared to only sixteen percent (rd%) of all
other religions. This is a significant difference.

- Three out often (3o%) of all other religions are age -r-75 years. This is

significantly higher than Protestants (13%).

- Eighty two percent (82%) of fenales are Protestant as compared to only
seventy one percent (71%) of males being Protestant.

*4 Walkednonmafion
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Preplanning for Funeral and Cemetery Needs
Quantitative Research (Telephone lnterviews)
August igap

Key Findings - Behavioral Characteristics
Funeral Preplanners

Pre-arrangement Setting

- Sixcy four percent (64%) of Funeral Preptanning took place in the home
as compared to thirty five percent (35%) that took place at the cemetery
or mortuary (On Lodon). This is a significant difference.

-Three out of ibur (74%) of On Locadion preplansnets paid in full. This is
significantly higher than those who preplan at home (st%).

- Over eighty percent (8t%) of hone preplanners are female. This is
significantly higher than Ont Locarion preplanners who are female(69 .).

-Two thirds (67%) of those that respondents who preplanned in the hoine
"Simplyfelt it aws dne" compared to only fifty four percent (s4%) who
preplanned On Lration. This is significantly higher.

- Seven out often (69%) of On London preplanners think preplanning is
ery alnable compared to only fifty six percent (s6%) of at home

preplanners who said Sey saluable.

- Seventeen percent (17%) of at home preplanners are divorced or
separated. This is significantly higher than the On Locaton Preplanners
(81%).

Previous Experience With Preplanning

- Over nine our often (95%) preplanners with previous experience said
they definitely will recommend that others make pre-arrangements
compared to only seventy nine percent (79%) of those preplanners with
no previous expeience.

- Three out of four preplanners with previous experience (75%) saw the
preplaning decision as very valuable compared to only fifty nine
percent (s9%) of preplanners with no previous experience.

- Twenty four percent (24%) of preplanners with previous experience said
"Ii eases the losfor fored ots" as most important. This is significandy
higher than fourteen percent of those without previous experience
(s4%).

-Ten percent (to%) of preplanners with previous experience said 't
siaes onoey" as most important. This is significantly higher than three
percent (3%) of those without previous experience.

- Half (Sz%) of preplannes with previous experience are widowed. This
is significantly higher than those preplanners with no previous
experience (3z%).

s Walkedrnformation
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Preplanning for Funeral and Cemetery Needs
Quantise Research Crelephone lnterviews)
August sa9

Key Findings - Behavioral Characteristics
Funeral Preplanners

Previous Experience With Preplanning (continued)

- Nine out of ten (go%) Preplanners with previous experience are
Protestant compared to only seven out of ten (74%) of chose
Preplanners with no previous experience.

- Eighty one percent (8%) of Preplannes with previous expetience are
female compared to only sixty nine percent (69%) without previous
experience. This is a significantt difference.

Payment for Preplanning Services

- Nearly seven out often (69%) of Preplanners who made installment
paymems are ages ss-7o. This is significantly higher tian Preplanners
who paid in full (33%).

- Half of Preplanners who made installment payments (so%) preplanned
at home compared to only twenty six percent who paid in full (26%).

- Over half of Preplanners who made installment paymen (Sz%) raced
" Their senia peon oedl" as excellent. This is signitcanly higher than
those who paid in full (36%).

- Almost all (98%) of preplanners who made installment paymems rated
"re pwfessiontl manner of their senice person" as excellent or very good
compared to eight nine percent of those who paid in full (S9%).

- Ninety three percent (93%) ofPreplanners who nude installment
payments rated "Conerm for myfinnialntsition" as excellent or very
good. This is signiflcandy higher than those that paid in full (78%).

- Eighteen percent (zI8%) of those who made insallinent payments said
they delayed the decision because of"A&sidanc of the ropic ofdets."
This is significantly higher than eight percent in the paid in ful group
(8%).

- Halfof Preplanners who made installment payments (so%) said "If nuses
the lossfir loved ones" was important compared to only thirty seven
percent (37%) in preplanners who paid in full.

- Eight out often Preplanners who made installment payments (So%)
would definitely recommend preplanning. This is signifcantly higher
than the Preplanners who paid in full (61%).

- Three out of four (75%) Preplanners who made installment payments
have a high school degree or less compared to only half (5y%) of those
who paid in fall.

- Eighty four percent (84%) of Preplanners who made installment
payments are female. This is significantly higher than the group that
paid in full (67%). .

WaIkedformlon*
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Key Findings - Emotional Characteristics
Funeral Preplanners

Marketing Techniques

- Over half (57%) of all Funer Prhpaners are not offended by any
marketing techniques. This is significantly higher than those offended
(43%).

- Almost half of those Preplanners not offended by marketing techniques
rated cdar mser person oweel as excellent. This is signicantly higher
than those Preplarses who are offended (33%).

- Seven out of ten (69%) of those Preplanners not ofinded by any
marketing techniques have a high school degree or less. This is
significantly higher than those offended (47%).

- Fifteen percent (zs%) of those not offended by marketing techniques
have income less than Szo,ooo compared to those that are offended
(5%).

- Eight out often (8o%) of those not offended by marketing techniques
are retired. This is significantly higher than those offended (6S%).

- Emotional Characteristics Amnong Funeral Preplanners

- Over half of All Funeral Preplanners (57%) made the decision to preplan
because they "SimplyJfert it uns ame."

- All five attribute questions were rated as excellent or very good at least
eighty percent (8o%) of the time. This indicates that the funeral
preplanning proces is very positive.

- "ProNfeonal maer of the senate person" has the highest satisfaction for
Funeral Preplanne (443 where s is excellent).

- "Overall expeien" has the lowest mean score for Funeral Preplanners
(4.'s where 5 is excellent).

- Value is rated within the top two boxes among almost All (98%) of.
Funeral Preplannes (4.61 where 5 is very valuable).

- All (ioo%) Funeral Preplanners who are under age 5o or over age 71
rated their decision to preplan as very valuable or valuable.

1705.
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Key Findings - Emotional. Characteristics
Funeral Preplanners

Attitudes

- Sixcy two percent (62%) of All Funeral Preplinners feel they did not
delay or postpone the process of preplanning.

- Forty one percent (4t%) of All Funeral Preplanners feel the most
important reason for preplanning is "It cases the lossfor loved ones."

- Eighty six percent of females rated their "overall experiense" as excellent
or very good compared to only sixty nine percent of men (69%).

- The mean score for "professional manner of the senice person" vas
significantly higher for females (4.51 where 5 is excellent) than the male
group (4.:2 where 5 is excellent).

- The mean score for "cacernsfor myfinanal sisation" was significantly
higher for females (4.27 where 5 is excellent) than the male group (3.98
wvhere s is excellent).

- Seven our often (71%) females considered their decision to preplan as
very valuable. This is significantly higher than the male group (45%).

- Fourteen percent of females (z4%) delayed the decision to preplan
because of "aroidanceof the topic of death" compared to only two percent
(2%) of males.

- Thirteen percent of males (13%) delayed the decision to preplan
because of "lack oftnoswledge that preplanning eviss" compared to only six
percent (6%) of females.

- Seven out often (7z%) females definitely will recommend preplanning.
This is significantly higher than the male group (s6%).

- The less education a person has indicates they are less offended by
marketing techniques.

- People feel preplanning is valuable. This indicates that once they
complete the process they gamner a value in preplanning.

- Because people are preplaring for fineral and cemetery needs at
relatively the same age there is an opportunity for a single provider
service. Lower pricing for doing Everything at one time might be one
way to encourage participation.

Walkerinformlaion*
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Conclusions
Funeral Preplanners

Conclusions

- A high percentage of funeral preplanning is taking place in the home.
This indicates consumers don't feel as comfortable Os London. This
information was reiterated by some fimale Preplanners during the group
discussions. Additional in-depth research of why females aren't
comfortable might be helpful.

- It is easier to get On Lation Preplanners to pay in full. This indicates a
potential need for increased financial assertiveness wvhen marketing to at
home Preplanners.

- Because more Preplanners with previous experience think "It sares
mioney", this indicates the need for additional financial information to
the general public.

- Installment payment Preplanners tended to rare attributes higher
indicaring the need for additional sales training regarding initial visits to
the cemetery or mortuary.

19 W.Wk
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Conclusions '
Funeral and Cemetery Preplanners

Conchusions

-Became the sample was chosen from selected associatiom it would be
beneficial to repeat the survey using random digit dial sample.

-The demographics of the two different groups (Cemetery and Funeral
Preplanners) are very similar. The median age and income are
somewhat higher in the fineral group than in the cemetery group.

-Because people are preplanning for funeral and cemetery needs at
relatively de same age there is an opporunity for a single provider
service. Lower pricing for doing Everything at one time might.be one
way to encourage participation.

-The attribute raring scores are high, indicating that once people begin
the preplanning process there are few negative events. This information
could be important to educate potential consumers.

- Although Preplanners feel they did not delayT the fact that the median
age is 6S to 69 years indicates that there could be an opportunity to
educate the population as to an appropriate time to preplan for these
needs. This may allow for additional revenue for the fineral and
cemetery industres.

- People who preplanned at home did so because they "Simplyfelt it s
dse" indicating a need to increase awareness of preplanning. Home
marketing techniques could increase revenue potential.

- Very few Preplanners are offended by direct mail marketing techniques.
Additional research regarding the success of this marketing effort would
be helpful in securing additional sales.

%Wkdnonafien--
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Key Conclusions
Funeral and Cemetery Preplanners

* The primary purpose of this survey was to attempt to learn if the Conmm
surveyed: all of whom preplanned; found preplanning for cmetary space and
services and/or funeral merchandise and services beneficia. By preplanning. did the
consumer find dealing with the distress of the death ofa loved one less difficult?

* Te results indicate preplaning is beneficial or perceived to be ofbenefit by the
planners themselves. Cemetery preplanners were asked "How would you rate your
overall experience with making the prearrangement?" Of all respondent; asked,
75% rated the experience excellent or very good. The percentage increased to 79%
among female respondents. Only 3% of all respondents rated the experience poor.

. Among fimeral preplanners, the rating of excellent and very good climbed to 8r%.
Among females, this very positive rating increased to 86%. Those finding the
experience poor was only t%.

- The respondents were asked if he or she would be "lkely to recommend that
others make cemetery/fineral prearrangemems?" Among cemetery preplanners,
89% indicated they definitely or probably would recommend prearrangements to
others. This result among funeral preplanners was 84%.

* Among cemetery and funeral preplanners. 8:% and 8c% respectively, felt the
prearrangement "cases the los of a loved one" and 67% and 68% agree "it saves
money". Easing the loss of a loved one was the greatest source of satisfaction.

When asked "How suised were you with the prearrangemes that were made?".
94% of cemetery and 97% of fineral preplanners were either satisfed or very
satisfied with the plans. Of those surveyed in this sample, it is dear they perceive
prearrangemen as a very valuable service.

- The entire survey reslts and the text of the fall questionmuire form the balance of
this Report and Appendix.

35 WadkWdnfion*



The CHAmMAN. Thank you all very much for your testimony. My
first question is to all of you, and it is to make sure that I don't
go over an opportunity or miss giving plenty of opportunity for any
reaction from any witnesses yesterday. You all heard that testi-
mony, or at least references to it, and so my question to any of you
is: Do any of you have a reaction to that testimony that you would
like to address before we move to more specific questions?

Mr. JACOBSON. Senator Grassley, I would like to address that.
The CHAnMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. JACOBSON. When I finished eating my meal last night, I

went up to my hotel room and called home and talked to my oldest
daughter, who at that very moment was sitting there watching C-
SPAN hoping to see Dad on the TV. Instead, she saw Father
Wisleski stating, without being called on it, that almost every fu-
neral director in the country is a crook, and nobody said anything
about it. My daughter said to me, "We met Senator Grassley. He
knows you are not like that. Why doesn't he say anything?" And
that is my question to you. When you know there is a difference,
why do you let people-

The CHAnmAN. Do you remember yesterday both Senator Breaux
and I were chastised by somebody on the committee who said that
when we make statements that there are just a few bad apples in
the profession, we don't know what we are talking about? We
thought we had adequately addressed the issue of the honesty and
ethical uprightness of most people in the profession with that state-
ment, both what we have said in our opening statements as well
as what I have said in questions. So we did not respond at that
point because we thought that we had adequately addressed that,
and he obviously disagreed with us.

Mr. JACOBSON. Senator, I would appreciate you offering that ex-
planation to the people all over this country who weren't privy to
your opemng comments who only saw those people talk.

The CHAmMAN. Yes, the way C-SPAN works, we have about 12
million listeners over the course of a year. The average person
watches C-SPAN about 10 minutes at a time. So just based upon
the audience of C-SPAN, it is never possible to get a complete pic-
ture out there because most people don't watch it for that long of
a period of time.

Also, in Iowa, when we had our hearings there, I think I made
adequately clear my feelings on that, and funeral directors in Iowa
heard me say what I have repeated here just now.

Anybody else? Go ahead, Mr. Elvig.
Mr. ELVIG. Well, Senator, I wanted to compliment both Senators

on how you handled what you heard yesterday. The tears from the
first speaker, the other lady who had the issue in California where
she literally had to take over a cemetery, I would say you belong
in the funeral business because I watched how you related, and
that was good. They weren't belittled. They weren't put down. They
were listened to. And I think that is a cue for everybody in this
profession. It is a cue for people who handle complaints, and that
is to listen carefully, because behind the complaint is some very
deep hurt. You showed that respect and I appreciate that.

The CHAMAN. OK. I will move on to our specific questions then.
I will start with Ms. Harrington.



I would like to have you clarify something you said in your state-
ment. If I understand it correctly, the FTC sweeps, or test shopping
to ensure compliance with the Funeral Rule, are designed only to
boost compliance with the core requirements of giving consumers
an itemized price list. Does this mean that FTC does not enforce
or has never determined whether funeral homes are in compliance
with the other provisions of the Funeral Rule, such as misrepresen-
tations about embalming?

Ms. HARRINGTON. No. The test shopping program, as you just
stated, is designed and intended to check for compliance with core
requirements that are very easy to test on undercover test shop-
ping. But the FTC continues to investigate consumer complaints,
complaints from competitors, and information that comes from
other sources suggesting that homes and other providers covered
by the rule may not be complying with those or other provisions
in the rule.

The CHAIRMAN. Also, Ms. Harrington, as you know, the GAO re-
port that I requested and issued last fall found deficiencies in the
FTC's oversight of the Funeral Rule. Specifically, the report stated
that, "FTC does not have a systematic or structured process for
measuring funeral homes' compliance." Then it went on to state,
"FTC did not always take enforcement action against funeral
homes that potentially violated the rule and did not always docu-
ment the reason."

I would like to have your response to that specific statement by
the General Accounting Office.

Ms. HARRINGTON. Well, those are both true statements. With re-
spect to the first statement, the FTC is a law enforcement agency.
We are not an agency with responsibility for traveling around the
country developing statistically significant sampling techniques to
determine compliance rates by this industry or any industry. That
is not our business. That is more like something done by the Cen-
sus Bureau or the Commerce Department. So the first statement
is true.

Second, the criticisms from the GAO report about recordkeeping
and other methodologies that we use in our test shopping program
have been taken very much to heart by us, and we have made
some changes in the guidance that we provide to all of the people
in the FTC who are involved in this work, and we very much ap-
preciated the opportunity to work with the GAO staff in imple-
menting those changes

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ayers, you have presented quite a case sup-
porting combining regulation of all death-related industries under
one State office. How many other States have a single regulatory
entity for these industries? And is there any sort of trend in that
direction?

Mr. AYERS. I really can't speak to what other States are doing.
I tend to look very much at what we are doing there at home. I
can't really speak on a broad basis on what other States are doing.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have national association meetings of
your State regulatory agencies that you get any sort of a trend
from? Or aren't you able to go to those?

Mr. AYERS. The North American Cemetery Regulators Associa-
tion, of which I am a member, which was referred to earlier, was



looking toward combining or including funeral regulators also in
their membership. That has not taken place at this time, and as
I understand it, may not be taking place in the future. I don't
know. So there is some consideration given to that, but I don't see
a clear trend toward that at this point.

The CHAMMAN. Ms. Harrington, getting back to the GAO report,
it also found that, "The FTC's efforts to measure compliance have
been limited to narrowly scoped test shopping sweeps in selected
areas." The committee's analysis of the FTC's test shopping shows
that only 191 of 22,152 funeral homes were visited for compliance
by FTC during the 5-year period 1994 through 1998. Obviously,
that is about 0.8 of 1 percent visited each year.

How does the FTC conclude that it is overseeing the Funeral
Rule with what is a relatively small amount of funeral homes vis-
ited?

Ms. HARRINGTON. Well, actually, as you mentioned, there are ap-
proximately 23,000 funeral homes throughout the United States,
and we have visited well over 1,000 of those. These are businesses,
as I mentioned in my testimony, that operate in very localized mar-
kets. The FTC has fewer than 1,000 employees. We have a very
large mandate to enforce antitrust and consumer protection laws.
And I think that the fact that the FTC-sponsored test shoppers
have visited the percentage of homes that we have visited is quite
remarkable.

So I think, you know, this is a program that we are continuing
to coordinate with State and local consumer agencies and other vol-
unteers. We will continue, as I mentioned, with test shopping this
year and into the foreseeable future. And as I also mentioned, this
is a program that complements our more traditional and formal
law enforcement and investigative work in this area, as well as our
regulatory and educational work.

The CHAIRMAN. The GAO report raises concerns about the FTC's
record of funeral homes that the FTC test-shopped in 1997 and
1998. Apparently, enforcement action is not taken in every case,
and little, if any, support for FTC's determination to enforce or not
enforce is reflected in the record. Moreover, the GAO's review
showed that the reviews are narrowly focused on general price lists
and hardly focused at all on other elements of the Funeral Rule.

Do you have any response to that, either agreement or disagree-
ment with the General Accounting Office?

Ms. HARRINGTON. Sure. First, the General Accounting Office cor-
rectly notes that FTC staff exercises its prosecutorial discretion in
reviewing information generated by test shopping and also, a mat-
ter not addressed in the GAO report, when we review complaints
that we receive.

The FTC staff declines to take additional investigative or en-
forcement action in a large number of complaints that we receive
from consumers on a whole host of issues. The existence of a com-
plaint, for example, that is received by the FTC does not translate
into the existence of a law violation necessarily. There is need for
additional investigation, and not all situations warrant the expend-
iture of additional resources to determine whether or not there may
be a law violation.



We have experienced and knowledgeable staff looking at the re-
sults from these test shops and looking at our complaints, and we
have confidence that their judgment about what needs to happen
next is good judgment.

So that answers, I think, the first question about the criticism
or the suggestion of criticism that every time there* is an indication
that there may be a violation the FTC does not necessarily take
further action.

The CHAIRIAN. I guess in answer to the last three questions, I
should not make a judgment at this point without studying just
what you have told me and other evidence from the FTC. But I
think it would be fair for me to repeat from the General Accounting
Office report itself their assumption that there is not a large
enough sample taken or enough homes visited to say that there is
good enforcement of the Funeral Rule by the FTC.

Ms. HARRINGTON. Well, I don't think that that is the right con-
clusion to draw, Senator-

The CHAIRmIAN. Well, not my conclusions. I am not going to draw
a conclusion at this point. I just thought at this point I should re-
peat what I thought was a fair summary of what the FTC con-
cluded-I mean, what the GAO concluded about the FTC enforce-
ment.

Ms. HARRINGTON. I don't think that that is what the GAO con-
cluded either.

The CHAIRMAN. OK Then I want to hear your response to that.
Ms. HARRINGTON. I believe that the GAO conclusion was that the

FTC was not in a position to provide a statistically significant and
accurate measure of the precise level of compliance with its Fu-
neral Rule among covered entities. And the GAO's reasoning is
that the Commission is not in a position to do that because when
it does its undercover test shopping, it doesn't select homes using
a statistical model. And that is absolutely true.

When we do our undercover test shopping, we go into markets,
first of all, where people live, that is, we seek to allocate resources
to areas where we are likely to achieve the greatest measure of
protection, and so that is not statistically driven in a sampling
sense.

Second, there is an issue of resource availability. As I mentioned,
the FTC staff recruits colleagues from State attorney general's of-
fices, local consumer affairs and protection agencies, and has fre-
quently made use of the good services of our friends at AARP to
recruit their volunteers to help us do this test shopping. So we or-
ganize where we can marshal the resources to do this. But operat-
ing from Washington and our regional offices, the FTC cannot sim-
ply deploy resources to every funeral home in the United States or
to every market in the United States.

So I think that the GAO is wrong in its conclusion that because
we haven't proceeded in this matter like the Census Bureau might
but, rather, we have proceeded like a law enforcement agency does,
we can't say with precision statistically what the overall compli-
ance rate with these provisions of the rule is throughout the United
States. I think that was what the GAO concluded.

The CHAIRmAN. Senator Breaux.



Senator BREAUx. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and
thank all of the panel.

Let me start, Mr. Jacobson, with you, with a comment, and I
think it is very unfortunate the choice of words that you used to
attack Chairman Grassley's makeup of the committee hearing. I do
not think that it served you well in your representative position,
nor did it serve well the industry that you purport to represent. If
you look around Washington, you would observe that most hear-
ings, in fact, are conducted in this fashion. When we are looking
at a particular area to take a look at to see if things are being run
the way they should be according to the law, we generally have a
group of people that come in and lay out their complaints and then
follow that up with the industry or the affected parties to come in
and answer those complaints and present it in a balanced hearing.

The fact that you are from the State of Iowa and the chairman
is from Iowa is no coincidence. The fact that he went to his own
State to find someone to speak for the industry is, I think, a credit
to him.

In addition, you don't speak just for yourself. You represent
14,000, by your own testimony, funeral directors in this country.
Your organization has been in existence since 1882. Now, we could
have the 14,000 funeral directors come and testify, but, no, the
chairman thought it would be appropriate to have you speak for
the 14,000. You are not speaking just for yourself. I mean, you had
four or five people saying they had some complaints. I think you
are either uncomfortable with your own position or uncomfortable
with the industry that you represent that you are not big enough
to be able to come in and respond to their complaints without com-
plaining yourself.

Do you have anything to say about that?
Mr. JACOBSON. If I have offended Senator Grassley or Senator

Breaux-
Senator BREAux. You offended me.
Mr. JACOBSON [continuing]. I apologize.
Senator BREAUX. That is not-you represent 14,000 funeral di-

rectors.
Mr. JACOBSON. I feel very strongly about the funeral service that

I represent.
Senator BREAUX. I appreciate that, and that is why you are here.
Mr. JACOBSON. And I am very conscious of the 14,000 people that

I represent. Those 14,000 people that work and make their livings
in this occupation are having their name smeared across the head-
lines.

Senator BREAUx. I beg to differ with that. We have had four or
five people talk about some problems they have had with your in-
dustry. Today you are here to respond to those complaints. And
today you are on television. Today you will be reported what you
have to say. That is why you are here. If the chairman was being
unfair in setting up the hearing, you wouldn't be here. I mean, no
one from your industry would be here. You could have a hearing
like that. Would it be fair? Of course not. But the fact that we have
had people with complaints, four or five people from around the
country, and we indicated how few complaints have actually been
filed with the FTC and your industry. And this is an editorial com-



ment from me because, I mean, you represent 14,000 people and
that is why you are here. And I don't want to argue about that.
I will ask you questions along the substance, but it is, I think, ter-
ribly unfair for you to take the position that somehow the chairman
has had an unbalanced hearing. This is the type of hearings we
have on a regular basis. You and this gentleman who represents
5,000 cemeteries, owners and operators in 28 countries, including
the United States, you are speaking for them, and you are speak-
ing for 14,000 funeral directors. And we had four or five people, in-
dividuals who came to Washington to talk about a problem. I
mean, you have to be big enough to say, "Yes, there are problems,
yes, we are addressing them, yes, it is a minority of the people in
the industry." That is what it is all about. This is serious business.
And you can't say, "Well, the only people we are going to hear from
are the owners."

Ms. Harrington, let's talk about your area of jurisdiction. How in-
tense is the funeral regulation area as far as the Funeral Rule is
concerned compared with other areas that you deal with? For in-
stance, the FTC also enforces the used car rules. As a comparison,
how many people do you have dealing with the used car industry
compared to the funeral home industry?

Ms. HARRINGTON. Senator, I don't have those numbers, but I
would say it would be pretty comparable.

Senator BREAUX. About the same amount?
Ms. HARRINGTON. That is right. And both of those areas would

be less resource-intensive than, for example, telemarketing fraud,
fraud on the Internet, fraud in-

Senator BREAUx. I am glad to hear that. In other words, you are
saying that this is not something that is way on the back burner
as far as enforcing of the Funeral Rule.

Ms. HARRINGTON. No, it is not way on the back burner, but it is
also not the subject about which we receive the largest number of
consumer complaints or complaints that describe the largest
amount of economic injury.

We are in significant part responsive to what we hear from the
public about and consumers about. Not entirely. We also try to be
proactive. But, for example, my group, which is responsible for en-
forcement of the Funeral Rule, also does telemarketing fraud,
Internet fraud. This week we have a trial underway-it is a 4-week
trial in Las Vegas-against an alleged pyramid scheme that has
bilked people out of what we estimate is $300 million.

Senator BREAUX. In what area? Is this telemarketing?
Ms. HARRINGTON. No. It is purportedly a multi-level marketing

company that the Commission alleges is, in fact, a pyramid
scheme. That trial and our work in that area are very resource-m-
tensive, but the complaints that we receive at our Consumer Re-
sponse Center over our toll-free number from our online complaint
form, in the mail, by fax, suggest that there is a great deal of con-
sumer harm caused by those kinds of problems-

Senator BREAUx. OK Let me ask you about what you all did in
the sweeps that resulted in a lot of consent decrees. Tell me about
the consent decrees. What do they look like? I mean, you don't have
the authority, I take it, to revoke a license?

Ms. HARRINGTON. No, we don't. We are-not-
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Senator BREAUx. Do you have the authority to assess fines to
people who have violated? Have you assessed fines and what has
the average fine been for someone perceived to be in violation of
the law?

Ms. HARRINGTON. The total dollar amount in civil penalties paid
in enforcement actions, consent decrees, has been over $1.8 million,
and I am sorry, but I don't have the average amount. I can tell you
that the amount really varies greatly from a few hundred dollars
to over $120,000. I believe a hundred and twenty-some thousand
is the largest civil penalty that has been paid in a Funeral Rule
case.

The consent decrees look like any consent decree entered in a
Federal court by the United States of America. The Department of
Justice represents the Federal Trade Commission in civil penalty
actions.

The average civil penalty assessed in Funeral Rule enforcement
actions is approximately $26,000.
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Senator BREAUx. OK Who assesses the fine, if there is to be one?
The court or-

Ms. HARRINGTON. Well, the court-
Senator BREAUX [continuing.] The Justice Department in a con-

sent decree?
Ms. HARRINGTON. The court's order is what imposes the legal re-

quirement to pay the civil penalty. The amount of the civil penalty
is approved by the Federal Trade Commission, by the CommIs-
sioners.

Senator BREAUx. OK Mr. Ayers, tell me a little bit about the bu-
reau versus the board in terms of the makeup? Was the board basi-
cally heavily-did they have a large number of funeral operators on
the board versus the bureau? I am trying to find out what is the
difference between the makeup of the enforcement bureau versus
the previous board in the regulated industry.

Mr. AYERS. The two boards had a majority of public members on
them, on both of them, but yet they leaned toward the expertise
of the industry members on the boards. There was wide differences
in the board, and, therefore, probably the result in much ineffective
work.

Senator BREAUX. The bureau is what?
Mr. AYERS. Under the bureau, we have a bureau chief. I work

under the direction of the director of the Department of Consumer
Affairs. We do not have an industry board.

Senator BREAUX. Where does the bureau get their expertise on
the industry from? Do you have contacts with the industry? Are
there meetings with the industry?

Mr. AYERS. We have contacts with the industry. Also, we have
our inspectors, our field representatives, also licensees do work or
are knowledgeable in the industry as well.

Senator BREAUX. Do you have an opinion of the effectiveness of
funeral boards that are comprised primarily of funeral directors
from the standpoint of regulation?

Mr. AYERS. Well, my analogy is pretty much like what one of our
recent licensees asked me a couple of years ago when he said, "Is
California going to go back to a board structure?" And I said, "Well,
the administration at this point has no intentions to do that that
I know of." He said, "Well, that is good." He said, "I would rather
not be regulated by my competitors." And I think that speaks well
to that.

Senator BREAUx. OK Mr. Jacobson, on page 4 of the testimony-
I think you gave us a different set of testimony today, an updated
version of what I had originally received. But I think in this area
it is the same. You point out what consumers have the right to,
every consumer that comes into your funeral home has the right
to a detailed and itemized price list before they make any purchase
decision, et cetera. And you list other things they have the right
to. Finally, they are given the unfettered right to use merchandise
purchased outside of the funeral home and have the funeral direc-
tor service that merchandise without any restrictions or fees.

I got to ask you, because the story in the Times Picayune has
done a series on this by Bill Walsh, pointing out in one of-which
is really a very excellent overall view of this thing, but it said, "In
view of the State's funeral home industry"--let me start over. They
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had a person in one of our towns, in Lake Charles, who went into
the business of selling caskets. This guy probably should not have
been in this business. He spent 3 short months as a casket retailer
trying to sell Mexican-made coffins out of his storage space behind
a friend's paint shop. I mean, you know, would you want to buy a
casket from that person is the obvious question. But in view of the
State's funeral home industry, the article continues, his career
never should have started at all. Louisiana is one of about a dozen
States that prohibit the sale of caskets by anyone but a licensed
funeral director, and the State's industry-dominated Funeral Board
has aggressively enforced the law.

So I guess your statement wherein you say that they have the
unfettered right to use merchandise purchased outside of the fu-
neral home is not true for my State and apparently for a number
of other States.

Mr. JACOBSON. My place of business is in Iowa, and I am very
well versed in what the Iowa laws are. And in Iowa, and in my fu-
neral home, any person who wants to use an outside source for any
items associated with the funeral service has a right to do that.

Senator BREAUX. I take it that while that is true in Iowa, that
is obviously not true, apparently, in my State of Louisiana or any
number of other States where the funeral industry has prohibited
anybody selling a casket other than through the funeral home.

Mr. JACOBSON. Evidently that is correct. Our position has always
been, as far as the National Association, that if it is good for con-
sumers, if it is going to protect consumers, that is the direction we
want to go. We want to make sure consumers have the right to se-
lect their merchandise wherever they wish to.

Senator BREAUX. So I take it that would be a recommendation
to those States that do not allow that, that they should, in fact,
allow that type of competition?

Mr. JACOBSON. I believe that is the position of the FTC as well.
Our concern in this line is that currently a vast majority of the in-
dustry does not fall under the Federal Trade Commission regula-
tions.

Senator BREAUX. You mean cemeteries-
Mr. JACOBSON. Cemeteries do not fall under them. A lot of

crematories do not fall under them. Third-party casket- .
Senator BREAUX. I take it your position is that they should and,

Mr. Elvig, your position is that you should not.
Mr. JACOBSON. Very well.
Mr. ELVIG. Right.
Senator BREAUX. I got that. Thank you all very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I think I want to start, Mr. Jacobson, with you,

and this is kind of a question about whether or not you think the
penalties that have been announced and imposed are deterrents. So
let me ask the question this way: I understand that your trade as-
sociation worked very closely with the FTC in developing the Fu-
neral Rule Offender Program. If funeral homes face smaller fines
and training through the Funeral Rule Offender Program as com-
pared to civil monetary penalties, how much of a deterrence can
this program be?



Mr. JACOBSON. I think it is still a tremendous deterrent. Most fu-
neral homes are smaller. Seventy-five percent of the funeral homes
across the Nation do less than 200 funerals a year. So they don't
have large volumes of money just sitting there. So any kind of a
fee or a program like this is expensive for a funeral home to enter
into. And so it does provide a tremendous deterrent.

The CHAmmAN. Ms. Harrington, following up on that with the
FTC's involvement in it and your overseeing the program, how
often has the FTC reviewed or visited the FROP run by the Na-
tional Funeral Directors Association? And then before you answer,
in written response to the committee, the only report that we have
seen that indicates FTC's oversight of the program is a memoran-
dum to the file by FTC dated 2 weeks after the committee's letter
of inquiry describing an onsite meeting with the director of the
FROP at the Funeral Directors Association headquarters. Is that
the extent of the FTC's oversight of the FROP?

Ms. HARRINGTON. No. The FTC staff has met since the program
was developed on numerous occasions here in Washington with the
NFDA employee who is responsible for the operation of the pro-
gram, with the general counsel of the NFDA, and with other rep-
resentatives of the NFDA. So there has been an ongoing discussion.
We have phone conferences, and as you note, well before we heard
from the committee on this, one of our attorneys went out to Mil-
waukee and conducted a review onsite there of NFDA records con-
cerning the program. But it certainly isn't the case that that one
visit is the only instance of interaction between FTC staff and
NFDA representatives, nor is it the case that this is not a program
that we have exercised considerable oversight on. We have and we
continue to.

And it is a new sort of effort for us. I think that the Congress
recognized in recent years that, particularly with regard to small
businesses and their compliance with Federal regulation and law,
there is a need for Federal enforcement and regulatory agencies to
develop some flexible and different procedures to account for the
special needs and issues that come up with small businesses. And
with that sort of notion very much in mind, as well as the over-
riding concern with consumer protection, we entered into this Fu-
neral Rule Offenders Program experiment, and it has been a work
in progress. It is something that we are looking at and making
changes to all the time, to try to make it better, fairer, and more
responsive to what we hear from consumers and the public.

The CHAIRMAN. Again, to you, Ms. Harrington, the General Ac-
counting Office found that it was difficult to quantify the number
and type of complaints about the funeral-related industry since
there is no central repository for complaints. Has the FTC given
thought to how that problem may better be addressed for consum-
ers? Is there a way to establish a central repository for complaints
either at the State or Federal level? It would seem to me that just
filing a complaint with an office that can't do anything about the
complaint would be a waste of time.

Ms. HARRINGTON. Well, as you know, Senator, the FTC has real-
ly taken the lead nationally in consumer complaint-in centralizing
consumer complaint handling, storage, and retrieval. We have, for
example, in the fraud area, the Consumer Sentinel Data base,



which was developed by the FTC. Resides in a highly secure site
on the World Wide Web, and we have made that available to over
200 law enforcement agencies throughout the United States and
Canada.

The difference between complaints of that sort, though, and these
complaints is that those complaints enable law enforcement to
track trends, to see that, for example, when a citizen in Iowa or
Louisiana or somewhere else receives a telephone call from a fraud-
ulent telemarketer and reports it, for law enforcement in that State
to be able to quickly determine that there are many other citizens
in its jurisdiction who have had the problem, and that there are
citizens all around the country who have had the problem, because
the businesses that are perpetrating those frauds are operating
across State lines all over the United States and often now inter-
nationally.

The complaints about businesses in the funeral services industry
are really of a different sort. They often-not always but often-
are dealing with very small local businesses, and, frankly, it is of
little use to a regulator in California to see what is happening with
funeral homes that are operating in the State of Iowa. So it is a
different kind of issue.

Finally, I would just observe that while the GAO noted that
there is no central repository for all complaints about funeral goods
and services in the United States, at the FTC there is a central re-
pository for every single complaint that we receive. And that is why
we have been able to produce chapter and verse, complaint by com-
plaint for your staff, information about complaints received at the
FTC. We have a very good system for tracking that, for reporting
on that, and have a good handle on that.

The CHARMAN. Mr. Elvig, you probably heard my concerns ad-
dressed yesterday about pre-need contracts, not the contracts per
se but about their portability. How do the ICFA model guidelines
address that issue of portability?

Mr. ELVIG. That is the one guideline that we are still attempting
to develop, Senator, and the issues there are definitions. As I said
earlier, are we talking about graves? Are we talking about caskets?
Are we talking about insurance policies? There are so many dif-
ferent types o pre-arrangement programs in different States, and
a lot of them are fashioned around what the State's regulations
might be*

as we look at portability, as we attempt to draft a gdeline
on that, we are attempting to straddle all of those vergent
sources of authority in creating a pre-arrangement contract.

Another big issue with them is time. In the State of Washington,
it is 22.2 years between the time a pre-arrangement is made and
consumed. Even there, it creates problems in defining portability.
So we are working on that guideline, and when we have one, it will
be in this committee's hands.

The CHAtMAN. Could I ask, Mr. Jacobson, your thoughts about
the portability of pre-need agreements?

Mr. JACOBSON. Our position is that we feel very strongly that
portability should be a part of a pre-arrangement contract. Our as-
sociation 3 years ago felt strongly enough about the problems with
pre-need and the upcoming situation with it that we developed a



Consumer's Bill of Rights for pre-need, and I believe you all have
a copy of that. And under that, one of the things that is important
to us is that the consumer has the right to move that contract. I
think that is one of the best ways you can protect a consumer.

The CHAIRMAN. I will go to Ms. Harrington now a little bit on
the same subject. Again, getting back to pre-need sales and some
testimony we heard yesterday, how has the FTC been involved in
addressing the manner in which pre-need funeral, burial, and cre-
mation sales are made? And it seems to me that an important con-
sumer issue is just that. Is there any chance that pre-need sales
might be addressed by the Funeral Rule?

Ms. HARRINGToN. Senator, they are addressed by the rule. The
rule covers pre-need sales, and the Commission has brought en-
forcement actions under the rule involving alleged violations in the
pre-need context. I think you are absolutely right to focus on prob-
lems in that area. It is something that we are and always have
been concerned about and have covered by our rule.

The CHAIRMAN. I think going over the rest of my-no, here is a
question I should ask Mr. Jacobson. I don't know the extent to
which you can answer this industry-wide, but the issue of sealer
caskets came up yesterday. Can you tell us about either from your
own personal experience or generally throughout the industry the
extent to which funeral homes sell sealer caskets and what purpose
such caskets serve?

Mr. JACOBSON. I can tell you from my personal experience in my
funeral home, we have a selection of both caskets with gaskets and
caskets that do not have gaskets. We refrain from calling them a
sealer casket simply because the difference between the caskets is
whether or not it has a gasket and locking mechanism versus one
that does not. But most funeral homes have a selection of non-seal-
ing or non-gasketed caskets as well as gasketed caskets. Ulti-
mately, the consumer has the choice.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we are about ready to wind up. Senator
Breaux has one more thing.

Senator BREAUx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank the panel
for their presentation. This is not an easy subject to deal with, but
I think that the hearings have really, I think, helped to highlight
some of the issues, and I think also to hopefully better inform con-
sumers as to what their rights are as well as to hear from the in-
dustry about what they are doing to try and guarantee that indus-
try is run according to what everybody in industry would agree is
the right standards. And I think that progress is being made.

I was wondering, Ms. Harrington, this little guide that you have,
what would you have to do to get this? Is this available

Ms. HARRINGTON. Ask.
Senator BREAUx. I know, but I mean, if somebody dies in your

family, I am not going to be writing to FTC for the little blue book.
Is it available at funeral homes around the country?

Ms. HARRINGTON. We would be glad to make it available at fu-
neral homes, at cemeteries. That would, of course, depend on the
good will of funeral home operators, cemetery operators. But we
will provide supplies of this at any business that is dealing with
the public on these issues.

65-219 00 - 12



Senator BREAUX. Let me ask Mr. Jacobson, have you had a
chance maybe to look at this or maybe your office has had a chance
to look at this? I am just wondering whether the industry would
have a problem with something like this sitting on the desk in a
funeral home, that if someone is there with a family they could flip
through it? It is only 15 pages or so.

.1Mr. JACOBSON. We certainly would not have any problem with
giving consumers as much information as possible so they can ab-
sorb it before they have to make any type of choice.

Senator BREAUX. I don't want to pin you down on this particular
one-

Mr. JACOBSON. I have not looked through the book-
Senator BREAUX [continuing]. Because you haven't seen it-
Mr. JACOBSON [continuing]. But as a general rule, any informa-

tion we can get in the hands of the folks that are going to have
to be making tough decisions is good for us and would be good for
the consumer.

Senator BREAUX. I think that would be helpful because, I mean,I assume there is much misinformation by the average consumer,
and they are probably in the worst time of their lives to make an
educated, informed decision. So to have something that is sort of
simple like this sitting on the table, you know, I think it would be
very, very helpful. I am just trying to get AARP to send stuff out,
but obviously if you hand this out to them when they come in as
well as everything else you provide them, I think it would be very,
very helpful as a recommendation.

I thank the Chair.
The CHAnmm. Before you leave, I would like to say thank you

very much for the testimony that each of you gave us today. I think
the information that you provided was all on point, and I see it as
assisting the committee in understanding the many pressing con-
sumer issues in a very, very large industry.

I think we have to look at the funeral and cemetery business as
very unique. As such, I think they present unique challenges for
the industry, for agencies like the FTC and State agencies, and, of
course, for consumers. And I think we have to accept that arrang-
ing a funeral isn't like buying a car. Consumer magazines don't
rate funeral homes or caskets. Consumers don't shop around and
compare prices when it comes to funeral planning. And, obviously,
I think to some extent it is because people are reluctant to discuss
their mortality, or it could even be that people don't buy funerals
until they need one for a family member.

Some of the same feelings may contribute to the lack of com-
plaints to the various government agencies about funerals. Maybe
consumers feel uncomfortable complaining to the Government
about a personal family experience. Maybe it doesn't occur to them
that they have any recourse, or if it does, maybe they don't know
where to turn. And yet I have been involved with a lot of petty
complaints to funeral directors, even probably from some of my
own relatives, about something wasn't quite right this way or that
way about a certain aspect of a person being in the casket or some
other part of a funeral, and sometimes found that embarrassing,
quite frankly. But I know what you have to put up with, as you
mentioned very well, Mr. Elvig, in your case.



In any event, the special circumstances surrounding a funeral
and burial present a challenge for all of us who have an interest
in protecting consumers, as I know anybody in the industry has to
do that or they wouldn't have a business. We all have to work to-
gether to provide the best services to people at competitive prices,
and this is especially important as our Nation ages at an unprece-
dented rate and the funeral business will be obviously taking care
of more deaths as we have the biggest demographic shift in our
country when the baby boomers come into retirement in the year
2010.

And along that line, Senator Breaux and I for the 32 years that
we have been working together on this committee, whether it has
been Social Security or Medicare or pension plans or nursing
homes, a lot of oversight work we have done, we have tried to be
ahead of the curve as far as the baby boomers retiring. And it may
look down the road a long time, the year 2010 when that happens,
but that is almost tomorrow considering the way Congress acts
sometimes. So, consequently, I hope that those of you see us over-
seeing the funeral industry somewhat as we oversee assisted living,
nursing homes, bad eggs in the financial lending industry, et
cetera, et cetera, even bad things within Congress not being pre-
pared to make the changes that have to be made in Social Security
and Medicare.

Probably Senator Breaux and I are the brunt of criticism from
our colleagues of trying to push things too far and too fast, much
as Mr. Jacobson has probably felt about our holding this hearing.

So we just think that the Aging Committee has a responsibility
since we became chairman and ranking member in 1997 to antici-
pate these things and be ahead of it.

Just maybe a couple things that we will be looking at, although
the entire record has to be a basis for any action we take, but we
are going to be looking for common-sense solutions, and we are
going to be concerned about the sealed caskets, their effect. We are
going to be concerned about the sale of pre-need agreements, their
portability, things of that nature, because, again, with baby
boomers going into retirement, there is just going to be more use
of those arrangements and agreements.

There are too many findings in the 2 days of hearings to recount
right here, and so I am not going to take your time to do that. Suf-
fice it to say that we have made a good start toward identifying
consumer issues and finding solutions to those issues. I thank each
of you for your contributions toward this end, and the extent to
which we have tried to be transparent in everything that we have
done since the news conference last October, both from the stand-
point of advocates for the consumers as well as people in the indus-
try, we will continue to have an open door.

Before I say the last sentence, I have had Mr. Elvig ask for per-
mission to speak.

Mr. ELVIG. It is just a comment about your process. You said at
the opening of your hearing yesterday it was non-partisan. I want
to tell you, we heard that during the evening hours also, and the
respect that we see as people out there in the hinterland that is
shown between the two of you shows the non-partisan nature, and



that is refreshing and that is good to know. And for that-I can't
speak for all the panelists, but we appreciate it.

The CHAnMAN. Well, I think the average constituent thinks that
Senator Breaux as a Democrat and Senator Grassley as a Repub-
lican never speak to each other. But I hope that they understand
particularly in the U.S. Senate, absolutely nothing gets done be-
cause of the filibuster rule and because of the 60 votes that it takes
to stop debate, absolutely nothing gets done unless there is co-
operation between the two political parties, at least a minority of
one party working with the vast majority of another party for
things to get done. And I have enjoyed and will continue to enjoy
working not only on this committee but on the Senate Finance
Committee with my colleague from Louisiana.

So we are going to leave the record open for 2- weeks to receive
additional information from any witnesses who testified or from
any other interested individual or organization. So that gives me
a chance to respond to what Mr. Jacobson said in the sense that
anything that is not out there that you or any of your individuals
or State associations or national associations or even any of your
competing associations want to put in the record, if you can get
that to us within 2 weeks, it will be included as if stated here at
this meeting.

So, with that in mind, I adjourn the meeting and thank you all
for your kind attention.

[Whereupon, at 11:46 a.m., the committee was adjourned.]



APPENDIX

DEATHS AND FUNERALS IN THE UNITED STATES
(1997)

Deaths in the United States 2,314,245

Deaths Managed by Funeral Homes 1,884,952
(8 1.4%)

Funeral Homes in the United States 22,152

Annual Funerals Per Funeral Home 85

Weekly Funerals Per Funeral Home 1.6

SOURCE: National Center for Health Statistics
National Funeral Directors Association

(353)
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1999 Total Number of Entries Classified as Cemetery
as compiled by the Geographic Name Information System (GNIS)
(Partial Listing Only- USGS Research Project Not Yet Completed)

State Number

AL 6,610
AK 17
AZ 186
AR 4,188
CA 772
CO 516
CT 663
DE 82
FL 1,082
GA 5,585

I 32
ID 293
IL 5,899
IN 3,366
IA 2,993
KS 2,257
KY 3,896

State Number

LA 2,571
ME 1,128
MD 1,125
MA 1,148
MI 2,031
MN 2,212
MS 6,245
MO 5,365
MT 681
NE 1,407
NV 70
NH 411
NJ 446
NM 594
NY 3,003
NC 2,645
ND 1,103

State Numbe

OH 5,502
OK 2,129
OR 1,073
PA 2,509
RI 16
SC 2,326
SD 1,095
TN 12,293
TX 5,803
UT 384
VT 467
VA 4,829
WA 439
WV 3,053
WI 2,561
WY 158

Estimate of Total Cemeteries

SOURCE: United States Geological Survey

200,000+
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FUNERAL AND BURIAL COSTS
NATIONAL AVERAGES

The Rising Costs of an Adult Funeral

% Increase % Increase
1980 $1,809 1995 $4,624 24%
1985 $2,787 54% 1996 $4,782 3%
1991 $3,742 34% 1998 $5,020 5%

Costs include casket, professional fee, embalming, cosmetology, viewing and funeral home service. (This does NOT
Include cemetery and/or burial charges.)

SOURCE: National Funeral Directors Association

Breakdown of Funeral Items (1998)

Casket $2,176 Hearse $179
Professional service charge $1,182 Body pickup $159
Embalming $ 401 Cosmetology $151
Service at funeral home $ 357 Service car $ 87
Viewing $ 314 Acknowledgment cards $ 14

SOURCE: Nationsal Funeral Directors Association

Burial and Monument Costs (1998)

The average funeral may cost $5,020, but this does not include:

Gravesite $500 and up
Grave Opening and Closing Fees $500 and up
Burial Vault $300-$10,000
Monument $1,200

SOURCE: The Funeral HELP! Program (htt//dragonct.condfuneralsahtrn) based on an AARP study

TOTAL AVERAGE COSTS FOR FUNERAL, BURIAL AND MONUMENT $7,520

It is important to note that this figure is based on the lower end of national averages. Costs can climb rapidly
depending on what a consumer chooses.
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1995 CASKET COST COMPARISON

TYPE RETAIL

Cloth-covered $500

Pine (solid) $1,897

Oak (solid) $2,600

Steel (16g) $2,255

Poplar (solid) $3,050

Cherry (solid) $3,550

Steel (stainless) $4,050

Mahogany (solid) $8,500

Bronze (48oz.) $31,000

Copper (solid) $33,000

AVERAGE CASKET MARKUP

WHOLESALE

$167

$749

$801

$1,074

$386

$1,284

$989

$1,810

$3,725

$1,625

SOURCE: Wasick. John J., -Fraud In the Funeral Industry- Consumner Diaon. Sep1.,nbedOotobn. 195, nS3.

PROFIT

199%

153%

224%

109%

690%

176%

309%

369%

732%

1,930%

489%
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THE FUNERAL RULE

April 1984 Federal Trade Commission (FTC) implemented the rule to

regulate providers of funeral goods and services

A Funeral Provider must provide:
- casket price list
- outer burial container price list
- general price list
- statement of funeral goods and services

A Funeral Provider must refrain
from misrepresentations regarding:
- embalming
- caskets for cremation
- outer burial container

- general provisions on legal and cemetery requirements
- preservative and protective value claims

July 1994 Amended to:
- clarify price disclosure and "unbundling" provisions
- eliminate the imposition of "casket handling fees"

- repeal the affirmative telephone disclosure requirement

April 1999 FTC began a review process of the Funeral Rule

SOURCE: Funeral Industries Practice Rule, 16 C.F.R. § 453 (1984)
59 Fed. Reg. 7, 1592 (1994)



State Regulation of Funeral Homes, Cemeteries and Preneed Agreements
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Cemeteries (for-profit regulation)

E Regulation

Funeral Homes Preneed Agreements (potentially 1-3 agencies)
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1999 GAO SAMPLE STATE LAW STUDY
(GAO: "Funeral-Related Industries: Complaints and State Law Vary, and FTC Could Better

Manage the Funerai Home" GAO/GGD-99- 56)

States Selected for the'Study:
California New York
Florida Texas
Maryland

PRENEED ARRANGEMENTS

States with Trusting Requirements 5 (CA, FL, MD, NY, TX)
Contracts directly transferable to another state 2 (MD, NY)
State consumer protection trust fund 2 (FL, TX)

CEMETERIES

Jurisdiction over all cemeteries w/in state 0

Restrictions on what cemeteries can sell 1 (NY)
Requirement that state regulatory office produce

a consumer brochure for consumers who
inquire about cemetery goods and services 2 (CA, MD)

FUNERAL HOMES

Requirement that low-cost caskets be included as
part of funeral home displays 3 (FL, NY, TX)

Required annual inspections of all funeral homes 2 (FL, MD)
Requirement that state regulatory office produce

a consumer brochure for consumers who
inquire about funeral goods and services 3 (CA, MD, TX)



SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON

AG IN G
Senator Chuck Grassley, Iowa, Chairman

Senator John Breaux, Louisiana, Ranking Member

Senator Grassley's Consumer Tips on Funerals and Cemeteries

o Shop around. You may realize cost savings by calling several funeral homes.

O Be an informed consumer. It can only help to ask questions.

O Pre-planning doesn't necessarily mean pre-paying. Plan ahead, but be careful.

O Take a family member or friend along with you when planning a funeral.

O Remember to have everything discussed put in writing.

O Read any document you plan on signing very carefully.

O Find out if the agreements you sign are revocable.

O Find out if your funeral agreement is transferrable to other funeral homes.

0 Federal law requires funeral homes to provide price lists. You don't have to buy any goods
or services you don't want.

O Funeral providers must give you prices and other information over the phone when you ask.

O Embalming is not required by law, except in certain special cases.

U Caskets are not required for direct cremations.

O Funeral providers cannot tell you that a particular item or service can preserve a body
indefinitely or for an extended period of time.

O If you have a complaint, state and federal resources can help you.

G31 Dirksen Senate Office Building * Washington, DC 20510 * 202-224-5364



During the hearings of April 10 and 11, Chairman Grassley indicated that the Committee record
would be held open for two weeks in order to receive additional written testimony. Attached is
my written testimony regarding the statements made by Irwin Karp on April 10.

Please call me if you have any questions 916-323-5429.

Testimony of G.V. Ayers, Bureau Chief
Cemetery and Funeral Bureau

Department of Consumer Affairs
State of California

Additional Testimony

I would like to say a few words regarding Irwin Karp's testimony yesterday. Mr. Karp's illegal
activities occurred under the former California Board of Funeral Directors and Embalmers. At
that time the board did not have the money to go after him. In 1995, he surrendered his funeral
establishment license to the board, and was going to repay the missing money, he never did.

When the Ventura County District Attorney prosecuted Karp criminally, a bureau field
representative educated the DA on preneed law, and twice appeared in court to provide essential
testimony at the trial.

A number of changes in California law have taken place since Mr. Karp had his heyday:

1. Since 1997, funeral establishment managers must be separately licensed as a funeral director
(California Business and Professions Code 7616.2).

2. Since 1997, at need sales persons must be trained in and demonstrate knowledge of Federal and
State funeral laws (California Business and Professions Code 7635). Preneed insurance
salespersons are regulated by the California Department of Insurance. However, preneed sales
persons are not required to be otherwise trained or licensed.

3. Since 1994, crematories must have a body identification system, which uses a unique number to
track cremated remains (California Health and Safety Code 8344).

4. Since 1995, the "constructive delivery" funeral scheme that Karp describes has been illegal
(Title 16, California Code of Regulations 1262). Under this scheme, part of the consumers money
goes into trust for funeral services, and part (Karp describes one half) is taken by the company as
payment for goods? Which will be used at time of death.

5. In 1997, the Neptune Society of Los Angeles at San Pedro, the Neptune Society of Los
Angeles at Burbank, and the Neptune Society of Santa Barbara were placed on probation for trust
fund and other violations.
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6. In 1998, for additional violations, the Neptune Society of Los Angeles at San Pedro, the
Neptune Society of Los Angeles at Burbank, and the Neptune Society of Santa Barbara along
with Heritage Crematory (all under common ownership) were shut down and required to be sold
to new independent owners.
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On March 27, 2000, the National Funeral Directors Association ("NFDA") submitted a

written Statement to the Special Committee on Aging on the issues related to funeral service and

the Funeral Rule. It also provided oral testimony on April 11, 2000 through Jay Jacobson, a

funeral director from Iowa and the President-Elect of the Iowa Funeral Directors Association.

During the Committee hearings held on April 10 - 11, 2000, the Chairman indicated that

interested parties could submit supplemental comments until the close of the record on April 25,

2000. NFDA is filing this Supplemental Statement in order to address certain issues that arose

during the hearings. Specifically, this Supplemental Statement will discuss portability and

consumer revocation of preneed funeral contracts, mark-ups on casket prices, and the general

issue of consumer protection versus competition in the preneed funeral industry.

A. PORTABILITY AND CONSUMER REVOCATION
OF PRENEED FUNERAL CONTRACTS

One of the issues that the Chairman indicated the Special Committee on Aging had

particular concerns with was the ability of preneed consumers to transfer preneed contracts to

other funeral providers. Unfortunately, this issue did not receive much attention during the

hearings. Because NFDA and its members share the Committee's belief that this is an important

issue for preneed consumers, we are submitting additional information for the Committee's

consideration.

In examining this issue, it is vitally important to distinguish preneed funeral contracts

from preneed cemetery contracts. In most states, there are separate laws and regulations that

govern preneed funeral contracts and preneed cemetery contracts. Therefore, the Committee

must be careful not to assume that portability problems that may arise with the purchase of

cemetery property and services also applies to preneed funeral contracts.



Earlier this year, NFDA forwarded to the Committee Staff its 1999 Preneed Law Manual

which analyzed the preneed laws and regulations of each state.' From this analysis, we have

prepared the chart attached as Exhibit A entitled "State Law Analysis for Preneed Funeral

Service Contracts." That chart demonstrates that of the 49 states regulating preneed funeral

contracts, 46 states permit consumers to enter into revocable preneed contracts. The revocable

preneed contracts allow consumers to cancel the contract and move the preneed funds to other

funeral providers. Therefore, with revocable contracts, portability is guaranteed for consumers.

Because many consumers are elderly and may either be receiving Medicaid benefits or

anticipating applying for Medicaid benefits in the future, they prefer to use irrevocable preneed

contracts instead of revocable contracts. For Medicaid eligibility purposes, an irrevocable

preneed funeral contract and the funds provided to pay for it are not a countable resource of the

preneed consumer. Therefore, the preneed consumer may purchase an irrevocable preneed

funeral contract without adversely affecting his or her Medicaid eligibility.

A consumer using an irrevocable preneed contract does not have the automatic right to

cancel the contract. However, in many states, they are given the legal right to transfer the

irrevocable contract (and the trust funds or insurance policy set aside to pay for that contract) to

another funeral provider. In addition, in those states that do not have express portability

provisions for irrevocable preneed contracts, funeral homes will generate transfer the preneed

contracts anyway since they will not be able to withdraw the preneed trust funds or collect on the

preneed insurance policy unless they perform the funeral. Knowing that they cannot access

preneed trust funds or collect on preneed insurance policies for funerals they will not provide, the

funeral home will transfer the contract to the new funeral home selected by the consumer.

Every state, but Alabama, regulates preneed contracts sold by funeral providers.
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In addition to providing the consumer with the option to have a revocable contract and

the right of portability, it is important to disclose to consumers that they possess these rights. In

NFDA's Preneed Bill of Rights, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit B, funeral directors

recognize that preneed consumers are entitled to a written disclosure informing them under what

circumstances they can transfer the preneed contract to another funeral home. They are also

entitled to a written explanation of whether and under what circumstances they may cancel the

preneed contract and how much of the trust funds will be refunded to the consumer.

NFDA has expressed its willingness to the Federal Trade Commission and to AARP to

jointly formulate guidelines and/or model preneed disclosure laws for states to adopt. Many

states have already enacted detailed disclosure requirements that must be contained in preneed

funeral contracts regarding portability, revocation, trusting, et cetera. These statutes and

regulations, together with NFDA's Preneed Bill of Rights, will provide us with a comprehensive

framework on which to construct model preneed funeral consumer disclosure provisions.

B. PROFIT MARGINS ON CASKET SALES

During the Chairman's introductory remarks on April 10, 2000, he indicated that the

standard mark-up on caskets in the funeral industry was 5.00 times cost. Because this mark-up

figure cited by the Chairman greatly exceeded mark-up levels customarily used by funeral

homes, NFDA asked Federated Funeral Directors of America, an independent accounting firm

for 1,500 funeral homes in 44 states, to examine this issue. Statistics provided by Federated

Funeral Directors of America have been cited and relied upon extensively by the Federal Trade

Commission throughout Funeral Rule proceedings.

In Exhibit C attached to this Supplemental Statement, Federated Funeral Directors of

America explains that the average casket mark-up in 1999 for the 200,000 funeral services
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performed by its 1,500 funeral home clients was 2.54 times cost. Furthermore, during the first

three months of 2000, the average mark-up declined slightly to 2.51 times cost.

The belief by the Chairman that the average mark-up on caskets is more than double what

it actually is, demonstrates the critical need for the government to rely upon actual data and not

unsubstantiated claims and scuttlebutt provided by critics of the funeral profession. NFDA has

been very forthcoming in providing data and information requested by the Committee. As the

national representative of funeral service, NFDA reaffirms its willingness to assist the

Committee and respectfully requests that the Committee use it as a resource when questions

regarding the operation of the funeral industry arise.

C. CONSUMER PROTECTION VERSUS COMPETITION

As the Special Committee on Aging is undoubtedly aware, there are a number of preneed

regulatory issues that present an ongoing clash between those promoting consumer protection

and those espousing greater competition in the industry. For example, the Committee heard the

testimony of Irwin Karp, the convicted preneed seller of cremation services in California. His

presentation raised the issue of whether tighter licensing of preneed sellers could have prevented

a dishonest individual such as Mr. Karp from defrauding preneed consumers. On the other hand,

unregulated segments of the funeral industry consistently criticize any governmental effort to

license preneed sellers as nothing more than veiled attempts by the licensed funeral profession to

protect itself from competition.

This conflict between consumer protection and competitive interests permeates many

preneed regulatory initiatives. For example, the State of Virginia enacted prohibitions against

using commissioned salespersons to actively solicit preneed consumers. Critics of the

prohibition claim that these anti-solicitation provisions were designed only to restrict preneed
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markets to licensed funeral homes. However, as was evident from testimony heard by the

Committee regarding the abusive practices of a commissioned preneed salesman in Florida, these

anit-solicitation prohibitions serve a clear consumer protection purpose.

Another issue in this ongoing debate has been the question of what trusting level a state

should set for preneed funds. Approximately 20 states believe that as a consumer protection

measure, it is appropriate to require preneed funeral sellers to place 100% of prepaid consumer

funds into trust until the funeral is performed. However, those who wish to engage in active

preneed programs using commissioned salespersons allege that 100% is anti-competitive because

it precludes them from using prepaid funds to pay sales commissions.

This brief overview aptly demonstrates that there are no simple solutions to many

preneed regulatory issues. As the preneed industry has grown over the past 25 years, states

continue to enact new initiatives to protect consumers without unduly quashing competition in

the preneed markets in their states.

While the debate over these regulatory issues will continue for many years to come,

NFDA believes that there is general consensus in the funeral profession regarding the need to

provide full disclosure to preneed consumers. This consensus led to the establishment by NFDA

of its Preneed Bill of Rights which guarantees the preneed funeral consumer full written

disclosure on portability, revocation, taxation, trusting, and other important preneed issues.



NFDA will work with the FTC, AARP and others to make the Preneed Bill of Rights the basis

for model state legislation on preneed consumer contract disclosures.

Respectfully submitted,

NATIONAL FUNERAL DIREcTORs ASSOCIATION

By:
T. Scott Gillig
General Counsel
525 Vine Street, Suite 2200
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
(513) 241-5540

21366 I
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STATE LAW ANALYSIS FOR
PRENEED FUNERAL SERVICES CONTRACTS

STATE REVOCABILITY PORTABLITY
Alabama No No
Alaska Yes Yes (by revocation)
Arizona Yes Yes (by revocation)
Arkansas Yes Yes
California Yes Yes
Colorado Yes Yes (by revocation)
Connecticut Yes Yes
Delaware Yes Yes (by revocation)
Florida Yes (except merchandise) Yes (by revocation)
Georgia Yes Yes (by revocation)
Hawaii Yes Yes (by revocation)
Idaho Yes Yes (by revocation)
Illinois Yes Yes

Indiana No (after 30 days) Yes
Iowa Yes Yes (by revocation)
Kansas Yes Yes
Kentucky Yes Yes
Louisiana Yes Yes (by revocation)
Maine Yes Yes (by revocation)
Maryland Yes Yes
Massachusetts Yes Yes
Michigan Yes Yes (by revocation)
Minnesota Yes Yes (by revocation)
Mississippi Yes Yes (outside of 50 miles)
Missouri Yes Yes
Montana No (without mutual consent) No
Nebraska Yes Yes (by revocation)
Nevada Yes Yes
New Hampshire Yes Yes (by revocation)
New Jersey Yes Yes (by revocation)
New Mexico Yes Yes (by revocation)
New York Yes Yes (by revocation)
North Carolina Yes Yes
North Dakota Yes Yes (by revocation)
Ohio Yes Yes (by revocation)
Oklahoma Yes Yes
Oregon Yes Yes (by revocation)
Pennsylvania No No
Rhode Island Yes Yes
South Carolina Yes Yes
South Dakota Yes Yes
Tennessee Yes Yes
Texas Yes Yes (by revocation)
Utah No (unless FH will not perform) No (unless FH will not perform)
Vermont Yes Yes

Virginia Yes Yes
Washington Yes Yes (by revocation)

West Virginia Yes Yes
Wisconsin Yes Yes

Wyoming Yes Yes (by revocation)



NAIONAL FUNER4LNFP~jfDIRECIORS ASSOCIATION.

Consumer Preneed Bill of Rights
Prior to purchasing any funeral goods or services or signing a preneed funeral contract,

we urge you to ask us any and all questions you may have regarding your preneed purchases.

To ensure that you, as our client family, have a full understanding of the preneed funeral
transaction, we guarantee the following rights and protections.
We will:

Provide you with detailed price lists of services and merchandise before you select
services and merchandise.

Provide to you, at the coridusion of the funeral arrangement conference, a written
statement listing all of the services and merchandise you have purchased and the
price.

Give you a written preneed funeral contract explaining, in plain laIguage, you
rights and obligations.

Guarantee in the written preneed contract that if any of the merchandise or services
you have selected are not available at the time of need, merchandise or services of
equal or greater value will be substituted by us at no extra cost to you.

Explain in the written preneed contract the geographical boundaries of our service
area and under what circumstances you can transfer the preneed contract to another
funeral home if you were to relocate or if the death were to occur outside of our
service area.

State in the written preneed contract where and how much of the funds ou pay to s
will be deposited until the funeral is provided

Explain in the written preneed contract who will be responsible forpaying taxes on
any income or interest generated by the preneed finds that are invested.

4 Inform you in the written contract whether and to what extent we are guaranteeing
pnces of the merchandise and services you are purchasing. If the prices are not giar-inteed, we will explain to you in the written preneed contract who will be responsible
for paying any additional amounts that may be due at the time of the funeral.

Explain in the written preneed contract who will receive any excess funds that mayresult if the income or interest generated by the invested preneed funds exceed future
price increases in the funeral merchandise and services.you have selected.

* Explain in the written preneed contract whether and under what circumstances you
may cancel your preneed contract and how much of the funds you paid to us will be
refunded to you.

PO Box 27641
Milwaukee, WVI 53227-0641
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FEDERATED
FUNERAL DIRECTORS OF AMERICA,

P.O. Box 19244
Sprigfid. Ilfaois 82794-9244

(217) 525-1712 .
FAX (217) 525-2104

April 21, 2000

T. Scott Gilligan, Esq.
NFDA General Counsel
525 Vine Street
Suite 2200
Cincinnati OH 45202

Dear Scott:

Federated provides a wide variety of accounting, business and
consulting services to funeral homes throughout the country. Clients
range in size from small rural operations to large urban firms
conducting over 1000 calls annually.

For over 50 years, Federated has been compiling statistical data which
reflects the operating results of its independenL funeral director
clients. Our figures for 1999 are based on an analysis of
approximately 200,000 services conducted by nearly 1500 privately
owned firms in 44 states.

During 1999, the typical family selected a casket with an average
retail price of 31988. At the same time, the average wholesale casket
cost was $783. This translates to an average markup of 2.54 times
cost. During the first three months of 2000, the average markup
declined slightly to 2.51 times cost.

Feel free to call if you have any questions about these averages.

Sincerely,

Ken Rodenburg
vice President

EHR/ds
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Audubon III, Suite 220
1895 Preston White Drive
Reston, VA 20191
Telephone: 703.391.8400

INTERNATIONAL CEMETERY Toll free: 1.800.645.7700
AND FUNERAL ASSOCIATION Fax: 703.391.8416

April 17, 2000
VIA FAX and First Class Mail

The Honorable Charles E. Grassley
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Expansion of the FTC Funeral Rule

Dear Chairman Grassley:

Thank you for inviting us to testily at last week's hearing by the Special Committee on
Aging concerning funeral-related industries. We hope that by focusing our comments on the
issues, many concerns were placed into their proper perspective. During the hearings, some
references were made to the potential expansion of the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC)
Funeral Rule. The International Cemetery and Funeral Association (ICFA) supports the Funeral
Rule in its present form but urges caution with respect to efforts to expand the Rule to cemeteries
and other sellers for the following reasons.

According to FTC procedures, the Funeral Rule is presumptively valid in its present form.
However, an expansion of the Rule to sellers other than funeral homes requires a finding that 1.)
Consumers are suffering actual harm from sellers not currently under the Rule; 2.) The harm is
widespread and prevalent; and 3.) The Funeral Rule would remedy that harm.

The evidence in the FTC rulemaking record on the Funeral Rule to date and the testimony
presented to the Special Committee on Aging last week contain no evidence of widespread harm
to consumers by cemeteries and other sellers that would be prevented, remedied, or in any way
addressed by the Funeral Rule. However, expansion of the Rule would subject literally thousands
of cemeteries, most of which are small businesses, to costly fines for paperwork violations. In
addition, tens of thousands of other cemeteries would be exempt from coverage under the Funeral
Rule because the FTC's jurisdiction does not extend to nonprofit entities that compose the
overwhelming majority of cemeteries in the United States. The results would be confusing at best
and inequitable at worst.

There is no question that the various price disclosures and other provisions of the Rule are
worthwhile and help consumers to make informed decisions. The ICFA has in fact incorporated
many of these concepts into its Code of Ethics as a condition for membership in the Association.
The ICFA also works with the Better Business Bureau, state consumer protection agencies, and
related organizations to informally resolve complaints. It is rare to receive a complaint involving
a Funeral Rule-type violation and when it occurs, it seems to involve a religious or municipal
cemetery that would be exempt from FTC coverage in any event.

GUARDIANS OF A NATION'S HERITAGE
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Sen. Charles E.. Grassley
April 17, 2000
Page Two

Recently, AARP published a number of surveys concerning consumers' experiences with
cemeteries. These surveys were provided to the Aging Committee as part of AARP's written
comments. A 1999 "Funeral and Burial Planners Survey" contacted 2,600 consumers by phone
but found only 358 individuals who bought cemetery lots, merchandise or services. While this
survey has been publicized for finding that "one-third of the consumers were not given written
price lists by the cemetery," in fact that statistic refers to only one-third of the 8 percent who said
they bought cemetery property or about 3 percent of those surveyed. More importantly, since the
Funeral Rule is primarily a price disclosure regulation, the AARP survey contains no allegation
that cemeteries are unwillingly to give consumers price information or that the prices quoted,
whether written or oral, are not accurate and truthful.

Another recent AARP publication, "The Cemetery Mystery Shop Report," readily admits
it is "anecdotal evidence" and "not quantitative research that allows us to generalize to other for-
profit cemeteries." AARP volunteer "shoppers" visited 106 cemeteries but shopped 64
cemeteries twice, thus resulting in double counting of the results. AARP claimed that "two-thirds
of all shoppers were not shown written prices" yet acknowledged elsewhere in the Report that 98
percent of the cemeteries volunteered price information on lots. Again there is no allegation that
the information provided was not truthful and accurate. Of particular interest, the Report noted
that 96 percent of the shoppers left the cemeteries with all their questions answered and 87
percent felt no pressure to buy anything.

The ICFA supports meaningful laws and regulations to protect consumers when making
funeral and burial purchasing decisions. As you know, we recently published a series of 27 model
guidelines for state laws and regulations that we submitted to the Aging Committee. However,
the ICFA is concerned with burdensome new laws that do little to protect consumers but serve
only to increase the cost of doing business to sellers. These types of laws are counter-productive
and ultimately anti-consumer.

For these reasons, we ask you to carefully consider the calls to expand the Funeral Rule to
additional sellers. Should it be determined that some form of federal regulation covering
cemeteries is needed, we respectfully urge that the Funeral Rule itself is not appropriate.

Very truly yours,

Irwin W. Shipper, CCE
Chairman
Government and Legal Affairs Committee
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INTERNATIONAL CEMETERY
AND FUNERAL ASSOCIATION

Audubon III, Suite 220
1895 Preston White Drive
Reston, VA 20191
Telephone: 703.391.8400
Toll free: 1.800.645.7700
Fax: 703.391.8416

Post-Hearing Comments by

the International Cemetery and Funeral Association

Regarding the Hearing, "Funerals and Burials: Protecting Consumers from Bad Practices"

of April 10 - 11, 2000

Before the Special Committee on Aging

U.S. Senate

April 25, 2000

GUARDIANS OF A NATIONS HERITAGE
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Chairman Grassley, Senator Breaux, and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for inviting the International Cemetery and Funeral Association to testify at the

April 10-11 hearings by the Special Committee on Aging concerning funeral-related industries.

We hope that by focusing our comments on the issues, many concerns were placed into their

proper perspective. We are prepared to discuss any specific issues you wish to address and take

this opportunity to submit these post-hearing comments on selected issues we believe the

Committee should consider. Please include these comments with the hearing record.

Expansion of the FTC Funeral Rule

During the hearings, some references were made to the potential expansion of the Federal

Trade Commission's (FTC) Funeral Rule. The International Cemetery and Funeral Association

(ICFA) supports the Funeral Rule in its present form but urges caution with respect to efforts to

expand the Rule to cemeteries and other sellers for the following reasons.

According to FTC procedures, the Funeral Rule is presumptively valid in its present form.

However, an expansion of the Rule to sellers other than funeral homes requires a finding that 1.)

Consumers are suffering actual harm from sellers not currently under the Rule; 2.) The harm is

widespread and prevalent; and 3.) The Funeral Rule would remedy that harm.

The evidence in the FTC rulemaking record on the Funeral Rule to date and the testimony

presented to the Special Committee on Aging contain no evidence of widespread harm to



consumers by cemeteries and other sellers that would be prevented, remedied, or in any way

addressed by the Funeral Rule. However, expansion of the Rule would subject literally thousands

of cemeteries, most of which are small businesses, to costly fines for paperwork violations. In

addition, tens of thousands of other cemeteries would be exempt from coverage under the Funeral

Rule because the FTC's jurisdiction does not extend to nonprofit entities that compose the

overwhelming majority of cemeteries in the United States. The results would be confusing at best

and inequitable at worst.

There is no question that the various price disclosures and other provisions of the Rule are

worthwhile and help consumers to make informed decisions. The ICFA has in fact incorporated

many of these concepts into its Code of Ethics as a condition for membership in the Association.

The ICFA also works with the Better Business Bureau, state consumer protection agencies, and

related organizations to informally resolve complaints. However, it is rare to receive a complaint

involving a Funeral Rule-type violation and when it occurs, it seems to involve a religious or

municipal cemetery that would be exempt from FTC coverage in any event.

The ICFA supports meaningful laws and regulations to protect consumers when making

funeral and burial purchasing decisions. As you know, we recently published a series of 27 Model

Guidelines for State Laws and Regulations that we submitted to the Aging Committee. However,

the ICFA is concerned with burdensome new laws that do little to protect consumers but serve

only to increase the cost of doing business to sellers. These types of laws are counter-productive

and ultimately anti-consumer. For these reasons, we ask you to carefully consider the calls to



expand the Funeral Rule to additional sellers. Should it be determined that some form of federal

regulation covering cemeteries is needed, we respectfully urge that the Funeral Rule itself is not

appropriate.

AARP Surveys

Recently, AARP published a number of surveys concerning consumers' experiences with

cemeteries. These surveys were provided to the Aging Committee as part of AARP's written

comments. A 1999 "Funeral and Burial Planners Survey" contacted 2,600 consumers by phone

but found only 358 individuals who bought cemetery lots, merchandise or services. While this

survey has been publicized for finding that "one-third of the consumers were not given written

price lists by the cemetery," in fact that statistic refers to only one-third of the 8 percent who said

they bought cemetery property or about 3 percent of those surveyed. More importantly, since the

Funeral Rule is primarily a price disclosure regulation, the AARP survey contains no allegation

that cemeteries are unwilling to give consumers price information or that the prices quoted,

whether written or oral, are not accurate and truthful.

Another recent AARP publication, "The Cemetery Mystery Shop Report," readily admits

it is "anecdotal evidence" and "not quantitative research that allows us to generalize to other for-

profit cemeteries." AARP volunteer "shoppers" visited 106 cemeteries but shopped 64

cemeteries twice, thus resulting in double counting of the results. AARP claimed that "two-thirds

of all shoppers were not shown written prices" yet acknowledged elsewhere in the Report that 9

percent of the cemeteries volunteered price information on lots. Again there is no allegation that
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the information provided was not truthflt and accurate Of particular interest, the Report noted

that 96 percent of the shoppers left the cemeteries with all their questions answered and 87

percent felt no pressure to buy anything.

Although AARP cites these surveys to make its case that additional laws are necessary,

the ICFA believes that this data proves just the opposite. These surveys show that price and

product information is readily available from most cemeteries and the ease by which AARP was

able to collect this material reflects the prevalent consumer-friendly environment.

Testimony of Irwin Karp

Mr. Karp raised a number of issues pointing out the inadequacies of California law circa

1990. As you know, the state 5fCalifornia has considerably strengthened the provisions of its

funeral, burial and cremation laws in recent years and related enforcement efforts with the result

that most of Mr. Karp's testimony is outdated. It is also important to note that Mr. Karp was not

employed by traditional funeral homes or cemeteries - the focus of the Committee hearings - but

by a company that competed with these traditional providers.

In addition, the Cremation Association of North America (CANA) has published a model

law that addresses the issues discussed by Mr. Karp. First published in 1984, the CANA Model

Cremation Law has recently been revised and is an excellent resource to assist the states in

developing comprehensive legislation on cremation-related matters. A copy of the model law is

attached.

-5-
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Testimony of Darryl J. Roberts

In his testimony, Mr. Roberts seemed unaware that most of his proposed "fixes" for

vauious concerns are already law or otherwise incorporated into the Funeral Rule and other

federal and state regulations. For example, claims regarding sealer caskets and vaults are

regulated through the Uniform Commercial Code's implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness for intended use. At the federal level, without the Funeral Rule, the Federal Trade

Commission is empowered to investigate and prosecute businesses, including funeral homes and

cemeteries, for engaging in misleading and deceptive sales practices under Section 5 of the FTC

Act.' In addition, the FTC's Cooling Off Period for Door-to-Door Sales Rule effectively counters

high pressure sales tactics by providing consumers with cancellation rights for sales made in the

home or away from the seller's principal office within three business days.'

The FTC also enforces a series of Guides regulating certain types of sales practices that

apply to prearrangements and prepayment. For example, the Bait Advertising Guide' protects

consumers against sellers who offer a product or service as a pretext for selling them a higher

priced item. The Debt Collection Guide' regulates deceptive methods to obtain payment of

amounts owed to businesses and is enforced in conjunction with the Fair Debt Collection

Practices Act.'

'15 U.S.C. §§ 41-58

16 C.F.R. § 429

3 16 C.F.R. Part 238.

'16 C.F.R. Part 237

s15 U.S.C. § 1692
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The Guide Concerning Use of the Word "Free" and Similar Representations
6 regulates

such offers including gifts, bonuses and "without charge" services. The Guides Against Deceptive

Advertising of Guarantees' regulate use of claims such as "Satisfaction or Your Money Back,"

lifetime guarantees, and the disclosure of warranty and guarantee provisions. Most importantly,

the Guide Against Deceptive Pricing' regulates claims of "bargains," "sale," "reductions" and

similar promotional terms. This includes advertising a reduction in the seller's former price only if

that earlier price is the actual, bona fide price at which the item or service was offered for sale to

the public on a regular basis for a reasonably substantial time period. The majority of states

regulate the trusting aspects of pre-payments and insurance-funded prearrangements are one of

the most extensively regulated areas of consumer protection.'

Mr. Roberts takes issue with the historic policy of almost all cemeteries of using their own

personnel to open and close graves for burial. In particular, he mistakenly assumes that any price

increases for providing this service is due to a handful of states that have imposed the

responsibility and the liability for grave openings and closings to cemeteries as a matter of law.

In fact, these states have merely codified a longstanding practice that holds the cemetery

authority responsible for any damage resulting to graves, monuments, burial vaults, caskets, and

human remains due to the excavation of an adjacent burial site. In the absence of this policy, it

6 16 C.F.R. Part 251

' 16 C.F.R. Part 239

'16 C.F.R. Part 233

9ICFA Survey of State Cemetery and Mortuary Laws and Regulations, provided in the
ICFA's April 10, 2000 written testimony to the Committee.



would be difficult to determine the liability of either the cemetery or the third parties performing

the openings and closings for harm suffered by families with loved ones interred in adjacent

graves.

Condusion

We compliment the Committee for providing a constructive forum to discuss funeral-

related issues. The ICFA notes that none of the testimony provided by either the consumer

witnesses or by representatives of consumer organizations established the existence of widespread

abusive practices. However, we are concerned with the existence of My complaints and look

forward to assisting the Committee in developing, in the words of Chairman Grassley, "common

sense solutions."

Robert M Fells
General Counsel
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Cremation Association of North America
MODEL CREMATION LAW

AND EXPLANATION

PREAMBLE
There are many conslderations that

must be talmn into account when a
Crematory Js entrusted with the
disposition of human remains. The
klentification of the deceased, the
hplding of the remains for cremation,
the cremation process, and the
processing, paclkng and disposition
of the cremated remains am major
items of concern not only to the
crematory, but also to the consuming
public. High standards must be me-
intained during all phases of the
crmation process.

-When the Cremation Association of
North .. America ("CANA') first
published itslModel Cremation Law in
1984, there was an absence of
.cnpraiehsive cremation legislation
throughout North America. Since that
time several states and some of the
provinces in Canada have addressed
virtually. all aspects of the cremation
process,. Other states have dealt in
part. with the subject and in some
instances different approaches to the
issues have been developed.
California, Florida. Georgia, Idaho,
Ilinois, Louisiana. North Carolina,
Ohio and the province of British
Columbla have addressed this
subject in great detail and those laws
are good sources for anyone
contemplating enacting cremation
legislation: While some progress has
been made, It is still necessary for.
uniform statutory provisions to be
developed in many states and
rovinces,. Inorder that the industry

can maintain the public trust
expected of those Involved in a vital
service. It is the objective of this
revised model legislation to present
current statutory provisions that will
assist. those. individuals, organize.
tIfons,. associailons, state and

provincial authorities which attenpt to
enact comprehensive cremation

This original drafts of the 1984
version of the Model Legislation and
this update were initially prepared by
Harvey 1. Lapin, of the law firm of
Harvey 1. Lapin & Associates.
General Counsel to CANA. Both
versions were based in part on a
research projec of the statutory laws
of the 50 states. and several
Canadian Provinces and a review of
durrent court cases involving
crematioi. problems. These drafts
were reviewed extensively by the
CANA Board. Revisions were made
based on comments received from
the Board during eaich review. In
addition, CANA has circulated drafts
of this Model Legislation to other
interested parties in the industry for
comments and has incorporated
suggestions In the final version
pubshed in August of 1999. Any
references to state laws in effect as
of that date should be verified prior to
later use.

PART I

TERMINOLOGY

Introduction
The use of consistent terminotogy

Ii cremation legislastion Is important
to the industry and the public.
Unfortunately, the industry uses
terminology that has not been
generally accepted by the public.
The public, also, uses terms
concerning cremation that have in
soe instances been popularized by
the movie industry. One example is
the use of the term "ahes" for the:
term cremated remains". Because of

these variations..it is very important
that legislation throughout the states
and provinces use consistent ters
and definitions. When the term
'states is used hereafter in this
document it is intended to-refer to
'states or provinces.' The following
definitions have been developed by
the industry to provide uniformity and
consistency. Similar definitions are
presently used in those states that
have enacted comprehensive laws
involving cremation. States may
have other laws dealing with
licensing funeral directors and
cemeteries which may define some
of the following terms in an
Inconsistent manner. Definitions
from other laws should only be
substituted when consistent with the
Intent to have a comprehensive.law
dealing with the subject of cremation.

A. Altemnative Containe. See the
definition of 'Cremation Container"

Eglntig. The term "Altemative
Container' is the term used in the
FTC Funeral Rule. The industry
believes the term 'Cremation
Container- is a better term for public
use. .

B. Authorizina Aaent(s). An
Authorizing. Agent(s) isa . person
legally entitled to authorize the
cremation of human remains.

C. b~ctMLgt. Limbs or other.
portions of the anatomy that ae
removed from a, person or human
remains for medical purposes during
treatment, surgery, biopsy, autopsy.
or medical research: or human
bodies or any portion of bodies that
have been donated to science for
medical research purposes.

D. Burial transit Dermit. A permit for
disposition of a dead human body as
required by state legal requirements.

A D EXPLANATION
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The tiOe of this document may vary
from state to state.

E. Casket. A rigid container which
Is designed for the encasement of
human remains, Is usually
constructed of wood, metal or like
material and ornamented and lined
with.fabric, and whico may or may
not be.cambustible.

Explantion This term has to be
defined in any comprehensive
legislation bpcause it Is against the
federal and state law to require the
use of a casket for a cremation. This
definition is slightly different from the
FTC Funeral Rule definition because
it is being used in comprehensive
cremation legIslation. Most
crematories will not accept metal
caskets because they are not
combustible or other wise suitable for
cremation. If metal caskets are
accepted, the crematory operator
should have a ready means for their
disposal. It also should be disclosed
to the AuthorIzing Agents that the
casket lid will be opened during the

. cremation process and that the metal
-casket will. not be completely
coiinsumed in the process.
* F. Change of ownership. A transfer

of more than 50% of the stock or
assets of. a crematory authority.

G. Closed Container. Any container
in which' cremated remains can be
placed and dosed in a manner so as
to prevent leakage .or spillage of
remains or the entrance of foreign
Riaterial.

.H. Cremated Remains. All the
remains of the cremated human body
recovered after the completion of the
cremation process, including
pulverization which leaves only bone
fragments reduced to unidentifiable
dimensions and may possibly include
the residue of any foreign matter
including casket material, bridgework
or eye glasses that were cremated
with the human remains. Sometimes
referred to as Human Cremated

*Remals. .
Exelanakon. Cremated remains are

often referred to erroneously as
"ashes" CANA has tried to promote
the oorrect concept that cremated
remains consist of bone fragments. In

addition, it is possible that foreign
matter may be included with the
cremated remains even though
processing and pulverization have
occurred.

I. Cremation. The technical
process, using direct flame and heat,
that reduces human remains to bone
fragments. The reduction takes place
through heat and evaporation.
Cremation includes the processing
and usually includes the
pulverization of the bone fragments.

Explanation. Them are various
technical processes used for
cremation. This definition was
intended to encompass them all
without using any descriptive term
directed to a particular process.

J. Cremation Chamer. The
enclosed space within which the
cremation process takes place,
Cremation chambers covered by
these procedures shall be used
exclusively for the cremation of
human remains.

tggAngign. The tens human
remains may include tissue, imbs
and fetuses. CANA, however,
believes it Is not a good.practice to
crenate surgical waste or pets in the
same cremation chamber.

K Cremation Contain. The.
container in whic the human
remains are transported to the
crematory and placed in the
cremation chamber for a cremation.
A cremation container should meet
substantially all of the following
standards:

(1). Be composed of readily
combustible materials suitable for
cremation;

(2) Be able to be dosed in order to
provide a complete covering for the
human remains;

(3) Be resistant to leakage or
spillage;

(4) Be rigid enough for handling
with ease; and

(5) Be able to provide protection
for the health, safety and personal
intigrity of crematory personnel.

Exlanatin. The definition of.
cremation container is Intended to
allow for the use of ay type of
container which compiles with a set

standard. CANA historically has been
opposed to the use of certain types
of containers, such as bed sheets.
body bags, plastic and canvass for
health safety and personal handling
reasons. Some crematories will also
be asked to accept the human
remains on a stretcher, in a body
pouch or in non-rigid containers.
Beciuse of the possibility of
contagious diseases and other
problems related therefo, CANA
believes these practices should be
discouraged.

L Cremation interment container
(Urr Vaufti. A rigid outer container
that. subject toa cemetery's rules
and regulations, Is composed' of
concrete, steel, fiberglass. or some
simiar materiel in which an um is
placed prior to being interred in the
ground, and which is designed: to
withstand prolonged exposure to the
elements and to support the earth
above the um.

M. Creratory Authy. The legal
entity or the authorized
representative of the leat entity
which is licensed by the Department
to operate a crematory and perform
cremation.

N. ,ggggoy. The building or
portion of a buliding that houses the
cremation chamber ad the holding
facility.

0. Qngagtent. The state
Department of Pubic Health or other
appropriate agency that administers
this law.

P. Final dissosition. The burial or
other disposition on a permanent
basis of a dead human body,
cremated remains or parts of a dead
human body.

Q. Funeral direc. A person
known by the title of "funeral
director. 'funeral director and
embalmer, or other similar words or
tithes, defined by State :law and
licensed by the State to practice
funeral directing or funeral directing
and embalming.

R. Funeral establishment. A
building or separate partion of a
bulding having a specific street
address and location and devoted to
activities relating to the shelter. care.
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atody. and preparation of a
deceased human body and which
may contain facilities for funeral or
wake services.

S. .eigaiity. An area within

or adacenit to the crematory facility
designated. for the retention of human
remains prior to cremation that shall:

(1) Comply vwith any applicable
public health. law

(2) Preserve the dignity of the
human remains;
: (3) Recognize the Integrity, health,
and safetyot the Crematory Authority
personnel operating the cremalory
and;

(4) Be secure from access by
-anyone other than authorized
peronneL

T. Human Remains. The body of a
deceased person, or part of a body
or limb that has been removed from
a living.person, including the body.
part of body or lilb in. any stage of
decomposition.

U_ Niye. A compartment or
Cubicle for the memortaization or
permanent placement of an urm
contatinIng cremated remains.

V . The reduction of
dentigable bone fragments after the
completio of the Cremation process
to unidentifiable bone fragments by
maQual means.

W. fiiygrim . The reduction of
identifiable bone fragments after the
completion of the cremation and
procesting to granulated particles by
manual or mechanical meats.

X. Sqatng ArMD. A designated
area for the scatteing of cremated
remains usually in a cemetery and
lbcated on dedicated cemetery
property where cremated remains,
which have been removed from their
container, can be mixed with, or
placed on top of. the sot or ground
oover or buried in an underground
receptacle on a o-mingled baslh.

Y. TemDocrv Cntainer. A
temporary container is a receptacle
fo .cremited remains usually made
of cardboard, plastic or sindlar
Miaterial designed to hold the
cremated remains until an um or
other permanent container is
acquired.

Z. LI. A receptacle designed to
permanently encese the cremated
remains.

2
ESTABUSHMENT OF

CREMATORY AND UICENSURE
OF CREMATORY AUTHORITY

* A. Any person doing business in
this state, or any cemetery, funeral
establishment, corporation,
partnership. Joint venturk, voluntary
organizaron or any othar entiy If
imcensed under thls Act may erect,
inaintain and conduct a crematory in
this state and provide the necessary
appilances and facilities for the
cremation of human remains in
accordance with the provisions of this
Act.

B. A Crematory Authority shall be
subject to abl local, State, and federal
health and environmental protection
requirements and shall obtain all
necessary licenses and prenits from
the Department, the federal and state
liepartmepts of Health and Human
irvicis, and the State And federal

Environmental Protection. Agencies.
or such other appropriate local. State,
or federal agendas

C. A crematory may be zonstructed
on or adjacent to any cetatery, in or
adjacent to any funeral home or at
any other location consistent with
Ipa zoning regulations or state laws.

D. Application for a license as a
Crematory Authority shell be on
forms fumished and prescribed by
the Department. Applications for
Crematory Authorities In existence
prior to the effective date of the Law
shall provide the Department with the
following information:

(1) The fus name and address,
both residence and business, of the
applicant If the applocnt Is an
Individual: the ful name and address
qp every member and the business If
the applicant Is a partnership; the bUll
name and address of every member
of the board of directors and the
business if the applicant is an
association; and the name and
Address of every officer, director, and
shareholder holding more than 25%

3

of the corporate stock and the
business if the applicant is a
corporation.

(2). A detaied statement of the
Crematory Authorities assets and
liabilities.

(3) A detailed statement for each of
the Individuals listed In the
Applicaon under (1) above providing
their business experience for the last
10 years bimediately preceding the
application. any felony or
misdemeanor convictions or
involvement in ch litigation in which
fraud was an eisential element of the
crime or complaint arid any
Information about a loss: or
suspension of any license by this
state orany other state-related to tie
business of funeral directing,
operation of a cemetey-or crematory.

(4) The address and location of the
crematory

(5) Evidence confirming the date
the Crematory Authority was
established.

'(6) Copies of all up to date
licenses or permits required for a
crematory to operate in the Stale.

Applications for new Crematory
Authorities shall be in writing and
shall contain the following:

(1) The full name and address.
both residence and businiss, of the
applcnt if the ipplicant is an
individual; the full name and address
of every member and the business if
the applicant is a partnership: the full
name and address of every member
of the board of directors and the
business if the applicant is an
association; and the name and
address of every officer, diiector, and
shareholder holding more than 25%
of the corporate stock and the
business if the applicant is a
corporation.

(2) A detailed statement of- the
Crematory Authorities assets and
tabitites.

(3) A detailed statement for each of
the - individuals listed in the
Appication under (1) above providing
their business experience for the last
10 Iears Immediately preceding the
application, any felony or
misdemeanor . convictions or
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involvement.in cil litigation in which
fraud Was an essentlial element of the
crime or complaint and any
informatlon about a loss or
suspension of any license by this
state or any ether state related to the
business of funeral directing,
aperation of a cemetery or crematory.

(4) The address and location of the
proposed crematory.

(5) A description of the type of
structure and equipment to be used
In the operation of the crematory.

(6) Copies of all applications for
and any licenses or permits issued
for a crematory to. operate in the
state.

(7) Any further Information that the
Departmerit reasonably may require.

E. Each. crematory authority shall
file an annual report with the
Department. accompanied with a fee
in the amount of $
providing any changes required in the
information provided under
Subsection D or indicating that no
changes have occurred. The annual
report ihall be filed by a crematory
authority on or before Mard 15 of
each caendar year. in the Office of
the Department. If the fiscal year of atrematory authority Is other than on a
calendar yar basis. then the
crematdry authority shall file the
report required by this Section within
75 days after the end of Its fisci
year. The Department shall, for good
cause showri, grant an extension for
the filing of the annual report upon
the wrtten requestof the crematory
authority. , An extension shall not
exceed 60 days. The Department
may grant additional 60 day
extenslois in good cause. If a
crriatory authority fats to subrhit an
annual report to the Department
within the time specified In this
Selon the Departtent shall Impose
upon the crematory authority a
penalty of S for each and
every day the crematory authority
remains delinquent in submitting the
annual report.

F. All. records relating to the
regiistraion and annual report of the
crermit authority required to be
filed under this Section shall be

subject to inspection by the
Department upon reasonable notice

E xianation. It is not Intended by
CANA that any new requirements be
established for crematories already
established. Such operations should
be allowed to obtain a license without
being subject to any new
fequirernents unless there Is reason
to believe they'are violating the laws
or are dangeius to the public.
. G. No person, cemetery. funeral
establishment, corporation,
partnership, joint venture, voluntary
organization or any other entity shall
gremate any human remains, except.
in a crematory licensed for this
dWpress purpose and under the
lritmllons provided in this Act.

*3
AUTHORIZING AGENT

The following persons, in the
priority listed, shall have the right to
serve as an authorizing agent
, (1) Any person acting on the
Instructions of a decedent who
authorized his or her own cremation
through the execution, on a pr-need
basis, of a cremation authorization
form which specifically states that no
changes can be made by survivors
as set out in Subsection 12 (B) (1) of
tia Law, unless the authortzation
specifically provides for a designated
survivor to alter the arrangements
under Subsection 12 (B) (2) of this
Law and the designated survivor has
contacted the crematory authority
!nd expressed the desire to alter the
arrangements: The actions of such a
designated survivor. however, shall
not preverit another individual, who
has a priority right superior to that of
the designated survivor according to
this Section, from authorizing the
cremation of the decedent by
eitecutlng a new cremation
aUthorization form.

(2) Any person serving as executor
or legal represeritative of a
decedent's estate and acting
abording to the decedent's written
fstructions.

(3) The individual who was the
Spouse of the decedent at the time of

the decadent's death.
(4) The decadent's surviving adult

children. If there is more than one
adult child, any adult chid, who
confirms in writing the notfication of
all other adult children, may serve as
the authorizing agent, unless. the
crematory authority receives a written
objection to the cremation from
another adult chid.

(5) . The decadent's surviving
parent. If the decadent is survived by
two parents, a parent who confirms in
writing the notification of the other
parent may serve as the authorizing
agent unless the crematory authority
received a -written objection to the
cremation from the other parent'

(6) The person in the next degree
of kinship under the laws of descent
and distribution to inherit the estate
of the decedent if there is more
than one person of the same degree,
any person of that degree may serve
as the authorizing agent. .

(7) In the case of indigents or any
other . Individuals whose final
disposition is the responsibility of the
State or any of its Iinstrmaentality's a
public administrator, medical
examiner, coroner, State appointed
guardian. cr any other public official
charged with arranging the final
disposition. of the decedent mai
serve as the authorizing; agent.

(8) In. the case of Individuals who
have donated their bodies to science
or whose death occurred in a nursing
home or other private Intirtution, who
have executed pre-need cremation
authorization fomis and the institution
is charged with making arrangements
for the: fira. disposition. of the
deoedent, a representative of the
Institution may serve as the
authorizing agent.

(9) In the absence of any person
under paragraphs (1) through (6).
any :person wiling to assume .the
responsibility as authorizing agent, as
specified in this Act.

B. In the case of body parts, a
representative of te Institution that
has arranged with the crematory
authority to cremate the body parts
may serve as the authorizing agent.
providing that the person whose body
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parts are being cremated or an
autoied agent has previuay
approved the cremation of the body

parts.- -
C.. No person may erv shall

be dlowed to serve as an authorizing
aent when a decedent has left
written Instructions in a will or other
docIment provided by law that they
do nta mish to be.cremated.

4
* AUTIORIZATION TO CREMATE

A. Except as otherwise provided in
this section. a Crematory Authority

.'shall not cremate human remains
until)t has received:

(i),Acreraition authorization form
signed by an authorizing agent The
cremati6n authorization form shall be
jxovided by the crematory authority
and shall contain, at a minimum, the
following Information:

(a) The Identity of the human
remains and the time and date of
death.

(b) The name of the funeral
director or funeral establishment that
obtained the cremation authorization.

(c) Notification as to whether the
death occurred from a disease
declared by the Department of Health
Jo be infectious, contagious,
communicable, or dangerous to the
public bealth.

(d) The name of the authorizing
agent and the relationship between
the authorizing agent and the
.decedent. .
: (e) A representation that the
authorizing agent does in fact have
the right to authorize the cremation of
the decadent, and that the
authorizing agent Is not aware of any
living person who has a superior or
equal priority right to that of the
authorizIng agent. In the event there
i another living person who has a
superior or equal priority right to the
authorizing agent, the form shall
contain a representation that the
aithorizing agent has made all
reasonable efforts to contact that
peono, has been unable to do so,.
and has no reason to believe that the
person would object to the cremation

of the decedent
(fAuthorzation for the crematory

authority to. cremate the human
Femains.

(gy A represetation that the
hunan remains do not contain a
pacemaker or any other material or
Inpidnt that may be potentially
hazardous or cause damage.to the
cremation chamber or the person
perfonning the cremation.
. (h) The name of the person
puthorized to receive the cremated

Oemains from te crematory authorty.
* (I) The manner in whid final.
dispdaitiop of the cremated~remains
Is to take place. If known. If the
cremation authorization fform does
not specify a method of final -

disposition provided for in Section 8
of this Act, then the form may
indicate that the cremated remains
will bm eld by the crematory
authority for 30 days before they are
releaked, unless they are piced up
from the crematory authority prior to
that time, in person, by the
authorizing agent. At the end of the
30 days the crematory aiithority may
return the cremated remains to the
authorizing agent If no final
disposition, arrangements are made
or at the end of 60 days the
&:rmatory authority may dispose of
the cremated remains In accordance
with disposition provisions of this,
Law.

(1) A listing of any items of value to
be delivered to the crematory
autority - along with the human
emrains, and instructions as to. how

the items should be handled.
(k) A specific statement as to

*hether the authorizing agent has
made arrangements for any type of
viewing of the decedent before
tremation, or for a service with the
decedent present before cremation in
connection with the cremation, and if
so. the date and time of the viewing
or service and whether the crematory
authority is authorized to proceed
with the cremation upon receipt of
the human remains.

S() The signature of the authorizing
agent attesting to the accuracy of all
representations contained on the

cremaion Hotao form
(m) If a wrmatan authorization

form is being oled an a proneed
basis the cremation auatoipion
form shall contain the disclosure
required by the Pr-need provisions
of tis Law in Section 9.

(n) The cremation auihortradon
form, other than pr-eed cremation
forms. shall also be signed by a
funeral director or other
representative of the funeral
establshmrent that obtained . the
cremation authorization. That
Individuat shall merely execute the
cremation authorization form as a
witnesa and shall not be responsible
for any of the representatlons nade
by the authorizing agent, unless the
individual has actual knowledge to
the contrary. the Information
requested by itens (a). (b). (c) and
(g).of this Subsection, however, shall
be considered to be representations
of the authorizing agent and may be
the representations of the funeral
director or funeral establishment In
addition. the funeral director or
funeral establishment shall warrant to
the crematory that the human
remains dethered to the crematory
authority have been positively
Identified as the decedent listed on
the cremation authortzation formi by
the authorizing agent or a deslgnated
representative of the authorizing
agent. Such identification shall be
made in person or by photograph by
the authorizing agent or designated
regresentative of the authortoig
agent

(2) A completed and executed
burial transit. permit,. as provided in
(aws of state), Indicating that the
human remains are to be cremated.
and

(3) Any other documentation re-
quired by the state, any county or
municipality.

B. It an Authorizing Agent is not
avaIlable to execute the cremation
authorization form, that person may
delegate that authority to another
person in writing. Including a
facsimile transmission. telegram, or
other electronic trarsmission.

A written delegation of authority of
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an authorizing agent must include:
(1) the name, address, and

rnlallonsiip of the authorizing agent
to the decedent; and

.(2) the name and address of the
person to whom authority Is
delegated and that: .

(a) The person authorized under
this section may serve as the
authorizing agent and execute the
cremation authorization form.
. (b) The crematory authority Is not
liable for relying an a: cremation
authorization form exacuted in
Compliance with this section.

C. A Crematory Authodty shall not
accept unidentified human rematna. If
the Crematory Authority takes
custody of a cremation container
qubsequelit to the human remains
being placed within it, the Crematory
Authority can rely on the Identification
made before the body was placed in
the cremation container. The
Crenatory Authority shal pce
appropriate identification upon the
exterior of the cremation container
based on the prior identification.

EIialtliII The mpfity* of
Complaints fild In court proceedings
against funeral directors, funeral
establishments and crematory
authorities concerning cremation
involve the misidentification of human
remains.-It is very Important that a
Crematory Authority not be requIred
to accept unidentified human
remains. The burden of a
misidentification of the human
remains should be an the authorizing
agent.

D. Upon completion of the Crams-
1on. theCrematory Authority shall file
the Burial Transit Permit with the
Department, pursuant to the laws of
theasta.

a
*RECORDKEEPINQ

A The crematory authority shall
fumish to the person who delivers
hinan remains to the crematory
authority a receipt signed by both the
crematory authority and the person
who. delivers the human remains.
showing the date and time of the

delivery,. the type of casket or
altemative container that was
deli.ered, the name of the person
from whom the human remains were
received and die name of the funeral
9stabithment or other entity with
whom the person is affilated, the
name of the person who received the
human remains on behalf of the
crematory authority, and the name of
the decedent. The crematory shall
retain a copy of this receipt In its
permanent records.

B. Upon its release of cremated
remains, the crematory authority shall
fumish to the person who receives
the cremated remains from the
oemnatory authorIty a receipt signed
by both the crematory authority and
dhe person who receives the
cremated remains, showing the date
and time of the release, die name of
the person to whom the cremated
remains were release and, if.
applicable, the name of the funeral
establishment, cemetery, or other
entity with whom the person is
affilated, the .name of the person
who released the Cryated -remains
on behalf of the crematory authority,
pnd the name of the decedent The
receipt shall also Contain a
representation from the person
receiving the cremated remains
confirming that thi crenated remains
wil not be used for any improper or
indecent purpose. The. crematoy
shail retain a copy of this receipt in
its permanent records.
: C. A crematory authority shall
maintain at its place of business a
permanent record of each cremation
that took plice at Its faDlty which
shao contin the name of the
decedent, the data of the cremation,
the final disposition of the cremated
remains pad any other document
required by this law.

D: The crematory authodriy shall
maintain a recan of all cremated
remains disposed of by the crematory
authority in accordance with this Law.

E. Upon completion of the
cremation, the crematory authority
shad file the burial transit permit as
required by law, and transmit a
photocopy of the burial transit permit

along with the Cremated remains to
whoever receives the cremated
remains from the. authorizing agent
unless the cremated remains are to
be interred, entombed, inumed, or
placed In a scattering area, in which
case the crematory authority shall
retain a copy of the burial transit
permit and shall send the permit,
along with the cremated remains, to
the cemetery, which shall file the
permit with the designated agency
alter the interment, entombment
inumment, or scattering has taken
place:

F. All cemeteries dihall maintain a
record of all cremated remains that
are disposed of on their property,
provided that the cremated remains
were properly transferred to the
cemetery and the cemetery Issued a.
receipt acknowledging the transfer of
the cremated remain.

6
CREMATION CONTAINERS

A. Except as . provided in
Subsection'B. no Crematory Authorlfy
shall make or enforce iny rules
requiring that human remains be
placed In a casket before cremation
or that human remains be cremated
in a casket, nor shali the crematory
refuse to accept human remains for
cremation f6r the reason thet they
are not in a casket.

B! Human remains must be
delivered to a crematory in a
cremation container. Human remains
shall not be removed from the
cremation container and the crema
lion container shall be.cremiaed with
the human remains, unless the
Crematory Authority has been
provided with written instructions to
the contrary by the Authorizing
Agent.

7
CREMATION PROCEDURES

A. Human. remains shall not be
cremated within 48 hours after the
time of death, as indicated on the
regular medical certificate of death,
or the ornWes certificate. In the
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evept 'such death comes under the
authority of the coroner or medical
examirer, the human remains shall
*nt be received by the Crematory
Authority until authorization to cre-
mate has been received' in writing

mrom the coroner or medical examiner
of the county in which the death
gcured. In the event the Crematory
Authodty is also authorized to
perforn tunerals as well as perform
cremation, this restriction on the
receipt of human remains shall not
be appltcable. In no instance shall
the lapse of time between the death
and any cremation be less than 48
hours,: unless such death was a
-result of an Infectious, dontagious or
communipable and dangerous
disease, and such time requirement
is waied in writing by the medical
examiner where the death occurred.
. Estansiton. Cremation Is an Irre-

versible process and occasionally it
may be' necessary for legal reasons
to delayis cremation in order for legal
* luthorities to examine a body or for

proper identification. Accordingly, al
cremalon should be delayed for a
reasonable period to allow time f6r
the legal authorities to act. The time
selected In this section was the result
of a'survey of state laws on the
inibed. It is recognized that some
states.ady have longer or shorter
periods already set out in their laws.

B No body shalt be cremated with
a.pacemaker or other potentially haz-
ardous implant in place. The Author-
* cng Agent for the cremation of the
human remains shall be responsible

* for informing the funeral director
about a pacemaker or other
potentially hazardous Implant The
Authorizing Agent shall be ultimately
responsible. to ensure that any
pacemakers or hazardous implants
are remoyed prior to cremation.

. A rematory Authority shall hold
uman remains, prior to their
.t.., according to the following

provisions of this Subsection:
'(1) Whenever a Crematory Authority

4j. uinable to cremate the. human
remains immediately upon taking
custody thereof, the Crematory
Authority shall place the human

Mnan in a refrigeration facility at
40 degrees Fahrenheit or less.
unless the human remains have been
embalmed.
. (2) A Crematory Authority shall not

-be required to accept for holding a
cremation container from which there
is any evidence of ieakage of the
body fluids from the human remains
therein.

-D. No unauthorized person shall be
permitted in the crematory area while
any human remains are in the
crematory area awaiting cremation;
being crdmated or being removed
from 'the cremation chamber.

E. The unauthorized. simultaneous
cremation of the human remains of
inord thar ime. adult person within
the same cremation chamber is not
allowed or usually possible. but it WIt
hever be performed even if possible;
unless the Crematory Altority shall
have received specific written
authorization to do so from aOl
Authorizing Agents for the human
remains to be so cremated. The
simultaneous cremation of the human
remains 6f one adult and one or

'rhore children will not be performed
unless the Crematory Authority shall
have received specific written,
authorization to do so from at
Authorizing Agents for the human
'emains to'be so cremated. A written
authorization shall 'exempt the
Crematory.Authority from alt liability
for commingling of the product during
the cremation process.

F. Immediately prior to being
paced within the cremation chamber,
the. Identification of the human
ternains. . as Indicated on the
cremationcontainer, shall be verified
by the Crematory Authority and the
identification shall be removed from
the cremaition container ,and placed
near the cremation chamber contol
panel where it shall remain in place
until the cremation process is
complete.

GS. Upon completion of the crema-
tion, and in so far as 'a possible, all
.of the recoverable residue of the
cremation process shall be removed
from the cremation chamber. Insofar
as possible, at residual of the

cremation process shall then be
separate from anything other than
bone fragments and then be
processed so as to reduce them to
an unidentifiable particle. Anything
other than the particles shall be re-
moved from the cremated residuals
as far as possible and shall be
dhiposed of by the Crematory
Authority.

H. Creniated remains. shall be
packed according to the following
provisions of this Subsection:

(1) The Cremated remains with
proper identification shall :be placed
in a temporary.container or um. The
temporary container or. um contents
shall be packed in clean packing
materials and not be ccotaminated
with any other object, unless 'specific
authorization has been received from
the Authorizing.Agent or as provided
in Subsection (2) of this. part. A
temporary container .shall contain a
label disclosing that the temporary
container shall not be used for
permanent storage of the cremated
remains in a niche, cript. cremation
interment coritainer or 'interment

space.
(2) The. cremated remains with

proper Identification shall be placed
within the temporary container or um
ordered by the Authorizing Agent.

(3) If the cremated remains will not
fit within the dimensions of a tempor-
ary container or um the remainder of
the cremated , remains shal be
retumed to the Autholizing Agent or
its representative In a separate
container attached together with' the
first container or um with both being
marked as being together.

(4) When a temporary container is
used 

t
o retum the cremated remains.

that container shall be placed in a
suitable box and all box seams taped
closed 'to increase the security and
integrity of that container. The
outside of the container shall -be
dearly Identified with the name of the
deceased person whose cremated
remains are contained therein,' the
name of the Crematory Authority and
an indication the container is a
temporary container

(5) If the cremated remains are to
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be shipped. the temporary container
gr designated receptacle ordered by
t Authorizing Agent shall be
padiced securely in a suitable. sturdy
and pressure resint container
which is not fregile and is sealed
properly. Cremated remains shall be
shiped only by a method which has
an iaternal tracing system avalable
and whicht provides a receipt signed
by the person accepting delivery.

8'
DISPOSITION OF CREMATED

REMAINS -

A. The Authorizing Agent sha be
required to provide the person with
whom cremation arrangements are
made with a signed statement
specifying the ultimate disposition of
the cremated remains. If known. A
copy of this statement shall be
retained by the Crematory Authority.

B., the Authorizing Agent Is
responsible for the disposition of the
Cremated Remans. If, after a period
of 60 days from the date of
cremation, the Authorizing Agent or
*his representative has.not specified
the ultimate disposition or claimed
the cremated remains, the Crematory
Authority or the person in possession
of the cremated remains may dispose
df the cremated remait In any
manner permitted by law, except
scattering. The Authorizing Agent
shall be responsible for reimbursing
the .Crematory Authority for all
reasonable espensps incurred in
disposing of the cremated remains
pursuent to this section. A record of
such disposition shall be made and
kept bytie person making such dis-
position. Upon disposing.of cremated
reinins In accordance with such sac-
lion, the Crematory Authority or per-
son in possession of the cremated
remains shall be discharged from arty
legal obligation or liability concerning
such cremated remains. This
grotision shall apply to all cremated
remains currently in the possession
of a Crematory Authority or other

Eihsii. It has been, the
experiince of many CANA members

that Authorizing Agents do not
always make arrangements for the
disposition of cremated remains.
Accordingly. It is CANA's position that
theCrematory Authority should have
the authority to dispose of the
cremated remains in accordance with
the law, except for scattering in a
manner where the remains would not
be recoverable. The time period for
this iisposition is left open to the
state authorities to establish.

C. In addition to disposing of cre-
mated remains in a crypt, niche,
§rave or scattering garden located in
a dedicated . cemetery, or by
scattering over uninhabited public
land, the sea or other public
waterways pursuant to Subsection F,
cremated remains may be disposed
of in any manner on the private
property.of a consenting owner, upondirection pf the Authodzlig Agent. If
oramated~remans are to be disposed
of on private property, otheir than
dedicated cemetery property, the
Authorizing Agent shall provide the
Crernatory Authority, with the written
consent of the property owner.

gIaniition. At the time the
griginal CANA Model Law was
prposed; there was extensive
litigation in the State of Califomia
teisted to the subject of disposition of
cremated remains. Prior to the filing
of those lawsults, Califamila has
ilowed cremated remains to be
dispersed over public lands as well
is in the see outside of certain limits.
Some of the litigation involve a daim
against an air delivery service that
Crerided remains were. Impropaty
paced on a vacant lot rather than
dispersed in the public areais as re-
quested. Because of that Itigation,
the State of Califomia restricted
scattering of this type. Accordingly,
this. provision was drafted in a
manner consistent with those
changes. Subsequently, the

alifomla legislature reviewed the
area again and made sonie changes.
During 1997, another Callfamia air
delivery serviceowas discovered with
over 5,000 cremated remains that
had not been scattered in
accordance With contractual

obligations. .A lawault was filed and
the California legislature changed-the
laws to be consistent with this section
of the Model Act. CANA believes,
however. It is proper to scatter over
uninhabited public land, as long as
pernission is obtained from any
agency required and the environ-
mental rules are followed.
Accordingly CANA adopted that
position on this scattering method.
Because. cremated remains are bone
fragments, CANA does not advocate
scattering en private property: How-
ever, If it is decided to permt it then
at a minimum, the written consent of
the property - owner should be
obtained.

D. Except with the express written
permission of the Authorizing Agent
no person shall:

(1) Dispose of or scaller cremated
remains in such a manner or in such
a location that the cremated remains
are commingled with those of another
person. The provisions of this para-
graph shall not apply to the scattering
of cremated remains at sea or by air
from indtkual dosed containers or
to the scattering of cremated remains
in an area located In a dedicated
cemetery and used exclusively for
such purposes. .

(2) Place cremated remains of
more than one person in the same
dosed container. This paragraph
shall not apply to placing the
cremated remains of members of the
same famy in a common closed
container desined for the cremated.
remains of more than oe person.

E. Cremated remains shall be deli-
vered by the Crematory Authority to
the individual speiied by the
Authorizing Agent on the cremation
authorization form. The
representative of the Crematory
Authority and the individual receiving
the cremated remains, shall sign a
receipt indicating the name of the
deceased, and the date, time and
place of the receipt. and the other
informatlon set out in Section 5V of
this law. . The Crematory Authority
shqll retain a. copy of the receipt
After this deliVery, the cremated
renains may be transported in any
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fntanpr'n this state, without a WM. byboatfromanyhabor ithis
periit, and disposed of In itateorbysar,forburlat sea.ate
aqocaance with the provlsloha of this rnt notless tan three mles from

*Act. a nearest. s horine. Cremated
F. Cremated remains may be sct- remains shall be removed from thir

tbred over uninhabited public land, a ontainer before sudi remains ar
pub waterway or sea, subject to buried ateon.
ba nld spvironmental standards, (2) Any person who buries at sea,
or an vie private property of a con- fther from a boat or from the air,
seningowner pursuant to Subsection any human cremated ramnain Shal
:C, if: are reduced to a particle cany %u !ie butal senices within 50
Jime of onseighth Inch or less. A days from te reduction of the body
person may utlize a boat or airplane to cremated remains and tile with the
lperform.such scattering. Cremated ocal nigistrar of births. deatha, and
emains shall be removed from their other vital records In the county

closed. container before they are fleesm the point where the mmins
csttered. Any person who scatters "re a burled a verified statement

suchlhUman remains, pursuant to this containing the name of the d
Section, shall file with the local Orion, the lime and place of death,
reglstrar of births and deaths, in the the place at which the cremated
county nearest the point where the rmains were bated, and any other
Vrnated -remains are to be fotion that the loca1 registrar
cattered, a verified statement may requie. Burial'services may be

contdining the name of the deceased oelsyad unit weather conditions
person. the time and place of death, improve if Inclement weather
the place at which the cremated Oevs.safe burial.
ainains are to be scattered, and any (b) Any person who requests that a
other infgrmation that the local ded body be cremated shall Provide
.regar of births and deaths may the funeral establishment Or Other
require.. If cremated .remains are to person rebponsible for te cremation
be sattered pursuant to this section, an address at which such parson can
th Crematory Authority shall not be notified when the cremated

release the oremated remains to the remais are reedy for Interment
Authorizing Agent or his designated Notllon shall be made by first-
representatve untl the Cremitary a mal to such person at tha
Authority has been provided with a d provided. ff. the cremated
recelptIndicating that the proper filing mtins e not claimed for Intent
las been . made with the local . othe dispositIon within 60 days
regisraof births and deaths. m data th the'natifiostlen Is

In same states, many kaled, sucirmains shand be tumed
people-select to scatter the cremated 4ve to the cooer, medical
remains in other appIapriate piaces. paminer or other appropriate state
The . selection sets out the aency to be Interred In a plot or
requirement for such a disposition. niche in. a cemetery where indigents
Scattering over uninhabited public buried.
land las. been eliminated from this
secton ds previously explained. The
Georgia 44ghilature enitaed a more LIMIATION OF LIABILITY
*Ipeific law on the subject. This law
can b)e ound in the Georgia statutes A Any person signing a cremation
at section 31-21-4, which provides as Outoiattol form as en authorizing
fll5ows: ige Uni shall beidsemed to warrant the

at o cremated emain;ny fts et forth in
notification that cremated remains the cremation authorizatien form.
are ready for Interlnent; unclaimed including the Identity of the deceased
cremated remains.

(a () Created remains may befro thr

to order such arernation. Arty person
signing a cremation authordiation
form as an eauthorizing ient shall be
personally and individually liable for
all damage Qaieloned thereby sad
resising therefrom. A Crematory
Authority and a funeral director may
rely upon the.Fepresentations of the
authorizing .agent in the cremation
authorization fann.

B. A funeral dlrector shall have the
authority to arrange the cremation of
human remains upon the receipt of a
cremation authorzaltion form signed
by an authorizing agent. A Crematory
Authority . shall have . authority to
cremate human remains upon the
reoept of a cremation authorization
form signed by a Authoring Agent.
Theie shall be. no Iliabtlity for a
funeral director or Crematory
Authority that pursuant to such
authortration arranges a cremation,
cremates human remains pursuant to
such authorization, or that releases
or disposes of the cremated remains
pursuat to such authorization.

C. A Crematory Authority shall not
be responsible or lable for any
valuables delivered to-the Crematory
Authority with human remains.

D. A funeral director that refuses to
arrange a cremation and a Crematory
Authority that refused to accept a
body or to perform a aremation shall
not be liable for refusing to accept a
body or to pelform a cremation until
they receiv..a court order or other
sujitable confirmation that a dispute
has been saftied M

(1) they are aware of any dlipute
concerning the. orematiqn of human
remains,

(2) They have a reasonable basis
for questioning any of the
representations made by the
Authorizing Agentor

(1) For any other lawful reason.
E. If a funeral director or

Cramstory Authority is aware of any
dispute conceming the release or
disPoaloh of the cremated remains,
the funeral director or Crematory
Authority may. refuse to release the
cremated remains until the dispute
has boe resolved or tie Uheral
director or Crematori Authority has
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Oiedi poied with a court order
Sauthori~ng the release or diusposition
bf the cremated ernmins. Funeral
dtreqtors and Crematory Authorities
i . not be liable for refusing to
release or dispose of cremated
remains in acoordance iith this
subseotion:
. t lalo. The ILimitation of
.Jabllf sectior ls the most Important
part of any comprehensive cremation
law. Normally state legilslatures are
haitanit to limit'liablity. However, the
section is usually enacted When it Is
explained that a crematory authority
and: fuieral director are acting on
tipFesenttlions of the authorizing

agents and it Is necessary that
flablityb be limited, If thecremation is
to be performed on the basis of those
representatIons.

*10
PACEMAKERS

If 'an authorizing agent Informs the
funeral director and the cremation
authority ori the cremation
authorization form of the presence of
a pacemaker in the human remains,
then the funeral director shall also be
tesponslbe for ensuring that a
necessary steps have been taken to
remove the pacemaker before
"delivering the human remains to the
crematory. Should the funeral director
Wise dilvers the human remains to
the. crematory fail to ensure that the
pacemaker has been removed from
the-human remains prior to delivery,
and should the human remains be
cremated with the pacemaker, then
tho funeral director who delivered the
hiuman. remains to the crematory
siill'aso be liable for all resulting
damagea along with the Authorizing
Agent.

11
ADMINISTRATION

A. The. Department. may adopt,.
lmromiigate, amend and repeal such
riesonable regulations as may be
Conslateriwith this Act goveming the

IeMation of human remains. Such
regulation specifically shall Include

the conditions under which human'
remains of persons dying from an
bifectious, contagious, communicable
or dangerous disease can bb
transported from any portion of the
Oato to a crematory for the purpose
9f creration, and minimum standards
Of sanIlation, requirad equiment and
#re protection for all itmatones
which the Department may deem
necessary for the protection of the
Public.

S. A Crematory Authority may
inact reasonable rules and
regulations, not Inonsistent with.this
Act, for the management and
6peration of a crematory, the types of
:remation containers It will accept
tuthorization forms required,
witnesses to a cremation and similar

*iroviloima. Nothing in ths provision
shall. prevent a Crematory Authority
tom enecting lules and regulatiort
which are more stringent than the
Irevision contained in this Act.

C. Violations of this Act shall be
punishable as follow:

(1) Maintenance or operation of a
building or structure within this state
as a crematory in violation of the
provisions of this Act or the rules and
pagulatiohs of tie Department
idopted pursuant thereto is hereby

declared to be a public nyisance and
IIay be abated as such as provided
by law.

(2) Halding oneself out to the
liublic as a Crematory Authority
without being icensed under this Act,
or performing a cremation without a
arematiop authorization form signed
by an Authorizing Agent Is hereby.
declared.to be a_ _

punishable by .
(3) Signing a cremation

authorizalon form with the. actual
knowledge that the form contains
false or incorrect -information is
hereby declared to be a _
unishable by _
(4) A violation of any other provi.

slkn of this Act is hereby declared to
be a _ punishable

la
PRE-NEED CREMATION

ARRANGEMENTS

A. Any pre-need contract sold by,
or pre-need arrangements made with,
a crematory authority. 'Cemetery,
funeral.establIshment or any other
party, that incluldes a cremation, saW
specify the ultimate disposition of the
cremated remains, if known and that
portion of the agreement shall be
Initiated by the individual making the
arrangementa. In the event. no
additional or different instructions are
provided to the funeral director or
Crematory Authority by the
Authorizing Agent at the time of
deaith, the funeral director and Cre-
'motory Authority shall be authodzed
to releaseor-dispose of the cremated
remaris a Indicated In the pre-need
agreement. Upon compliance with
the terms of that .pre-need
agreement, the funeral director and
Crematory Authority shat be released
from any flability conceming the dis-
position of the cremated remains.

B. (1) Any persof. or anyone who
has legal authority to adt on behalf of

.8 person, on a preneed basis, may
authorize his or her own cremation
and the final disposition of his or her
cremated remains by executing. as
the authorizing agent, a cremation
authorization form on a preneed
basis. A copy of this fom shall be
provided to the.person. Any person
shall have the right 'to transfer or
cancel this authorization at'any time
prior to death by. destroying the
executed orematik authorization
form and proding written notice to
the crematory authority.

(2) Any cremation authorization
form that is -being executed by an
Individual . as. his .or her own
authorizing agent on a pre-need
basis shall Contain the following
disclosure, which shall be completed
by'the authorizing agent

( ) I do not wish to allow any of my
survivors the option of canceling my
cremation and selecting atemative
arrangements, regardless of whether
my survIvors deem a.change to be'
appropriate.



: to alow only the urvivors
" Ihave designated below the

option OtcancelOng my cremation and
Seateoting alernate anrangemente, If
*hej deem.a change to be app
apriae:. i n

(3) Except as provided In
*Subsettion.(2) of this Section, at the
time of the death of a person who

as executed. as the authorizing
*agn a cremation authorization form
on a pre-need baste; any person in
Possession of an executed form and
any person charged with making
ateangpients for the final disposition
of-thedeocedent who has knowledge
othe exstence of an executed foim

* shall use their best efforts to ensure,
that the decedent Is cremated and
trat the final disposition of the
cremated remains Is In accordance
,ith the instructions contained on the
cremation authorization form. If a
crematry authority (1) Is in
possession of a completed Craemation

ithortiation form that wan executed
on a pre-Oieed beass. (u) Is in
possessior of the designated human
remains, and (II) has received
payment for the cremation of the
human rermains and the final
dispoAition of the cremated remains
or is otherwise assured of payment,
then the crematory authority shall be
required to cremate the. human
eremairis and dispose of the cremated

Sermalips aow rding tq tie Instructions
cdntalined on the . cremation
authoHzatidfl form, and may do so
without any liabilty unless the
authorizhig .agent has. selected the
option under Section 12 B (2) that'Aalowis designated survivor to select
altematit arrahgements. If the
survivor has not selected alteirnative
arrangements at the time of death or
withir 48 hours thereof, the funeral

*director andicrematory authority may
Proceed with the cremation without
aly Hbllity.

F-1 joltnl. This section Is
Intended to allow an individual to
provide the legal authorization for
their own cremation. There is a
substaitial group, who feel that if the
-wishes of-the survivors.ere contrary
and cre4ration would be

objectionable, the cremation should
tot occur even if so authorized. The
irovision suggested above is based
4n Section 8s of the Illinois
Orernatoy Regulation Act 410 ILCS
18/1 at sq. This section provides an
option for the person making the pre-
need arrangement to limit the
survivors rights to change the
rrangement. Another factor is that

many state laws presently do not
Oarly provide for the legal affect of
a pre-need arrangement and there to
serious concern about. such an

tiodization even where there is no
dispute. CANAs board feels that
grese should be covered ir a law so
that the matter wit be dear. The
Florida legislature addressed the
problem of the liabtity of a party
ocing on the wishes of a decedent In
Section 732.804 of the Florida
Statutes as follows:

Provisions relating to cremation
The fadt that clemation occurred

pursuant to. a provision of a will or
any written contract signed by the
decedent in which he or she
epressed the Intent that his or her
bpdy be cremated is a complete
defense to a cause of acticn against
the personal representative or person
prviding the services.

13
MISCELLANEOUS

A This Act shall be construed and
interpreted as a comprehensilve
trenation statute, and the provialons
0 this Act shall take precedence over
ry existing laws that govern dead

human bodies and human remains
that do not specifically address
&emation. This Act shall be effective
on , 20 .
; BA Crematory Authority shall be
permitted to employ a licensed
funeral director for the purpose of

rranging cremations withthe general
public, transporting human remains to
the crematory, and processing all
fiecessary paperwork. No aspect of
this provision shall be construed to
require a licensed funeral director to

rorm any functions not otherwise

11

required by law to be performed by a
icensed funeral director.
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Robert K. Phelps

7800 Tayloe Drive, Suite 143
Manassas, VA 20112-0143
Home (703) 791-6598
Cellular (703) 801-0919
E-mail rkphelps2@erols.com

April 10, 2000

Dear Senator, Grassley;

Today you held hearings into shady and deceptive practices in the funeralindustry. I ask that a copy of this letter be placed in the hearing transcript so my
experiences can also be put on the public record .

When my beloved wife died from a heart-attack, this was while I was in thebathroom getting her some medicine. Therefore, I did not have the opportunity to say'goodbye," and 'I love you." for the final time. When I noted my wife was not breathing, Icalled 911 for an ambulance and began CPR procedures. When the ambulance arrived,they took one look at my wife and called for the medical examiner to come pick up thebody. They did not even unpack their equipment, and retumed to the fire station to waitfor the next call. There were also two police officers who came in with the ambulancecrew. Their investigation confirmed that the death was due to natural causes.

I made the mistake of getting in the hands of a crooked funeral director who wasan expert at manipulating grieving relatives. Since I.was in no condition to make soundbusiness decisions, I paid about double the usual cost for the casket, funeral service,and other add-ons that were not needed for a simple, low-cost, yet dignified funeral.

Fortunately, I had a banker who understood what I was going through, so I hasable to borrow the money to pay the funeral expenses. It took me several years to payback this loan.

On the day of the funeral, while the family was gathered to view the body beforegoing to the church service, the funeral director took me aside and revealed his mostnasty surprise. He claimed the cemetery workers would not dig the grave, unless I cameup with $2,000 in cash. This raised the possibility of the funeral party going to thecemetery and finding no place to bury the corpse. Just imagine how devastating thiswould be to the grieving family and friends.

I had to leave the funeral party for a quick drive to the bank. The bankerauthorized the withdrawal of the $2,000 in cash, so I drove back to the funeral home toput the money into the greedy little hands of the funeral director. He then, presumablycalled the cemetery and told them to dig the grave. I now realize this was a scam to getthe first $2,000 of the funeral cost in cash money. The grave was already dug, lined withthe grass mats, flowers, etc. This also gave the funeral director a large sum of moneyhe could use to line his pockets, instead of crediting it to the funeral costs.

Page 1
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I caught up with the funeral party again at the church, just as the service was
beginning. Probably some of the relatives wondered why I came in late, Instead of
taking my place in the front pew at the start of the funeral. After the funeral, came the
drive to the cemetery and the grave-side service. I was so emotionally devastated, that
my brother had to pick me up, tum me around and start me walking toward the
limousine.

Since I paid way too much for my wife's funeral, I decided that when my timecomes to die, I want a simple cremation and burial at the Quantico National Cemetery,
since I am a veteran with an honorable discharge.

I even have my own coffin. I bought this as a kit with pre-cut pieces from theSaah company that makes unfinished fumiture. The kit contains the pre-cut and
pre-drilled wooden panels and a bag of screws and instruction sheet. This kit costs

about 1/3 the cost of the cheapest manufactured coffin in the funeral homes.

This coffin makes a handy storage chest, until time to put it to its final use.I have simply vamished each panel before assembly to preserve the wood. Also, Ihave made a special modification to allow it to be used as an escape effect in my stageshow. This is one secret I will quite literally take to my grave.

When Harry Houdini died, his collection of magic books, posters, etc. was
donated to the Ubrary of Congress. I found the secret of the escape coffin in one of theunpublished manuscripts. Therefore this a secret shared by only myself and Harry
Houdini. His escape coffin was used for his funeral, just as mine will be for my funeraland burial.

While I was making plans for my own funeral, I got roped into a deal where Icould pay all the funeral costs in advance. In retum for the membership fee, the
Association would pick up my body and coffin, do the cremation and then rent a boat somy ashes could be scattered over the Atlantic Ocean. The money I paid has vanished
down a black hole somewhere. The Association was one man operating the business offhis kitchen table. He has died, or skipped town with thousands of dollars in his pocket,so the certificate entitling me to cremation and burial at sea is a worthless scrap of paperwith fancy printing.

Basically, I want a quiet, simple funeral. As a veteran, it is my understandingthat the VA will pay all the funeral costs. Since my coffin is basically a pine box, it andmy corpse will be bumed to ashes, and there will be only a few screws and other
hardware that can be removed with a strong magnet. Then, the ashes can be take to theQuantico National Cemetery for burial.

Sincerely,

Page 2



HARRIET KAROL
2486 WALDEMIAR ST.

THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91361
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Senflate S 'dO Comitteeo Ain Wd 12 APOO
Sonator ihu tGeeon Aeator John Breaux Fe ck & Irene Carfile
Obm 631 Diulsen Building 85 So. Union BI-171
0a1shington DC 20510 Lakewood CO 80228-22G7

Subject: Your C-SPAN covered Funeral Industry Practices Hearing.

Good Sirs,

VGo 11 Ap, on C-SPAN, I watched the first day for 7 'injured' witnesses, & Wd 12 the rebuttal by
ropresentatives of the funeral industry. As you suggested, we wish to add our experiences to your
record.

Fdli67, Irene's Mother's [Ethel] Husband died. Ethel made preparations for her cremation with a
local funeral home in Paradise CA. Summer '82, we were present when Ethel verified these plans at
the mortuary; Ethel's ashes to be buried in her husband's grave. Spring '85, Ethel died, and we paid
In full all the costs at the mortuary. Spring '87, Irene received a letter from that mortuary, asking
instructions about Ethel's ashes, contrary to the signed, Paid for instructions. Irene restated the
instructions from her copy. We had to pay $85. additional because the cemetery had adopted a new
fee during this two year limbo. Ethel's ashes were buried two weeks later, per a long time friend of
ours as witness. Our letter to the California Funeral Board [CA has a Boar for every occupation.)
was provided a useless response.

My Father made preparations with Neptune Society for cremation, thinking he had aid, and
showed me an ackiowled ement-receipt When he died Ap '95, Neptune required 50. more for
dropping of ashes at sea. You ll l Neptune as adversely referenced. I now have no confidence
about the ultimate disposition of these ashes, said to be often commingled in the Hearing.

X Mother wanted her ashes 'niched' with those of her Mother, Marysville CA. We were present
my Mother when this instruction was verified, signed and paid, Summer '89. This paperwork

disclosed another's ashes in the location she thought she had reserved. The instruction was made
ood after some heated, emotional conversation, not where Mom had wanted, near other friends.

n Mom died in New Jersey, Ja '94, having moved to live with my Sister, the trip for her ashes to
California required over two months, and no one at either end, knew the location of those ashes for
2 months, though many phone calls were made. There was no continuity of identity.

Irene rented a show casket for Ethel's funeral, seeing no benefit in immediately burning an expen-
sive wood box. This is a credit to that director. I hope this is a commonly offered practice.

The Hearing speakers referred to a Funeral Rule. I'd never heard of it. I would prefer that law' would
mandate the submission of a list to the buyers, at the beginning of each meeting, of requirements
Imposed by state or federal law upon the funeral and undertakin ndustries, and the buyers of
their products, clearly showing the obligations of seller and purser.

This establishes the rules of conduct. The various experienced witnesses you invited know better
than I what these should be. Visitors shopping for pnce should be given this printed information,
plus a blank I unsigned copy of the rules. When something is purchased, buyer and agent should
bign and retain a copy of the rules, with a copy to the state, for very long term retention.

I do not demean the FTC, but I hope I never have to rely on this agency for enforcement assistance
in on effort to gain any 'rights' guaranteed to me by any law or regulation. I have the overbearing
Impression that I must have a specialty lawyer beside me at any mortuary in order to obtain what-
over 'rights' any law is said to provide me, as at a house dosing, though I've not been grief strickon
and had the disadvantage of weeping relatives at a dosing.
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Carlile, Wd 12 Ap 00, pg2
J doubt any Republican Congress will ever 'side' with those of us who can't provide a large bribe atelection and Iter, plus hire obbyists. Recall the priest's and CA official's comments. I assume bothwould provide your committee with documentation, considering the aggressiveness of allegation.
At Issue is the commonly held basis that govenment ought f est, Do for people that which thecan't do for themselves'. My thinking Is certaintly not radical nor extreme whenl I uggest this aboveconcept be morally leveraged against the politica clout of the funeral and cemetery industries.
People like myself cannot possibly compete with the PAC of an industry of 14,000 individual busi-nesses determined to buy aw, supported by the Supreme Court, Intended to benefit themselves Incommerce and court to the legal disadvantage of a grief-stricken family. One anguished spouse?
I sew no other Senators at your hearing, in particular mine. Ye mmr aoalmpressedbyyu cns Pudrtndyuhv.hlte hearings onmatters affecting people my age-72j]than any other hearing I've watched. I think both of you are as deliberately even hande as I've everseen, including c county, and state legislature meetings in Colorado. I hope your constituentske o n ocf as long as you choose. Ill write Campbell and Allard separately. My thanks tobohof you. Keep WI!l
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336 LoetaD.
Sun Raon CA 94883

April 12, ZWO

ML lavevaFofl
W. Caci Swasdan

Sam Ceesmitim rsAging
Washingtoni. DC

Dow Ma Polles, mnd B&. Swanalos

Al the suggestion of Ishl Tillma. I amn writing to Share a Csatsrophic! eaprleWM MY ftmily had with the Almaendidutry
in the weofcaliforniAl

tn 199, my siser ad I becamee aware, dudt the cremated reamns; of amt mesba who ase away in lamaY, 1992 Were
pesedl ang dseli n two somage Inieinti r-stI by All=n Vieba, to Cmm Ceas County, Cabifnima. Mr Vitlra
was a nm-m nsas dispser reghaed with the Califorolan Cemnetery Board end California Board ofacrnal Directors and

Elneu (1997-1996) and the Colftma Depatmnt of 171- AM.ra (1996-1997), During dis 10 year pined, Mr.
Maelm war; oescro by headrests of flral inusa tomatiew am seatEWl

In Febisary, 1992. 1 received a slged Aom fromt ir. Vicira. smaing stat my mother's ashes had been 'respetially omtte'
thes miles west of the Golden Gme Bridge as we had requiestd tim knowledge that ott modher'samoseses had actually

ba discare so a storage So= and Isnddms away for fiv yea by tdo man our fincrel hae had hired to perfis the
scastering was beysridor cop inm Usimmense pete mid sullid at the realizaion doa mther had neva reached
bar Al rsIn pltsomot hedesm ad. Anid, as If dii despitabl nt waa ot enough to deal with, the butowledge of how
bar orteibis watre haridledhy the eresntwry woand ea -Mm iont which we my nevcr recover OUevening dig
a news twaca vioo was shown of the inelda of win of the stesg Isestons.. Along with the pilets andl piles of rnwid

beeswet takasi ppa md lati bgs ?bly oftla de w nehge we torn and Afilgapen dearing staining hen
cremaes spilling from dies han doe sod I nodrad thn sevral topg bors dilahel of the armnatesy that ha perfomewd
our mosher's cremasloa I could not helleve whrat t war eingl O top of evestg else, we now had to fac she posrUhlity
tint our mother's ashes coultd poerlby be in am of thoe bag.sTe; only way to he suan was to ORl the eresewntay, ask the,
questisondea hope: fora an honser. I'll never foarget die cremratory reeptiorm's words as sft retriewed a ou er's
information from her compter-, "'m Sony far what happened! to your esethar yes, har rewoina westOaa pIest to VeaM bag
and given so Wr Visits." When we sdoe wby a Vper bag the ise she gave ware, "Baease that's the way Mrt. Vliran
requested to received tbens" Thuse ace no words dot can aspiin die hint mied Vaie my sister and I felt at digl moment sad
caous, to feel today. Even now as I write thi it in hard to control die anger that1 feel toward all of these dial I blare fir
leathis ii happren

I . Allan Vietr whoe conuacWe to peslosin ajeb dtho he dlearly Spe ldong year bF-r
tihe iiieey.

2. The creaty vioatend our conrc by placing out mother's ctomams int aspmper bag.
It is nce= wIthers they am eedcted soan fias disk into die hag or marke the
ouside of the bag for entifeslsace adfte es atoe to idtotit all of the

ewnkded hogs, 144 sess remained idestied, owt nwbar's among them. IMd or
moth'ere wu heen placed into dhe sealed contlainer we paid foe, ow chances; of

having heradsa returned soars would hav gratly incesedw

3. hmw funeral hoe When we win to Wilson & Krataer Meetemy to malls: see
arrseensesrau, the Assured drector did not refer us; to the yellow pages to findaawesoatosy
nd cosoman im s e ,lHe bW bad dinwa tomflsetedalc In OLe WiAUM &

Kra=ze Moitirary arid Rollingt Hills Cremaroryawnownedby those con. Cmastng
Selviss Inc. Sending us to PJItelillRIs Cremes 7 arid sg: Ala Vinra was a part
oftir'oW sop service.
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4. The Callforma Cemtery Boand ad the Cahthicola Board of Funeol Directors and
Bntbalhn. They a~ram did n cbe orceehe5he was act jxptqly aeteedited to

da~mlds job Ther apsartly wereno gokHtm they Jbflawad In then hirng
pwie. It i evo thet my rcsoooniloy to msave dot Allen Vanes was durng his

job property endted as ourots he handed e his yvarly fee.

S. flc;Deimns of Cr n A~rs MCA). ta 1996, the Califooa Cemterty Board
and the Calilanla Funerul Dietes and mbgthlees Board wore combined hen the
Cemoetery and Pooeul Ruounm under tJurisdiction of the Dopatmtoent of Connna
Affumr Unflotmmndy, to 1996 nd spin in 199.7, Mr. Viehas was regiaed without

bnfit of'prow accesiadion.

Te final calli was hammered hn the offn (If y=.1 asn the pail when we diasovered that or igt to duenr wasmd-etsam. Ots va Mhink don hoviog this hbn wotdd allow =n to BMessuit agninst the artmatusy and the thoneral
-em hl wo't j=s fte Our pain and suffeolnts but omnly to hold mcutaate those lnthvidnals and businesses thit --fleour mothers body and her right to a dignfie dumapin Unfiblsltotdiy. the dor pockets of the floxera mtotory havemxteefdd in Penansg ad upholding in Califotois Aepato Conm Pvopositon 3t whid, in twse.e esccstmthe flowhl

duvolor in patucalar and the fames, hoem gr and from a tir oI as agenera coumactar Lihewino. it also rotocts the
- eby from hliptio. So. nc agi. the &oal industry has st away with a hato crinme and the vititms ate nceopun vaetal Our Califaoia cm sytleo provides so, toons. for osoassnablity Even theughs the orcourny violawe00 comorst by plaeotg Om nOMa (rNjOnSI in a bag tatfi than the sontrted comc. on long on proposition 51

remaion t the heoks, they ate pvwotc&e Whie I believe that tno all Amtnda "eem or cemtaffea set "6 to cut Caolia orbreak the law, lono to halteve that while Piopootison5 st andr there will to those who will conme to muowas
doiave. and deflnd thaerostomrskowing tha thy arv beyond the teac of the law There is somtinig very wrong with

a cort syesem that allowa thin to happen.

Iteatatg that winning a cc=t Gas a= woul noltump (I th palosic as dur wer CO govening the fatowol
titthotty in California.. we dehded -* the problemn at hes owe by voting dumgo to the sat's Business and ProfessionsCode dealing with cretmated ho- m tonau disposal. Our EDt dbl not go mScqthly at flost, on WO wono om to fnd a

1c represeualmiv wixo would bad our legslatdon We want to Sacrsonto nd handd onut~ to each Sonator atnd
Assemoblyman adiog far their help. We even eontacted ow U.S. Sea ors p, and Poseinh tbr ssistance and1 osaltto
my doaay woes rfoos ek to ow aeglaotm Ahtor oxnthsoftrying, onr persistece paidOff at the offit ofSstt
Senator Judie Spoder. Wading ahonpide fimorolI1 repdoaleytqaollves and G.N. Ayer, Oxiof of the Depatmet of
Camtoe Affair Cametery and Funerl Bon4d we dtdAB 2279 (alled4-

While Mr Ayers' diatimna to te antoittea on AWEl 1 6 palmed a thetara pidtutt thast the constolidation of the CahifornaCeradety Boned and the Calffeanla Boaed of Funoeral Dietors and 11hbog = ; o a suogla hoard uinder the disocino of theDMUMMm of Consumer Affahe has othed an -om of the tongh pon don't think California should be viewed assa
rote m~ for doetol Industry tIn Thor re tB may amen within our Bostnoas and Prothedoon Coda that amid tate an

ovedil, potO~onlarly~ in tSgId to the accountability of fimocal hamns, dirodor and acatie This, however, will benalauhe gs mat &v flosooal industry has very powflal lobbis~sa and ow, dActd offidlt s trutao to lobe than onMaybe ti s hr ;Z oderol nam.n by vun of saoew osand guideline. will he lp.Iha.9dotb..wokebeganwitrhAl
2279 will oucome to bring shoot hopovecd lanad inorm legIalado for the bound:i of all Californas conmers. Thank
you againor Alldowiag=o to shate my SONY with Yous.

-'V.dly
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BILL NUMBER: AS 2279 AMENDED
BILL TEXT

AMENDED IN ASSEHBLY APRIL 5, 2000

INTRODUCED BY Assembly Member Dutra

FEBRUARY 24, 2000

An act to amend Sections 9741, 9742, 9744, and 9744.5 of, and to

add Section 9740.5 to, the Busineas and Professions Code, and to
add section 7054.61 to the Health and Safety Code, relating to
cremated human remaine disposal.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AS 2279, as amended, Dutra. Cemeteries: Cremated remain:
licensing.

Existing law provides for the Cemetery Program, administered by
the Department of consumer Affairs, under which funeral profeassion
are licensed and regulated.

This bill would require the department to provide specified
funeral-related entitie with a notice containing information on
cremated remainp disposal. This bill would require specified
funeral-related entities that recommend, refer, or arrange the
services of a registered cremated remains disposer to provide the
notice to the individual controlling the disposition of the remains,
as defined. This bill would provide that any funeral establishment,
crematory, or cemetery that offers cremated remaina disposal services
is not required to provide the notice.

Existing law requires a cremated remains disposer to provide
apecified information when registering with the program. The
information includes business address and service area.

This bill would require the cremated remains disposer to include
in that information the Airman's Medical Certificate and copy of the
current pilot's 4e iicense. ;

Existing law requires aircraft and boats u.4d for scattering
cremated remains to be registered or certifiedwith the appropriate
government agency.

This bill would require the cremated remains disposer to provide
the department with an annual aircraft inspection certificate. This
bill would also require the department to post .specified information
about cremated remaine disposers on its website and toll-free
telephone number.

Existing law requires each cremated remains disposer to store
cremated remains in a place free from exposure to the elements and be
responsibly maintained until disposal.

This bill would also require that the remains be kept in a durable
container.

Existing law requires each cremated remains disposer .to provide a
copy of the permit for disposition of human remains to the person
authorizing the scattering of the remains within 60 days of the
scattering.

This bill would require the cremated remaind disposer to provide a
copy of the permit and a copy of the current pilot's or captain's
license to the funeral director and the person authorizing the
scattering within 10 business days of the scattering.

This bill would also require the cremated remains disposer to

Ida
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provide the person authorizing the scattering a and the
funeral establishment, crematory, or cemetery . with a
signed declaration containing specified information and stating
under penalty of perjury that the scattering as performed.
By expanding the definition of the crime of perjury, this billwould Impose a state-mandated local program.

The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse local
agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated by the
state. Statutory provisions establish procedures for making that
reimbursement.

This bill would provids that co reimbursement is required by thisact for a Specified reao.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.

State-mandated local program: -m-yes

THE PEOPLE Of THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA Do HmACT AS FOLLOWS:

SECTION 1. S:etion 9740.5 is added to the Busines and ProfessionsCode to rad:-
9740.5. (a); The department shall provide any funeralestahlishment, cremastory, cemetery, or other entity that recommends.refers, or arranges the service. of a regiatered cremated remainsdisposer pursua 'nt to Section 9740, a notice containing, but notlimited to, all' of the following Information,
(1) Information about permissible ecattering and currentregistration status of registered cremated remains disposers can beobtained by contacting theDepartment of Cons mper Affairs' toll-freetelsphofie number oIneetwabsit.
(2) A regietered cremated remains disposer is not required toscatter cremated human remains in this state.
(3) Registered cremated remains disposer services cannot beguaranteed.
(4) Registered cremated remains dispo.srs are not typicallyrepresentatives or agents of funeral establishments, crematories, orcemeteries and are solely responsible for compliance with allapplicable laws and regulations and for the disposItion of thecremated human remains released to their custody.
(b) Any funeral establishment, crematory, cemetery, or otherentity that recommends, refers, or arranges the services of aregistered cremated remains disposer putsuant to Section 9740, shallprovide the person with the tight to control the disposition of theremains pursuant to Section 7100 of the Healthand Safety Code, withthe notice in subdivision (a).
(c) Nothing in this section shall prohibit the department fromincluding this information in the declaration required pursuant toSection 7685.2..
(d) This section shall not apply to any funeral establishment,crematory, or cemetery that provides cremated remains disposal

SEC. 2. Section 9741 of the Business and Professions Code isamended to read:
9741. a) (1) Registration shall be on the form prescribed by theprogram and shall Include, hut not he limited tC0, the full nama ofthe registrant, business and residence addreases, description andidsonfroan±,, c error 

in orP ...e Lno ah sdi doosn
cremated human semains, and the area to be served, Each registrat ionapplication shall be accompanied by the cremated remains disposer

2af4
4nmo
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fee.
(2) Each registrant who dispenses human remains by air shall

include copies of the registrant's current Airman's Medical
Certificate as required by Section 67 of Title 14 of the Code of
Federal Regulaiions and the registrant's current pilot's license.

(b) Every registered cremated remains disposer who dispenses human
remains by airishall post a copy of his or her:current pilot's
license, and the address.of the cremated remains storage as at his
or her place of business. Every registered cremated remains disposer
who dispenses human remains by boat shall post a copy of his or her
current boating license and the address of the cremated remains
storage area at his or her place of business.

SEC. 3. Section 9742 of the Business and Professions Code is
amended to read:

9742. (a) All aircraft used for the scattering of cremated human
remains shall be validly certified by the Federal Aviation
Administration. All boats or vessels used for the scattering of
cremated human remains shall be registered with the Department of
Motor vehicles or documented by a federal agency, as appropriate.
The certification or registration shall be available for inspection
by the program.

(b) Every cremated remains disposer shall provide the department
with a copy of the proof of the annual. inspection required by Section
43 of Title 14 pf the Code of Federal Regulations for all aircraft
used in scattering cremated human remains.

(c) The department shall post on its Internet website and provide
on its toll-free telephone number, information about permissible
scattering and licensed Cremated remains disposers including, but not
limited to, the current status of a pilot-s or captain's license and
inspections for aircraft or boats used for scattering.

SEC. 4. Section 9744 of the Business and Professions Code is
amended to read:

9744. Each cremated remains disposer shall provide the person
authorizing the scattering of the cremated human remains and the
funeral director, or the individual acting as the funeral director,
with both of the following:

(a) A copy of the completed permit for disposition of human
remains pursuant to Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 103050 of
Part 1 of Division 102 of the Health and Safety Code within 10
business days of the date of the scattering.

(b) A copy of the cremated remains disposer's current pilot'
a or captain's license.

SEC. 5. Section 9744.5 of the Business and Professions Code is
amended to read.

9744.5. (a) Every cremated remains disposer shall do all of the
following:

(1) Dispose of cremated remains within 60 days of the receipt of
those remains, unless a written signed reason for a delay is
presented to the person with the right to control the disposition of
the remains under Section 7100 of the Health and Safety:Code.

(2) (A) Provide the Cemetery Program with the address and phone
number of any at orage facility being used by the regiatrant to store
cremated remains.

(B) Crmemted remains shall be kept In a durable container and
stored in a place free from exposure to the elements, and

4100
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shall be responsibly maintained until disposal;
(C Th Catery Program and its repretatives hall conduct, on

an anual basis, random inspections of the opepetions of 5 to 10percent of the registered cremated remains disposers, and is
authorized to inspect any place used by a cremated remains disposerfor the storag of cremated remains without notice to the crematedremains disposer.

(3) Provide the person authorizing the scattering , andthe funeral establishment, crematory, or cemetary , with
a signed declaration stating under the.penalty of perjury that thescattering was performd at the stated date, time, and place.(b) A violation of the requirements of this section to grounds fordisciplinary action.

rSEC. 6. Section 7054.61 Is added to the Reath and Safsrety Code, to

7054.61. When cremated remains are removed from the.place ofcremation or idtezwnet for scattering by a registered crematedremains disposer pursuant to Section 9740.5 of the Business andProfessions Code, the cremated remains shall bq in a durable
container.

SEC. 7. on reimbursement is required by this act pursuant toSection 6 of Article ff525 of the California Ctnsititurloo because the
only costs that may be Incurred by a local agency or school districtwrill.be incurred because Chia act creates a neir crime or infraction,
eliminates a crime or Infraction, or changes Cho penalty for s crimeor infraction, within the meaning of Section 17556 of the GovernmentCode, or changes the definition of a orime within the meaning ofSection 6 of Article xZZXB of the California constitution.

4o4
4/70 11:
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) Statement by Cindy Briggs
4&M
re: Assembly Bill 2279 Page 1

This statement is being made in regard to the honible ordeal Inflicted upon my family by
one man's malice and the California funeral Industry's negligence.

I had the unfortunate of circumstance to arrange funerals for both my brother In January of
1989, and my father in June of 1998. 1 used the same Funeral Home for both occasions,

choosing what I thought to be a reputable establishment. As per their wishes, my brother and
father were cremated, and their ashes were to be scattered at sea.

Then, in June of 1997, a story broke about a pilot named AlVielra. He had contracted with
over 250 Funeral Homes and Crematortums throughout California to scatter ashes but
Instead, for some ungodly reason, he stockpiled more than five thousand human cremains in
storage facilities and in his airplane hanger. This man had lost his medical certificate to fly In
1984. And we are not sure how long he was doing his job at all. The funeral industry had
never checked his credentials. If one of the funeral homes or cremalorfums had checked on
this man, one time, a lot of families could have been saved a lot of suffering.

After the story broke it was Impossible to get any Information from the funeral home I used. I
turned to the Contra Costa County Sheriffs Department and District Attorneys Office for
information.

Identification took months due to the poor condition of the boxes, urs etc. Some cremains
had even been placed In paper bags. Many boxes were broken open and unlabeled. After
months of waiting, my father's ashes were recovered but my brother's were not As we
learned more about this case I was Infuriated to find that this man had taken over for a pilot by
the name of B.J. Elkin who, In the early 80s, had dumped over five thousand human
cremains on private land.

The funeral Industry In California was more than aware there was a problem in this area,
but did not cam enough to put any guidelines Into place to keep this from happening again. If
they had cared enough about their consumers after the first incident, I would not be writing
this statement today,

Soon after this story came to light, a large class action suit was fied. My family chose to
pursue an independent lawsuit against the funeral home we used. Then we were further
victimized by the funeral Industries legal representatives In this case. A non-opt clause put
Into the class action sui took away my family's and other familes' rights to pursue legal
action on their own.



Statement by Cindy Brigg

re: Assembly Bill 2 Page 2

At this point I decided to be a victim no more. I took my cause to the media. I went to TV
stations, newspapers, maazines, and anyone who would listen. And some did. My story was
reported by the San Francisco Chronicle, Sacramento Bee. Contra Costa Times, and the
Fresno Bee. It also appeared on most of the local television and radio stations. As my story
drew attention I was contacted by more families. We banded together picketing funeral
homes and attoneye involved In the case. Due partly to our diligence and a fair judge, the
non-opt clause was thrown out and we were free to pursue our cases. This is not an easy
industry to go up against and subsequently my family's settlement with the funeral home was
a joke to say the least.

After our story became public we decided to pursue the legislators in this state to prevent
this tragedy from happening to anyone else. We began to approach local assemblymen and
state senators. We contacted both Senaor Boxer's and Feinstein's offices, and the governor,
to no avail. Then in June of 1999, a meeting was set up In Senator Jacle Splers office with
G. Ayers, the head of the Department of Consumer Affairs Funeral and Crematory Board,
George Prather, a representative of the California Funeral Directors Association, and Teny
McHale, a lobbyist for the funeral Industry.

While Cathy Morals and myself were In the meeting, other families handed out forty packets
to each state senator explaining our ordeal and asking for help to Introduce legislation. We
received only one response. The legislators In this state have been totally unresponsive.

After a lot of hard work and perseverance we have received backing. Assembly Bill 2279
will be voted on in April 2000. By putling guidelines into place, such a tragedy as this will
hopefully never happen again.

In conclusion, the families in this case have found no justice in either their own Individual
suits or the class action sult. The attorneys in this case will walk away with millions, and the
laws in this state protect the funeral Industry, not the consumer.

My family and I will spend the rest of our lives wondering what happened to the cremains of
my brother. This whole ordeal has traumalized us horribly. My father and brother were
wonderful people who deserved better, and the legislation that is pending is the only justice
that my family and thousands of others will receive.

If funeral homes are going to portray themselves as one stop shops they need to be held
accountable to the people they contract with. After all, they are a multillion dollar Industry
with all the resources in the world available to them. It should not lake legislation to make this
Industry legiimale.
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Columbla transponation servce
p. a. bo II21
Coambia, MS 39429
Chus sa uoa Cook

Apra 9 Mo

Honorable Chuck Grasley - Commitee Chairperson
Senate Special Commitee on Aging
G31 Didsm Senate Offke Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Committee Members

My wife and I understand that you are investigating improprieties and the lack of regulation

which cxists in the funeral indusry. We have a story for you. Bven now, it is hard to write,

but it needs to be told. We have tried to put our personal iecings aside in th hopes that by

writing this we may be helping to lay die groundwaskt for changes that may keep some other

family from going through what we weat through. And so we tell you Jenatiferes Story.

On July 10, 1998, our beloved daughter, Jennifer Coot, was a passenger in a van headed for

Colorado. The van was driven by jennifer's birth mother, Maudsa Manster. For reasons

which are still unclear, Mandra Munster los cma of the van on Interstate 40 near

TcumRE, New Meico. It wait itof the median and rolled over seve times. Jennifer

was thown from the van and diled. She was only thirteen years old. Mandra's husband

was also thrown from the van and killed. Our other teenaged daughter, Christen, abo a

passenger in the van, was seriously injured. She was aidifted to a hospital in Amauilio,

Tesa.
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the grim task of identifyingJennuifer. Out itle gid was es in a body bag when we were

allowed in to see her that day. She had not been deaned up in any way.. Mr. Dunn told us

that she bad been embalmed already and that he wed soon be -aking e shipplag

grangementa. We made the journey back bome to Miaalsppi to anause the funml.

anaagements and awmaitJenaffer's ania.!.

Jennifer was not shipped to ws in Missisaippi for moe than Ave days. Her body finally

arthed in Baxon Rouge, Inulans on July iSth,1998, more than ave days after the aocident.

Mr. Duan's escuse was that he could not getieudfer on a Mlght at of Albuquerque any

edler than that dr.

Mr. Anthony Istre of Geesey-Perguson Puteral Home in Crowley, Louisiana picked up

jeanifer's reais at the Baton Rouge airport that day and transported her to our fineral

dire.aor, Don Smith, at the Columbia Funeral Hom hee In Columbia Mississippi. Buth of

these am are cacr funAeral directota wthyeare Of experience in the buasinss. They told us

that the condiion ofJenefr'h body was such that an open Casket service was out afe

question. They told us that is did no appear that Jeonifer's body hadbeen embabed, o

embalmed propery if anyanempt had been made at sil. We were unable to say our

farew tojeifer in the way we bad planned.

Later, after we had bealed enough to dink about what had not bee done in New MesxN

U.abeth nutaged to speak again with Mr. Dunn on the telephone. At irst he was nice and

melndly, but when she ased him point blank why Jenifes's body bad not been embalmed,

he tuned assy and aid in a very rude and uneang mannen "I was too damn busy to fool
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with ber. t has been close to a year. why do you and Mr. Cook even care." Then he hung

up. That was our last contact with MR. Dunn. In previous conversations with Mr. Dum he

had magnanimously offered not to charge as anything for his embehning services".

We have since larned that the Dunn funeral home does not have reOfrigedon capabilities.

We have also learned that New Maico law and regulation requires anbaing or

reftigeration within twenty-four hours of death. Mr. Dunn filed our the required state foan

sayingJennifer had bean embahlmed between midnight and 300 a.m. on Friday, July to

through Saturday, July 11, 1998 (the morning after the day of the accident). Aside from the

fact that our funeral directors L us that is untrue, they also tell us that if we asw Jennifer in

a body bag on Sunday, just as she was after the accident, then she was certainly not

embalmed at that ime. We are informed that that is shply not the practie in the udustry

anywhere.

Beyond the generalities we have read of in the newspapers and on the internet, we are

unsure of exactly what your Committee's goals and purposes are, but we are certain of one

thing: our poor daughter's body was not treated with the dignity and inspect that she had

earned by her life amongst us, and by the way she had touched the lives of others during her

short tbne on this earth. The things that were not done for Jennifer go beyond mere broken

promises. They burt us in our beans and in our souls, at a time when we had predous 11tle

room left for any more suffeing. They made a situation which was already undurahle,

unimaginably appalling as welL Quite simply, Mr. Dun, and his funeral home robbed

Jennifer of her dignity in death. He took from us the only thing we had left to look forward

to withjennifer- the bleak but still consoling prospect of saying goodbye to her in the way
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wehad chosen, and in the way we had banked our desperate grief against In a dvilized

society, both the living and the dead deserve bettcr than that. And so we put aside the pain

and the grief we sti fed to tal yo ennaHs story in the hope that maybe it will turn a

that she did not die for nothing along that lonesome stretch of desert highway. It would be

some consolation to us, and to Jennifer as well we think, to believe that her story might spur

changes that would save some other family from the double blow of gref and suffering that

we were desk. Thank you for taking the time to nsed Jennifer's story.
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S..s SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING
WASNUGTON. DC 20-eas

March 23, 2000

Via Facsimile 404-286-6573

Dr. Edith C. Churchman
National Funeral Directors & Morticians Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 3057
Newark, NJ 07103

Dear Dr. Churchman:

Thank you for your interest in the funeral-related industries investigation, being conducted by my
Special Committee on Aging (Committee). I received your March 18 and 21, 2000, requests to testify at the
hearing scheduled for April 10-11, 2000. 1 understand that my staff spoke with you by telephone yesterday
and invited you to submit a statement for the record.

The hearing will examine funeral and cemetery issues, as well as pre-need sales. The Committee
hopes to determine the extent of improper, funeral-related practices that could harm or take advantage of
consumers. In addition, the purpose is to educate the American people with regard to what to expect when
planning a funeral and burial. Moreover, the Committee will examine the role of state and federal oversight
of the industries. I'm sure you will join me in the desire to ensure against deceptive and improper practices
in these industries, wherever possible. I believe that every American should be able to negotiate funeral and
burial arrangements from an educated vantage point, especially considering the emotional element at this
time in their lives and the substantial at-need element of many of these purchases.

I appreciate your willingness to assist the Committee in this investigation. I would like to renew the
request for a statement for the record from the National Funeral Directors & Morticians Association, Inc. As
you know. congressional hearings provide for limited discussion of issues and provide for smaller panels
than the workshop format recently utilized by the Federal Trade Commission in hearing from stakeholders.
As a result, this hearing seeks the broadest industry view of the various issues, but does not intend to exclude
any points of view. Moreover, there are many, many associations, businesses, and others with an interest in
this hearing that the Committee will not be able to accommodate on the hearing panels.

I hope you will choose to provide a statement for the Committee's printed record. I can assure that a
written statement for the record will be provided no less weight by the Committee than oral testimony by
witnesses on the hearing panels. Again. I appreciate your willingness to participate as we address these
important issues. Please do not hesitate to contact me. or Lauren Fuller of my Committee staff, at
202-224-5367.

Sincerely,

Charles E. Grassley
Chairman
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The Honorable Charles E Grassley, Chairman
The Honorable John B. Breaux, Ranking Minority Member
Special Committee. on Aging
United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 20510-6400

106 Alderney Dr.
ouston, TX 77055
713) 680-9718
pril 7,.2000

RE: Funerals and Burials: Protecting Consumers from Bad Practices
Committee Hearing, April 10-11, 2000.

Dear Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Breaux:

I submit the following comments in connection with the Special Committee on Aging's
hearing on Funerals and Burials, Protecting Consumers from Bad Practices.

After reviewing the General Accounting Office ("GAO") September 1999 report on
Funeral-Related Industries ("GAO Report"),' Chairman Grassley stated, "unscrupulous funeral
providers have no incentive to comply with the Funeral Rule if they face no penalty for violating
it." Ranking Member Breaux stated, "Protections afforded by the Funeral Rule are meaningless
if it is not enforced and consumers are not aware of their rights."' In a comment to the Federal
Trade Commission ("FTC") in its review of the Funeral Rule, this author wrote: "The
Commission should enhance the requirements for the delivery of consumer information, enhance
policing and enforcement efforts, and increase the penalties for Funeral Rule offenders.".

"The goal of the (FTC's] Consumer Protection Mission is to prevent fraud, deception, and
unfair business practices in the marketplace. "5 In 1997, the FTC proclaimed its "leadership as
the Nation's chief consumer protection agency," and "role as the custodian of the leading
consumer protection law enforcement database."' The GAO, in its Report, undertook to "describe
and assess the FTC's efforts to ensure compliance with the Funeral Rule."' These comments
concern FTC's enforcement priorities, policing methods, and the minuscule penalties collected for
violations of the Funeral Rule.

I. FTC Should Focus Enforcement Priorities on Fraud and Abuse
by Funeral Providers and Not Solely on Whether Price Lists Supplied

Enforcement gols not served by "core requirements" tests. The FTC prudently
focuses its prosecutorial discretion. "In allocating its.prosecutorial resources, the Commission
considers the amount of consumer injury caused by a violation, and generally noncompliance with
some provisions is less likely to cause the magnitude of consumer injury that results from

422
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noncompliance with the core provisions of the Rule.... The Commission takes action . .. when

evidence shows that a violation of a significant Rule requirement has occurred."

Failure to deliver price lists does not cause greatest risk of injury. The FTC assumes

that the extent of a funeral provider's compliance with its legal duty to provide a General Price

List when a person inquiries about or shops for funeral services poses the greatest risk for

consumer injury. The FTC terms the legal duty to produce a General Price List as a "core

requirement." "The Funeral Rule cases that raise the greatest risk of consumer injury are usually

those involving violations of the core requirement that consumers receive a General Price List

before specific funeral arrangements are discussed."' There is no substantiation, however, that

a failure to deliver price list causes the "greatest," or even a "significant" risk of consumer injury.

Fraud and deception by funeral providers cause greater consumer injuries. A failure

to deliver price lists leaves the consumer without price information delivered in a proscribed

format, however, the consumer still may receive equivalent price information from other delivery

methods. The expected potential consumer harm from delivering incomplete pricing information

is limited to inflated or above-market prices.

Fraud in connection with pre-need funeral policies. The potential injuries from fraud

and deception by a pre-need or at-need funeral provider are much greater than inflated prices. For

example, through fraud and deception consumers have been misled about availability of funeral

benefits contracted for under prepaid funeral insurance polices, and forced to buy, for a second

time, those same funeral benefits at time of need. One death - two funeral packages "sold" to the

consumer. The consumer, often elderly, must buy a complete second funeral because the funeral

provider, through fraud and deception, refused to honor the terms of the burial insurance policy

at the time of final arrangements. All too often consumers are being forced to litigate with burial

insurance companies and funeral providers to obtain contractual benefits. Some of the lawsuits

filed by Louisiana consumers because of the fraudulent failure to deliver funeral benefits

purchased pre-need are set forth in the letter attached as Appendix A.

FTC should assess other causes of funeral consumer injuries. Commissioner Swindle

wisely observes that it would be "worthwhile to review the types of violations against which the

Commission has been less prone to take action, so as to confirm that they are not likely to cause

substantial consumer injury."o The Special Commission on Aging should encourage the FTC to

review unfair and deceptive trade practices in pre-need and at-need funeral transactions and

reassess the extent of consumer injuries thereby.
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H. Funeral Violators Found only by Virtual Reality Consumers;
FlC No Longer Undertakes Enforcement Actions due to Actual Consumer Complaints

Virtual reality consumers determine enforcement actions. "During the early years after
the Fumeral Rule became effective, FTC's enforcement of the Rule was complaint-based."" In
a new enforcement technique, the FTC initiated test-shopping sweeps of funeral homes in a single
market area in 1994.x

Compliance and potential FTC enforcement actions have come to be based almost solely
upon the findings of test shoppers-virtual reality consumers. "All enrollees in the FROP [Funeral
Rule Offenders Program] are funeral providers who have, in two separate instances of test
shopping, violated one or more of the core Rule provisions. "13 Apparently, all or almost
enforcement efforts are limited to "test shopped funeral providers," and no enforcement activity
is based on evidence provided through consumers complaining of actual real injuries.

DNR Order? FTC Does Not Respond to actual consumer complaints of potential
Funeral Rule violations. FTC sweeps identified 80 homes with potential violations during fiscal
year 1998, and the FTC took action against 26." During that same year, the FTC opened its mail
and found 58 complaints which the FTC determined involved potential violations of the Funeral
Rule.15 Apparently, the FTC took no enforcement action on any complaint made by actual
consumers. The complaints made by actual consumers represent events of actual harm and injury
to citizen-consumers.

Intervening in individual complaints is not something the FTC does. "While we do not
resolve individual consumer disputes, your complaint, comment or inquiry may help spot a pattern
of law violations requiring law enforcement action. It can also help us recognize and tell people
about larger trends affecting consumers."' 6 "Although the Commission cannot resolve individual
problems for consumers, it can act against a company if it seei a pattern of possible law
violations.""

FTC's pre-1994 practice of responding to actual consumer complaints, enabled the FTC
to also police the Rule requirements that consumers be given an accurate accounting or statement
of goods and services selected. Now, however, because its test-shoppers only shop and do not
buy, the FTC is no longer able to monitor adherence to at-purchase Funeral Rule requirements
including providing the consumer with a statement of funeral services purchased.

No consumer redress. Moreover, the lack of attention to consumer complaints means the
FTC makes no effort at obtaining redress of consumer injures by unscrupulous funeral providers.
The FTC Act authorizes the FTC to bring civil actions to obtain consumer redress including but
not limited to "recission or reformation of contracts, [and] the refund of money or return of
property." 8 In reporting data between 1987 and 1999, the FTC notes only one instance of
obtaining funeral consumer redress in the funeral." The FTC vigorously pursues redress actions
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in every other consumer market segment (e.g., Telemarketing Sales Rule, Franchise Rule,

investment fraud, advance-fee loan fraud, pyramid schemes) that it regulates.' The FTC should

pursue selected consumer redress actions for violations of the Funeral Rule.

Complaining is useless; thus, few complaints. There should be little question why the

FTC does not receive more consumer complaints about Funeral Rule violations. The FTC does

not respond to consumer complaints. Rational consumers will not file a complaint with the FTC

if there is no possibility of its informed review and an appropriate response. Peggy Porter of

Baton Rouge, Louisiana, made a complaint to the FTC, and she states, "The only response I got

was a form letter and a copy of a brochure."" She asks, "If [FTC is] unable to investigate and

penalize those that do not comply with the rules, what good are the rules."'

This author's complaint to the FTC identified five violations of the Funeral Rule committed

by Mothe Funeral Home.' There is no indication that the FTC took any action.

FTC's manner of responses to complaints of actual injuries by actual consumers is in direct

contrast with its recently expressed goal, "to respond promptly and helpfully to public inquiries,
whether by telephone, mail or e-mail."24 As "the Nation's chief consumer protection agency,"

the FTC should investigate all consumer complaints (reducing its total reliance on sweeps for case

identification) and bring enforcement actions in appropriate circumstances.

IB. Few Enforcement Actions; Little Chance of Penalties to Rule Violators

Ninety-nine percent ignored; the chance of a funeral provider being test-shopped

during a one year period is about one percent (1%). In the four-year period, "October 1994

to September 1998, FTC test-shopped 958 funeral homes, or 4.3% of the 22,300 funeral homes

in the United States""- a rate of 1% per year. In that four-year period, no sweeps were conducted

in 28 states, and in only five states were enforcement sweeps conducted in more than one

metropolitan area.'

Grading on a curve - a score of 50 means you pass! Compliance measured by providing

the test shopper with a price list 50% of the time or better. A funeral provider that fails to supply

a price list on the first visit, but supplies the price list during a second visit is deemed to be in

compliance." The "high degree of compliance" with the requirements of the Funeral Rule, as

claimed by the FTC, means only that a majority of the industry fails to provide a test shopper with

a general price list less than 50% of the time.

Flunked the test? Chance for social promotion. A funeral provider scoring less than

50% compliance is deemed a potential violator. Being deemed a potential violator, however, does

not mean that the FTC will take action. The GAO reports: "[lin fiscal years 1997 and 1998, FTC

did not take action in over half the instances in which funeral homes had one or more potential
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Funeral Rule violations."' In fact, during that period the FTC failed to take action in 104 out of
168 findings of homes with potential violations, or 62% of the time.2 The chance that the FTC
acts on a flunking funeral provider is only 38%. The FTC explains its passing of violators -
social promotion - as its judicious exercise of prosecutorial discretion?' But the FTC has no
explanations of the reasons it gave social promotions to many funeral violators."

Violator picks own punishment. If the funeral provider was among 1% test shopped, and
if the funeral provider failed more than half the time to meet its "core requirements," and if the
funeral provider was one of the 3 out of every 8 homes with potential violations for which the
FTC determines to act . . . then, the provider may, as its own election, choose to forego any risk
of civil prosecution and join the Funeral Rule Offenders Program ("FROP").

Violators prefer FROP. Although FROP is an "alternative," it is the near unanimous
choice of all. Apparently, only one funeral provider refused the FROP alternative during 1998
and 1999.2 Although the FTC once indicated that "Participation in the program does not shield
a home from additional FTC law-enforcement action, if warranted."" There is no information
that the FTC has ever imposed any additional law-enforcement action upon a FROP participant.

Reduced monetary fines under FROP. Good news for funeral violators, fines are less
with the FROP. "Voluntary" payments under the FROP are "generally somewhat less than the
amount that would be assessed as a civil penalty."' "Because the sweeps investigations are
streamlined, focusing upon only violations of the 'core' Rule provisions, the civil penalties in
sweeps cases have somewhat lower ($1000 to $35,000) than in conventional case that entailed a
more exhaustive investigation documenting a greater number and range of alleged law
violations."" It is unknown how the FTC enforces "voluntary" fines which a funeral violator
refuses to pay.

Industry FROP Payments for Non-Compliance Equal Only $145,000 out of Industry
Revenues of More than $31 billion, or 0.00046%. FROP payments averaged $145,000 between
1996 and 1998.3 During 1997, almost 27,000 funeral service providers, such as funeral homes
and cemeteries, had sales revenue of about $10 billion.3 In addition, the pre-need funeral market
amounted to more than $21 billion in 1996.3n The total pre-need and at-need funeral market is
about $31 billion. Out of $31 billion in funeral industry revenues, total fines of $145,000 for
Funeral Rule violations are insignificant.

Annual FROP payments by the funeral and pre-need funeral industry average only
$1 for every $215,000 received in gross revenues. It is likely the industry spent more last year
on shoe shines last year than it did for enforcement penalties. It would be reasonable to assume
that the industry is more fearful of a scuffed shoe, than a possible FROP penalty.

When the FTC collected 'civil penalties for Funeral Rule violations, the penalties
collected averaged 50% higher than the current level of $145,000 in voluntary FROP
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payments. Civil penalties collected from FTC Funeral Rule enforcement in the five-year period
between 1992 and 1996 averaged more than $225,000" - almost 50% higher than penalties
collected today under the FROP.

Effective anonymity; Don't ask, don't tell. The consumer can obtain names of funeral
providers enrolled in the FROP only by filing a Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") request
with the FTC." FTC has not imposed upon the National Association of Funeral Directors
("NFDA") a duty to disclose information and NFDA does not provide names of enrolled funeral
providers. The FTC act provides that the Commission has the power "to make public from time
to time such portions of the information obtained by it hereunder as are in the public interest.""

The failure to generally provide the names of funeral providers who have elected to join
the FROP deprives consumers of valuable information and is contrary to our concepts of open
government. FOIA requests are not reasonable alternatives, given the short time period during
which most funeral purchasing decisions are made. "Secret" FROP participation eliminates the
deterrent effect of their being damage to funeral provider's professional and personal reputation
as a result his violation of funeral laws.

Anonymity under the FROP is assailed by AARP and other consumer groups.42

AARP opposes offering violators of the Funeral Rule an option to make a voluntary
payment and retain anonymity under the FROP. . . . What remains a source of
frustration is the fact that in a program designed to deter violations and reduce
recidivism, the anonymity component of the program makes it impossible to gauge
its success." - American Association of Retired Persons

Finding the rascals is not as effective as disclosing who they are and what they did.
- Funeral Ethics Association

[I]t is the public nature of the action taken by the agency which causes the most
change in any industry's behavior. . . . As with most other industries, NACAA
believe that the funeral industry will begin true policing of its own members when
enforcement actions are public and consumers are aware of the lack of compliance
in funeral homes in the area. - National Association of Consumer Agency
Administrators

Any program that allows secrecy from the public of wrongdoing is inherently unjust
to the consumer. - Karen Leonard and Bob Treuhaft on behalf of Jessica Mitford's
The American Way of Death Revisited

Even an industry group, the Illinois Funeral Directors Association, has spoken out against
anonymity for Funeral Rule violators. "Fines help, but disclosure puts consumers on alert." The
FTC is urged to reconsider its policy of secrecy for Funeral Rule violators.
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"Privatized" enforcement by National Association of Funeral Directors. NFDA
collects a fee from FROP participants for administering the program. Violators "certify
completion of the FROP to NFDA."' Apparently, violators are not required to certify completion
of the FROP to the FTC. There is no information on what happens to violators that enter into the
FROP, but fail to complete the certification requirements, or falsely certify completion.

IV. Conclusion

The Senate Committee on Aging is asked to urge the FTC to more vigorously enforce its
Funeral Rule by:

- identifying and pursuing cases of fraud, and deceptive and unfair business practices other
than simple failures to provide pricing information,

- pursuing consumer complaints to the FTC which reveal potential Funeral Rule violations,
- undertaking consumer redress actions for Funeral Rule violations,
- increasing monetary penalties to a level that provides meaningful deterrent to this $31

billion industry, and
- facilitating the distribution of information on Funeral Rule violators.

I commend the Senate Committee on Aging for its investigation and oversight of the
funeral provider industry, and thank you for the opportunity to share my comments with the
Committee. If there are any questions, I may be reached at (713) 437-6745 (day) or (713) 680-
9718 (evening).

Sincerely,

Robert R. Johnson
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APPENDIX A

7106 Alderney Dr.
Houston, TX 77055
November 1, 1999

The Honorable John Breaux
United States Senate
503 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC. 20515-1803

RE: Violations of FTC's Funeral Rule by Mothe Funeral Homes, Inc. (New Orleans,
Louisiana)

Dear Senator Breaux:

I join with you in your concerns, as expressed in your October 21, 1999, press release about the
Federal Trade Commission's limited enforcement of the Funeral Rule. The GAO Report on Funeral-
Related Industries was informative as to the FTC enforcement activities.

What you may not realize is that almost forty percent of the comments received by the FTC and
made by consumers were from Louisiana consumers. (List of complaints by Louisiana consumers
follows.) My comment and complaint (Comment 63) can be found at the FTC's web site,
www.ftc.gov/bcp/rulemaking/funeral/comments/index.html.

Mothe Life Insurance Company has sold over many years, many thousands of funeral policies to
individuals residing primarily on the West Bank of New Orleans. Those policies provide for a complete
funeral service. The policies are serviced by Mothe Funeral Home.

Mothe Funeral Home determined that it was too costly to provide the funeral service benefits
contracted for and devised a scheme to defeat their responsibilities under the funeral policies. Mothe
Funeral Home decided to tie to the contract funeral services benefits a particular casket that was so
deplorable that few persons, if any, would allow their loved ones to be buried in it. Then, when the
beneficiaries under the funeral policy sought to upgrade the casket, Mothe claimed that any upgrade
"voided" the funeral policy. The at-need value of the funeral services benefits described in the policy is
calculated to be over $3,400; however, because Mothe asserted the policy was "voided' by a casket
upgrade, they agreed only to make a token payment of $700 towards the value of the funeral service
requested by the family.

Civil lawsuits filed against Mothe and other Louisiana funeral insurance companies and funeral
homes for this same course of conduct include: Michael A. Chatelain and Alvin Hindelang, v. Mothe
Funeral Homes, Inc., Mothe Life Insurance Company and Boyd Mothe, Jr., Cause No. 517076-L, Twenty-
fourth Judicial Dist. Court, Jefferson Parish (Nov. 13, 1997), and in the matter of Ebner C. Feldheim,
Peggy F. Porter. Henry J. Guidry. Bonnie F. Lonegrus and a Cars of Sitilarly Situated Individuals and/
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Entities v. SI-SIFH Corp. SI-SI Insurance Company, Inc.. Loewen Louisiana Holding, Inc and the Loewen

Group International. Inc. (pleading reproduced at http://vbinail.champlain.edu/famsallaalert.htm). In

the reported appellate case of Rabenhorst Funeral Home. Inc. v. Tessler, 674 So. 2d 1164 (La. App. lV

Cir. 1996), the First Circuit Court construed a funeral service insurance benefit contract remarkably

similar to Mothe's, and found no language in the contract that provided for the forfeiture of the contractual

funeral service benefits upon the selectiot, of an upgraded casket. Id. at 1167. The Rabenhorst court

concluded that the parties did not intend that the decedent's heirs suffer a complete forfeiture of the value

of goods and services upon the substitution of a casket.

Because consumers were being forced to resort to lawsuits to obtain their contractual funeral

service benefits, the Louisiana legislature enacted H.B. 616 (Act. 949) in 1997 to clarify the rights that

consumers would have when making a claim under a funeral services policy. H.B. 616 reenacts La. R.S.

22:253 to provide that consumers had a right to upgrade the casket. The consumer could select a better

quality casket, pay the additional costs, and not be forced to sacrifice the remaining contractual funeral

service benefits.

My mother-in-law ceased living on April 26, 1999, almost two years after H.B. 616 became

effective. Without knowing of such law, we repeatedly asked for the exact right provided by that statute,

however, Boyd Mothe, Jr. and Mothe Funeral Homes, Inc. refused to allow any upgrade unless we gave

up the remaining contractual funeral service benefits.

We wrote Mothe Funeral Home and set out our complaint one month following the funeral. No

owner or employee of Mothe Funeral Home responded to our letter. Instead their attorney sent a letter

offering no settlement and threatening a lawsuit for defamation. In a later phone conversation with their

attorney, he stated, "My client is not inclined to do anything. I guess you will have to file a lawsuit."

I recently filed the attached complaint, dated October 28, 1999, with Ms. Dawn Scardino of the

Louisiana State Board of Embalmers and Funeral Directors. Included as attachments to the complaint ate

copies of H.B. 616, La. R.S. 22:253, and newpaper articles explaining that revised law. The Louisiana

Funeral Board by law has seven members, six of which must be from the funeral industry, The other

member is a consumer representative who must be over sixty years of age. The Louisiana Funeral Board

does not have a strong, proactive consumer protection reputation, and I am not hopeful that they will take

any action.

Any assistance your office can offer in causing the Louisiana Funeral Board to enforce its rules

and prevent the defrauding of elderly consumers attempting to obtain benefits under prepaid funeral

services contracts would be appreciated. Your concerns for and work to benefit older Americans is

appreciated.

If you require any additional information, I may be reached at 713-437-6745 (day), or 713-680-

9718 (evening).
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Sincerely,

Robert R. Johnson

c: Senate Special Committee on Aging
Fraud Hotline
G31 Dirksen Senate Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Comments to FrC:
59. Peggy F: Porter [Comment 59]
63. Robert R. Johnson (Comment 63]
68. William Withenmidi [Comment A-04]
71. T.V. Picraux Jr. (Comment A-07]
79. Val J. Franz [Comment A- 15]
89. Pete Van Wassberge. Jr. [Comment A-.25]
90. Norma M. Vodanovich [Comment A-26]
92. June J. Ordes [Comment A-28]
100. Kerry John Anzalone [Comment A-36]
145. Elmer Feldheim, [Comment A-81]
148. Stephanie Lawrence, [Comment A-84]
133. Larry Chedotal, Sr., Restlawn Park Cemetery & Mausoleum, Inc. [Comment A-69] (cemetery

owner, on behalf of consumers)
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APPENDIX B

COMMENTS FILED WITH THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
PURSUANT TO FIC'S REQUEST FOR COMMENTS CONCERNING
TRADE REGULATION RULE OF FUNERAL INDUSTRY PRACTICES

The FTC in its request for comments on its Funeral Rules, asked the following question:

18. How has the National Funeral Director's Association's Funeral Rule
Offenders Program (FROP) affected compliance with the Rule, if at all?

Responses to question 18 are set forth below.

CONSUMER GROUPS

American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) - "AARP wishes to recognize the

enforcement efforts made by the Commission over the past decade and urge that such activities
be continued. The Commission has conducted a number of mystery shops throughout the country,
which in some instances led to serious court-imposed penalties against those violating the Rule.

The industry too, through its national association, has taken steps to educate its members about
the Rule. However, it is most disturbing to find minimal changes in compliance with critical

.elements of the Rule.

AARP opposes offering violators of the Funeral Rule an option to make a voluntary payment and
retain anonymiry under the FROP. Based on the small sampling of violators identified by sweeps
conducted by the FTC, it is difficult to ascertain the effectiveness of the FROP. However, in
viewing the statistics culled from AARP's research, it appears that neither the FTC's enforcement

efforts nor the Funeral Rule Offenders Program have had the desired effect. What remains a

source of frustration is the fact that in a program designed to deter violations and reduce

recidivism, the anonymity component of the program makes it impossible to gauge its success."

Comment A55, www.ftc.gov/bcplrulemaking/funeral/comments/CommentA-55.htm

Funeral Ethics Association - "7he Funeral Ethics Association is not at all convinced that

the FROP is in the best interest of consumers. We commend NFDA and the FTC for trying to

come up with some reasonable accommodation to the huge cost of defending against an FTC

unilateral decision. Our sense is that the funeral directors have saved some money, but they've
also gotten a benefit to which they may not be entitled. Finding the rascals is not as effective as

disclosing who they are and what they did. To an outsider, it looks somewhat like a cozy deal

where both the NFDA and the FTC get some financial benefits, and cost relief, to which the

offending licensee may not be entitled .... "
Comment Al0, www.ftc.gov/bcp/rulemaking/funeral/comments/CommentA!0.htm
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National Association of Consumer Agency Administrators - "However, in most state
and local enforcement actions, it is the public nature of the action taken by the agency which
causes the most change in any industry's behavior. Allowing funeral home service and good
providers to, in effect, be counseled for violations of the Rule may lead some providers to believe
that compliance is not taken seriously by enforcement agencies and consumers. As with most other
industries, MACAA believe that the funeral industry will begin true policing of its own members
when enforcement actions are public and consumers are aware of the lack of compliance infineral
homes in the area."
Comment A-87, www.ftc.govibcp/rulemaking/funeral/comments/commentO87a.pdf

Karen Leonard and Bob Treuhaft on behalf ofJessica Mitford's The American Way
of Death Revisited - "Any program that allows secrecyfron the public of wrongdoing is inherently
unjust to the consumer. When a mortuary has been defrauding the public over decades, it is an
important rightfor those past customers to know that they have lost hundreds to thousands of dollars
because the mortuary did not give them the right to choose. They have a right to confront the
criminal to redress their grievances. Your stand to protect people who knowingly failed to disclose
information that could increase their profits and thwart the consumer's right to choose less
expensive altenatives is patently anti-consumer. It also conflicts with the States right to prosecute
wrongdoing."
Comment A-48, www.ftc.gov/bcp/rulemaking/funeral/comments/CommentA-48 karen
leonard.htm

FUNERAL INDUSTRY GROUPS

National Funeral Directors Association (NFDA) (major industry organization and
administrator of FROP) - "The Funeral Rule Offender's Program ("FROP"), developed jointly by the
FTC and NFDA, serves two compliance objectives. First, it brings funeral homes found to be in
violation of the Funeral Rule into compliance through education, training and price list reviews. In
most cases where non-compliance has occurred, it is a result of ignorance or mis-interpretation of
the actual requirements of the Funeral Rule rather than intentional misconduct. By emphasizing staff
training through teleconferences, Funeral Rule compliance manuals, and completion of Funeral Rule
compliance examinations, FROP improves the funeral home personnel's understanding of the
requirements of the Funeral Rule.

ROP also serves as a very visible reminder to funeral home owners and managers that staff training
and Funeral Rule compliance must be done on a continuous basis. The Funeral Rule sweeps program
and the resulting FROP Program have received extensive coverage in funeral industry publications.
This keeps the issue of Funeral Rule compliance at the forefront and encourages owners and
managers to redouble training efforts. This deterrent effect of FROP has undoubtedly played an
important role in raising compliance levels."
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Comment A-56, www.ftc.gov/bcp/rulemaking/funeral/comments/Comiment A-56 -NFDA

Comments.htm

Service Corporation International (largest funeral provider in the world) - "We believe

that FROP is a positive and effective means of promoting compliance with the Funeral Rule and

should be continued."
Comment A59, www.ftc.eov/bcp/rulemaking/funeral/comments/CommentA5

9
.htm

Directors Investment Group, Inc. (though its affiliates, manages 250 funeral homes in

Texas and neighboring states) - "It's [the FROP] probably the most effective program NFDA

operates."
Comment 54, www.ftc.govibcp/rulemaking/funeral/comments/CommentO54.htm

Shultz-Vogel-Johnson Mortuary (funeral home in small town in Nebraska handling about

31 funerals per year) - "Has taken the non-corrupt and given them a way in which to save face and

learn the correct way in which to practice."
Comment A-43, www.ftc.gov/bep/rulemaking/funeral/comments/CommentA-43 -

bjohnson.htm

Illinois Funeral Directors Association. A contrary industry view, "Our Illinois Funeral

Directors Association believes that the FROP is not necessarily in the best interest of consumers.

We commend NFDA and the FTC for trying to come up with some reasonable accommodation

to the huge cost of defending against an FTC unilateral decision. Our sense is that the funeral

directors have saved some money, but they've also avoided disclosure of their prosecution. Fines

help, but disclosure puts consumers on alert.
Comment A34, www.ftc.govibcp/rulemaking/funeral/comments/CommentA

34
.htm
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Dear Senator Breaux and Senator Grassley:

As per my recent viewing of some of the taped hearings of the sad and tragic stories told by many
who had personally suffered from the funeral industry, I was moved and struck by the horrendous
acts of the people who work in the funeral industry. I firmly believe that this kind of base conduct
must be stopped, but the only real way that this will occur is if your committee acts with real
legislation that safe guards the grieving families and people who make uniformed decisions based
on what they are told by people in the funeral industry. Listed below are three points that I hope
will be considered by your offices and the Committee on Aging as you begin to draft legislation
on this important matter.

1. The industry must avoid using deceptive tactics that distract or deceive the grieving person,
family or individual from making informed choices.
2. The executor of the estate and family should have the power to view the holding place where
their loved one is placed. That includes inspecting the facility to make sure the company is acting
responsibility in tending to the deceased and has not been misplaced, mixed up with another
deceased individual or laying on a floor, as was mentioned at the hearing. Also, the
executor/family should have immediate legal recourse to act if either the holding facility or funeral
home in some way prohibit this from occurring.
3. Finally, each state in America should be held to a stricter accountability with a legal set of
ethics in place and a panel that hears and reviews complaints with in a 30 day period of time and
acts upon the complaint within 40 days. The state boards should clearly show that they are acting
in good faith. Currently in Texas this seems not to be the case.
4. And finally, a bill of rights should be enacted that protects and safe guards people from
unscrupulous companies and dishonest people who work in the funeral industry.

From New York to Califomia, the concerns of many, many people have been ignored for a long
time. Congress must now act with serious legislation that protects the public from unethical
business practices and people who prey on others in a time of crisis.

I ask that you contact me in the future and inform me on the legislation that must be drafted to
help protect the public from the unconscionable conduct that has gone unchecked for to long.

Sincerely,

Gabrielle Burns
President
Jupiter Index Web Magazine
P.O. Box 2024
Austin, Texas 78768
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156 Edison Blvd.
Silver Bay, MN 55614
April 14, 2000

Senator Charles Grassly, Chairman
Senate Special Committee on Aging
Dirkson Office Building
Washington DC

Dear Senator Grassley:

I watched, with great uterest, some of the hearings you are conducting on Funeral Homes and Cemeteries during this
past week. First let me thank you and your fellow Senators for having this hearing. While I don't believe I am quite
old enough to be focusing on the subject (death) for mysef I do have an aging mother I care for so my concerns, and
what I can learn may be of help to me, and my family, sooner than we'd like.

I do have an issae I would like to bring to your attention, one that possibly could be addressed during your
deliberations. That issue concerns AARP, and one specific comment made by their representative at your hearing
when asked by your companion senator from Alabama. He specifically asked the AARP representative about
informing the public through AARP'S publications about various options regarding patron's rights, and possibilities.
An exchange of sorts later took place regarding the purchase of a coffin with the gentleman from the Funeral
Director's Organization. It seems in your state, Iowa, it is legal to purchase a coffin from someplace other than the
fineral director a family is using in your compamon senator's state it is not, the coffin must be purchased from a
fimeral home or cemetery. That sent me to the March-April issue of AARP's publication of Modern Maturity.
Starting on page 61, and going through page 73, there is what I originally considered an excellent article on exactly
the subject you are investigating. I had read the article and kept it for future reference. Reading the article after
watching the bearings, I did not find any reference in any part ofthe article that informrd AARP's readers that laws
may differ in the various states. I think it would be prudent for your committee, if it does have further
communication with the witnesses, especially the AARP representative, that readers be cautioned that laws vary, and
that they should probably check with their State's legal representative to determine what is legal in their state. I
know I will be calling my state official to find out the information before I am faced with these decisions.

I did not watch enough of your bearings to be pro or con on any type of Federal laws that mandate states to comply
on all issues. I tend to believe that there is so much diversity in climates, precipitation factors, and other elements of
nsture that states must be allowed to have absolute say over issues of this-nature.

Again, let me thank you for conducting the hearings on this subject, and I also was extremely impressed with the
no*nartisan atmosphere, and the respect the two of you seemed to have for each other.

Carlene A. Perfetto
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THE MARK OF EXCELLENCE

MONUMENT BUILDERS OF NORTH AMERICA
3158 S. RIVER ROAD. SUITE 224 * DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60018 * TELEPHONE: (847) 803-8800 * FAX: (847) 8038823

March 27 2000

Ms. Lauren L. Fuller
Chief Investigative Counsel
Special Committee on Aging
SD-G 31, Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Lauren:

I appreciate your office contacting me last week regarding the upcoming hearings April
10-11 in Washington DC to further look into consumer issues.. As a constituent of
Senator Grassley's and being the Immediate Past President of our national association,
Monument Builders of North America, I will be attending the 2 day workshop.

Following is our submission to the FTC froin last fall that prefaced our participation at
their round table hearings in which we reviewed the Funeral Rule. While our report
does not address all the issues your committee addresses in the GAO report, it does
deal with many issues in-depth. I would be pleased to verbally comment at your
hearings on other issues that were not addressed.

I look forward to attending your upcoming hearings. If you have any questions before
then, please call me.

Sincerely,

Michael P. Brannon, CM
Immediate Past President

MPB/bmm

Enclosure

MONUMENT BUILDERS OF NORTH AMERICA is a trade association founded in 1906
to promote the beauty and caring that is signified by a cemetery monument.
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LAW OFFICES

HowE & HUTTON,.Lto.
20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

CHICAGO; ILLINOIS 60606-9833

TCLEPHONC (31 263-3001

TCLEPAX (3l2) 372-6685

August 9, 1999

Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
Room H-159
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20580

Re: Funeral Rule Review Rulemaking
Comment on Behalf of

Monument Builders of North America,
16 CFR Part 453

L INTRODUCTIO .

This comment is filed by the Monument Builders of North America ("MBNA"), through

its counsel Howe & Hutton, Ltd.

MBNA's purpose for participating is to provide technical assistance and information to

the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) regarding its Trade Regulation Rule on Funeral Industry

Practices ("the Rule"), and to state MBNA's position regarding expansion of the Rule to cover

similar and related practices of cemeteries which adversely affect consumers.

Monument Builders of North America, a not-for-profit international trade association

founded in 1906, represents leading retail, wholesale, manufacturing and supply firms of the

monument industry throughout the United States and North America. Its membership comprises

persons and firms engaged in making, lettering, selling, and installing grave monuments and

markers made principally of granite, marble, bronze and combinations thereof. While
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maintaining a broad range of programs, services and activities for its members, the primary

objectives of MBNA are twofold: first, to encourage the public's interest, knowledge and

appreciation of memorialization; and second, to promote the best interests of the public by

supporting freedom of choice in memorialization. To this end, in 1970 MBNA adopted a

Statement of Policv setting forth its philosophy for fair competitive practices in the industry.

(Exhibit 1) In 1983 MBNA adopted a Code of Good Practice, outlining a set of business ethics

and practices which serve to protect the consumer. (Exhibit 2) In 1993 MBNA adopted a

Industry Position Paper on the Protection of the Rights of the Consumer When Dealing with the

Deathcare in North America (Exhibit 3)

MBNA has provided information to the Federal Trade Commission on memorial industry

trade practices on other occasions, including most recently as an active participant in the

regulation review and amendment proceeding that began on December 9, 1987; has worked with

legislatures and attorneys general of numerous states; has participated as an amicus curiae in

federal and state antitrust litigation in combating practices which are detrimental to consumers;

and has submitted information to the U.S. Department of Justice on anticompetitive activities.

In addition, MIBNA has worked in conjunction with the American Cemetery Association,

now known as International Cemetery and Funeral Association ("ICFA'), the American

Association of Retired Persons, and the Veterans Administration to assist consumers. MBNA has

also published a number of consumer brochures, such as Purchasing a Monument (Exhibit 4),

and also maintains a website (www.monumentbuilders.org) containing useful information for the

consumer.
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MBNA's members are not covered by the Rule in-its present form. However, MBNA

members' long-time involvement in providing related deathcare goods and services to the public

has provided NBNA with a unique awareness of related cemetery practices having a substantial

adverse impact upon consumers.

In this Comment, we recommend the Rule be expanded to cover cemeteries and other

sellers, including MBNA's members, in the funeral-burial-memorialization marketplace. This

would extend coverage to include, for example, sales of grave lots, burial vaults, cremation

goods and services, grave openings and closings, and the sale of monuments, markers and related

installation and cemetery lettering services. We believe the Rule's disclosure and "unbundlintg"

requirements would better serve consumers if they were expanded to cover sales of all goods and,

services provided in the burial and memorialization segments of the eathc industiy.

I THE FUNERAL RU.E SHOULD BE EPANDED TO COVR
THE BURIAL AND MEMORIALIZATION SEGMENTS
OF THE DEATHCARE INDUSTRY

Funeral arrangements are often made at times of emotional distress and are subject to

strict time constraints. The Federal Trade Commission determined a trade regulation rule should

be promulgated to protect consumers from abuses fostered by the conditions under which funeral

purchases are made. The Rule generally requires price disclosures, prohibits the "bundling" of

funeral goods and funeral services, and prohibits certain misrepresentations.

MBNA submits that purchases of cemetery lots and related memorialization products and

services are also often made at times of emotional distress, and during the same timeframe that

funeral arrangements are made. Further. just as the funeral segment of the marketplace faced by
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the consumer at both at-need and pre-need has been subject to abuses, so too have the burial and

memorialization segments of the marketplace.

A. Commission Ouestions Addressed

The Commission has specifically requested comments on whether it is desirable to revise

the Rule's definition of "funeral provider" in order to expand the coverage of the Rule to include

non-traditional providers of funeral goods and services. 64 Fed. Reg. 24250, 24251 (1999). The

Rule currently only applies to providers of funeral goods and services. 16 CFR §453.1(i).

"Funeral goods" are defined as "goods which are sold or offered for sale directly to the public for

use in connection with funeral services." 16 CFR §453.1(h) "Funeral services" are defined as

any services which may be used to care for and prepare deceased human bodies for burial,

cremation or other final disposition; and arrange, supervise or conduct the funeral ceremony or

the final disposition of deceased human bodies." 16 CFR §453.1(). In other words, the non-

traditional members of the funeral industry, such as cemeteries and casket retailers, do not meet

the definition of "funeral provider" and are thus not subject to the Rule's provisions.

Specifically, the Commission has asked:

(1) Should the Commission expand the definition of "funeral provider" in
order to bring non-traditional members of the funeral industry within the scope of
the Funeral Rule's coverage? Are consumers being harmed by the current
limitation on the scope of the Rule's coverage?

(a) What definition should be used to delineate those entities
and individuals subject to the Funeral Rule?

(b) What are the costs and benefits of broader definitions?
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(2) Should non-traditional providers of funeral goods and services be subject
to only certain provisions of the Funeral Rule?

(a) If so, to which provisions should they be subject?

64 Fed. Reg. 24250, 24253 (1999)

B. Summary of MBNA's Responses to These Ouestions

MBNA does not believe that merely expanding the definition of "funeral provider" would

be sufficient or the right means to bring non-traditional members of the funeral industry within

the scope of the Rule's coverage. Nevertheless, it is important for all segments of the deathcare

industry to be covered by the provisions of the Funeral Rule. Preparation for a funeral generally

begins at time of death and includes transactions with a variety of vendors, not just the funeral.

provider, before burial and memorialization have been completed. Consumers are being harmed

by the current limitation on the scope of the Rule's coverage. Separate definitions and regulatory

provisions should be added to include other sellers of goods and services in both the burial and

memorialization segments of the deathcare industry. Just as the costs borne by funeral providers

for compliance with the Rule are minimal, they will be minimal for cemeteries, casket sellers,

monument sellers and others brought under the Rule. The benefits to consumers, on the other

hand, will be substantial. Non-traditional providers covered as a result of the expanded scope of

goods and services covered by the Rule should be subject to virtually all provisions of the Rule

relating to price and information disclosures, "unbundling" of goods and services, and

misrepresentations.

65-219 00 - 15
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C. Consumer Problems in the Burial
and Memorialization Marketolace

This section will describe unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the burial and

memorialization marketplace and provide evidence of the extent to which they take place.

MBNA believes consumers would be best served if the Rule's definitions and coverage

provisions were expanded to cover related abuses in the burial and memorialization marketplace.

1. Tvint and Monument Installation Fees

In addition to the sale of grave lots, cemeteries commonly engage in.the sale of other

products and services, including burial vaults, mausoleums, monuments or markers, grave

openings and closings, and foundation and installation services. Cemeteries are in direct

competition with funeral providers for some of these products and with independent monument

builders and others who sell monuments and markers, vaults and other such products, and who

install such products.

For decades, many cemeteries have imposed rules requiring that any marker or

monument to be installed in the cemetery be purchased from the cemetery. (See Group Exhibit

5) Many cemeteries have also required that a monument or marker, or the foundation for such

items, could only be installed in the cemetery by cemetery employees, regardless of where the

monument or marker was purchased. (See Group Exhibit 6) Cemeteries thereby have insulated

themselves from competition by monument retailers, enabling cemeteries to charge consumers

substantially higher prices for monuments, markers, foundations and their installation.
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Frequently, and especially in the pre-need context, the cemetery offers a package

arrangement for the lot, monument and installation. The charges are not broken out separately

and.this enables the cemetery to undercut the monument retailer's price for the monument. By

inflating the other parts of the package, the cemetery can adjust its charges for installation up or

down in a given competitive situation, while the monument retailer is required to pay whatever

fee the cemetery imposes.

Other cemeteries have resorted to other anticompetitive practices aimed at hindering or

eliminating consumer access to competition by monument retailers. Cemeteries that don't

directly require the purchase of the monument, marker and/or foundation with the lot, often

impose fees or unreasonable rules in connection with installations by independent monument

retailers, which have the effect of forcing the consumer to buy from the cemetery.

These fees include office clerical fees, inspection fees, road use fees for monument

retailers' vehicles, installation fees, post-inspection fees, institutional service fees, and other such

charges. Some are purportedly based on the actual time spent by clerical staff and manual

laborers in carrying out various duties in the cemetery; most are essentially arbitrary. (See

Group Exhibit 7)

After some successful legal challenges to tie-ins, cemeteries began using an installation

fee system, which involves charging so many cents per square inch for an installation, whether

the installation is performed by the cemetery crew or monument retailer. Installation often

consists simply of removing the sod and setting the marker in the area cut out. The "per square

inch" installation system caught on quickly nationwide. The sums involved for the monument

retailer, and passed on to the consumer, become substantial. The mathematics are simple but
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dramatic. A 62-inch x 16-inch flat memorial, for example, is 992 square inches. At ten cents per

square inch, the charge for installation is 399.20. At thirty cents per square inch, the installation

fee is S297.60. At fifty cents per square inch, the installation fee is 3496, an exorbitant amount

for a relatively unskilled job, which can take as little as 30 minutes.

We must emphasize some cemeteries charge the monument retailer, and consequently the

customer, for installation even when the monument retailer does the installation work; that is,

charging for work performed by the monument retailer, not the cemetery. (See Group Exhibit 8)

The immediate impact of these outrageous charges is to substantially increase the cost of

the installed monument to the consumer. These exorbitant installation charges also serve two

purposes for.cemeteries. One, they raise substantial revenues by charging consumers above-

market prices for monuments, markers, foundations and installation; and two, they frequently

enable cemeteries to eliminate competition by monument retailers and other sellers if the

cemetery does not impose the same charges on monuments purchased from the cemetery and

installed by cemetery employees, or fails to disclose until after the consumer has bought from the

independent retailer the cemetery's charges to the third party installer.

These excessive charges are not put in perpetual trust funds. They go straight to the

cemetery's operating revenues. They do not provide long-term protection for the consumer,

despite the higher price. And most importantly, they are usually not disclosed to the consumer

when he or she is buying a cemetery lot at a time of need or on a pre-need basis.

Monument retailers have had varying degrees of success in challenging these practices as

per se illegal tying arrangements over the years. Recently, on July 24, 1998, in Stephens y.

Soringdale Cemeterv Inc et al, Case No. 98 CH 156. the Tenth Judicial Circuit Court in
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Peoria County, Illinois, entered a preliminary injunction against the cemetery after finding the

cemetery was unlawfully tying the sale of burial lots to the sale, installation, repair and

engraving of markers. In reaching its decision, the court reasoned: "When the largest cemetery

in the market demands as a precondition to the sale of cemetery lots that its customers purchase

installation services exclusively from it, the substantial effect on commerce in that product and

the restraint of trade in that product is patent." Further, "[t]he common law right of a deceased

person's descendants and loved ones to bury, visit, mark the final resting place, and honor the

dead is an independent basis for enjoining the (cemetery's] practices. The common law right,

known as the right of sepulture, cannot be abridged by cemetery authority's unreasonable rules,

regulations and procedures. Any unreasonable limitation on the rights of sepulture can be

.enjoined by the deceased one's family." Specifically, the cemetery-was enjoined from requiring

its then current application form; a mail application process; a $75 application fee; a $75

administration fee; a $25 work order permit; a $100 foundation inspection fee; a S75

completion inspection fee; payment by cashiers' check only; a work order for each job; a board

in/board out requirement an indemnification agreement; certain policies and procedures for a

contractor's application; certain memorial specification and installation requirements; and a $75

road use fee. See also e.g., Moore v. las H Matthews & Co., 550 F.2d 1207 (9 b Cir. 1977);

Rosebrough Monument Co. v. Memorial Park Cemetery Ass'n. 666 F.2d 1130 (8 Cir. 19821

cer. denied 457 U.S. 1111 (1982); Monument Builders of Greater Kansas City v. American

Cemetery Ass'n of Kansa 891 F.2d 1473 (10e Cir. 1989), cr. denie4 495 U.S. 930 (1990);

Baxlev-DeLamar Monuments v. American Cemetery Ass'n' 938 F.2d 346 (86 Cir. 1991); and

Florida Monument Builders v All Faiths Memorial Garde 605 F.Supp. 1320 (S.D. Pi. 1984).
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When the Rosebrouah case came back before the Eight Circuit in 1984, 736 F.2d 441.

cerL denied, 469 U.S. 981 (1984), the court approved certain rules or guidelines imposed on the

cemeteries by the district court to remedy the illegal tying. These included:

"(1) the cemetery may establish specifications for the foundation of each type

memorial which it permits in the cemetery. These specifications shall be the same

as the cemetery itself utilizes in preparing foundations for particular type

memorials;

(2) the cemetery may schedule, upon reasonable notice, all installations, taking

into account weather and ground conditions, cemetery burial services, availability

of personnel, etc.;

(5) the cemetery may require removal of excavated dirt and cleanup of the

instanation site;

(6) the cemetery may require

(a) evidence that the installer's employees are covered by workman's

compensation insurance and that the installer carries adequate public

liability insurance in which the cemetery is a named insured, and

(b) a bond to insure compliance with the rules and regulations;

(7) the cemetery may charge a fee based on the actual labor costs to inspect the

finished work product of third party memorial foundation services; and

(8) the cemetery may require that the installer expeditiously correct any

deviations from the specifications. If after n6tici, any deviation is not corrected

the cemetery may make such corrections at-the installer's expenses. All such
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rules and regulations which the cemetery may hereinafter adopt are to be

reasonable in nature and application.

The Eighth Circuit deleted three rules imposed by the district court. The first two would

have allowed cemeteries to require the foundation site be laid out by cemetery personnel and the

cemetery to supervise the foundation and installation process and to require the installation meet

specifications after inspection and prior to placement of the memorial. The court noted that

"(b]y requiring that foundation sites be laid out by cemetery personnel and that the work of third

party installers be supervised at a fee . . . the cemeteries could gain an unfair competitive

advantage over the third party installers and thus maintain the market control achieved through

illegal tying arrangements." The court also deleted a rule that would have allowed a cemetery

which contributes separately to a fund for the care of memorials to require a third party installer

to contribute to such fuind the same percentage of the charge by the installer as is contributed by

the cemetery from its own installation charge. The court, after noting that Missouri law required

endowed care cemeteries, such as those involved in the case, to set aside and deposit in a trust

fund a percentage of the sales price for each grave sold to be used only for the care and

maintenance of the cemetery, said, "[a] cemetery is not statutorily required to set aside any

amount from the price of its installation service. Whether a cemetery chooses to do so should

not obligate a third party installer to contribute to a fund to cover the costs of what remains the

cemetery's responsibility, i.e., care and maintenance of the cemetery."

The Eighth Circuit's handling of these rules is instructive vis-i-vis the potential

detrimental effect on consumers, not only of tying of goods and services, but of imposing

burdensome rules that can have the same effect.
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2. Abuse of Rule

Another trend MBNA has seen in addition to exorbitant installation and foundation fees

is a common practice of cemeteries requiring family members who purchase monuments from

outside monument retailers to come to the cemetery for the purported purpose of filling out the

cemetery's forms in order to have a monument installed on a cemetery lot. Some cemeteries

refuse to permit the monument retailer to act as agent for the monument buyer in connection with

installation or place other similar obstacles in the consumer's way. (See Group Exhibit 9)

The real reason for requiring the buyer to go back to the cemetery to fill out forms is

often to provide the cemetery staff with yet another opportunity to persuade the monument buyer

to cancel the order with the monument retailer and instead buy a monument or marker from the

cemetery. This practice is often coupled with scare tactics described in the next section.

3. Scare Tactics

Another development MBNA has seen, and it has become more pronounced in recent

years, is a scare tactic used to deter customers from buying monuments and markers from

monument retailers rather than cemeteries. This is accomplished by cemetery staff advising lot

and/or monument buyers the cemetery is not responsible for any damage to a monument or

marker regardless of cause if the monument is not purchased from the cemetery, or its designated

provider, even if the damage is caused by cemetery stafE This scare tactic is quite effective

because consumers are worried that their monuments, markers or gravesites will not be properly

maintained even though they have been required to pay into the cemetery's perpetual care fund,
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and frequently a separate monument care fund, "early care" charge, and installation fee. (See

Group Exhibit 10) Consumers do not want to be caught in a situation such as this. They will

sometimes cancel orders with monument retailers rather than take a chance on their monuments

or markers not being properly cared for after installation.

4. RefUsin to Provide Information

Another serious problem for consumers is the failure of many cemeteries to regularly

provide written copies of their governing rules and regulations to consumers and monument

retailers. Cemeteries generally have rules and regulations, usually written, sometimes not.

These rules cover such items as limitations on the size or type of markers, monuments or other

memorials permitted, perpetual care procedures, and procedures to be followed and requirements

for installing memorials, including any applicable charges. These rules are subject to change

without notice to lot owners or competing retailers.

Cemeteries frequently post these rules or have them available for review only at the

cemetery office. However, they are often not available in writing to inquiring consumers or

monument retailers.

This failure to disclose makes it difficult for the consumer to shop for a marker or

monument elsewhere. It also makes it particularly difficult for independent monument retailers

and other sellers to overcome the built-in advantage the cemeteries have in selling monuments,

despite the fact that cemetery prices are often substantially higher. Independent monument

retailers are often faced with an inability to quote an installation and foundation fee because the

cemetery will not disclose its charges. In other instances, retailers are told of increases in
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cemetery charges after they have already quoted to consumers based on previously announced

charges, and have to requote or absorb the price increase by the cemetery.

How does MBNA know about these practices? MBNA receives correspondence from all

over the country from monument retailers submitting cemetery rules, cemetery price sheets for

foundations or installations, consumer complaints, media articles, and similar information

demonstrating these practices go on around the country. (See previous Group Exhibits and

Group Exhibit 11) MBNA has also conducted informal surveys to assess the scope of these

practices. (Group Exhibit 12)

D. Consumer is Iniured

Who is injured by such practices? Clearly the monument retailer who loses a sale or the

opportunity to compete is injured. But the party most injured is the consumer. The consumer

faces substantially higher charges for monuments and markers, and especially fbr installation, a

service that can easily be provided by other than cemetery personnel. The entire cost of buying a

cemetery lot, a monument or marker, its foundation and installation costs, and perpetual care for

the monument separate from perpetual care for the lot, is substantially higher. Ultimately, the

consumer is the victim because the cemetery's higher charges are passed on to the consumer by

the monument retailer. The monument retailer can control his own costs and charges, but he

cannot control the charges imposed by the cemetery even when the monument retailer does the

work. Further, the consumer injury may not be limited to economics - it may extend to

emotional injury.
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What is the magnitude of the consumer injury? Just as with consumers injured by funeral

industry practices, emotional injury is hard to measure. Economically, if just one-quarter of the

approximately two million deaths in the United States each year resulted in an exclusive, inflated

installation or other related fees of as little as S200, the effect on American consumers would be

S100,000,000. MBNA submits the scope of these practices is so widespread that even this

number is a conservative estimate.

E. Need for FTC Action

There is an alarming trend toward vertical integration in the funeral-cemetery-

memorialization industry. Service Corporation International (SCI) has purchased 3,442 funeral

homes, 433 cemeteries, and 191 crematories in North America, Europe and Asia. Yahoo1

Finance Profile. Service Corporation Int'l August 5, 1999. For the three months ended March

31; 1999, SCI reported a gross profit margin for North American cemetery operations of 31.1

percent on revenues of 569,330,000. The PointCast Network as of June 8, 1999. For the second

quarter of 1999, SCI reported gross margins of 32.7 percent in its cemetery operations, 17.1

percent in funerals, and 14.2 percent in financial services. SC.I N July 29, 1999. Loewen

Group, Inc. owns 1,116 funeral homes and 429 cemeteries in North America. The Globe and

Mail. June 2,1999, B-1. Stewart Enterprises, Inc. owns 625 funeral homes and 157 cemeteries

throughout the world, including in 30 states in the United States. For the three months ended

April 30, 1999, Stewart reported a gross profit margin for cemetery operations of 30.3 percent.

The PointCast Networ. as of June 9, 1999.
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This trend toward vertical integration increases the need for disclosures, requiring that

prices of goods and services be broken out so the consumer may have the opportunity to

determine which goods and services are needed, to do price comparisons, and to allocate

purchases among various suppliers or one supplier as the consumer determines.

As discussed earlier, MBNA has long been an advocate for consumers' rights in this

marketplace. Twelve years ago. MBNA entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the

American Cemetery Association (now "ICFA). which approved Recommended Installation

Guideling for memorials (Exhibit 13).

Among the key provisions of the ICFA and Monument Builders of North America's

Recommended Istallation Guidelines are:

(I) The right of consumers to purchase a memorial and installation service
- from any smurce

(2) The right of a cemetery to charge an inspection fee based only on its actual
labor costs, exclusive of general administrative and overhead costs, to inspect an
installation;

(3) The right of a cemetery to require a reasonable nondiscriminatory payment
mnto a perpetual care trust fund for each memorial installed, such payment to be
the same whether the memorial was bought from the cemetery or an independent
sdler and

(4) A requirement that written guidelines for installation of memorials be
provided upon request, without charge.

These Installation Guidelines are intended to provide a vehicle to avoid unfair trade

practices, to better serve the consumer, to enhance retail competition, and to promote a better

working relationship within the interment and memorialization industry. They provide for

disclosure, prohibit the "bundling" of goods and services, and prohibit unreasonable charges.
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However, because these Guidelines are only recommended and voluntary and because SCI

cemeteries, among others, have refused to comply, widespread consumer abuses still occur.

MBNA members' efforts to raise these concerns at the state level have also met with very

limited success. Among the states. in recent years Maryland and Virginia legislatures have

created new cemetery boards statutes, which are aimed at protecting consumers. from these

abuses, bringing states with such boards to 12. Florida has dealt with the problems most directly:

497.317 Monuments, installation fees.-

"(1) No cemetery company may charge a fee for the installation of a monument
purchased or obtained from and to be installed by a person or firm other than the
cemetery company or its agents.

(2) To verify that a monument is installed on the proper grave in accordance
with cemetery bylaws, rules, or regulations, the cemetery company shall mark the
place on the grave where the marker or monument is to be installed and shall
inspect the installation when completed. Nothing in this subsection is intended to
imply or require that a cemetery company shall have to lay out or engineer a

ravesite or grave sites for the installation of a marker or monument

(3) A cemetery company may not require any person or firm that installs,
places, or sets a monument to.obtain any bm of insurance, bond, or surety or
make any form of pledge, deposit, or monetary guarantee as a condition for entry
on or access to cemetery property."

West's F.S.A. §497.317.

497.325 legal tying arrangements.-

"(1) No person authorized to sell grave space may tie the purchase of any grave
space to the purchase of a monument from or through the seller or any other
designated person or corporation.

(2Xa) Non cemetery licensed persons and firms shall have the right to sell
monuments and to perform or provide on cemetery property foundation,
preparation, and installation services for monuments. However, a cemetery
company may establish reasonable rules regarding the style and size of a
monument or its foundation, provided such rules are applicable to all monuments
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from whatever source obtained and are enforced uniformly as to all monuments.
Such rules shall be conspicuously posted and readily accessible to inspection and
copy by interested persons.

(b) No person who is authorized to sell grave space and no cemetery company
may:

1. Require the payment of a setting or service charge, by whatever name
known, from third party installers for the placement of a monument.

2. Refuse to provide care or maintenance for any portion of a gravesite on
which a monument has been placed; or

3. Waive liability with respect to damage caused by cemetery employees or
agents to a monument after installation,,

where the monument or installation service is not purchased from the person
authorized to sell grave space or the cemetery company providing grave space or
from or through any other person or corporation designated by the person
authorized to sell grave space or the cemetery company providing grave space.
No cemetery company may be held liable for the improper installation of a
monument where the monument is not installed by the cemetery or its agents.

(3) No program offering free burial rights may be conditioned by any
requirement to purchase additional burial rights. funeral merchandise or services.
Any program offering free burial rights shall comply with s. 817.415."

West's F.S.A. §497.325.

More important for the-purposes of this comment than the actions taken by a few states to

address these abuses is the failure to act by the vast majority of the states. Just like problems

faced by consumers of funeral goods and services, the problems MBNA addresses in this

comment are localized in effect but national in scope. They, therefore, can be addressed most

effectively by the federal agency whose mandate it is to protect consumers'from such unfair or

deceptive acts or practices.
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F. Proosed Expansion of the Rule

1. Disclosure MBNA urges the FTC to add to the Rule sections that would

address the above-referenced consumer abuses. Specifically, the Rule's disclosure provisions

should make it an unfair or deceptive act or practice in the selling or offering to sell cemetery

lots or other sites for the final disposition of deceased human bodies or in the selling or offering

to sell monuments, markers or other memorialization products, to fail to furnish applicable rules

and regulations and accurate price information disclosing the cost to the purchaser for each good

and service used in connection with the disposition of deceased human bodies or in connection

with the placement of monuments, markers or other memorialization products.

2. Required Purchases The Rule's prohibition on tying should be expanded to

make it an unfair or deceptive act or practice in the selling or offering to sell cemetery lots or

other sites for the final disposition of deceased human bodies or in the selling or offering to sell

monuments, markers or other memorialization products to condition the furnishing of any site,

product or service upon the purchase of any other product or service.

3. Misreoresentations The Rule's misrepresentation section should be expanded

to address cemetery charges for an installation fee when it does not perform the work. While a

reasonable inspection fee based upon the cemetery's actual labor cost may be legitimate, it

should be an unfair or deceptive act or practice to require the consumer to pay the cemetery for

services it does not actually render or arrange for others to provide. The Rule currently prohibits

misrepresentations about a number of things, including cash advance provisions. The funeral
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provider is required to disclose he is charging for the service of buying items from third parties.

MBNA submits if it is an unfair or deceptive act or practice for a funeral provider to fail to

disclose that he is adding a service charge, it is even more unfair or deceptive for a cemetery to

charge an installation fee when it is not providing any service at all.

4. Preventative Requirements Finally, preventative requirements should be

included, such as mandatory telephone price disclosures, price lists, and statements of the goods

and services selected, as are currently required of funeral providers by the Rule.

G. Benefits of Exnanded Rule

Consumers are currently faced with a severe shortage of information when it comes to

purchases in the cemetery and memorialization segments of the industry. They are also often

forced to purchase memorials or memorial foundation or installation services from sources not of

their own choosing.

Just as the disclosure and "unbundling" requirements of the Rule have benefited

consumers, consumers would be benefited by the expansion of the Rule to cover related goods

and services. The bereaved consumer purchasing at need, as well as the consumer purchasing

pre-need, would be in a position to make an informed purchasing decision when buying a

cemetery lot, monument or related goods or services. just as the consumer is now when

purchasing a casket or other funeral good or service.

Because restrictions on monuments and markers as well as on installation, foundation and

other services and charges for such services can vary so widely from cemetery to cemetery,
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consumers would greatly benefit if they were provided this information prior to purchase of a

cemetery lot. The consumer would then know that charges and restrictions apply at that

cemetery, and could make an informed choice whether the consumer wanted to abide by these

charges and restrictions or look elsewhere. Further, even if the selection of a cemetery is limited

by availability of alternatives or by emotional ties, the consumer should at least be informed

what costs he or she may anticipate.

By prohibiting the tying of certain goods or services to the purchase of other items, the

consumer would be able to purchase a monument and monument installation services from the

seller offering the best value and services, if he so chooses.

This does not mean that cemeteries will be burdened by such disclosure requirements,

any more than funeral directors were. As the reasonable requirements and restrictions imposed

by some states, as well as the voluntary guidelines agreed to by the MBNA and the ICFA have

shown, disclosure requirements are not unreasonable or burdensome to cemeteries, and are

unquestionably useful to consumers.

The need for extending the current Rule is demonstrated by the nondisclosure and

anticompetitive practices which have continued even after the adoption of these voluntary

guidelines. It is clear that national action by the agency charged with protecting consumers is the

most efficient and effective means of addressing these problems on behalf of consumers.

H. FTC Jurisdiction Over Nonprofit and Religious Cemeteries

MBNA understands that ICFA claims that nonprofit and religious cemeteries are not

subject to FTC jurisdiction. On May 24, 1999, in California Dental Association v Federal Trade
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Commission, the Supreme Court noted that the FTC Act gives the Commission authority over

persons, partnerships, or corporations, and defines a "corporation" to include "any company ...

or association, incorporated or unincorporated, without shares of capital or capital stock or

certificates of interest, except partnerships, which is organized to carry on business for its own

profit or that of its members," and ruled the Commission's jurisdiction extends to an association

that provides substantial economic benefit to its for-profit members. The Supreme Court left for

another day a determination of the FTC's jurisdiction over other types of nonprofits, stating:

"[W]e do not, and indeed, on the facts here, could not, decide today whether the
Commission has jurisdiction over nonprofit organizations that do not confer profit
on for-profit members but do, for example, show annual income surpluses, engage
in significant commerce, or compete in relevant markets with for-profit players.
We therefore do not foreclose the possibility that various paradigms of profit
might fall within the ambit of the FTC Act. Nor do we decide whether a purpose
of contributing to profit only in a presumed sense, as by enhancing professional
education efforts, would implicate the Commission's jurisdiction." Id at footnote
6.

It would appear that most non-profit and religious cemeteries would show annual income

surpluses, engage iv significant commerce and compete in relevant markets with for-profit

entities sufficient to meet the FTC jurisdictional requirement of being a "company . . . or

association . .. which is organized to carry on business for its own profit or that of its members."

Whether an entity is required to pay taxes on all of its income under Internal Revenue Service

regulations should not be determinative of whether it is subject to regulation by the Federal

agency charged with protecting consumers from unfair and deceptive acts and practices. All

cemeteries, for-profit and non-profit, should be included under the Funeral Rule.
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II CONCLUSTIO

In summary, MBNA strongly urges the FTC to take advantage of this opportunity to

address practices in the funeral-cemetery-monument industry that have substantial adverse

monetary impact on consumers. MBNA supports retention of the Funeral Rule. but urges the

Commission to expand the Rule - perhaps even renaming it the Deathcare Industry Rule - to

require appropriate disclosures and prohibit "tying" and misrepresentations by cemeteries.

Respectfilly submitted.

MONUMENT BUILDERS OF

NORTH AMERICA

Howe & Hutton.

BY-
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4orth American Cemetery RegulatorsAssociation
DamK AkeEmen~alIDiremar

o..om
Tatapo- (5I5) 28l4441

SenatorCbarkesE Grasley, (.zurman'
thtdState Seate, Special Commttee on Aging

G31 Dukson Spnate Offce Building
WaMn ct~ D.C. 20510-6400

DearSatorrasley-

Itas b uodestandmg that you arescceping comments mi cojunction with your Apri 10 and II
heainen Funerals and Bunials Protecting Conisuriera from Bad Practicea. We appreciate the
opportuity to provide comments on thia important topic Conaumer protection is our number one

prority ad meanilful disclosme abould be t core method ofprotectmg consumer. We support
offortalogattncocosumer proftcan by mandatmn disclosureofmateial iibirmation and by

p itiaepresnttons and deceptive or tfrprctices.

Tlbindusry hasepepcW damSatic changes. Iawa "egulatmg the i duatry may need to be changed to
flect those changs. G6veammt rculaionoftiiins atry is Important toiict osmnesand .

provideanechanisms totect fraud or theft and assist when they encounter problems. Goveruent
agencs mushave adequate las, staffs and reaourcea to pohc thisandustry and prosecute violations

wlidiscovered. Violatiorurar6 noimally discovered from complaints and government field audita

However, moassues involved with fierala and bursals are local m nature and local regulation will be
the moat effbclve and targeted. We are working to enhance and iuprove state and provincial regulation

of thedcathcare industry We also stand ready to work with yous any national or ternational assueas-
For a more detailed aplanaoti on some ofNCRAs positions, please se the attached materials. We
would be happy to provide additional information to the comnumttee about the NCitA and its activities

De~i .Britdo
NtAExecutive Direator

NCRA
hallaw ) =ie Keeap At Ame ma Au.t. Dhmr M.M
"ApsheNIus 01"w"a .Ibt atep hal-hr lbrghd. Gua~o" bea DeM*tt,100.lft-
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DNB: Cl

Enclosures: Consume tips list of "What Every Consumer Should Know"

NCRA's Augukt 4; 1999 letter tteFederal Trade Commission, discussing the
Commissions Federal Register Notice soliciting comments on the overall costs, benefits
and the continumg need of the Funeral Rule, is attached for your information. We would
be happy to provide additional information to the committee'about the NCRA and its
ctvi e s

cc: Jowl Robinson, NCRAi~', M Presden
Stev SkaCiair, RAC onsumer Affairs & Education ommitte

NCRA Memnbership.
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PRE-NEED FUNERAL AND BURIAL ARRANGEMENTS

WHAT EVERY CONSUMER SHOULD KNOW

The NCRAbelieves that disclosure of material information should be the core method of
protecting onsiumers.:Inadequite knowledge, regarding the merchandise and services
relating to funeral, burial and cremation merchandise and services, remains the key
problem facing consumers The NCRA is working to create greater consumer awareness
and knowledge.f

Consumers need to understand what they a buying.

0 Consumers need to ask questions - lots of questions.

SConsumers need to sho around and get price information.

IConsumers need detailed descriptions of merchandise and services.

Consumers need to be able to make sure they are comparing items of similar quality

*Consumers need to understand and carefully consider their options, including why or
hy not to buy something.

0 Consumers need to be cautious if they pre-pay for their fimeral and burial expenses.
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Dennis Bdiso Fasm 01 5)21-6467
Iowa Securiie Bma E-ail: demislisea@a

34op IkSam
Des Mains, IA 5031%4066

August 4, 1999

Donald Clark, Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
Room H-159
600 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20580

Re: 16 CFR Part 453

Dear Mr. Clark:

This letter is submitted in response to the Commission's Federal Register Notice (the
'Notice") soliciting comments on the overall costs, benefits and the continuing need of
the Funeral Rule. The Notice also requested comments on whether the rule should be
modified to broaden Its scope to Include non-traditional providers of funeral goods or
services; revise or clarify the prohibition on casket handling fees; or prohibit non-
declinable funeral fees.

North American Cemetery Regulators Association

The North American Cemetery Regulators Association CNCRA) appreciates the
opportunity to comment on the Notice. The NCRA supports the Federal Trade
Commission's (the 'Commission) endeavors to enhance consumer protection by
prohibiting certain misrepresentations. certain deceptive or unfair industry practices and
by requiring Itemized price Infannation.

Overlap or Conflict with State or Local Laws or Regulations

In general, we are not aware of specific conflicts between the Funeral Rule and state
laws and regulations, but there may be significant Industry confusion about how to
assure compliance with both federal and state requirements. Duplicative or conflicting
regulation does not serve an effective purpose and some overlap exists. Overlap may
become even more of an issue If the rule is expanded.

Pidess - Denais Ba.so - Io.a Tasur- Di- Evans - Poia
Pe Ele -Jerri Robino- Keacky At lrge- Siuri ScN - Neliaska
Vce Pea - ourle. Hadley- Akass AL L.- RemddSinWer- Misowi
ste.ry- InyMenn-. .iSin u ian-LucinkPor-oregon
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It is our general aobservation that while most Issues Involved with funerals and burials
tend to be local in nature. trends in the death care industry are spreading fasterthan
ever before. As a result, we believe that local regulation will be the most effective and
targeted. Furthermore, education coupled with enforcement are the key Ingredients in
regulating Iappropriate industry practices. Thus, we believe that the rule should
recognize state's rights but strongly encourage the adherence to uniform and consistent
national and international regulatory efforts.

We recommend retention of the opt-Aut provision set forth in Section 453.9. Although
we are not aware of a state application to date, this provision should help encourage
stronger state regulation in these areas. The Commission should be allowed to
determine that the Funeral Rule shall not be in effect in a particular state when an
overall level of protection to consumers exists In that state which is equal to or greater
than the protectin provided by the Funeral Rule. We support the existence of minimum
standards and guidelines in certain areas, but each state should be able to regulate the
death care Industry in the manner they deem necessary and appropriate.

General Comments

State regulators are mindful that consumer protection is the most Important part of our
mission. It is our priority. First, some general comments:

> Consumers should be given some explanation of the available choices and options
and have the information necessary to make informed decisions.

> Consumers should be able to avoid purchasing merchandise and services that they
don't want or need.

> Consumers should receive an Itemization and description of funeral rnchandise
and services selected from all vendors selling merchandise or services to the public.
The disclosure must include the price of each Item of merchandise or service
selected. This information should be available prior to any purchase commitment.

> Disclosure requirements will not address all types of misrepresentations and unfair
or deceptive Industry practices.

> Consumers may have limited access to competing vendors, especially in rural areas.
The focus of the rule should be on making sure that consumers are able to
determine and select the merchandise and services that they want The success of
disclosure requirements should not be judged by their ability to drive down the
average price of a funeral or burial. Consumer complaints are a better standard for
judging consumer awareness and satisfaction. Although our funeral and burial
customs have and will continue to change over time, people are accustomed to
buying certain types of funeral merchandise and services in keeping with local
traditions and history. That may explain why pre-need arrangements have not
tended to bring down the price of funerals. Pre-need arrangements allow a longer
period of time to finance the cost of the funeral and burial.
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> Price information is critical. At the same time, complete price information of all items
offered for sale by a facility may not be all that helpful in facilitating price
comparisons. Most consumers will go through a process of selecting specific items
of merchandise and services that they desire, such as a 20-gauge casket. After a
consumer determines the specific item of merchandise or service they want, the
other price information Is no longer immediately helpful and may only serve as a
reminder of the choices presented by the facility.

> Today's consumers are more sophisticated than ever and understand that products
and services come in different price ranges. Consumers must also understand that
there are different types of merchandise and services available and that most of
them are optional purchases. Consumers may not know the right questions to ask in
order to decide which price range will provide the quality or type of item or service
they desire.

> If the sale of products or services in the death care industries needs to be regulated,
the identity of the seller is irrelevant. We support functional regulation focused on
the product or service being regulated.

Meaningful disclosure should be the core method of protecting consumers. Inadequate
knowledge, the general lack of sophistication regarding merchandise and services
relating to funeral, cemetery and cremation merchandise and services, remains the key
problem facing consumers, as these purchases occur infrequently during a person's
lifetime and do not become routine or common. The Funeral Rule does not appear to
have addressed or eliminated this lack of frequency or awareness about the
fundamental elements of making funeral and cemetery arrangements.

We hope you will consider the possibility that creation of a disclosure brochure that
vendors must provide to prospective consumers may be of greater benefit to cost-
conscious consumers or consumers who want to do comparison shopping than a
general price list. A brochure would help consumers better understand their choices
and options. The NCRA does not have a brochure available for reference. A copy of a
brochure distributed by the Califomia Department of Consumer Affairs is attached for
your information.

Conclusion

Rules and regulations must be revisited regularly to ensure that they reflect the
changing marketplace. The death care industries have experienced dramatic changes
in recent years. If any proposed revisions Involve the cemetery industry, we are likely to
have specific comments.

The association appreciates the opportunity to express its views on these matters, and
we hope that you will find our comments helpful. Since the Notice requested that
comments be submitted In electronic form, an email copy of this letter is also being sent.

65-219 00 - 16
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The attachment Is available at http 1/www.dca.ca.gov/cemetery. If the NCRA can
provide any further information or analysis, please contact us.

Sincerely,

Dennis N. Britson, President

DNB:jr

Attachment

cc: NCRA Membership

Iowa Securities Bureau

Iowa Department of Public Health

Lisa Carison
Funeral & Memorial Societies of America, Inc.
P.O. Box 10
Hinesburg, VT 05461

Dakosta Mason
Consumer Issues Team Leader
AARP
601 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20049

Robert M. Folls, General Counsel
International Cemetery and Funeral Association
1895 Preston White Drive, Suite 220
Reston, VA 20191-5434

Jeff Marolf
Association of Iowa Cemeteries
do Davengort Memorial
1022 East 39 Street
Davenport, Iowa 52807
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Robert E. Harden, Executive Director
National Funeral Directors Association
13625 Bishop's Drive
Brookfield, WI 53005-6607

Carol Fleagle, Executive Director
Iowa Funeral Directors Association
2400 - 8 6 Street, Unit 22
Des Moines, IA 50322-4306

Michael Brannon, President
Monument Builders of North America
clo Brannon Monument Company
1310 White Street
Dubuque, IA 52001

Jack M. Springer
Executive Director
Cremation Association of North America
401 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
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Te death ofa loved one is
undoubtedly the most traumatic
experience any of us will ever
encounter. The California CONSUME
Department of Consumer Affairs GUM To
has developed the following
guidelines to assist you in
making the difficult decisions
about funeral and cemetery C Mn OiY
arrangerments for yourself or p d as
someone close to you. By asking
the right questions, comparing
prices and services, and making
informed decisions, you can
make arrangements that are meaningful to your family and control
the costs for yourselfand your survivors

The Department licenses, regulates, and investigates complaints
against California funeral establishments. funeral directors,
crematorie, and the nearly 200 private cemeteries in the state.

FTC Fmeraw le Legal Requirements

DispsitioR Arragesents.

The California Health and Safety Code lists the persons who have
the right to make decisions about disposition arrangements after an
individual's death unless other written instructions ar left (1) an
attorney-in-fact under a durable power of attorney for health care,
(2) spouse, (3) adult children, (4) parents, and (5) other surviving
competent adult kin. Note: Ereptions may apply in certain
situations. You have the right to select a different person to make
the decisions about your arrangements, if you wish. You may wish
to consult with an attorney about including such instructions in
your will or in another written document, such as a durable power
of attomey for health care. Be sure to provide copies of your
instructions to family members and keep your own copy in a handy
place.

PrIces

The law requires funeral establishments to quote prices over the
telephone and to give you a general price list (GPL) and a casket
price list (CPL) when you inquire in person about arrangements and

I ofls

- -.Nw- W-
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prices. If the funeral establishment sells outer burial containers, it
must also provide you prices for those containers, either as part of
the GPL or on a separate price list. For more information, see hi
List Rquiremens

When you contract for services with a funeral establishment, the.
law requires the funeral establishment to give you an itemized
statement of your final choices, including estimates of costs which
are unknown at the time. The statement must also include charges
for outside vendor services that are arranged by the funeral
establishment and for which the funeral establishment will make
cash advances, such as flowers, clergy honoraria, newspaper
notices, music, etc. Make sure the statement includes only those
items you have selected. If you have chosen a funeral package,
make sure the statement describes all goods and services included
in the package. Get a total dollar amount in writing before you sign
the contract.

The law allows a funeral establishment to set a nondeclinablefee
for professional services. This fee may cover such services as the
funeral director's time spent (a) helping you plan the funeral, (b)
making arrangements with a cemetery or crematory (or other
funeral establishment if the body will be shipped out of the area),
(c) obtaining the death certificate and other required permits, and
(d) submitting the obituary, and "unallocated overhead," which
includes taxes, insurance, advertising, and other business expenses.
You must pay this fee, as well as the cost of the specific funeral
goods and services you select.

It is illegal for a funeral establishment to charge a handling fee if
you wish to use a funily-built casket or purchase one elsewhere;
however, the casket must meet the cemetery's standards. It is also
illegal for funeral establishment staff to make false claims about the
preservative qualities of a casket or to charge contagious disease
fees or fees for protective clothing for staff

Embaladig

The law does not require embalming, unless disposition will not
occur within 24 hours and the body will not be refrigerated. (See
exception under Hoie Dgath Cre.) As a practical matter,
however, you may wish to authorize embalming if there will be a
delay before a public viewing period. (NOTE: A coroner may
require embalming in certain crcumstances)

Creasation

The law does not require the purchase of a casket before
cremation, (A combustible cremation container is required. See
Crnation.)
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Barial

Vaults or grave liners are not required by law, but caeteries
may have their own policies requiring them, since they keep the
grnd from settling after burial and make mowing and
maintenance easier. Typically, vaults completely surround the
casket in concrete or other material. Grave liners cover only the top
and sides. Neither is designed to prevent the eventual
decomposition of human remains.

HoMae Death Care

The law does not prohibit consumers from preparing their own
dead for disposition. If you choose to do this, you must file with
the local registrar a properly completed Certicarte ofDeath, signed
by the attending physician or coroner, and obtain a Permit for
Disporition before any disposition can occur. You must also
provide a casket or suitable container and make arrangements
directly with the cemetery or crematory.

(NOTE: With pernisrionfom the coroner, human remains may
be kept at home until disposition without embalming or
refrigeration; however, decomposition will proceed.)

Coreser Feas

California law permits coroners to charge for certain services. Fees
vary by county.

Resal Casket Selers

State law requires retail casket sellers, upon beginning any
discussion of prices, to give customers a written price list of all
caskets, alternative containers, and outer burial containers normally
offered for sale. In addition, if customers ask for it in person or by
telephone, the outlet must give them a written stalment identifying
caskets or containers by price, thickness of metal, type of wood, or
other constution, and by interior and color. Price, thickness,
contruction, and color infoemation must also be included on a tag
conspicuously attached to each casket. Prior to a sale, the seller
must provide the buyer an itemized statement of all costs involved.

Retail casket sellers may not legally arange fimerals or perfoem
any other functionas of a funeral establishment.

CA (MOM R a s ca seaers awe nor bound by the state las or
re-deron thar goverfinerat dinatr-s fiere ertabtishe.
and cmeterfes, aor are they regulated by the federt goeassent.
BefoWdotsg busess wth Aem, chk their cosysdai histories
with your local disict amforney and Retrer Bsestas Bure
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Decidlag in Adance

For a leved one...

While making such decisions is difficult at any time, planning in
advance for the death of a loved one can relieve you of that
responsibility at the time of death, when you may be emotionally
vulnerable. Take time now to discuss these matters and find out
what your loved ones want.

Far yourself...

Planning in advance for your own death can spare your loved ones
the anguish of making difficult decisions while in a state of grief.
Be sure to discuss your wishes with your family. You may also
wish to consult an attorney on the best way to ensure that your
wishes are followed.

You can make arrangements directly with a funeral establishment
or through a memorial society. Memorial societies provide
information about funerals and disposition but do not offer funeral
services themselves and are not regulated by the state. To locate a
funeral establishment or memorial society, ask friends and relatives
for referrals, and check the telephone book yellow pages.

(NOTE: Manyjimerd entities that include the word "sociey' in
their names are for-profit businesses. If a society's nonprofit status
is important to you, you should confirm i prior to making
arrangemsents.)

To be sure that the funeral director, funeral establishment,
crematory. andprviate cemetery are licensed by the state and in
good standing, call (800) 952-52IffDD (800) 326-2297.

(NOTE: The state Icenses and regulates primte cemeteries not
those operuted by religious orafrternal organizations; cities
counties, or cetesy diatricts; the military; Natie American tribal
organizations; or other groups. Ifyou don't know who regulates
the cameey, ask the manager.)

Compae PW and Serelaff

First, visit and inspect several funeral establishments and compare
services offered, restrictions, rules, and pricea. Then, decide how
much you want to spend. If you buy a casket at a retail outlet, be
sure to ask if the outlet will deliver it or if you must pick it up. Also
compare prices at several cometeries and ask about their
endowment care funds (s Glossary ef m). If a funseral
establUisent or cemetery Is mat beling mantaled to your
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satisfaction, take your business elsewhere.

Prearrangement

You may wish to decide about your arrangements in advance but
not prepay for them. Keep in mind that over time prices may go up
and businesses may close or change ownership. It's a good idea to
review and revise your decisions every few years, and you should
make sure your family is aware of your wishes. Put them in writing,
give copies to your family members and your attorney, and keep a
copy in a handy place. (Don't keep your only copy in a safe-deposit
box. Your family may have to make arrangements before the box
can be opened-for example, on a weekend or holiday.)

Prepayment Options

If you do decide to prepay for funeral and/or cemetery services, you
have several options. (NOTE: These are options, not
recommendations. Be sure to carefully compare the advantages
and disadvantages ofeach-and consider consulting an
attorney-ore making any decisions.)

I Preneed Trust Contracts - Decide on the funeral and
cemetery services you want, sign contracts that fully describe
those services, and pay a set amount into a trust administered
by the funeral establishment or cemetery. There will usually
be some costs that cannot be prepaid. Services such as
opening and closing the grave are not usually part of the
preneed contract and must be paid at time of need. (NOTE:
Be sure that your contract includes a cancellation clause, in
case you change your mind later. Most cancellation clauses
require you to pay a penalty, usually 10% ofthe total cost.)

Suggessions:

* Ask for a guaranteed price plan. This protects
you and your family from future price increases.
(With a nonguaranteed price plan, your
survivors may have to make up the difference in
cost.) However, even with a guaranteed price
plan, some items or services will probably have
to be paid at the time of need.

* Make sure the funds in your preneed trust
increase in value, and find out where the money
is being invested and who the trustees are. You
may receive an annual statement of eamings,
which may be required to be reported as interest
income on tax forms. Also, be sure that the plan
includes provisions for your survivors to receive
any funds that remain after the arrangements
have been carried out.
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* Find out if you have to pay the entire amount
into the trust up front or if you can pay over
time. Ask if there is a penalty for late payments.

* Ask if your funeral arrangements can be
transferred to another funeral establishment, or if
the cemetery will buy the property back if you
move out of the area.

* To guarantee prices of cemetery goods, such as a
vault or a marker, buy them and have the
cemetery store them until they are needed. Ibis
is called "constructive delivery." There is no
provision in law for constructive delivery of
funeral goods.

" Savings - Earmark a portion of your savings for your funeral
expenses, and ensure that your family members and attorney
are informed and that provisions are made for your survivors
to withdraw the funds at your death. You can change your
mind at any time.

" POD Account - Establish a Pay On Death or POD Account
with your bank, designating the funeral establishment as the
beneficiary of funds upon your death. Be sure to inform
family members, the funeral establishment, your chosen
executor, and your attorney of the provisions of the account
POD accounts may involve service fees, and interest earned
is taxable. They may be canceled without penalty. (NOTE:
Thefumeral establislhaent is not required to pay any excess

fulnds to your survivors.)

a Life Insurance - Buy life insurance equal to the value of the
funeral and arrange for your beneficiary (a family member or
friend) to handle the arrangements in accordance with your
stated wishes. (NOTE Ifthe costs exceed the amount ofyour
policy, your survivors will have to make up the difference)

" Funeral Insurance - Buy funeral insurance through the
fineral establishment, which becomes your beneficiary. You
preselect the casket, plot, etc., and the price may be
guaranteed. If the price is guaranteed, the fineral
establishment cannot charge your relatives more than the
contract states, even if prices rise. However, it can keep any
fiuds remaining ajier the arrngements have been carred

Burial

If you choose traditional burial, you will need to pmchase a plot
(unless you are eligible for burial at no cost in a national cemetery).
Prices may vary widely between different cemeteries and between
different locations in the same cemetery. There is also a fee for.
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opening and closing the grave, and you will probably be required to
buy an outer burial container such as a grave liner or vault to help
protect and stabilize the casket. In addition, there is usually a
separate endowment care fee for maintenance and groundskeeping.

Burial in a mausoleum (entombment) involves purchase of a crypt,
opening and closing fees, and charges for endowment care and
other services.

Purchasing Items Elsewhere

If you purchase a casket or alternative container from a source
other than the funeral establishment, the law prohibits the funeral
establishment from charging a "casket handling" fee; however, your
purchase must meet the standards set by the cemetery. Remember
to shop wisely, since retail casket outlets are not bound by the same
laws or regulations that govern funeral directors, funeral
establishments, and cemeteries. If purchasing items in advance,
insist that any monies surrendered be placed in a trust, and be sure
to get a copy of the trust agreement

If the cemetery requires outer burial containers to minimize ground
settling, you may have to buy a grave liner or vault You do not
have to buy the outer container from the cemetery however, a liner
or vault purchased elsewhere must meet the size, shape, and
material standards set by the cemetery.

You may purchase a marker or monument from another source, but
it also must meet cemetery standards, and the cemetery may not
charge a setting fee if the monument company sets it for you. Be
sure to review the mules and policies of the cemetery before you
purchase. This can help avoid misunderstandings and can assist you
in making your decisions.

Muple-Depth Graves

You may arrange to be buried in the ame grave as your spouse or
other family member, but only if you buy a multiple-depth grave.
There are special fees for opening and closing a multiple-depth
grave.

Cremation

California law requires written acknowledgment of the following
disclosure when cremation is to take place:

The human body burns with the casket, container, or
other material in the cremation chamber. Some bone
fragments are not combustible at the incineration
temperature and, as a result, remain in the cremation
chamber. During the cremation, the contents of the



chamber may be moved to facilitate incineration. The
chamber is composed of ceramic or other material
which disintegrates slightly during each cremation, and
the product of that disintegration is commingled with
the cremated remains. Nearly all of the contents of the
cremation chamber, consisting of the cremated
remains, disintegrated chamber material, and small
amounts of residue from previous cremations, are
removed together and crushed, pulverized, or ground
to facilitate inummnit or scattering. Some residue
remains in the cracks and uneven places of the
chamber. Periodically, the accumulation of this residue
is removed and interred in a dedicated cemetery
property, or scattered at sea.

If cremation is chosen, a written authorization must be signed
before cremation can proceed. Ibis must be done by the person(s)
having the right to control the disposition of the body. This
authorization, or a separate contract, indicates the location, manner,
and time of disposition of the remains and includes an agreement to
pay for the cremation, for disposition of the cremated remains, and
for any other services desired. (If you wish to arrange and prepay
for your own cremation, you can legally sign the Authorization for
Cremation form yourself.) In addition, a burial/cremation permit
(Application and Pernit for Disporition oflsonan Remains, VS 9)
must be issued by the county health department. The fumeral
establishment usually arranges to obtain this permit as part of its
services. California law permits the person authorizing the
cremation to be in attendance if he or she wishes, and some
facilities may be able to accommodate more than one family
member. Check with the crematory for its policies.

A casket is not required for cremation by California law, but a
combustible cremation container is. The container must be one that
can be closed and is leak-resistant. A cardboard box constructed for
this purpose is acceptable. You do not have to buy the container
from the funeral establishment or crematory, but it does have to
meet the standards set by the crematory.

You should make a decision about removing all personal
possessions of value, such as jewelry or mementos, before the body
is taken to the crematory. Pacemakers, most prostheses, and
mechanical or radioactive devices or implants must be removed by
authorized funeral establishment staff prior to cremation, as they
could injure aematory personnel or damage equipment.

By law, all cremations must be performed individually, unless a
multiple cremation is authorized in writing and the cremation
chamber is capable of multiple cremations. (NOTE: Only afew
crenatories have this capability.)
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After the cremation has been completed and the cremation chamber
has cooled, the remains are swept from the chamber, processed to a

uniform size, and placed in a surdy plastic bag sealed with an
identification disk, tab, or label. The bag is then placed in an urn or
other container you have selected.

DIhposta ofCreared Rearelns

In California, you may choose any of the following methods of

disposition of cremated remains:

" Placement ofthe urn in a niche columbarium or mausoleum -
there may be additional charges for endowment care, opening
or closing, recording, flower vase, nameplate, and urn.

" Burial of the urn in a plot in a cemetery - there may be
additional charges for endowment care, opening or closing,
recording, urn, outer burial container, flower vase, and
marker.

" Retention of the urn at your residence - the funeral
establishment or crematory will have you sign the Permit for
Disparition showing that the remains were released to you
and will file it with the local registrar. You may not remove
the cremated remains from the urn, and you must arrange for
their disposition upon your death.

. Storing of the urn in a house of worship or religious shrine if
local zoning laws allow.

A Scattering in areas ofthe state where no local prohibition
exists and with permission of the property owner or
governing agency. ITe cremated remains must be removed
frm the container and dispersed into the soil, or buried, so
they aem not distinguishable to the public.

" Scattering of the remains in a cemetery scattering garden.
" Scattering at sea, at least Soo yards from shore (this also

includes inland navigable waters, except for lakes and
stream-s).

Cremated remains may not be transported without a permit from
the county health department, and they may not be disposed of in
refuse.

Scarering

Cremated remains may be scattered as described above by a
licensed cemetery, cemetery broker, crematory, registered cremated
remains disposer, fineral establishment staff member, or the
family. ALL cremated remains'must be removed from the container
for scattering. Avoid inhalation of the dust from the cremated
remains, since there may be health risks. The county health
department must issue a Permit for Disposition, and boatlaircraft
operators must notify the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
after scattering.
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State law requires crenated remains disposers who scatter by air or
boat to post copies oftheir current pilot or boating licenses and the
addresses oftheir cremated remain storage ara at their places of
business. 11e law also requires disposers to conduct scatterings
within 60 days of receiptof the remains, unless the person with the
right to control disposition is notified in writing of the reason for
the delay.

Spedal C reMssaracer

Death ONt of Sae

Burial - If death should occur away from the city where burial is to
take place, you will need to have the body shipped using the
coordinated services ofa funeral ctabliament in each city. (The
body must be embalmed prior to shipping- if embalming is not
possible. the body must be shipped in an airtight casket or
transportation container.)

Cremation - You can arrange for cremation to take place in the
distant city and shipment of the cremated remains to you.

DeaN Our ofAthe Coaatry

If death should occur in a foreign country, the U.S. Consulate in
that country can assist in making arrangements for the return of the
body or for its local disposition. You will usually be able to obtain
English translations of the death certificate and other documents
through the nearest U.S. Embassy or Consulate.

DanatomforMediarParposes

If you wish to donate your body to a medical school for educational
or research purposes, you will need to make arrangements with the
school well in advanice. It is a good ides to check with the school
every few yearn, since procedures and needs may change. By law,
the school is responsible for costs of final disposition.

Pice List Requirements

A sample General Price List is included in the 1994 booklet
Conrptying with the Faerdulide, available from the FerTrade

ln addition, you may wish to compare GPLs from
several funeral establishments in your area. Although additional
services may be included, at a ahinano, the GPL must include the
price of each of the following basic services provided by the
fimeral establishment, along with the date the prices are effective
and a descriptio of the services included-

65-219 00-17
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a Forwarding remains to another fimeral establishment-may
include embalming, removal of remains, minimum service of
staff, necessary authorizations, and local transportation.

0 Receiving remains from another funeral establishment-may
include minimum service of staff and transportation of
remains to mortuary.

* Direct cremation-may include basic services of funeral
director and staff a proportionate share of overhead costs,
removal of remains, necessary authorizations, and cremation.

R Immediate burial-my include basic services of funeral
director and staff, a proportionate share of overhead costs,
removal of remains, and local transportation to cemetery.

* Basic services of funeral director and staff, including
overhead.

m Transfer of remains to funeral establishment-a flat fee may
apply weekdays, nights, weekends, and holidays within a
specific area, with mileage charges for transportation outside
the area.

* Embalming-must include the following statement:
Except in certain special cases, embalming is not required by
law. Embalming may be necessary, however, if you select
certain funeral arrangements, such as a funeral with viewing.
If you do not want embalming, you usually have the right to
choose an arrangement that does not require you to pay for it,
such as direct cremation or immediate burial.

M Other preparation of the body-services may be priced
individually and may include dressing, cosmetizing,
casketing hair care, post-autopsy care, refrigeration, and
reconstruction/restorative arts.

* Use of facilities and staff for viewing.
M Use of facilities and staff for funeral ceremony.
* Use of facilities and staff for memorial service.
0 Use of equipment and staff for graveside service.
a Hearse.
* Limousine.
* The rarge of casket prices that appear on the Casket Price

Last, including the price range for adult, infant/child, and
rental caskets, and for alternative containers.

a Either individual outer burial container prices or the range of
outer burial container prices if the funeral establishment sells
them.

Complainft

If you have a complaint about a funeral establishment, crematory,
or state-regulated cemetery, first try to settle it with management If
you can't resolve the issue, call the Department of Consumer
Affairs at (800) 952-5210 or TDD (800) 326-2297, and request a
complaint form. (Or you can download a complaint foun) Many
complaints are quickly mediated between the consumer and the
licensee; more serious complaints require a thorough investigation,
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and the Department will take action against the license, if
warranted. For complaints you are unable to resolve with
cemeteries that are not under state jurisdiction, contact an official
of the managing organization. Unresolved complaints about retail
casket outlets should be directed to the local district attorney.

Glossary of Terms

Casket/Coffin-A box or chest for burying human remains.

Cemetery Property-A grave, crypt, or niche.

Cemetery Services-Opening and closing graves, crypts, or
niches; setting grave liners and vaults; setting markers; and
long-term maintenance of cemetery grounds and facilities.

Columbarium-A structure with niches (small spaces) for
placement of cremated remains in urns or other approved
containers. It may be outdoors or part of a mausoleum.

Cremation-Exposing human remains and the container encasing
them to extreme heat and flame and processing the resulting bone
fragments to a uniform size and consistency.

Crypt-A space in a mausoleum or other building to hold
cremated or whole human remains.

Disposition- The placement of cremated or whole human remain
in their final resting place. A Permifor Diposition must be filed
with the local registrar before disposition can take place.

Endowment Care Fund-Moneys collected from cemetery
property purchasers and placed in tust for the maintenance and
upkeep of the cemetery. The state monitors the fund and establishes
the minimum amount that must be collected; however, the cemetery
is permitted to collect more than the minimum to build the fund.
Only the interest earned by such funds may be used for the care,
maintenance, and embellishment of the cemetery.

Entombment-Burial in a mausoleum.

Funeral Ceremony-A service commemorating the deceased with
the body present.

Funeral Services-Services provided by a funeral director and
staff which may include consulting with the family on funeral
planning; transportation, shelter, refrigeration, and embalming of
remains; preparing and filing notices; obtaining authorizations and
permits; and coordinating with the cemetery, crematory, or other
third parties.
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Funeral Society-See Memorial Society.

Grave-A space in the ground in a cemetery for the burial of
human remains.

Grave Liner or Outer Container-A concrete cover that fits over
a casket in a grave. Some liners cover tops and sides of the casket.
Other liners (vaults) completely enclose the casket. Grave liners
minimize ground settling.

Graveside Service-A service to commemorate the deceased held
at the cemetery prior to burial.

Interment-Burial in the ground, inumment, or entombment.

Inurnment-The placing of cremated remains in an urn.

Mausoleum-A building in which human remains are buried
(entombed).

Memorial Service-A ceremony commemorating the deceased
without the body present

Memorial Society-An organization that provides information
about funerals and disposition but is not part of the state-regulated
funeral industry.

Niche-A space in a columbarium, mausoleum, or niche wall to
hold an urn.

Urn-A container to hold cremated human remains. It can be
placed in a columbarium or mausoleum, or it can be buried in the
ground.

Vadt-A grave liner that completely encloses a casket

For More Information

The following organizations can provide additional information on
this topic:



_________________________________________________ I
CVnres Collene Mortuary

Selence Department
9200 Valley View Street
Cypress, CA 90630-5897

(714) 484-7278

San Francisco College of
Mortuary Science

1598 Delores Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

(415)824-1313

Calfornia anidFBWill Funeral and Memorial
EederationoflIMMA-h& . Societiesof America

Memorial Soci( li PO. Box 10
P.O. Box 92313 Hinesburg, VT 05461

PasadenaCA 91109-2313 (800)765-0107
(626) 683-3545

Funeral Service Consumer Assistance Program (FSCAP)IP.O. Box 486
Elm Grove, WI 53122-0486

..-(800)662-7666

FeerTradeki#Lio oc al District Attorney or
office ofConsumer&Sdusmess Co Affairs Office (See

W Eo ' 71:-1-1*, Government section of

telephone l ie pages)

Calofdaiao ra ra

P. Box 347lMathnStreet
Fullero C 3 667

cCieuer Canuferg fypa'Service

(91 Ro vile, AR 72740

cremstol snil-of

401 N. MiQ i e 1116 24tiStreet
ChiaoM I SaommentoiCA9 816

(312) U (916) 441-4833
aona d National Funeraltirectors

F~nera Ass6Anasg ton

1895 Preston 10ti. ve, 13625 Bishop's Drive
Suite 220 Brookfield, WI 53005

Reston, VA 20191 (800) 228-6332
(800) 645-7700
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128 BMdway Ae. Pueblo, Co 81004

1%lehone (719) 542-1984DAVIS 19) 542-198
MORTUARY

Locally Ownal and Opeed Slow 1905

April 13, 2000

Senator Chuck Grassley
135 Hart Senate Buiding
Washington D.C. 25010-1501

RE: Senate Special Committee on Aging, Funeral Industry Hearings

Dear Senator Chuck Grassley

As Chairman of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, I feel I have some valuable information to
share that you may find useful. The decisions you and the committee are making will affect every
citizen In this country at one time or another and I therefore feel my correspondence will be of some
help to you.

I strongly agree with your press release of April 11, 2000. The need for the consumer to compare the
prices as well as the personnel and professionalism of death care providers has never been greater.
The more Information a consumer can acquire from any reliable source the better he or she will be able
to make some difficult decisions at a stressful time.

Your press release of April 10, 2000 does not do, for the most part, any of us any. good. Your
Information about where and to who to complain may be useful, but, the rest of your Information is far
too one sided. To simply state some abuses in the Industry and not inform the public as to their limited
scale is grossly unfair. I would not attempt to deny that abuses do exist. Abuses exist in every arena of
our society and you need look no farther than your own profession to see some of the most damaging.

A free market system will provide for the elimination of most abusers in our industry. A quick look at the
stock prices and Wa Street analysis of the publicly traded death care companies will prove this to be
true. The consumer is rejecting the Idea of large corporate entities, driven strictly by profits, caring for
them and their loved ones in great numbers. However, as the average American is personally involved
with a death care provided only once every twenty years, this elimination is extremely slow. More
consumer information is the best way to speed this process.

The high-pressure sales tactics used In our industry are extremely troubling. I could not agree with you
more in that this abuse In our industry needs to be addressed immediately. The use of 'sales people" to
counsel grieving families must be stopped If we are to salvage any respectability in the death care
profession. Death care must stop the self-directed evolution from a service industry to a sales industry.
The consumer is already rejecting this evolution as indicated by the migration away from the large
corporate funeral conglomerates.

The single, simplest thing you and your committee can do to help our industry as well as the consumer
is to find a way to prohibit the sale of anything connected to the death care industry on commission.
This simple act would not only eliminate the pressure placed on consumers to purchase goods and
services not needed, it would also force reputable death care providers to pay an honest living to their
employees and to hire the best, most consumer oriented funeral directors to help perpetuate the
success of their business. A system for the tradling of this information already exists. The Intemal
Revenue Service provides for the exchange of such commission information on a tax return. Someone
listing their occupation as death care related and having any income in box fourteen on a tax retun
should signal an abuse of this kind. Swift and sure enforcement could follow.
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0 Page 2 April 13,2000

As our society continues to devalue human life, it becomes more and more difficult to convince the
consumer of the value of what we do. There is no denying the fact that funeral related goods and
services are expensive. While the products and serviMs could be delivered to the consumer at a
substantial savings, our society still demands a certain level of professionalism and decorum. Removal
and care for a deceased could be done only on weekdays during business hours. We could transport
deceased Individuals in old pick up trucks instead of eighty thousand dollar Cadillacs. We could meet
with families and conduct funerals In metal buldings with dirt floors. AII these things would certainly
reduce the costs. However, I am certain you and all decent thinking consumers would reject this type of
treatment for yourself or a loved one. As Wilam Gladstone once said "Show me the manner In which a
nation or community cares for Ift dead and I will show you with mathematical exactness the tender
sympathies of its people, their respect for the laws of the land and their loyalty to high ideals.'

I sincerely hope my thoughts and suggestions will help in some small way. Feel free to contact me
should you need any more information or feel I can be of help to you and the committee in any way.

Although not a constituent of yours, I do have stang family ties to the state of Iowa. My ancestors
homesteaded In the Oxford, Iowa drea and my wife's famfly still lives in and around the Guthrie Center
Area. My older brother, Jeff Cotter, was general manager of Cargll's com milling plant in Eddyvile and,
while living in Ottumwa, hosted a fundralser for you, which you attended, in their home. He and his
family are now living in Minneapolis where he works for Cargl in the corporate offices. They send their
best personal regards.

Brian L Cotter
OwnedPresident
Davis Mortuary
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A little note from the desk of .

Orunbyp alemorial EIbapel, Inc.
Angela Grundy-Sallee, Funeral DirectorManager

2357 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Steet
Indianapolis, Indiana 46208-5521

(317) 925-2323
e-mail AMSALLEECiaol.com

April 16, 2000

Senator Chuck Grassley
135 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-1501

Dear Senator Grassley:

I would first like to extend my thanks to you and the committee for allowing those present at the recent
hearings to voice their views and opinions of the industry to which I am employed. I recently submitted a
comment to LOWELLMA(alaol.com for our electronic newsletter. I also attempted to forward a copy to
Senator Breaux, Senator Bayh and yourself for your review and records. Since the e-mail was returned to
me as "un-deliverable", I decided to forward a hardcopy to you via the U.S. Postal System. This is just a
brief summary of my views, feelings and opinions after watching the hearings on C-Span and via the
Internet. I hope that this can shine yet another light on the situation and assist you with any further dealings
with the funeral industry. If I can be of any help in the future, please do not hesitate to contact me via mail,
telephone or Internet.

Sincerely yours,

, l dySall
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Sub* My Personal Coerment. on the Recent Seute Hearings on the Funeral indutry
Date 4/16/00 12:09.48 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From AMSALLEE
To: senator@breauxsenator.gov
Tor senalor@grassley.senator.gov
To: seatr@bayh.senator.gow

Senators Grassley. Breaux and Bayh (for the record):

This is a copy of comments I sent to LOWELL MA@aol.com. He had contacted me via e-mail
and telephone to discuss the hearings. I took the time to jot down a lttle bit (a lot) and send it to
him. I am forwarding my comments to you so you will know what I had to say also. I hope that I
didn't put my foot in my mouth - but I am a person that speaks from the heart and with true
conviction. I am not in this business for the MONEY - I am in it for a true dedication to the
families I serve, as well as a dedication to my fellow colleagues.

Now that the Senate Hearings are behind us, let us look at them a lite closer and find something
positive to build on. Many topics were covered in the hearings from cremation trust violations to
leaking sealer caskets; abandoned cemeteries to pushy preneed sales people priests accusing
other priests of being on the take to the statement that all funeral directors are crooks. I was not
totally shocked at the things I heard but more disappointed that no one was there to tell them the
flip side. All that goes wrong in the Industry is not the fault of the Funeral Director. So what does
all of this really mean to me?

Everyone in America falls under something we refer to as the Constitution of the United Slates.
In this Constitution there is a thing called Freedom of Speech. We witnessed this being exercised
on April 10th and 11th in Washington D.C. Tears were shed and fingers were pointed but one
fact still remains 'I am very proud to be what I am - a licensed funeral director."

I would like to thank Senator Grassley and Senator Breaux for allowing the consumers and others
to voice their opinions on the funeral industry. I am saddened by some of the things I heard that
are occurring within my profession, however, on a more personal note I am so proud not to be a
participant of any bad or deceptive practices in this profession that serves families at a time when
they truly need to be served.

Along with my father, a 52-year veteran in this industry, we represent the 87% that are family
andlor independently owned. I do not hard sell or harass families to purchase preneed to meet
any quotas or to add a bonus on my paycheck. I don't make repeat trips to families houses,
attempting to add to a preneed or alter a preneed. I am a seller of funeral goods and services,
totally in compliance with the FTC Funeral Rule, a rule that my firm follows to the letter. I am
licensed in the State of Indiana where we have excellent preneed laws that were put in place to
protect the consumer and are totaly portable from firrmto-firm, state-toestate. I do not bride
ministers, priests, rabbis or any other members of the clergy to persuade business to my firm. I
do not own a "secret" wholesale book with casket prices that aren't shared with the public. And I
do not lie to families on what a sealer casket is used for.

I do, however. operate a business, a business that is allowed to sale Goods and Services and
make a profit from these goods and services that I provide. I comply totally with the FTC Funeral
Rule and other rules that govern my profession. I answer any question a potential client, family or
consumer might ask me with regards to funerals, cremation, sealer and non-sealer caskets, etc.
In my presentation, I discuss what a sealer casket is - a receptacle that has a rubber gasket
locking mechanism, serving as a means to keep outside elements from entering such as air,
water and soil. When I write a preneed contract my families know that the money they are giving
to my firm is being 100% trusted - guaranteeing them that ALL goods and services selected will
be delivered at the time of their death - whether they die in Indiana or Florida.
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I could go on and on about what I do and don't do - but I think you get the just of what I am
saying. ALL FUNERAL DIRECTORS ARE NOT CROOKS. However, everyone involved in the
funeral industry is not necessarily a good representative of the industry. There are many people
out there selling funeral goods and services that are not licensed funeral directors, however,
when all goes wrong it is the licensed funeral director that ultimately looks bad. I don't know what
the laws of each State are but I know the laws in Indiana - and I am going to push to make sure
only licensed funeral directors will be able to sell funeral goods and services. I would like to see
the Nation as a whole push for the same thing. If you are selling in compliance with the rules and
regulations of your profession, and have to place your license on the line when you do - I think
there will be fewer incidents where a consumer is sold $132,000 worth of goods and services.
Trained salespeople are not what our Industry needs - qualified and licensed funeral director is
what our industry should insist on.

The 87% that I represent work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, weekends and holidays. Very
often when business is slow, paychecks end up being less or not at all. We don't get any
kickbacks or added bonuses on our checks for SELLING; we get paid for providing a service.
Our prices are what they are so we can keep our doors open - prices that are in compliance with
the FTC Funeral Rule. I am not a Funeral Goods and Service Salesperson - I am a Licensed
Funeral Director. We need to work harder to make our profession more professional and stop-
allowing people to treat it like a used car lot - saying whatever it takes to make the sale.

I hope that Senator Grassley and Senator Breaux realize that despite what they heard for two
days in Washington -those incidents were the exception, not the rule. This industry is still to be
considered one the most sincere and dedicated professions around - for those individuals that are
sincerely dedicated funeral directors like myself.

Sincerely,

Angela Grundy-Sallee
Funeral DirectorlManager- Grundy Memorial Chapel Inc.
District 7 Director- Indiana Funeral Directors Association (IFDA)
President - Metropolitan Morticians Association (MMA)
Communications Committee & Public Relations Sub-Committee Member- National Funeral
Directors Association (NFDA)
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April 13, 2000

Deputy Investigator Swamidoss,

I have been reading through various reports on the Hearing of the Senate Special Committee on

Aging. I find that the lack of witnesses from the funeral service is alarming. Most of the people

selected are well known as long time critics of funeral services. Many of the abuses that were

reported in the area of cemeteries, crematories, and cremation societies. In the case of Father

Henry Wasielewski in particular he alleges a few isolated instances of abuse and raves that all

funeral homes are the same or worse throughout the country. I would like to offer our comments

on some of the issues that were discussed.

It is unfortunate that the representative of the National Funeral Directors Association chose to

vent his frustration rather than portray an accurate picture of funeral service. I am currently the

President of the Independent Family Funeral Home Association (IFFHA), a regional group of

funeral homes from the Great Lakes region. Our membership is a very good representation of the

average funeral firm. Most of our member firms are small funeral homes serving 100 to 150

families each year. We adhere to our operating regulations imposed by state laws and Federal

Trade Commission regulations. We provide the families we serve with our general price list, we

explain the many options they have for services and disposition choices. We show them a wide

range of caskets.

Some of the industry critics allege that funeral homes take advantage and pressure families we

serve. However, if were abusing families or overcharging them, families would simply choose the

other firm in town, or one of the others in the surrounding communities, we would not be able to

take care of them over and over through the years. Again a key word here is community, many of

the families we serve are personal friends of ours, we serve them as we would want to be served

with respect and compassion. Many funeral home firms have large investments in their firms

building and equipment. The average total investment for a firm our size ranges from $750,000 to

$2,000,000.00. Why would a firm jeopardize that much of an investment through unscrupulous

business practices.

Let me add some background on our firm, Pray Funeral Home, Inc., of Charlotte, Michigan. Our

firm was established in 1923 by my Grandfather and Great Grandfather. Since that time we have

continued to serve the members of our community many of which are personal friends. Our

community only has a population of approx. 8500 people. There is one other funeral home in our

community, as well as many other fims in the surrounding small communities. The families of

Charlotte have a number of choices when it comes to funeral service providers. Our firm has

served many of the families in our community several times through many generations. The same

is true for the other firms in our communities. That would not be the case if we did not provide

honest and compassionate service to the community.
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Prenced practices for most firms like ours are fair to both the consumer and the funeral home. In
our preneed program, every preneed is portable, it has to be by state law in Michigan. If an
individual or family wants to use the pre arrangement that we set up at another funeral home, they
can. They can either cancel it and get their money back or we can transfer it all to the another
funeral home for them.

In our area, most of the biggest abuses in pre arrangement and services to families come from
corporate owned cemeteries. Just the other day a slick cemetery sales woman took advantage of a
man we were serving. The cemetery demanded that the gentleman come to their offices to verify
which space was his (didn't they have records that showed that?), and sign a paper authorizing
them to open the mausoleum crypt (isn't his signed check enough authorization?). While he was
there they hounded him to purchase a number of other things. In his confusion and emotional state
over the loss of his wife, he did indeed authorize a payment plan for a number of things, including
a casket for himself The surprising part was that this gentleman had already purchased a casket
for himself through a pre arrangement with our firm two years earlier.

In my conversation with him at the funeral home the next day he admitted that he thought he had
already bought a casket in his pre arrangement, but he was confused while at the cemetery and
signed the contract because the saleslady said "well just in case, let us help you get it taken care
of." He told me that he thought the caskets were more expensive at the cemetery but the sales
person "talked him into it." The casket the cemetery salesperson had sold him cost $1860.00, and
was comparable to a casket that we sell for $990.00! Our cost for the comparable unit is $495.00.
That means that the cemeteries markup was almost 400%! In comparison, the casket he had
purchased in his pre arrangement from our funeral home was a superior casket in both materials
and design and only cost him $1250.00 which he had already paid for in full, two year earlier. I
was able to help this gentleman cancel the contract after talking with the salesperson and her
manager, saving this gentleman $1860.00! It is unfair that funeral homes should be painted as
uncaring and unfair operators, when we have to deal with cemeteries pushing unneeded items on
the grieving families.

Pray Funeral Home charges fair prices based on our expenses and a fair return on our investment.
Most funeral homes have a sizable investment in their building, equipment and staff. The average
return on the total investment is usually around 4%. Not the great numbers that critics like to
imagine. Our service charges vary according to the service options our families select. Our service
prices range from $729.00 to $3685.00.

The average markup on merchandise such as caskets ranges from 2 to 2.7 times of the wholesale
cost. That converts to 200 to 270%, not the inflated figures our critics scream about. Our firm
shows caskets ranging in price from $250.00 to $5995.00. The average price of a casket selected
by our families is $1926.00. Our cost of that casket is $960.00 That is nowhere near the abusive
markups that industry critics shout about.



Our firm and my family are not wealthy, we are not out to take advantage of our friends and

neighbors. We are average citizens who provide a compassionate service to families who need

help in the worst times of their lives. We are called on at all hours of the day night, weekdays and

holidays. We are ready to serve our communities whenever and wherever the need arises. Yes we

are compensated for our time, and out of that compensation we pay our sales tax, our Federal and

State income taxes, our real estate taxes, our single business taxes, our social security taxes, our

medical taxes, our unemployment taxes, our gasoline taxes, our personal property taxes, and in

the end we even pay our estate taxes.

Our regional association (IFFHA) commissioned a national study through an independent research

firm to determine the publics opinion of funeral service and funeral firms. The results were

overwhelmingly positive for funeral service in general, and family owned funeral homes in

particular. The overwhelming majority of the consumers stated that they were satisfied with

services they had experienced. They stated that the services they received were both fair and

valuable for them. They expressed a high degree of satisfaction with the funeral homes they had

worked with. I would be happy to forward a copy of the results to our committee.

If I can be of further help or information. Please let me know at any time you may reach me at

517-543-2950 or through my e-mail or web site below.

Joseph E. Pray

http://www.ravyfuneral.com
ioav(avovager.net
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Cecil Z. Swamidoss, Deputy Investigator
Special Committee on Aging
G31 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington,1DC 20510

The Honorable Chuck Grassley
United States Senator
135 Hart Senate Building
Washington, DC 20510-1501

Dear Senator Grassley:

I am writing on behalf of the International Order of the Golden Rule (OGR) regarding the Funeral
Industry Practices hearings held on April 11, 2000, by the Senate Special Committee on Aging. I want to
make it clear that, like the Federal Trade Commission, the funeral industry and the funeral service
professional also has the consumer's best interests at heart.

As a professional association representing over 1,200 independent funeral homes, OGR is concerned with
ensuring that consumers [our families] are well-served. In fact, OGR has consistently upheld the interest
of the consumer since its founding in 1928, as our credo-'Service measured not by gold, but by the
Golden Rule"-attests.

OGR supports the enforcement of penalties for disreputable funeral providers who function outside of the
law and who are in business only for the purpose of personal gain at the expense of the families that rely
upon them for assistance. Testimony such as that heard on the first day of the hearings demonstrates the
need to distinguish reputable funeral providers from those who lack integrity and ethical standards.

Unlike corporate-owned funeral homes, Golden Rule funeral homes are independently owned and
operated, many by families who have been in funeral service for generations and serve their communities
proudly. Service has, therefore, been the driving force behind OGR as an association and its members. In
addition to our Standards of Ethical Conduct, OGR has developed and regularly implements a number
of measures intended to ensure that our member funeral homes maintain the highest of standards,
including:

* A grievance committee, which responds to concerns from both consumers and members;
* Family Contact, a feedback program whereby families are asked to comment on the service

performed by Golden Rule funeral homes. The funeral homes then are provided with reports,
noting both praise and criticism, to assist in their continuous improvement efforts.
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A stringent application/screening process, to verify the integrity, quality and standards of a

potential new member firm. The process requires both credit and business references, a random

community (consumer) survey to determine the firm's reputation locally, an onsite peer

inspection, and finally feedback from other OGR members in the applicant's region.

We commend you for recognizing that a majority of funeral service professionals are highly ethical and

compassionate individuals who are committed to serving families. We hope that your committee's

recommendations will not penalize those who have a history of excellent conduct.

Senator Grassley, thank you for the opportunity to inform your committee of OGR's position and actions

on behalf of the consumer and the independent funeral home owner.

Sincerely,

Randall L. Earl
President
International Order of the Golden Rule
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Humboldt Funeral Society
P. O. Box 856 *Arcata, CA 9551 *S Phone: (707) 822-8599

Fax (707) 822-1901

April 18, 2000

Re: The Funeral Rule

Senator Chuck Grassley, Chairman
Senator John Breaux
Senate Special .Committee on Aging
G31-Dirksen Senate Office Building.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Gentlemen:

I listened with great interest to the testimony presented
before your Committee on April 10 and 11. I am responding
to your invitation to present "testimony" during the two
veeks you indicated the hearings will be held open.

I represent the 625 members of the Humboldt Funeral Society,one of the 120 consumer groups affiliated with Funeral and
Memorial Societies of America. Our location is in a rural
northern California.county with a total population of about
150,000. We are 250-400 miles distant from the nearest
urban cities, San Francisco and Portland, Oregon. Land and
air transportation is sometimes uncertain due to weather
conditions.

Senator Breaux expressed concern about the small number of
complaints about the funeral industry in the GAO report. I
can verify this may be partially explained by the fact thatmost of us truly do not know where to complain. It is very
helpful to know that the FTC has a number one can call (given
by Eileen Harrington). Our organization tries to help the
funeral consumer, but being non-profit, we relay on volunteers
and we need all the help we can get.

Within the last ten years, all mortuaries in our County have.
been purchased by conglomerates, five by SCI, and two by The
Loeven Group. One mortuary remains independent. SCI also.
owns the largest cemeteries. All the mortuaries retain their.
local name,.concealing the fact they are now corporate owned.
A short time after ownership change, mortuary goods and
services prices escalated - cemetery plots and services
vent up - aggressive sales staff began to target every
elderly person for whom it could get a phone number - credit
on a time payment plan vanished for those not able to pay
cash. The friendly "home town undertaker" was gone, and
funeral consumers in Humboldt County found themselves between
a rock and a hard place. The SCI group .has set up the
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Senator Chuck Grasaley April 18, 2000
Senator John Breaux Page 2
Senate Special Committee on Aging

market as a "one stop to shop" mortuary to cemetery at a
premium price. Our Society has an existing agreement
with the Loeven Group establishments, which has remained
"friendly", but we are constantly nervous with the public
knowledge that this is a bankrupt corporation operating under
Chapter 11, and wonder when that last rug will be pulled out
from under us. The one independent mortuary is cordial, but
obviously has no need to lover prices to compete, knowing
that the funeral consumer literally has no place to go.

Here are a few examples of calls we receive from anxious
purchasers of pre-need plans:

1. A couple purchased a contract for their final resting
place from a SCI sales person, totaling the princely sum
of $7085 - note that this does not include mortuary charges.
The contract is a document measuring 11" wide and 17" long,
with small type on both sides, which was not read by the
purchaksers during the sales conference. On closer examination,
the contract reveaed that $1696 of the total price is
a "finance charge" Instead of "peace of mind", this couple
opted to cancel by paying a hefty penalty.

2. A 65 year old woman was sold a pre-need plan by SCI
while settling the account for burial of her husband. To
get into the plot she already owned would cost her $4685,
$1100 being "finance charges". Assuming a 65 year old woman
can expect to live at least another ten years, it is obvious
she could have invested her money to better advantage. Why
was it necessary to burden her with a sales pitch during
the first few days of her bereavement?

3.A 95 year old lady died, assuring her niece she had
a policy with Neptune Society to "take care of everything".
When her niece made arrangements, demand was made for an
additonal sum of $79 for an urn to carry the cremains a distance
of 30 miles from the crematorium to the scattering grounds.
The provider refused to cremate the body until the niece
gave them her credit card number, which she refused to do.
The result was that the aunt's body remained in hostage for
a week before resolution by taking her to a consumer society
approved facility.

Working on commission, pre-need sales persons are akin to
the proverbial car salesman - they "lowball" the victim,
who often ends up buying everything but the kitchen sink
to accompany the departed to the grave.
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Senator Chuck Grassley April 18, 2000
Senator John Breaux Page 3
Senate Special Committee on Aging

Many of our callers are on low and very low incomes
when called upon to make final arrangements for a parent
or other relative. Barely scraping by themselves,they
are examined, coaxed and badgered to come up with cash,
a credit card, or as a last resort signing a payment
agreement which burdens them for many years. There is no
charity in the funeral business - and while the demeanor
of many industry employees display empathetic sadness,
there is very little sympathy.

On behalf of our members, we say yes indeed, the non-declinable
fee needs to be done away with, cremation costs should be

itemized,alternatives to costly funerals should be presented,
the price list needs to be standardized, and cemeteries and

all 'funeral-related vendors should be required to come

under the funeral rule. Pre-need contracts need scrutiny
for regulations to protect consumers. The FTC must step

up enforcement of the funeral rule.

Thank you for the opportunity to tell your committee how

the funeral idustry operates in our community. As the

conglomerates svallow up locally owned mortuaries and

cemeteries, the consumer facesthe problem of how to get into

a hole in the ground without "going into the hole financially".

Sincerely yours,

HUMBOLDT FUNERAL SOCIETY

Wilma W. Johnston,CPresident
Board of Directors
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WEBCASKETS

Via E-mail: Cecil Swanidosa@Aoino.Senate.Gov

April 24, 2000

Cecil Z- Swamidosa, Deputy Investigator
Special Committee on Aging
D31 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
FAX: 202-224-a66

Re: Hearings on Funerals and Burials

WebCaskets.com, Inc. (WebCaskets.com* respectfully submits these comments to the Special
Committee on Aging (the 'Committee) regarding its investigation of funeral and burial practices
and the effectiveness of the Trade Regulation Rule on Funeral Practices ("Funeral Rule") and the
Federal Trade Commission's (FTC*) enforcement thereof.

Founded in June of 1999, WebCaskets.com is one of thairst Internet based nationwide
companies allowing consumers to purchase luneral and burial merchandise online.Jhe company
allows consumers to purchase caskets, monuments, flowers and other death care related
products and services online, in the privacy of their own home. WebCaskets.com allows
consumers to plan a funeral from the comfort of their own home, on their own time schedule, with
as much information as possible to make Informed purchasing decisions. WebCaskets.com
customers typically save 50% or more off local funeral home prices. WebCaskets.com is not
owned by. associated or affiliated with any funeral homes or funeral home companies in any
capacity.

During our first year of operation, WebCaskets.com has done extensive market research by
actually talking to its customers and potential customers. In addition, we have had significant
contact with funeral homes and cemeteries as arrangements are. made to deliver the funeral
merchandise that our customers have purchased. We are a firm believer in the power ofcompetition to bring quality funeral and burial goods and services to consumers at reasonable
prices. However, due to the unique structural characteristics of the death care industry,
competition must be assisted by an improved and more vigorously enforced Funeral Rule.

We do not believe that the current Funeral Rule has been effective in enhancing competition.
This is evidenced by the fact that funeral inflation has significantly exceeded general price
inflation for most of the 1990s. It is also interesting to note that the price for an average funeral
in North America is two to three times as high as the prices for average funerals in other western
countries (the UK, France and Australia for example). We believe that with enhanced competition
the average funeral price could be half what it is today

804 Wesi0 18h Street Neport Coach, CA 926S3 - IL 949.646.9863 X 949.646.9865 info@webcaskets cow
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In order to enhance competition, WebCaskets.com makes the following recommendations to the
Committee. Most of the recommendations could be implemented in an enhanced Funeral Rule
which is more thoroughly enforced than the current rule.

Casket Handling Fees

Currently the Funeral Rule prohibits a funeral home from charging a casket handling fee and
requires the funeral home to accept a casket purchased from a third party seller. Without this
provision casket stores and internet companies ("Third Party Sellers') such as WebCaskets.com
could not operate. However, funeral homes fight this rule in ways that we believe are not in the
spirit of the original Funeral Rule. WebCaskets.com recommends the following changes to the
Funeral Rule regarding casket handling fees.

The bundling of caskets and services should be eliminated where it has been clearly designed to
eliminate competition from Third Party Sellers. In many cases it appears that funeral homes have
raised their itemized prices and then constructed discounted packages that don't really offer the
consumer any savings. These packages make it cost prohIbitive for a consumer to purchase a
casket from a Third Party Seller. These practices appear to be actively endorsed by the trade
associations and the consolidators.

If bundling is allowed, an alternative is to require funeral homes to Include at least one *package'
that includes their lowest price casket. Also require that the funeral home cannot prevent the
customer from substituting a casket from a Third Party Seller and selling or donating the low
priced casket to charity. We have found that in many cases the consumer can still achieve
significant savings by purchasing the package with the low cost casket and buying the casket
they really went from a Third Party Seller.

Funeral homes should be restricted from using all deceptive practices such as lying to consumers
about their experiences with caskets from Third Party Sellers. Funeral homes routinety tell
customers that caskets from Third Party Sellers are not American made (not true), always arrive
damaged (not true), won't fit the body, won't fit the grave, have the bottom fall oft, etc. It takes a
very determined customer to ignore these allegations given the emotional and time pressures that
they are facing.

Funeral homes should be restricted from requiring their customer to come and physically inspect
the casket before they accept the delivery. This is another tactic that funeral homes use to
discourage customers from buying from a Third Party Seller.

Prevent funeral homes from reducing their prices to match a Third Party Seller price only when
they are about to lose the sale. We certainly have no problem if a funeral home were to reduce
alt of their casket prices. However, we suspect that selectively matching prices is a strategy
designed to drive Third Party Sellers out of business.

In complete fairness, less than half of our customers have reported being subjected to one or
more of the above practices (although some have been subjected to all of them). However, we
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receive many phone inquiries or visits to our web site that never result in a sale. We believe that
many of these sales were lost because of one or more of the above anti-competeiive practices.

Merchandise supply Isues:

In addition to the anti-competitive practices discussed above, funeral homes also attempt to
restrict competition from Third Party Seliers by restricting their access to merchandise.

Funeral homes individually and through their trade associations have made it clear that they will
stop buying from a manufacturer or a distributor who supplies a Third Party Seller. This makes it
difficult for Third Party Sellers to operate on a large scale or to obtain product at reasonable
prices. Most manufacturers and distributors actively support the prohibition on selling to Third
Party Sellers. Many Third Party Sellers are forced to buy product *under the table' from
cooperative funeral homes. If caught by the manufacturer, these funeral homes are "punished"
and cut oti from their source of product.

We urge the Committee to require manufacturers to sell to all suppliers- not just funeral homes.
Absent this manufacturers should be restricted from "punishing" funeral homes that resell their
product.

General Price List Issues:

Many of WebCaskets.com's customers have asked for help in planning the funeral or asked for
recommendations as to which funeral home they should use.. This is a difficult service for us to
provide as the information contained In the general price lists are confusing to even experienced
death care professionals. It is also difficult to obtain the general price lists unless the consumer
physically visits each funeral home in their area. These ditficutlies greatly reduce the
effectiveness of the General Price List in promoting increased competition. WebCaskets makes
the following recommendations to improve the effectiveness of the General Price Lists.

Require a standardized General Price List designed by the FTC. Also require a standardized
Casket Price List with manufacturer, model and description to allow easier comparison pricing
The standard price lists should have 4 sample funerals (low and average funeral, low and
average cremation) to make for easier comparison. The standardized price list could also contain
information about the funeral home, the address, hours of operation, size of facilities and actual
ownership (ie it family owned or owned by one of the consolidators?). The price list should also
contain information as to how the consumer complains, for example the address and e-mail of the
FTC, the local state regulators. and the home office of the consolidator.

Require the standardized price list to be provided to the FTC in an electronic format and have the
FTC maintain a database of the prices for the public on the Internet. This requirement could be
phased in to larger funeral homes first. For example require the funeral home chains to comply
within six months, funeral homes which do over 200 funerals to comply within 12 months and all
others within I months.

3
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Funeral homes should be required to respond to all telephone inquiries and when asked should
lax a price list, including the casket price list. To reduce the cost of this, funeral homes should
only be required to tax to local and toll free numbers.

Coverage of the Funeral Rule:

WebCaskets urges the Committee to support the expansion of the coverage of the Funeral Rule
to include cemeteries. crematories, monument companies and third party merchandise suppliers
such as casket stores and internet casket companies. Note that WebCaskets.com is not
currently subject to the Funeral Rule. We believe that it is in the consumers best interest that all
death cam providers including ourselves be subject to similar rules.

It is possible that a subset of rules need to be developed for each segment of the death care
industry due to their unique characteristics. However these rules should be very similar in order
to promote competition and eliminate deceptive trade practices.

Cemeteries and Crematories

Cemeteries and crematories are the most likely candidates for inclusion in a moditied funeral rule.
Many of the same pricing abuses and deceptive practices seen in funeral homes are also seen at
cemeteries. Any expansion of the Funeral Rule to cemeteries should Include private, not for
profit, religious and municipal cemeteries. This is necessary because many not for profit,
religious and municipal cemeteries have adopted many of the same practices as private
cemeteries and in some cases are managed by private cemetery companies.

With the growth of private cemeteries and consolidator owned cemeteries' pricing tactics have
come to resemble the tactics used by funeral homes. Death care merchandise and services
purchased from a cemetery Is frequently marked up 500 percent. Price inflation on services such
as the opening and closing of a grave have far exceed general price inflation. Also the expansion
of combo operations (funeral homes built on cemetery properties, common with the
consolidators) has increased the opportunities for anti-compelitive practices.

Cemeteries should be required to provide standardized prce lists in the same manner as funeral
homes. The FTC should develop a standardized cemetery price list similar to the one discussed
above for funeral homes.

Similar to the casket handling fee, cemeteries should not be allowed to charge access fees or
otherwise restrict access when other vendors sell and install vaults, monuments, markers, or
other death care merchandise.

Cereteries should be required to charge the same for installation of markers and vaults
purchased from an outside vendor, just the same as if they sold the merchandise. We have
experienced cases where a cemetery charges $100 to install a marker they sell versus $900 to
install one purchased from an outside vendor.

484 Ws 15nh Stre.t Newpor Beach. CA 92663 ItL 949.646.98 3 FAX 949646.9865 -s nfo(whcasketscrn
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Require cemeteries to allow other vendors to install vaults, markers and even perform services
such as opening and closing of the grave.

Third Party Sellers

Third Party Sellers such as casket stores. monument companies and internet casket companies
should be subject to the Funeral Rule. WebCaskets.com along with many other Third Party
Sellers already voluntarily comply with the Funeral Rule.

The main aspect of the rule that affects Third Party Sellers is the General Price List and the
Casket Price Lists. The General Price Lists that Third Party Sellor use should clearly state any
additional costs such as shipping charges, sales taxes and installation charges that a consumer
will have to incur.

Pro-need Issues

WebCaskets.com does not offer funded-funeral prearrangernents because we do not believe that
they are in the best Interest of the consumers. However, we believe that third party sellers should
be subject to the same pre-need rules as cemeteries and funeral homes.

The Committee and the FTC should develop consumer friendly model pre-need legislation.
States should be given incentives to adopt and enforce the major elements of the model
legislation.

We also recommend that the Funeral Rule be modified to require complete disclosure of various
issues when selling a pro need policy, for example:

Is the contract cancelable and what amount is refundable?

Can the policy be transfer to another funeral home?

Are there other death care related expenditures that are not covered (such as flowers.
obituaries, etc.)?

How are the funds secured? Trust or insurance? How are Trust funds invested, who is
the trustee, etc.

State Law and Enforcement Issues

Enforcement and support of the Funeral Rule by the states varies significantly. We encourage
the Committee to consider Incentives that could be offered the states to enforce the Funeral Rule.

In addition some states have enacted legislation that restricts the intent of the Funeral Rule. 12
states prohibit the sale of a casket by other than a licensed funeral director or otherwise restrict
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the establishment of casket stores and Third Party Sellers. We urge the Committee to consider
actions which allow the Funeral Rule to override state law in such obvious conflicts.

We appreciate this opportunity to provide comments to the Committee on this important issue.
We are available to answer any questions or provide additional details regarding any of the atovecomments. Please feel free to call me at (949) 646-9863. Ext 228, fax at (949) 646-9965 or
e-mail me at afrost@webcaskets.corn

Very truly yours

Alex Frost
President and CEO
WebCaskets.com

cc: FTC via e-mail ftuneral@ftc.aov.)

384 West 1th1 Street Newport Beach, CA 9263 I L 49646.9863 "X 949.49865 - ifu@webeaskt um
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william hedger 14854 trout school rd
felton pa 17322

April 25, 2000

Committee on Aging
G31 Dirkson Building
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Grassley:

Please submit this letter into the record of the Committee on Aging hearings on the funeral
industry. I would also like to commend you and your Committee for holding the hearing on such a
worthwhile matter and in such a bipartisan manner.

I became interested in the funeral industry in 1996 after I was charged a two hundred and fiftydollar ($250) fee to view my dear father for thirty minutes. In bereaved disbelief, I reluctantly paid,but not without noting this unseemly event. At that time, I started my own investigation into the
funeral industry. I found similar to extreme abuses perpetrated by unscrupulous businesses
throughout the industry. These gangs of thieves are not only robbing older Americans,.but theyare also robbing all Americansl Having said that, I must also say that I found an almost equal
number of very honest, hardworking men and women working in what I have come to realize is
one of the most honorable professions to be in. I would also like to commend those who have
continued to uphold the true mission and the honor of this profession. To work in this profession
requires a very special person and a lot of personal sacrifice. It is a shame that the industry today
has been invaded by the poor caliber of people who are not interested in taking care of our
deceased love ones, but instead, are only interested in how much money they can take from the
bereft family of the deceased. Once again I would like to commend the ones who have: 1)
resisted the get rich quick big money offered by conglomerates: 2) chosen to keep this industry
honorable, and 3) opted to follow the Funeral Rule. I thank you.

I applied for and received a job to sell cemetery lots with one of the funeral conglomerates. I
found myself being trained to "take advantage" of the consumers, with a promise of eaming
between eighty and two hundred thousand dollars per yearl This was very tempting, but I could
not be a part of deception that I found myself being taught. I have listed some of the problems I
see with the funeral industry below, followed by my thoughts on the solution to the problems.

PROBLEM 1:

The cemetery does not have to pay their salespeople unless the salesperson makes a sale,
and then they pay a commission based upon the total of the sale. This practice has the effect
of tuming borderline honest salespeople into lying, cheating thieves. It also allows for the
cemeterian to use the salesperson until he has sold to everyone in his family, then he lets him
go. If the family member stops paying on the lot, then the cemeterian gets.to keep all the
family member has paid on the lot and he gets to sell it again to the next sales person's family
member or someone he has set-up an appointment with over the cameterian telemarketing
system.

SOLUTION 1:
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All salespeople should be paid by the hour and a flat rate for a sale. The flat rate should not

be based on the total of the sale. Another solution to this problem would be to bring the
cemetery under the F.T.C. rule. This would only work if the F.T.C. had the right to, and would,
enforce the Funeral Rule. If the salesperson had to show a price list and the cemeterian had
to sell his lots for the same price at-need or pre-need, then this would stop most of the
thievery. The cemeterian should not be allowed to keep all the money someone has paid on
the lot If the person stops paying on the lot. NOTE: As a present practice, the cemeterians
have figured out a legal way to keep the money paid them by financing the sale through their
trust fund or a separate corporation they have set up. This Is the way the same graves are
sold several times.

PROBLEM 2:

The cemeterian can sell a vault on a pre-need contract and have the vault delivered to the

cemetery where it is stacked outside in all kinds of weather, something the vault is not

designed for. I am in the investigation process of verifying what I have been told

regarding storage practices. For example, in Kentucky there are thousands of vaults
sitting in a cemetery clearly exposed to the elements that have eroded away. Why? The
concrete when mixed for the vaults was mixed by hand, leaving sand lines through the
finished concrete, which compounded with poor storage practices and weathering
accelerates the eroding and, thus, renders the vaults useless. When the vault is needed,
the family is told that they will have to buy another vault because the one they already
bought is not suitable for use. The family has no recourse because the vault has been
delivered and, therefore, it is the fanily's responsibility to protect the vault. Another

practice used by the cemeterlan is to sell a vault for the ncdljilin" if the person moved
to another state and was buried in the other state. Why? Cementerians take advantage
of the fact that it is more expensive for the family to ship the vault than to buy another
one.

SOLUTION 2:

The best way to solve this problem is to have a rule that would make delivery of the

product before it is needed illegal. The cemeteran could still sell pre-need. but would be

required to protect his and the consumers money by placing in a guaranteed interest-

bearing account. This money should be refundable to someone who has moved, or if the

vault is a national brand it should be portable without additional charges. By placing the
money in a guaranteed interest-bearing account the cemeterlan and the consumer are

protected from Inflation, not to mention serious abuses. There are Insurance polices that

also cover funeral goods and they Increase In value by five percent per year - this Is more
than ination on everything except the funeral Industry. In the cemetery sales class I

spoke of earlier, we were taught to tell the consumer that burial for two today would cost

eight thousand, four hundred dollars(e$8,400.00). In ten years the same burial would

coa sixteen thousand, eight hundred dollars ($16,800.00), and In twenty years the cost

would be thirty-three thousand, six hundred dollars ($33,600.00). Can you Irnagine the

fear this puts Into someone who hopes to be around for another twenty years? Please
continue to think about this, couple It with problem three, and watch the fea growl

PROBLEM 3:

The cemeterlan tells the consumer that all cemetery property Is almost used up. that new

ones will not be allowed to open, and If you want to be buried youshiould buy your lots
now. If possible. you should buy your chidren's lots also, If not, the only choice you will

have is to be cremated. This can be. and Is, frightening for people whose religious ballefs
are against cremation or they are afraid of being burned or burial methods not to their
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liking.

SOLUTION 3:

Add a rule to the Funeral Rule that anyone selling cemetery property would have to
disclose to the consumers that there would be new cemeteries when theirs are filled.
Make It illegal to use the threat of cremation to sell a burial lot.

PROBLEM 4:

Markers or monuments are being sold and engraved before needed. If someone moves,
the cost to move the memorial, to have it set, and have the date engraved by a third party
Is more costly than buying a new one from someone local. If the consumer should get a
divorce or the survivor re-marries and he/she is not buried where the already engraved
memorial is, then you have a useless memorial and a useless grave.

SOLUTION 4:

Only purchase the memorial and engrave it on an as-need basis. By placing the money
In a guaranteed interest-bearing account or a value growth insurance policy, you protect
the cemeterian and the consumer from inflation; this also makes the product portable if a
national supplier is used in the contract.

PROBLEM 5:

Throughout the cemetery industry the trust funds are under the control of the cemeterian.
I was told by a cemeterian if I bought the cemetery he was managing, that I could loan
money from the trust fund to one of my friends or one of my children, send them a bill
once a month for three years, and then I could write it off as a bad debt. I could then take
a tax deduction on the loss. He also said if I wanted to, I could receive payment in cash
on the loan, receive all my money back with interest, and still take the tax break. (verify
with the Tax Code)

SOLUTION 5:

Imprison all cemeterlans caught raiding a trust fund. Make and enforce a rule that all
trusted money be put In a guaranteed Interest-bearing account and not under the control
of the cemeterian or any of his relatives. If our trust funds continue to be raided by the
funeral industry it will have the same effect as the savings and loans had on the American
pubic in the mid-eighties, except much worse.

PROBLEM 6:

Polluting of our ground water and our air.

SOLUTION 6:

Use new and improved products that stop embalming fluids or introduced chemicals to a
body from reaching our water table and our air. This is something that the E.P.A. should
look into; it is common for a vault to be breached while digging the adjacent grave, for
lawn crypts to drain into a wetland area, and also the above ground mausoleums leak and
pollute our water and air.
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PROBLEM 7:

Referral bribe. This is one of the ways funeral directors get new customers. The funeral
director either volunteers to sit on the board of a nursing home or hospice or outright buys
preferential business. For example, when a patient dies the preferentially positioned
funeral director is called to pick-up the body and then afterwards the family is told where
the body is. Herein lies a big problem for the family because some families don't
understand and are not properly informed that they can move the body to a funeral home
of their choice. Once the body is in the funeral director's domain, the funeral director will
tell the family that there will be a charge to move the body. The emotional tug is effectively
applied that the bereft family should let the dead rest in peace. Behind the scene, the
nurse who called the funeral director is paid a referral fee . In a recent case in our family
if I had not stepped in and moved the body to another funeral home the same funeral
would have cost the family at least five thousand dollars ($5,000) more.

SOLUTION 7:

I am temped to say keep all funeral directors away from the nursing homes and hospices,
but that would keep the good ones away also and, thus, deprive them from the blessings
that come from volunteering. So the real solution is to: 1) much like a "living will" is to
inform, in clear writing, the families of the deceased of their rights and options, 2) make it
illegal (with penalties) to pay for an unsolicited and unauthorized family referral, 3) to
snatch a body, and 4) make it illegal to impose any penalty (i.e. the penalty to equal the
cost of the funeral.).

PROBLEM 8:

NON-DECLINABLE BASIC SERIVICES FEE! This by all means is the most damaging
rule in the Funeral Rule to the consumers, and it should be abolished. The non-declinable
basic service fee stifles comentition. My investigation revealed that the F.T.C. tried to
establish competition when they wrote: 'This means that you cannot charge an additional
fee or surcharge to consumers who purchase a casket elsewhere (see what consumers
cannot be required to purchase, on page thirty of the funeral rule). The funeral industry
has used the non-declinable fee to circumvent the intent of the Funeral Rule. This is how:
if a new casket store opened in town, the local funeral directors would lower the price they
charged for their caskets while on the other hand they would raise their non-declinable
fee, thus driving the new casket store out of business. The misdeed to the consumer
does not stop there. The funeral director would then raise the cost of the casket back up.
leaving the inflated non-declinable fee in place. By the way, the casket store or funeral
merchandise store was already paying at least one hundred percent more for his
merchandise than the funeral director did from the supplier, and the merchandise store
could not purchase the same colors as the local funeral director.

SOLUTION 8:

ABOLISH THE NON-DECLINABLE SERVICES FEEl By abolishing the non-declinable
services fee you can and will establish competition in the funeral industry. By abolishing
this rule you will give the consumers the tools to fight the funeral industries strong
associations, which is intent on doubling the cost of a funeral every ten years. By
establishing competition you give the consumers a choice, which brings price-point and
strength to the consumers. No other rule change or legislation will have the
accumulative effect that you will gain by abolishing the non-declinable services
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PROBLEM 9:

Mafia influence. You may say those are strong words, but the dictionary defines mafia as
. a secret organization composed chiefly of criminal element and usually held to control
racketeering'. This definition alone does not support mafia influence. Lets see how the
dictionary defines racketeer "One who extorts money or advantaae by threats of
violence by blackmail or by unlawful interference with business or amnlnument." With
the combined definitions, I can attest that the mafia is alive and well throughout the
funeral industry. I don't know how wide spread it is, but I do know first hand that I have
received menacing calls from as far away as Califomia and Florida telling me to stay out
of the funeral business if I knew what was good for me, and I live in Pennsylvania. I also
know the fear I have seen in suppliers that I have ask to sell their merchandise to me so I
could resell it in a funeral merchandise store. A monument dealer was forced to renege
on a building lease with me by the local and national funeral industry. His quote to me
was "William, you just don't realize how big of an organization you are dealing with, nor do
you realize how ruthless they can be. You could maybe sue me, but they can take my
family, my business, and most of all my life.' In two meetings at a casket manufacture I
was told, "We will sell you our competitors caskets, but not ours. We will let the wrath of
the industry fall upon them, not us, but we will have to make the delivery to you in an
unmarked truck and you will have to place the order with another person, not us, because
if any one asks we don't even know you." When I ask how they could sell me their
competitors' caskets, they told me that that was easy. When they put their caskets in a
funeral home, they buy all of their existing stock and they have a couple of warehouses
full that they sell to casket stores. When I told them I had seen one of their caskets in a
casket store in Kentucky, the store was paid a visit that same day by two big men who, I
understand, turned the casket over wrote down the serial number and left with the casket
still turned up side down. That night the funeral director who sold the casket to the casket
store was paid a late night visit by the same two big men. I understand he had to do
some powerful begging for his life, but returned home unharmed. The casket store soon
thereafter closed. This is just a small example of the mafia's tentacle-grip like influence
that I have seen in the funeral industry. This only increases my drive to change the
Industry for the betterment of the consumers. I know from my own experience what risk
this Committee has taken by holding these hearings and I commend you for your bravery.
Change can only be made by those who are willing to risk it all.

SOLUTION 9:

This is probably the most difficult problem to solve, but I would suggest a justice
department investigation and recommend long terms of imprisonment for all convicted of
racketeering.

PROBLEM 10:

Embalming. The Funeral Rule states 'You cannot require consumers to buy unwanted or
unneeded goods and services to get the items that they do want." It is my opinion that not
only is embalming unwanted by the educated consumers, It is definitely not needed. The
Funeral Rule also states that "it is a deceptive act or practice for a funeral provider to: i)
represent that a state or local law requires that a deceased person be embalmed when
such is not the case; ii) Fail to disclose that embalming is not required by law except in
certain special cases, if any." I see the intent of the Rule is to stop the funeral provider
from charging the consumer for embalming, which even the F.T.C. saw as an unneeded
or unwanted service. The funeral provider is able to circumvent the intent of the Rule
through the following loopholes in the rule: 1) An example is found on pages 30 and 31:
"During July, a family requests that a funeral occur five days after death, but does not
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want embalming. You don't have refrigeration facilities. Your state law does not require
embalming under any circumstances. However, In this situation, you can refuse to
provide these arrangements, unless the family buys embalming. You can consider such
a request impractical or excessively burdensome." 2) On page ten the Rule states, "
Except In certain special cases, embalming is not required by law. Embalming may be
necessary, however, If you select certain funeral arrangements, such as a funeral with
viewing. If you do not want embalming, you usually have the right to choose an
arrangement that does not require you to pay for it, such as direct cremation or immediate
burial." 3) On page six the rule states, "Exception: You are not require to offer a General
Price list if you remove the deceased for transportation to the funeral home and, at that
time, only request the authorization to embalm. When you request authorization to
embalm, however, you also must: disclose that embalming Is not required by law (except
in special cases, if relevant)." No wonder the NFDA likes the Funeral Rule - It looks
lIke they wrote Itt With loopholes like this, the Rule Is very detrimental to the
consumers as the funeral directors have used these loopholes to charge the
consumer on the average of thee hundred and fifty dollars ($350.00) for this
unneeded and unwanted service. Embalming is mutilation of the body and the
embalming fluids are polluting our ground water and our air. Embalming fluids are also
causing health problems for the embalmers - a Workman's Compensation matter.

SOLUTION 10:

Remove these very costly loopholes from the Funeral Rule; this would let a family who
wished to have a viewing to do so without first allowing for the mutilation of their loved
one's body, the polluting of our ground water or our air, and the added expense of an
unwanted and currently an unneeded service.

PROBLEM 11:

The Funeral Rule: The Funeral Rule, as written, shows the influence of the very
powerful funeral industry. I agree with the NFDA when they state, "The Funeral Rule has
made funeral directors better businessmen and women." But I strongly disagree when
they state, "And made the families they served informed consumers." You cannot let the
enemy teach your children, nor can you let them write the rules of engagement in war, if
you wish to wini To properly inform the consumer, someone except the funeral industry
must do so. I am not saying that the consumer is not better informed now then they
where before the Funeral Rule. What I am saying is that the Funeral Rule doesn't have
strong enough enforcement nor penalties for those who break the rules and that the rules
are violated on a regular basis, thus putting the consumer at a disadvantage. The funeral
industry is very organized, but the consumers are not and this is why we have laws
against monopolies, racketeering, etc., to protect the consumers. The lack of
enforcement of these laws allows for greater abuse of the laws, and a less informed
consumer.

SOLUTION 11:

I suggest legislation to require the F.T.C. to rewrite the Funeral Rule in such a way as to
truly protect the consumer. I would also ask for better enforcement of the Rule as
rewritten. I would ask the F.T.C. to keep the fox out of the chicken house this time, for the
benefit of the consumer. I also suggest that the Committee seek sufficient funding for an
independent group (that is free from coercion, bribes and undue influence) that could
better inform the consumers. I would suggest a group like FAMSA. I wouldn't recommend
the AARP because of the influence the funeral industry wields in that organization due to
the large volunteer effort and the large contributions made to that organization. The AARP
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has the ability to inform a large number of consumers, but if the information is tainted it
may be of more harm than good.

PROBLEM 12:

Coverage of the Funeral Rule: I once again find myself agreeing with the NFDA when
they say that the cemeteries, retail casket stores, and direct disposition companies should
be brought under the Funeral Rule. I have seen an effort on this sector of the market to
abide by the Funeral Rule although they are not under the guidelines of the Rule.
Although this compliance has been on voluntary basis, I feel that it is not fair to place one
sector of an industry under a rule and not the other. This can lead to unfair competition in
the market and can also lead to abuse of the consumer without recourse.

SOUTION 12:.

Bring the whole funeral industry under a new and improved Funeral Rule, one that gives
the consumer more protection and has more teeth to enforce the rule.

COMMENTARY:

Please understand that I am only on the side of justice and that I have looked deeply into
the subject at hand before entering my testimony. Even if all the solutions I have
suggested as were to be put Into place that none of the suggestions could make the kind
of change that bringing honest national competition to the marketplace would make. A
company that would be interested in the need at hand and not in taking advantage of the
consumer at one of the most vulnerable times in their life could change the industry. A
company could make a reasonable profit by charging half the amount of today's funeral
costs and yet provide better service. At this time I would like to thank the Committee for
allowing me the opportunity to enter my testimony into the record. If the Committee
should find a person with my experience and knowledge usable, I would be happy to
volunteer to assist you in any way possible.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William H. Hedger, Sr.
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I am an independent funeral home owner and was present at the recent Special Committee on
Aging hearings in Washington.

Two of the major issues facing funeral consumers today are; 1) The lack of uniform laws covering
all providers of funeral goods and services, and 2) The lack of adequate consumer protection
when a funeral is purchased in one area and used in another.

Our society is growing increasingly more mobile, and the various state laws offer little protection
to many consumers who have preplanned their funerals in one state and move to another. I have
personally experienced this when former residents of Florida and Texas moved to North Carolina
and received only a small fraction of the benefits of their prepaid funeral arrangements. In
contrast, consumers moving from North Carolina to other state may take from 90 to 100 percent
of their prepaid funeral with them.

Cemeteries, crematoriums, casket stores, and monument companies are not covered by the
present Federal trade Commission rule governing funeral services, yet they may sell the same
merchandise and in some cases perform many of the same services without regulations. It is
indeed hard to see where the failure to apply the rule in all cases is fair to the consumer.

I respectfully request that this letter become a part of the record when reviewing the Special
Committee on Aging report given on April 10 and I1.

Sincerely,

Beacham McDougald
McDougald Funeral Home and Crematorium
PO Box 187
Laurinburg, NC 28352 #


